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INTRODUCTION

1. This report is submitted in aCCC'rdance with Article 24, paragraph 3, and Article 15,
paragraph 1, of the Charter.

2. The Security Council began its work in January 1946. The General Assembly,
during the first part of its first session, elected Amtralia, Brazil and Poland as non
permanent members of the Council for a term of two years, and Egypt, Mexico and
the Netherlands for a term of one year. At its 48th plenary meeting, on 19 November
1946, the General Assembly elected Belgium, Colombia and Syria to replace Egypt,
Mexico and the Netherlands on 1 January 1947.

3. The period covered in this report is from 16 July 1946 to 15 July 1947, during
which time the Council held 108 meetings.

4. The first three parts of the report give a summary account of the proceedings of
the Security Council during this period. Part One is devoted to questions connected
with the Council's responsibility for the maintenance of international peace and security.
Part Two deals with questions concerning the organization of the United Nations armed
force and the general regulation and reduction of armaments. Part Three covers other
matters, such as the admission of new Members to the United Nations, the Trusteeship
Agreement for the former Japanese mandated islands and certain questions connected
with the International Court of Justice.

5. Part Four is an account of the work of the Military Staff Committee.

6. Part Five contains matters brought to the attention of the Security Council but
not placed on its agenda.





Part One

QUESTIONS CONSIDERED BY THI: SECURITY COUNCIL

UNDER ITS RESPONSIBILITY FOR THE MAINTENANCE

OF INTERNATIOAL PEACE AND SECURITY

A. THE SPANISH QUESTION

7. As indicated in its previous report on
the Spanish question (A /93) the Council, at
its 4,9th meeting, resolved to keep the situation
in Spain under continuous observation and
maintain it on the list of matters of which
the Council was seized, in order that the latter
might be at all times ready to take such
measures as might become necessary to main
tain international peace and security (S /172
and A/93).

8. At the 78th meeting, on 30 Octobet 1946,
the representative of POLAND observed that
the discussion in the General Assembly had
indicated a general interest in the Spanish
question, which had previously been dis
cussed by the Council. He stated that his
delegation intended to present to the General
Assembly a draft resolution containing certain
recommendations on that problem. According
to Article 12 of the Charter, the General
Assembly was not free to make recommen
dations on a matter in connexion with which
the Council was exercising its functions. In
order to dispel any doubts as to whether the
General Assembly was free to make recom
mendations on the matter, the delegation of
Poland therefore proposed that the Spanish
question should be taken off the list of matters
of which the Council was seized.

9. At the 79th meeting, on 4 November 1946,
the representative of Poland submitted the
following draft resolution:

10. "The Security Council

lOa. "Resoh'es that the situation in Spain
be taken off the list of matters of which the
Council is seized, aT, d that all records and
documents of the case be put at the disposal
of the General Assembly."

H. He explained that the adoption of such
a resolution would not affect in any way the
general rights and privileges of the Security
Council.

12. After some discussion, during which
the representative of AUSTRALIA expressed the
view that the adoption of the resolution would
not settle the interpretation of Article 12, and
that the mere retention of an item on the
Council's agenda did not necessarily limit the
General Assembly's rights, the PRESIDENT
suggested. the addition of the following sen
tence to the Polish draft resolution:

13. "[The Security Council] requests the
Secretary-General to notify the General As
sembly of this decision."

14. Decision: The President's suggestion
was accepted by the Polish representative and
the resolution, with that addition, was adopted
unanimously.



B. THE GREEK QUESTION

I. APPLICATION OF THE UKRAINIAN SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC

1. Com711tmicatio1l dated 24 August 1946

15. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic, in a
telegram dated 24 August 1946 addressed to
the Secretary-General (S /137), stated that, as
a result of the policy of the Greek Government,
a situation had arisen in the Balkans which
represented a grave danger to peace and
3ecurity in that part of Europe. Concern was
felt at the numerous border incidents on the
Greek-Albanian frontier, which were being
provoked by Greek armed units wi.th the
connivance and encouragement of the Greek
authorities. The principal factor contributing
to the situation created in the Balkans by the
policy of the Greek Government was the
presence of British troops in Greece and the
direct interference in the internal affairs of
Greece by British military representatives on
behalf of aggressive monarchist elements.

16. Pursuant to Article 35, paragraph 1, of
the Charter, the MiniRter for Foreign Affairs
of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic
brought the situation in the Balkans to the
attention of the Security Council j he pointed
out that that situation endangered the main
tenance of international peace and security, and
was of the nature referred to in Article 34. He
requested that the situation should be placed
on the Council's agenda and that the Council
should consider without delay what measures
to adopt in order to eliminate the threat to
peace.

2. Discussio1l on the inclusion of the application
in the CtlUncil's agenda

17. The communication of the Ukrainian
SSR was placed on the provisional agenda of
the Security Council at its 54th meeting, on
28 August 1946.

18. The representative of the NETHERLANDS
considered that, before admitting any matter
to the agenda, the Council should satisfy itself
that there was sufficient prima facie evidence
that a serious and genuine difficulty was
involved. The complaint of the Ukrainian
SSR was a s~ries of unsubstantiated accusations
against two Members of the United Nations.
If such an inadequate submission were once
admitted to the agenda, a most dangerous and
regrettable precedent would have been set,
and the Council would have no defence if
some State presented an entirely fictitious
complaint made solely for the purpose of

annoying another State. He moved that the
Council should vote on the question whether
the application of the Ukrainian SSR should
be included in the agenda.

19. The representative of the UNITED KING
DOM noted that the communication of the
Ukrainian SSR, while attributing the situation
in the Balkans to the policy of the Greek
Government, stated that the principal factor
contributing to the situation in the Balkans,
as created by that policy, was the presence of
British troops in Greece and the direct inter
vention in the internal affairs of Greece by
British military representatives on behalf of
aggressive monarchist elements. He pointed
out that that charge had been brought up
previously during the Council's meetings in
London, and that, as a result of the discussion,
the United Kingdom Government had been
completely exonerated. If the charge were to
be made again, it seemed only reasonable to
ask that some facts should be produced to
substantiate it. For that reasor., he endorsed
the proposal of the representative of the
Netherlands that the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR should be asked to amplify
his application.

20. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS considered that
the Government of the Ukrainian SSR had sub
mitted to the Council a very important and
serious question directly connected with the
maintenance of international peace and secu
rity. It was the duty of the Council to consider
such questions. He pointed out that at previous
meetings the representative of the Nether
lands had favoured the widest and most
thorough discussion of the questions raised
by certain governments. It might well be
that the Government of the Ukrainian SSR
could supply supplementary facts j the repre
sentative of the NetherIai. is was not in a
position to know that such facts ~n...l1d not be
submitted. The inconvenience and annoyance
caused to certain States were not factors to
be considered in deciding whether to pI:;
any question on the agenda.

21. The representative of the UNITED KING
DOM stated, in reply, that his Government
was not in the least embarrassed by the
application of the Ukrainian SSR and was
perfectly prepared to have the application
discussed. His point had been that the appli
cation had been made in a somewhat frivolous
manner.
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3. Requests of Greece fmd the Ukrat'm'at,
Soviet Socialist Republic to participate
it, the discllssiot,

22. The representative of Greece, in a tele
gram dated 26 August 1946 addressed to the
Secretary-General (S /142), stated that Greece
wished to participate in the Council's debate
concerning the application of the Ukrainian
SSR.

23. The Minister for Foreign Affairs of the
Ukrainian SSR, in a letter dated 29 August
1946 addressed to the Secretary-Generai
(S /145), stated that he would be ready to give
the Council any necessary explanations re
garding his application.

24. At the 58th meeting, the PRESIDENT
proposed that the representatives of Greece
and the Ukrainian SSR should be invited to
the Council table to answer such questions
as representatives might wish to put during
the discussion on the inclusion of the appli
cation of the Ukrainian SSR in the Council's
agenda.

25. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM pointed out that the discussion on
the inclusion of the application of the Ukrainian
SSR in the Council's agenda was a preliminary,
procedural one. He felt that, if the repre
sentatives of Greece and the Ukrainian SSR
were invited to the Council table, discussions
of substance might ensue.

26. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that the
representatives of the United Kingdom and
the Netherlands had questioned the propriety
of including the application of the Ukrainian
SSR in the Council's agenda on the grounds
that the application was not based on facts and
was unsubstantiated. It would logically result
from those statements that the representative
of the Ukrainian SSR should be invited to
submit additional facts to the Council.

27. The representatives of the UNITED
KINGDOM and the NETHERLANDS recalled that,
during the Council's discussion of the Iranian
question, the representative of the USSR had
stated that the representative of Iran could
not possibly be invited to participate in the
discussion of the proposal for the postponement
of the discussion on the Iranian question.
The representative of the USSR had also
stated that an invitation to the representative
of Iran to participate in the Council's dis
cussions at that time woulci have constituted
'the beginning of a treatment of the substance
of the question.

28. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS replied that the
representative of Iran had been invited to
take part in the Council's discussions while
the procedural aspects of the Iranian question
were being considered.

29. Decision: The President's proposal,
namely, that the representatives of Greece and
the Ukraim'an SSR should be im;ited to the
Cotmcil table, 'was not adopted, having failed to
obtm'n the requisite 'l affirmative votes. There
were 6 votes in favour, 3 against (France,
Ul1ited Kingdom, United States of Amer£ca)
and 2 abstenti011s (Ch i11a, Egypt).

30. The representative of FRANCE explained
that he had voted against the proposal because
he considered the question of inclusion in the
agenda to be a previous question.

4. Contimtation of thq discussion on the in-
clusion of the application ill the agenda

31. The representative of AUSTRALIA recalled
that, on a previous occasion, his delegation
had expressed tb, opinion that the admission
of an item to the agenda should be governed
solely by two considerations: first, whether
the question was within the scope of the
Council's powers and, secondly, whether it
had been properly presented. At first sight,
it appeared that the application of the Ukrainian
SSR was within the scope of the Council's
powers. With regard to proper presentation,
the Council was entitled to expect that any
complaint should be couched in moderate and
seemly language, but, although some of the
phrases in the application were rather emo
tional and oratorical, he would not exclude
the item from the agenda solely on that
ground.

32. On the other hand, if the Council's
attention was being directed to a situation
likely to cause international friction or to lead
to a dispute, then the Council would need to
give its attention not only to those aspects of
the situation which resulted from the policy
of the Greek Government, but also to those
resulting from the policies of other govern
ments which might have contributed to the
situation. If the application were admitted to
the agenda, the Council should include the
Balkan situation, and not merely the Greek
question.

33. The representative of the UNITED KING
DOM hoped that the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR might be persuaded to replace
his recent paper by a more sober document,
briefly summarizing the evidence in support
of Lis charges. That was why he asked that
the application, in its existing form, should not
be put on the Council's agenda.

34. The representative of BRAZIL felt that
the dignity of the Council required that the
application of the Ukrainian SSR should be
better substantiated and submitted in a form
more acceptable to the Council.

35. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, commenting on
the situation in Greece, quoted from two
statements by Mr. Solley, a British Member of
Parliament, and from a letter received by the
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USSR envoy in Athens from the leaders of
a number of Greek democratic parties. He
asserted that the Charter required the Council
to consider the internal conditions of a countrv
when they constituted a threat to international
peace and security. In Greece, anti-democratic
groups were repressing other political groups
by terroristic me.lsures, and the internal
situation was directly related to the aggressive
foreign policy of the Greek Government.

36. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF A;\lERICA stated that his Government had
consistently held the position that the Council
could not deny to auy Member of the United
Nations which alleged the existence of a
situation likely to threaten international pear.
and security the opportunity to present Its
case. Consideration of the situation by the
Council should be made dependent on a
minimum of technical requirements. For
those reasons, the Council should examine the
application with complete objectivity. If it
found that the charges were unsubstantiated
or motivated by considerations extraneous to
the issue, the application should be summarily
dismissed without regard to the feelings of the
applicant or its supporters. Since the Security
Council represented all the United Nations, it
could not permit itself to be used to further
any propaganda of a national character.

37. The representative of MEXICO recalled
that, at San Francisco, great importance had
been attached to the principle that any
complaint of any small nation should be heard
in the Security Council. It was for that reason
that inclusion of an item in the agenda had
not been made subject to the rule of unanimity.
He considered it essential that the right to be
heard should not be lessened by procedural
considerations. He pointed out that, under
the rules of procedure, the President was
obliged to call a meeting when any dispute
or situation was brought to his attention under
Article 35.

38. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS pointed out that
the application had drawn the Council's
attention to the aggressive intentions of the
ruling circles in Greece towards Albania, as
a result of which relations between Greece
and Albania had become strained. Greek
armed forces had made systematic, frequent
and unprovoked incursions into Albanian
territory, and had murdered and robbed
peaceful Albanian citizens. He recalled that
the British Foreign Secretary had stated on
4 February 1946 that he was ready to use his
influence with the Greek Government to pre
vent frontier incidents. However, the situation
had changed sharply for the worse. Further,
the Greek Government had openly declared
its territorial claims upon Albania, and the
reactionary, pro-fascist Greek Press was
conducting a systematic campaign against
Albania, affirming that a state of war existed
between Greece and Albania. The Greek
Press also attempted to identify the Albanian

people with Albanian war-time quislings. The
Albanian people were no more to be blamed
for the conduct of Albanian quislings than
were the French people to be blamed for the
military activities of the Vichy government.

39. Further, a cruel t{~rror was rl).ging in
northern Greece against minorities, to the
detriment of relations between Greece and
Albania. The USSR representative cited the
figures for persons shot, kidnapped, tortured,
exiled or persecuted by right-wing bands, by
the gendarmerie and other authorities. The
activities of trade unions had been suppressed.
On the other hand, persons who had colla
borated with the Germans were playing an
increasing role in the existing regime. Such
a situation ceased to be purely internal as
soon as it threatened the maintenance of inter
national peace and security.

4,0. The situation was a result of the presence
of British troops, which were being increa
singly used by anti-democratic elements to
crush Greek democracy. The USSR repre
sentative quoted from various protests against
British interference in Greece and against
attempts to hold a plebiscite under existing
conditions. The presence of British troops
could be regarded only as an interference in
the internal affairs of Greece.

41. The representative of FRANCE considered
it illogical to contend, before having examined
an application, that it was not sufficiently
serious to be examined. Moreover, he felt it
regrettable that the Council had already started
a discussion of the substance of a complaint
which it had not yet decided to include in
its agenda. For those reasons, he considered
that the application of the Ukrainian SSR
should be placed on the agenda immediately,
and that the representatives of Greece and the
Ukranian SSR should be heard.

42. The representative of EGYPT said that,
on general principles and in the light of the
Charter and the purposes of the United
Nations, the application should be included in
the Council's agenda.

43. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that his delegation's doubts had not been
satisfied. He felt that the Council had heard
many accusations, and much about the policies
of the Greek Government and the internal
conditions of Greece, but the actual situation
had not been any more precisely described.
That was regrettable, in view of the difficulties
raised by Article 2, paragraph 7, ohhe Charter.
For those reasons, he could not support the
inclusion of the application in the agenda.
His position was based mainly on the opinion
that the application had not been made in
strict conformity with the requirements of the
Charter.

44. The representative of CHINA stated that
he would vote for the inclusion of the appli
cation in the agenda, on the understanting that
his position did not imply approval or dis-

·1
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approval of the substance, purpose or form of.
the application.

45. Decision: The proposal that the appli
cation of ~he Ukrainiall SSR should be put O1J
the clgNula was adopted by '1 votes to 2 (Nether
ImJds, U1Jited Kingdom), with 2 abstentions
(Australia, Brazil).

6. General discllssi01J

46. The representatives of Greece and the
Ukrainian SSR were invited to take their seats
at the Council table.

47. The representative of the UKRAINIAN
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLIC recalled at the
60th meeting that, when the matter had been
brought to the attention of the Council in
February of that year, it had been pointed out
that the elections which were to take place in
Greece on 31 March could not be an expression
of the will of the Greek people, but would
inevitably lead to civil war and would greatly
~train relations between Greece and other
Balkan States. Seven months had elapsed,
and the situation in Greece was worse than
it had been in February. Immediately after
the elections of 31 March 1946, the Greek
Government had proceeded to what was called
in Greece the "monarchization" of the
country. A wave of terror had swept through
Greece. The representative of the Ukrainian
SSR cited a statement made by three British
Members of Parliament, to the effect that
Greece was already ninety per cent a fascist
country, and that there could be no question
of free elections there. He suggested that a
Commission should be sent to the spot which
would confirm the truth of his statement.

48. The practice of carrying out punitive
expeditions had been particularly intensified
during the few weeks preceding the plebiscite.
The employment of such methods was contrary
to the very idea of a plebiscite, and constituted
a serious violation OF the fundamental principle
of democracy.

4,9. It had been said that the question of the
conduct of the plebiscite was an internal affair
of the Greek people. That was absolutely
true, provided that no foreign Power intervened
in their internal affairs. The introduction of
British troops into the territory of an Allied
State, however, constituted an intervention.
Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter denied to
any State the right to intervene in the internal
affairs of another State. That paragraph of.
Article 2 therefore applied to the British
authorities who had violated it. Action by
the Security Council would not constitute
interference in the internal affairs of Greece.
It was the duty of the Security Council to
ensure that the plebiscite remained in the true
sense an internal affair of the Greek people.
The question of the plebiscite ceased to be a
purely internal affair when the existing Greek
Government made it an instrument for the
execution of aggressive plans against other
peoples.

50. The representative!of the Ukrainian SSR
also accused the Greek Government of de
manding the dismembermento£ Albania and
publishing claims to about one-third of the
territory of Albania. The continual assertion
by the Greek Government that a state of war
existed between Albania and Greece could
hardly be explained except as a preparation
for military operations against Albania. In
the light of the above, the intensification of
frontier incidents assumed the most sinister
significance.

51. The Security Council should not ignore
those facts, but should find ways and means
of preventing the development of events which
might destroy peace and security in the Balkans
and lead to international complications.

52. The representative of GREECE made his
statement at the 61st meeting of the Security
Council, on 5 September 1946. He declared
that Greece was profoundly distressed by the
idea that its territory might become a centre
of disturbance in the Balkans. Greece had
never coveted what belonged legitimately to
others. It had asked for nothing beyond the
areas inhabited by Greeks. If one could speak
of a threat to peace in the Balkans, that threat
would have to be sought outside Greece.
Bulgaria at the time maintained a trained
army of 150,000 and Yugoslovia was keeping
300,000 men mobilized. Albania also had
tens of thousands of men massed on the
northern frontier of Greece. If there was a
threat, the threat did not come from Greece.

53. Greece harboured no hostile feelings
towards Albania. The Greek claim to Northern \
Epirus was based on incontestable rights, I
and had been recognized at the Paris Peace I
Conference by 12 votes to 7.

54. In reply to the charge that British troops
were interfering in Greece, the Greek repre
sentative declared that they had come to
Greece in November 1940, at the request of
the Greek Government, in order to take part
in the hard and unequal defensive struggle
against the overpowering force of the invaders.
At the time of the liberation, British troops
had disembarked in Greece, once more at the
request of the Greek Government and in
conformity with an agreement concluded in
Italy and signed by the representatives of all
the political parties of Greece without excep
tion, i.e., including those of the extreme left.
Since that time, British troops had remained
in Greece at the wish, and with the consent,
of each successive government, which was
fully aware that the presence of those troops
was still indispensable in order to safeguard
the rights of the people and to prevent a
relapse into bloody internal strife. The
accusation that British troops in Greece had
shown partiality was without foundation. The
advice given by the United Kingdom had
not favoured the domination of one political
group over another.
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55. As to the remarks made by the repre
sentatives of the USSR and of the Ukrainian
SSR regardi.lg the internal affairs of Greece,
the Greek representative described them as
distorted, wild and imaginary. He regarded
as inadmissible any public discussion of the
internal affairs of Greece, and thought it would
constitute interference in the internal affairs
of a sovereign State, of the kind referred to in
Article 2, paragraph 7, of th" Charter.

56. It was extravagant to accuse Greece of
fascism when Greece had oppC'ded the armed
forces of the Italian and German fascists at a
time when other countries would have pre
ferred to follow the cautious policy of waiting.

57. The representative of the UNITED KING
DOM said he could not accept the doctrine
of the infallibility of the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR concerning the charge regarding
border incidents on the Greek-Albanian fron
tier. He doubted that the question of the
treatment of minorities was a matter for the
Security Council, since the Council had no

I direct responsibility for minorities. The Greek
territorial claims against Albania, which were
backed by evidence and argument, were no
new claims and should not be regarded as
" sinister repetition" and proof of aggressive
designs.

58. Quotations from Greek newspapers did
not impress him unduly, and statements made
by British Members of Parliament should be
read in conjunction with the replies made
to them.

59. Greece was not the only country in which
an election or a plebiscite had been held
while foreign troops were on its soil. United
Kingdom policy in Greece had been explained
to the USSR Government at Yalta, at Potsdam
and, on the last occasion, at Moscow in
December 1945. On none of those occasions
had that Government had any proposal to
make or any objections to raise. Yet in the
Security Council the USSR gave its fullest
support to the unsubstantiated allegations of
the representative of the Ukrainian SSR. The
case railsed by the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR was simply a re-hash of the
case raised in London by the USSR repre
sentative.

60. British ~;:JOpS had entered Greece first
in an attempt to defend it against the fascist
Hitlerite hordes, at a time when the Ukrainian
SSR and the USSR had been in friendly
relations with the main enemies of those who
were bearing the brunt of the fight alone.
The intervention of British troops in Greece
had almost certainly postponed the Hitlerite
attack on the USSR. Their heroic resistance
had failed, but later, in happier days, they
had returned. A Greek government of all
Greek parties had been formed as a result
of a conferen(;e in the Levant in the autumn
of 1944. The existing Greek Government
was the legitimate successor of that all-party

government. It was that legitimate Govt>*q
ment which had begged the British tro" tls
to remain in Greece.

61. Article 2, paragraph 7, of the Charter
did not say that .10 Member of the United
Nations might maintain troops on the territory
of another Member at the request (r~ the latter.
If it did say that, it could be asked what
USSR troops had been doing in Iran by
virtue of the treaty between the United King
dom, the USSR and Iran.

62. In conclusion, the United Kingdom
representative expressed the view that the
matter under discussion should not properly
have been brought before the Council. It
had alwavs been intended that if difficulties
or differences of opinion arose between certain
Members of the United Nations, such Members
should seek to settle them in the first instance
directly by themselves, or by an agreed pro
cedure. If the current procedure were followed
further, the Security Council would be brought
into disrepute and the purpose of the United
Nations Charter would be defeated.

6. Request of Albania to be heard before the
Security Council

63. At the 62nd meeting, on 5 September
1946, the PRESIDENT read a letter dated
5 September 1946 from the representative of
the People's Republic of Albania, requesting
that Albania might have an opportunity to be
heard before the Security Council.

64. Decision: After some discussion at the
64th meeting, the Council decided by 9 votes
to one (United Kingdom), with one abstention
(Australia) , to invite the representative of
Albania to make a factual statement before the
Council.

7. Continuation of the gene1'al disCltssion

65. The representative of ALBANIA expressed
his country's disappointment that it had not
been accepted as a Member of the United
Nations despite the supreme sacrifices it had
made in the struggle for a common cause.

65 a. With regard to the charges that Albania
was in a state of war with Greece, the Albanian
representative declared that his Government
had never wished to be in a state of war with
Greece. The Albanian people had never been
aggressive; they had always been victims of
foreign aggression, even of Greek aggression.
He recalled the collaboration and brothel!y
understanding existing between the peoples of
Albania and Greece in the struggle against
the common enemies. Unfortunately, how
ever, the changed situation in Greece after the
war had not been to the advantage of the
Greek people.

65 b. The representative of Albania charged
the Greek Government with the responsibility
for the Greek provocations on the Albanian
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border, the systematic extermination of Al
banian minorities in Greece, the absurd Greek
claims to southern Albania and the accu
sations, fabrications and unbridled lies con
cerning Albania.

65 c. He e~pressed the hope that the Security
Council would judge the question in all its
serious aspects.

66. The representative of GREECE, replying
to the Albanian representative's statement,
said that technically speaking a state of war
existed between Albania and Greece because
there had been no peace treaty or armistice
since the declaration of war by Albania on
Greece. Speaking of Albanian resistance, the
Greek representative asserted that there had
been no such resistance movement at the time
of the Italian occupation. He added that there
was no one in Greece who would think of
using violence or force to take away territory
from Albania.

67. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA expressed surprise at the manner
in which the Government of the Ukrainian
SSR had seen fit to present its grave charges
against two Members of the United Nations.
He felt that any Member of the United Nations
which was concerned about a situation should
at least make an effort to call that situation to
the attention of the government or govern
ments directly involved before submitting the
case to the Security Council. The Council
had listened to statements by representatives
of the Ukrainian SSR, Greece, the United
Kingdom, the USSR and Albania. It could
be seen from those statements that certain
major questions were the object of conflicting
allegations and opposing views. On the other
hand, certain other charges, in the view of the
delegation of the United States, might be
disposed of forthwith as not having been
substantiated.

68. The representative of AUSTRALIA felt
that there was some doubt whether the real
purpose of the complaint of the Ukrainian SSR
was to bring peace or to make things un
comfortable for a Member of the United
Nations. Nor was it entirely clear whether
tb.e Albanian allegations were really intended
to lead to a settlement of the differences or
rather to accentuate them. He recalled that
the Security Council had discussed the Greek
question ii'J. London and had rejected the
allegation that the presence of British troops
endangered the maintenance of international
peace and security.

69. The policy of the Australian Government
. had always been to press for an impartial
investigation of the facts before final decision s
were taken. But the Councii should not allow
its machinery to be set in motion for frivolous
or vexatious reasons. The Council had studied
the charges of the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR and his supporting statements,
and the result of the study showed that it

should pass to the next item of business on
the agenda.

70. The representative of the UKRAINIAN
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, in reply to the
remarks of the representative of the United
States, stated that preliminary discussions on
the Greek question had been c0'1ducted by
the Government of the USSR. The latter had
submitted a memorandum at the Berlin Confe
rence on 21 July 1945 and a second memo
randum on the same subject at the Council of
Foreign Ministers in 'September 1945 in
London. Finally, the question of the presence
of British troops in Greece had been raised
at the Conference of the three Foreign Ministers
in Moscow in December 1945.

71. The Ukrainian people had a feeling of
deep respect for Greece and the Greek people,
for their patriotic front (EAM), and for the
heroic fighters (ELAS), but the Ukrainian
people did not identify the Greek people with
the aggressive monarchist elements, backed
by foreign forces, which had made the Greek
people the first victims of the aggressive policy
towards Albania.

72. The representative of the Ukrainian
SSR explained that the refusal of the USSR
to send observers to Greec\~ during the elections
of 31 March 1946 should be regarded as a
sign of respect for the dign~ty of Greece and
the Greek people, inasmuch as such action
would have constituted interference in the
internal affairs of Greece.

73. He rejected the charge that he was
aiming at propaganda in his speech; those
who were trying to revive. once more the moth
eaten bogey of Soviet propagand:>. were working,
not for the benefit of co-OperatiDn among the
United Nations, but for the disruption of such
co-operation.

74. In conclusion, he declared that the
aggressive policy of the Greek monarchist
extremists had long ceased to be an internal
affair of Greece ; those extremists were passing
to aggressive actions against other States, and
primarily against Albania. He therefore
requested the Security Council to take mea
sures, without delay, in conformity with
Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter, to put an
end to the situation which had arisen on the
Greek-Albanian frontier.

75. The representative of BRAZIL regarded
the minority problem as a problem concerning
Greece alone, and the accusations and counter
accusations in respect of frontier incidents
between Greece and its neighbours as accessory
in the case under discussion. He therefore
supported the Australian representative's sug
gestion that the Security Council shoul d pass
to the examination of other items on the
agenda.

76. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that the
efforts of the representative of the United
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Kingdom to prove that the presence of British
forces in Greece did not constitute intervention
in the internal affairs of that country conflicted
with the facts. Hundreds of facts could be
cited to prove that there had been brutal
interference by British military and civil autho
rities in the internal affairs of Greece. In
view of the provisions of article 99 ot the
Greek Constitution, and the Varkis agreement
of 26 September 1944, it was entirely incorrect
to say that there was a legal basis for the
presence vf British troops in Greece. The
representative of the United Kingdom had
tried to justify some intervention in the internal
affairs of Greece by quoting Article 2, para
graph 7, of the Charter. The meaning of that
Article was perff'ctly clear; it allowed the
United Nations to undertake appropriate mea
sures to remove threats to peace, even if those
threats arose from the internal conditions of
a country.

77. The USSR representative explained his
Government'£ refusal to send observers to
Greece to follow the course of the plebiscite.
The sending of observers was one of the aspects
of interference in the internal affairs of Greece.

78. Speaking of the role played by the various
States before the Second World War, he stated
that the Government of the USSR had given
warning of imminent dangers and had re
quested that action should be taken against
Hitlerite Germany. Some people had stub
bornly refused to pay any attention to that
warning, and had done everything in their
power to direct the aggression of Hitlerite
Germany eastward. The people of the USSR
had paid a high price for the defeat of fascist
Germany. They would therefore continue to
urge the peace-loving peoples ofother countries
to check at the outset every attempt at a
new aggression, before the .world was caught
once more in the conflagratlOn of a new war.

79. The question raised in the document
submitted by the Ukrainian SSR was a very
serious one. It was true that the Greek
Government styled its aggressive intentions as
claims, but those claims were backed by the
attacks of Greek military forces. Attempts
were being made to draw the attention of
world public opinion away from the substance
of the question by talk about Soviet propa
ganda ; that was an old trick. The people of
the USSR would make every effort to unmask
the instigators of war and their protectors in
whatever form they might try to disguise
themselves.

80. The representative of the UNITED KING
DOM explained his difficulty in replying to
the "bits and pieces " of evidence which
the representative of the Ukrainian SSR had
chosen to produce, without notice, from his
rather voluminous luggage. He w'ould confine
himself to rebutting the slanders on the BLitish
army and the more serious charges which the
representative of the Vkrainian SSR had seen
fit to bring against the United Kingdom.

81. He rejected the charge that the promises
given by Mr. Bevin with respect to the plebis
cite had not been carried out. He also re
pudiated the idea that the Government of the
United Kingdom shared the responsibility for
the so-called monarchization of Greece. He
deplored the fact that the representative of
the Ukrainian SSR should have multiplied
five or six times the figure for casualties on
the day of the plebiscite.

82. He contended that there was no inter
vention by one nation in the affairs of another
nation if the latter had requested the former
to maintain troops on its territory. He en
dorsed the statement of the representative of
the Ukrainian SSR that it was the co-operation
of the great Powers which was the principal
guarantee of peace, but added that co-operation
could hardly be achieved by open accusations;
he hoped that other means might prove more
efficacious for realizing that co-operation \,'l)ich
must be at the base of any constructive ....fort
for the maintenance of peace and security.

8. Draft resolutions and suggestions presented
to the Council

83. The representatives of the NETHERLANDS,
at the 67th meeting, on 16 September 1946,
declared that he was one of those who shared
the view that the representative of the Ukrainian
SSR had failed to substantiate his accusations.
He suggested that, thenceforth, all complaints
submitted to the Security Council should be
placed in the firrt instance in the hands of a
sub-committee ot' lhe Council. The sub
committee could then examine each case in a
preliminary way and bring out a preliminary
report on the subject. Should that preliminary
report assure the Council that there appeared
to be a good case, then the matter would be
taken up by the Council as a whole; and it
would, of course, always be the Council which
would have the final word. In conclusion, he
suggested that the governments concerned in
the case under discussion might be notified
that the Council, without going into the
question of responsibility, very earnestly hoped
that they would do their utmost to put a
stop to those regrettable incidents.

.84. The representative of the UKRAINIAN
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS objected strongly
to the proposal of the representative of the
Netherlands that a sub-committee should be
created to study communications addressl'd to
the Council. The setting up of such a " preli
minary guillotine" would cut short the life
of certain questions at the outset, and would
prevent them from ever reaching the Council
table. He considered that such a proposal
would be in direct violation of Article 35 of the
Charter.

85. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that, after hearing all the statements, he
wished to submit the following proposal :
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85 a. "That the Security Council pass to
the next item on the agenda."

86. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS submitted the
following draft resolution for th_ consideration
of the Council :

87. "The Secllrity Council,

88. "Having established that on the Greek
Albanian border there have recently been an
increasing number of frontier incidents pro
voked by aggressive Greek monarchist elements,
who are thus striving to bring about an armed
conflict between Greece and Albania with
the purpose of detaching southern Albania
for the benefit of Greece ;

89. - "Having established that the persecution
of national minorities in Greece by the Greek
Government, by provoking national strife, is
bringing strain in the relations between Greece
and her other neighbours;

90. "Having established that the unbridled
propaganda of the aggressive Greek monarchist
elements demanding the annexation of terri
tories belonging to these neighbours threatens
to complicate 4he situation in the Balkans
where, for the first time, as the result of the
victory won by the armed forces of the United
Nations, the foundation has been laid for th.e
democratic development of the Balkan coun
tries, and for their close collaboration in the
cause of establishing a firm and lasting peace;

91. "Ha~'ing established that in their policy
of aggression, the aggressive Greek monarchist
elements are striving to exploit the resl.Jlts of
the falsified plebiscite held on 1 September
under terroristic conditions, in which all the
democratic parties of various trends were
removed from political life, and that they are
likewise exploiting the presence of British
troops on Greek territory, who in spite of the
repeated declarations by the Minister for
Foreio-n Affairs of Great Britain that these
troop~ would be withdrawn after the elections
of 31 March 1946, continue to remain even at
the present time on the territory of Greece;

92. "Havinu established that all these cir
cumstances ~eate a situation envisaged by
Article 34 of the Charter of the United Nations
and endanger peace and security,

93. "Resolves:

94. "1. To call upon the Greek Government
to take measures in accordance with Article 2,
paragraph 4, of the Charter of the United

. Nations for the immediate cessation of the
provocative activities of the aggressive mo
narchist elements on the Greek-Albanian
frontier;

95. "2. To call upon the Greek Govern
ment to put end to the agitation regarding
the state of war which is said to exist between
Greece and Albania, in spite of the fact that

2

Albania is endeavouring to establish normal
peaceful relations with Greece;

96. "3. To call upon the Greek Govern
ment to terminate the persecution of national
minorities in Greece, which is contrary to
Article 1, paragraphs 2 and 3, of the Charter
of the United Nations;

97. "4. To retain on the agenda of the
Security Council the question of the menacing
situation brought about as the result of the
activities of th,~ Greek Government so long
as the latter fails to carry out the recom
mendations proposed by the Secu ity Council."

98. The representative of POLAND ~aid he
regarded the argument of the Ukrainian SSR,
namely, that the Greek-Albanian frontier
incidents were connected with the internal
situation in Greece, to be convincing. The
presence of nazi collaborationists in the admi
nistration and police force of the Greek
Government, the destruction of the free trade
union movement, the terror against opponents
of the monarchist restoration, and the handling
of the Greek elections by the Allied Commission
had caused great concern and alarm to the
delegation of Poland and the Polish Govern
ment. In the circumstances, he was astonished
at the desire of several members of the Council
to dismiss the question light-heartedly. It
seemed to him that the draft resolution pre
sented by the representative of the USSR
provided a means of avoiding immediate inter
national conflict.

99. At the 69th meeting, on 18 September
1946, the representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA expressed his opposition to the
draft resolution submitted by the representative
of the USSR and stressed that the frontier
incidents along the Greek-Albanian frontier
deserved special attention. His Government
felt that the information submitted to the
Council by the representatives of the Ukrainian
SSR, Greece and Albania made it apparent
that the unsettled situation was upsetting
relations between Greece and all three of its
northern neighbours: Albania, Bl'lgaria and
Yugoslavia. His Government inclined to the
view that the Council should not, without
further examination of the facts in connexion
with the alleged border difficulties, attempt to
make a final decision in regard to them.
Moreover, if the Council were to look further
into those frontier incidents, it ought not to
limit itself to those along the Greek-Albanian
frontier but should also seek further infor
mation with regard to incidents on the Greek
Yugoslav frontier. If, in the considered judg
ment of the members of the Council, such a
course would help towards a solution, his
Government would be favourably disposed to
the setting-up of a sub-committee of inquiry.

100. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM said that the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR had charged Greece with
threatening the peace of the world. The fact
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was that the forces of Greece in relation to those
of its neighbours were in the ratio of one to
five. It was a frivolous charge frivolously pre
sented, and the Council for its own dignity and
rep..lte should reject it out of hand. With regard
to the suggestion put forward by the represen
tative of the United States to send a Commis
sion to investigate on the spot, he personally
would be inclined not to oppose it, as, in
theory, it might be the only practical way of
dealing with the matter; but there was also
the other consideration that to undertake such
measures at that moment might increase the
tension and multiply the acts of provocation.

101. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that he still stood by his own proposal.
Rejecting the draft resolution of the repre
sentative of the USSR, he warmly associated
himself with the suggestion of the representative
of the Netherlands, 2lthough he did not see
the necessity for incorporating it in a formal
decision of the Council. With regard to the
suggestion for an investigation, his instructions
from his Government did not allow him to
support such a proposal, in view of the manner
in which the complaint had been brought.

102. The representative of FRANCE, taking up
the point regarding the presence of British
troops in Greece, considered that, "ince the
peace treaties were at that very moment being
worked on and certain difficulties were being
encountered, it would be wise for the Council
to refrain from further discussion of the ques
tion. He expressed his regret that the facts
brought up by the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR were concerned with the in
ternal situation in Greece ; he thought that the
Security Council need not consider them to
be within its province. As to the frontier
incidents, a positive decision on that subject
would be more useful than a mere decision to
pass to the next item on the agenda. He
favoured the suggestion that a recommendation
should be made to the governments concerned.
He suggested that the Council should set up a
Committee to consider the United States
suggestion and to draft it in a more p0sitive
form.

103. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REpUBLICS considered the
suggestions of the representatives of the
Netherlands and the United States of America
as tactical man~uvres for the purpose of
diverting the Council's attention from the
question raised by the representative of the
Ukrainian SSR towards other considerations
unconnected with the subject.

104. The representative of CHINA declared
that he had originally been in favour of a full
and frank discussion of the communication of
the Ukrainian SSR. After examining the facts
and hearing the arguments, he had come to
the conclusion that, juridically, the situation in
Greece did not endanger the maintenance of
international peace and security, and that,
politically, it would be unwise to magnify or

over-emphasize a passing phase in an inter
national situation. He expressed the earnest
hope that the situation would improve with
the return of peaceful conditions. The dele
gations of China welcomed in principle any
proposal or suggestion aiming at the amelio
ration of certain aspects of the situation which
were amenable to treatment by the Council.

105. 'The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA considered that his Government's
purpose had been quite clear when it had
suggested that a situation existed on the Greek
frontier which called for the attention and
consideration of the Council. That situation
was separate from the charges brought by
the representative of the Ukrainian SSR, and
he denied that the United States was trying
in any way to evade a decision on those charges.
If the Australian proposal were put to the
vote, he would vote for it, while reserving the
right to submit a positive draft ref.Olution to
the Council at a later date.

106. The representative of the NETHERLANDS
expressed his willingness to co-operate in
reaching agreement on setting up a Commis
sion, but he repeated that it would still be
useful to address a notification to the govern
ments concerned as he had previously sug
gested. He therefore presented the following
draft resolution for the consideration of the
Council:

107. "The Security Council,

108. "Hai;ing been infonned that a number
of frontier incidents have taken place on the
frontier between Greece on the one hand and
Yugoslavia, Albania and Bulgaria, on the other
hand,

109. "Iwl:z'tes the Secretary-General to notify
the Governments of the said countries, on
behalf of the Security Council, that the Council,
without pronouncing any opinion on the
question of responsibility, earnestly hopes that
these Governments, each in so far as it is
concerned, will do their utmost, inasmuch as
that should still be necessary, to stop those
regrettable incidents by giving appropriate
instructions to their national authorities and
by making sure that these instructions are
rigidly enforced. "

llO. At the 70th meeting, on 20 September
1946, the representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA formally placed before the Security
Council the following draft resolution :

Ill. "Resolved

H2. "That the Security Council, acting
under Article 34 of the Charter, establish a
Commission of three individuals, to be nomi
nated by the Secretary-General, to represent
the Security Council on the basis of their
competence and impartiality, and to be con
firmed by the Security Council ;

H3. "That the Security Council instruct
the Commission:
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114.. "1. To investigate the facts relating to
the border incidents along the frontier between
Greece on the one hand and Albania, Bulgaria,
and Yugoslavia on the other;

115. "2. To examine the statements sub
mitted to the Security Council concerning
these incidents and such further ir:formation
from other sources as it deems necessary; and

116. "3. To submit to the Security Council
as soon as practicable a report on the facts
disclosed by its investigation.

117. "That the Commission shall have autho
rity to conduct its investigation in the area
and to call upon Albania, Bulgaria, Greece and
Yugoslavia for information relevant to its
investigi:ltion ;

118. "That the Security Council request
the Secretary-General to communicate with
the appropriate authorities in the countries
involved in order to obtain permission for the
Commission to conduct its investigation in
these countries."

119. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET ROCIALIST REpUBLICS opposed the
United States draft resolution principally be
cause the Security Council had in no way
examined questions such as the situation on
the Greek-Yugoslav and Greek-Bulgarian fron
tiers. The setting-up of such a Commission
constituted a political decision implying that
the Security Council was satisfied that the
accusations brDught against Yugoslavia and
Bulgaria were to some extent founded. The
Council had no grounds for taking any deci
sion directed against Bulgaria and Yugoslavia
such as that suggested by the United States
draft resolution.

120. The representative of FRANCE declared
that, as he understood it, the United States
draft resolution did not in any way imply a
judgment with regard to the countries in
which the inquiry was proposed to be carried
out. Nor was it designed to bury the question
at issue, but rather to give the Council a
complete picture of the situation, in order that
the Council might decide whether action was
necessary.

121. The representative of the NETHE,i{LANDS
proposed that the first paragraph of his own
draft resolution should be amended as follows:

121 a. "Having been informed that a number
of frontier incidents have taken place on the
frontier between Greece and Albania. "

122. The representative of the UNION OF
"SbVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS said that he could
not accept the suggestion of the representative
of the Netherlands. Albania was in no ",:ay
guilty of the incidents, but merely a victim
of the aggressive activities of the existing
Greek Government.

123. The SECRETARy-GENERAL stated that,
if the United States draft were not adopted,

he hoped the Council would understand tl:at
he must reserve his right to make such in
quiries or investigations as he might think
necessary in order to determine whether or
not he should consider bringing any aspect of
the matter to the attention of the Council
under the provisions of the Charter.

124.. The PRESIDENT stated that since he had
received no furthc:r requests ior permission to
speak, he considered that the discussion on
the question raised in the letter sent to the
Secretary-General by the Minister fol' Foreign
Affairs of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Re
public was closed. Turning to the Australian
proposal that the Council should pass to the
next item of business, he said that there was
no necessity for the Security Council to adopt
such a proposal, and expressed the hope that
the Australian representative might find it
possible to withdraw it.

125. The representative of AUSTRALIA main
tained his proposal and asked for a vote on it.

9. Decisions of the Council

126. The Security Council agreed to vote
on the Australian proposal only after the other
drafts directly related to the question under
cOJ~sideration had been voted upon.

127. Decision: The USSR draft resolution
was 1'ejected by 9 votes to 2 (Poland, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics).

128. Decision: The Netherlands draft reso
lution was not adopted, having failed to obtain
the affirmative votes of 7 membe.rs. There were
6 votes in favour, 3 against (Egypt, Poland,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), and
2 abstentions (Australia, France).

129. The PRESIDENT stated that the draft
resolution of the United States, as the two
previous drafts, was related to the substance
of the matter.

130. The representative of FIV,NCE considered
that the United States draft fell under Ar
ticle 29 of the Charter, and should be consi
dered as a matter of procedure.

131. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS consid~red that
the United State& draft resolution dealt with
a question which was g matter of substance
and not of procedure. He reminded the
Council that the declaration on the voting
procedure in the Security Council made by
the sponsoring Governments at San Francisco
had made it clear that such questions, in
cluding all proposals relating to an investi
gation, should be considered. as points of
substance and not of procedure.

132. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA agreed with the statement of the
USSR representative.
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133. The reprcsentativc of AtlSTRALIA main
tained that the San Francisco statemcnt had
no binding force on the Council. Moreover,
paragraph 2 of the document referred to
mentioned, among items which mis:rht be
covered by a procedural vote, the establish
ment of such bodies or agencies as the Council
might deem necessary for the performance of
its functions.

134. The general feeling of the Council
being that the United States draft resolution
was a matter of substance, the PRESIDENT put
it to the vote.

135. Decisfon: The Unitea States draft
rasolutioll was not adopted, O1le of the permanellt
members of the Secttrity COlmcil havitlg voted
against it. There 'lcere 8 votes in favour, 2 against
(Pola1ld, Union of SO'l.'iet Socialist Republics),
a1ld one abstention (Australia).

136. The representative of POLAND stated
that his delegation would be sorry if the
Council concluded its discussion without arri
ving at some positive result, and he therefore
propcsed the following draft resolution:

137. "The Sewrity Council,

138. "Having considered the situation brought
to its attention by the Ukrainian Soviet
Socialist Republic,

139. "Decides to keep the situation under
observation and to retain it on the list of the
matters of which the Council is seized."

140. The representative of the UNION 1F
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS said that the
Polish draft resolution was the weakest ima
ginable in relation to the question raised in
the statement of the Ukrainian SSR. In that
draft there was not even a hint that th!:;
terroristi,- regime in Greece and the incidents
on the Albanian frontier were being provoked
by the definitely reactionary and aggressive
policy of the Greek monarchists. That was
one of the reasons whv he called the Polish
draft resolutions weak -and altogether tooth
less, one which in no way met the situation
that had arisen in the region of Greece and
Albania. But it seemed to him that he might
neverthel~ss agree to such a minimum, in
view of the fact that the Security CQuncil had
proved itself incapahle of undertaking any
concrete measures to put an end to the Greek
provocations. For that reason alone, with a
number of reservations, he was prepared to
support the text of the draft resolution sub
mitted by the representative of Poland.

141. Decision: The Polish draft resolution
was rejected by 8 votes to 2 (Poland, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics).

142. Turning next to the Australian proposal,
the PRESIDENT asked the Council to decide
whether it was necessary to adopt such a
proposal, iriC13ffiuch as the agenda itself obliged
the Cound to pass to the next item on the
agenda.

143. The representative of AUSTRALIA felt
that it was necessary for thf Council to take
some formal decision in ordlil' to remove the
item from its agenda: his proposal was in
tended to have that effect.

144. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS asI,ed whether
in the event that the Australian proposal wa~
not adopted, the Security Council would be
unable to proceed to the next item on the
agenda. In view of the interpretation given
by the Australian representative, namelv that
the adoption of his proposal would meu~ dis
approval of the statement of the Ukrainian
SSR, the proposal could not be reO'arded as
procedural. He would definitely vote against
such a proposal. Perhaps the Australian
represc:nta.tive was under the impression that
the rejectIon of the USSR and Polish draft
resolutions meant that the question was left
on the agenda.

14,5. The repre&entative of AuSTRALIA, in
reply, stated that in order to meet the first
point raised by the USSR representative he
would alter the proposal to read:

146. "The Security Council removes this
item from the agenda."

147. He considered the second point raised
by the representative of the USSR exceedingly
novel. If the Council admitted items to the
agenda by procedural vote, the Council also
removed them by procedural vote.

14·8. .As to the.third point, the USSR repre
se~ta~lve had raIsed the question whether the
rejectiOn by the Council of the USSR and
Polish draft resolutions had the effect of
removing the item. from the agenda. Short of
a clear statement from the President he felt
obliged to press his proposal. '

149. The PRESIDENT gave the following ruling:

149 a. "!n view of the negative vote on the
fourth POlDt of the USSR draft resolution
and in view of the negative vote on the Polish
draft resolution, there is no need to take a
vote on the proposal to retain the matter on
the agenda or to exclude the matter from the
agenda. Further, since the Security Council
has no other proposal on the substance of the
matter beside those which have already been
votf"d upon, the Security Council is ready to
pass on to the next item Oll the agenda."

150. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that he could not understand the President's
remarks with regard to a formal ruling. He
thought that a formal ruling applied to a point
of order raised under rule 30 of the rules of
procedure of the Security Council and not in
a statement of.that kind concluding the business
of the Counctl. He also asked if the words
"there is no need to take a vote " meant a
recognition that the item had already been
removed fron. the agenda.
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151. The PRESIDENT stated that if the Aus~

truliul1 representative challenged his ruling,
the Council would have to vote on it.

152. The representative of th(. UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA usked the President whether he
would request the Secretary-General to give
his opinion regarding his ruling.

153. The SECRETARy-GENERAL stated that if
the Security Council followed the ruling of
the President, the Council, in his opinion,
would no longer be seized of the case, which
would automatically be taken off the agenda.

154. The representative of FRANCE stated
that, in rejecting the drafts of the represen
tatives of the USSR and Poland, the Council
had decided not to keep the item on its agenda.
That interpretation had been confirmed by
the remarks of the President and the Secretary
General.

155. The representative of AUSTRALIA agreed
that those three statements, taken together,
made it clear that the Council, by a vote of
9 to 2, had removed the item of the Ukrainian
SSR from the agenda. He therefore with~
drew his proposal.

n. APPLICATION OF GREECE

1. Communication dated 3 DelHJ11Zber 1946.

156. The Acting Chairman of, the delegation
of Greece, in a letter dated 3 December 1946
addressed to the Secretary-General (S /203),
stated that a situation existed which was
leading to friction between Greece and its
neighbours, owing to the support lent by the
latter to the violent guerrilla warfare being
waged in northern Greece against public
order and the territorial integrity of Greece.
That situation, if not promptly remedied, was
likely to endanger the maintenance of inter
national peace and security. His Government,
under Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter,
aesired to draw the attention of the Security
Council to the urgent need for an investigation
to be undertaken on the spot. With his letter
was enclosed a det.... iled memorandum in
support of the application.

157. The Governments of the People's Re
public of Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia, in
letters addressed to the Secretary- General
(S /207, S /208 and S /209), requested that
their representatives might be invited to attend
the meetings of the Security Council at which
the Greek question would be discussed.

2. Procedural Questions

158. The Greek communication was placed
on the agenda of the Security Council at its
82nd meeting, on 10 December 1946.

159. The PRESIDENT raised the question as
to how the Council would like to proceed in
connexion with the requests of certain Govern
ments for the right to be heard before the
Council. He assumed that, since the Greek
Government had brought the matter to the
attentioil of the Security Council, the Greek
representative should be invited to the table
to participate in the discussion of the matter,
without the right to vote. He also assumed
that the Council would extend an invitation
under Article 31 of the Charter to the repre
sentative of Yugoslavia. But as Albania and

Bulgaria were not Members of the United
Nations, he thought that it would be necessary
to deal with them on a different basis. He
recalled that, when the Greek question had
heen discussed in September, the represen
tative of Albania had been invited to the
Council table to make a factual statement.
He therefore suggested that the Council should
follow that precedent and invite the repre
sentatives of Albania and Bulgaria to the
Council table to present any facts bearing on
the issues before the Council.

160. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS declared that it
was imperative to invite the representatives of
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia before start
ing any discussion on the substance of the
question. If the Council decided to do so,
then the Secretary-General or the President
of the Security Council would have to notify
the Governments of Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and
Albania that they were invited to participate
in a discussion of the question raised by the
Greek Government.

161. The representative of AUSTRALIA thought
that the procedure outlined by the President
was acceptable, provided that, in inviting the
temporary participation of the States directly
concerned, that participation should be limited
to a simple submission of the rele1 ant facts,
so that the Council could decide whether or
not there was substantial cause for investigating
the situation in accord:;mce with Article 34.

162. The representative «~ the NETHERLANDS
thought there 'yas little douht that the repre
sentatives of Greec~ 2nd Yugoslavia ought to
be invited under Article 31. As Bulgaria and
Albania were not Members of the United
Nations, Article 31 could not be applied in
their case. It was true that Article 32 dealt
with any State not 2l Member of the United
Nations, but, unless the Council decided that
there was a dispute, Albania and Bulgaria
could not be invited to participate in the
discussion.
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179 a. Decision: The resolution was ado/Jted.

177 a. "Resol7-'es that the representatives of
Greece and Yugoslavia are invited to participate i

in the discussion without vote;

178. "That the represehtatives of Albania
and Bulgaria are invited to enable the Security
Council to hear such declarations as thl... may
wish to make.

179. "Should the Security Council find at a
later stage that the matter under co.nsideration
is a dispute, the representatives of Albania and
Bulgaria will be invited to participate in the
discussion without vote."

Statements by the 3'epresentath'es of the
Govemments concerned

3.

181. At the 83rd meeting of the Security
Council, on 12 December 1946, the represen
tatives of Albania, Bulgaria, Greece and Yugo
slavia took their seats at the Council table. I

180. At the 84th meeting, on 16 December
1946, the Council accepted the President's
suggestion that the Council should invite
Albania and Bulgaria to participate without
vote during the remainder of the discussion
on condition that they accepted the obligations 1..

of pacific settlement provided in the Charter. ,

I
I)
I'
Li
r!

174. "The Security Council

174 a. "Resolves to invite the representatives
of Greece, Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Albania
to participate in the consideration of the
question raised by the Greek Government."

175. Decision: The resolution yvas not
adopted, having failed to obtain the affirmative
votes of 7 members.

176. The representative of the NETHERLANDS
presented a draft resolution as follows:

177. "The Security Council

and Bulgaria should be heard, whether the
matter was a situation or a dispute. If the
Council should decide later that the matter
was a dispute, then, under Article 32, they
should be admitted to full participation in
the debate.

171. The representative of AUSTRALIA con
tended that the representatives of Albania and
Bulgaria could have no right of participation,
in the full sense of the term, until it had ~)el~n

decided that their Governments were parties
to a disputt

172. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA supported the proposal of the
representative of the Netherlands.

173. After some further discussion, the repre
sentative of the UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS presented a draft resolution as
follows:

169. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS considered that
when a representative was invited to take part
in the discussion of a question which directly
concerned his country, he had the right to
participate fully in the debate, including the
right to put forward proposals.

170. The representative of the NETHERLANDS
proposed that the repreacntatives of Albania

163. The representative of EGYPT could not
shate the view expressed by the representative
of the Netherlands. In the interests of justice,
the Albanian and Bulgarian Governments
ought to be heard. However, since those
Governments had ali'(~ady requested to be
heard, he did not feel it was necessary for the
Council to address any invitation to them.

164. The representatiye of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS maintained that,
according to Article 32, both parties to a
dispute had the right to participate in the
discussion. The various countries affected
should be treated alike. In discussing whether
the case was a situation or a dispute, the
Council should proceed with equity and
fairness. A dispute did not become a situation
merely because certain representatives had
called it a situation. The enly fair solution
would be that all parties should be invited to
part~cipate in the discussion.

165. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM declared that, in fairness to Bulgaria
and Albania, they should be given an 0[01'

tunity to speak in answer to the charges which
had been brought ~gainst them.

166. The representative of POLAND thought
that the representatives of Greece and Yugo
slavia should have the right of full participation
in the discussion, whereas the representatives
of Albania and Bulgaria should be invited to
hear and to answer any charges which might
be made against them and any questions that
members of the Council might wish to ask.

167. The representative of CHINA suggested
that the Council, without delay, should invite
the Greek and Yugoslav representatives to
the Council table to present their cases, so
that the Council could decide whether there
was a dispute. On the basis of Article 32,
the Council could then invite the represen
tatives of Albania and Bulgaria to be heard.

168. The representative of MEXICO consi
dered that it could be under Article 32, not
Article 31 of the Charter, that the represen
tatives of Greece and Yugoslavia should be
invited to participate in the discussion. As
the Greek complaint had been made against
three Governments, representatives of all three
should be present. The Council could act
objectively only after hearing the facts. The
Charter nowhere provided that representatives
invited under Article 32 should be allowed
only to make statements and then withdraw
from the table.
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182. The representative of GREECE opened
his statement by recalling that at the most
critical period in the recent struggle for peace
and justice, Greece had not hesitated to pay
a terrible toll in lives and in suffering. When
peace had come, it had been content to ask
for the peace and justice for which it had
fought. Greece did not feel it was excessive
to claim a few mountain peaks in order to
free the population of its northern provinces,
three times decimated by the invader, from
the direct threat of surprise attacks, or that
it was unreasonable to expect to be allowed to
recover in peace. But such hopes had been
cruelly disappointed.

183. Almost two years had passed since the
end of die struggle, and Greece continued to
suffer and to bleed. The number of officers,
soldiers and gendarmes killed during the
previous two months in Macedonia amounted
to several hundreds, whilst countless in
habitants were put to death with unspeakable
cruelty every day.

184. Those acts of aggression against Greece
were being committed on the basis of a
systematic plan, using two kinds of tactics;
first, intensive propaganda in favour of the \
incorporation of Greek Macedonia in the
Yugoslav Federal State of Macedonia; se- t

condly, active assistance to the insurgcnt hands I
that were using the territory of Yugosla,-ia,
Albania and Bulgaria as operational bases for
their raids into Greek territory.

185. The representative of GREECE cited a
number of recent declarations and broadcasts
from Belgrade, Tirana and Sofia by persons
of note in those countries. The broad objective
of aU those declarations was to represent that
area of Greece as being irredentist Slav territory
and to denounce Greece as the persecutor cif
the Slavonic-speaking elements.

186. He requested the Security Council to
take forthwith the measures necessary to put
an end to that tragic situation, the continuance
of which was likely to endanger the main
tenance of international peace and security.

187. The representative of YUGOSLAVIA stated
that the existence of civil war in Greece was
due to the fact that the existing regime was
contrary to the feeling of the Greek people.
The Greek Government laid claim to Albanian
and Bulgarian territories, and even tolerated
and encouraged propaganda supporting terri
torial claims against Yugoslavia. Innumerable
instances of violent incitement were to be
found in the Greek Press. The existing Greek
regime strove to divert the attention of the
Greek people by casting suspicion on their
neighbours. The Greek army and gendarmerie
included a considerable number of officers
who had served under German command
during the war.

188. He denounced the memorandum of the
Greek Government as mistaken. unsubstan
tiated and unscrupulous, and considered that

the developments in Greece constituted a
danger to peace. He pointed out chat the
United Kingdom, which supported the Greek
representative, still maintained troops in
Greece, two years after the war in Gret~ce was
over. The presence of those foreign troops
had prevented the Greek people from exercising
their true will, and had exacerbated aU the
conflicts within that unhappy country.

189. The representative of ALBANIA made
his statement at the 84th meeting of the
Security Cour\cil, on 16 December 194.6. He
denounced the Greek memorandum as a series
of unfounded and tendentious accusations
against Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia.

190. The Albanian people had put up a
fierce resistance to the fascist and nazi invaders.
They had made heavy sacrifices, and had
contributed substantially to the common vic
tory. Grave injustice had been done to
Albania. It ,vas not the first time that the
Greek Government had accused Albania; it
had done so on two previous occasions : first,
in the United Nations, and again at the Paris
Peace Conference. It was now returning to the
charge with fregh accusations of the same type.

191. In 1945 and 194.6, nearly one hundred
incidents had been provoked b)r Greece on its
Albanian frontier. The Secretary-General of
the United Nations had been officially notified
in detail. A considerable number of Albanian
"var criminals had found shelter in Greece, \
while the Albanian minority in Greece was
being persecuted in the most inhuman ,>:;ay.

192. Moreover, in spite' of the war waged
by the Albanian people against the Italians
and Germans, in spite of official statements
and international instruments which definitely
established Albania's status as an ally during
the recent war, the Greek Government took
pleasure in considering itself unilaterally as
being in a state of war with Albania. 1n

laddition, the Greek Government put up
imperialistic territorial claims to about two
:ilfths of Albania. The Greek accusations
brought jointly against Albania, Yugoslavia
and Bulgaria were new tactics. That new
large-scale manreuvre, backed up by foreign
agitators, was a proof of the Greek Govern
ment's lack of good will with regard to the
establishment of friendly relations with neigh
bouring countries.

193. In Greece, thousands of patriots who
had fought bravely against the Italian and
German invaders were being massacred, im
prisoned or deported to desert islands, where
they were destined to die of hunger or from
the tortures they had undergone. The colla
borationists and fascists enjoyed power and
honour. A Commission of inquiry should
be sent rather to Greece itself, in order to
observe on the spot the situation brought about
by the current rulers of Greece.

194. The representative of Bm.GARIA stated
that, ever since the Paris Peace Conference,
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the Bulgarian people and Government had
been subjected to a particularly vicious and
slanderous attack on the part of the Greek
Press. It was tme that the pro-German King
of Bulgaria and his obedient ministers had
declared war on the United Kingdom and the
United States; but it was equally true that not
a single soldier had been sent to fight against
the Allies. The only fighting Bulgaria had
done had been against the Germans and their
satellites. It was also true that, at Hitler's
command, the pro-German Bulgarian Govern
ment had occupied part of Thrace; but that
act, too, had been contrary to the desires of
the Bulgarian people, am{ those responsible
had been made to pay for it.

195. With regard to the immediate back
ground of the Greek accusation, the represen
tative of Bulgaria stated that after the defeat
of the German forces of occupation in the
Balkans in the latter part of 1944, large
numbers of Greek political refugees had
entered Bulgaria. Those people' had been
entitled to refuge, not only by international
law, but also because the vast majority of
them had been men who had fought the Axis
oppressors, in close collaboration with the
partisan movements of the other Balkan coun
tries. The Bulgarian Government most empha
tically denied that any of the above-mentioned
refugees had ever been allowed to prepare
and carry out armed raids across the frontier.

196. He pointed out that ever since Sep
tember 1944 Bulgaria had been, and still was,
under the supervision of an Allied Control
Commission, which effectively exercised direct,
absolute and strict control over all Bulgarian
territory.

197. Foreign correspondents had reported
cases of mutiny in several units of the royal
Greek army, followed by court martial. They
had also reported disturbances in southern
Greece similar to those in the north. It was
logical to conclude that such incidents were
the result, not of interference on the part of
Greece's northern neighbours, but of the
struggle for justice and liberty carried on by
an oppressed people.

4. General discussion

198. A general discm:sion took place at the
85th, 86th and 87th meetings on 18 and
19 December.

199. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA, at the 85th meeting, on 18 De
cember 1946, declared that from all the
conflicting allegations which had been pre
sented to the Council, the central fact emerged
that there had clearly been many border
violations along the frontier between Greece
on the one hand, and Albania, Bulgaria and
Yugoslavi~ on the other. Border violations
such as those alleged to have taken place could
not be ignored by the Security Council. It
seemed to be the Council's inescapable and

self-evident duty to investigate the facts
pertaining to thone border vi olations without
attempting at that time to prejudge the issues.
His Government had accordingly instructed
him to propose the setting-up of a Commission
of investigation to ascertain the facts relating
to the border incidents, as an absolutelv
essential first step in the Council's proceedings
in the case. He put forward. the following
draft resolution:

200. "TYhel'ellS there have been presented
to the Security Council oral and written state
ments by the" Greek, Yugoslav, Albanian and
Bulgarian Governments relating to disturbed
conditions along the frontier between Greece
on the one hand and Albania, Bulgaria and
Yugoslavia on the other, which conditions, in
the opinion of the Council, should be in
vestigated ;

291. "ResoZ.ved:

202. "That the Security Council, under
Article M of the Charter, establish a Commis
s~on of investigation to ascertain the facts
relating to the alleged border violations alo.ng
the frontier between Greece on the one hand
and Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia on the
other;

203. "That the Commission be composed
of a representative of each oT the permanent
members of the Council and of Brazil and
Poland;

204. "That the Commission shall proceed
to the area at once, and not later than 15 Ja
nuary 1947, and shall submit to the Security
Council at the earliest possible date a report
of the facts disclosed by its investigation.
The Commission shall, if it deems it advisable
or if requested by the Security Council, make
preliminary reports to the Security Council;

205. "That the Commission shall have au
thority to conduct its investigation in the area,
including such territory in Albania, Bulgaria,
Greece and Yugoslavia as the Commission
considers should be included in its investigation
in order to facilitate the discharge of its
functions, and to call upon the Governments,
officials, and nationals of those countries, as
well as such other sources as the Commission
deems necessary, for information relevant to
its investigation;

206. "That the Security Council request
the Secretary-General to communicate with
the appropriate authorities of the countries
named above in order to facilitate the Commis
sion's investigation in those countries;

207. "That each representative on the Com
mission be entitled to select the personnel
necessary to assist him and that, in addition,
the Security Council request the Secretary
General to provide such staff and assistance to
the Commission as it deems necessary for the
prompt and eff~ctive fulfilment of its task."j
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208. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM stated that the Council had em
barked on a procedure consisting in the delivery
of speeches first from one side of the table
and then from the other. That procedure
could be protracted almost indefinitely with
out leading to any conclusion. The Council
had no means of verifying the chat!,;n; made
on one side or the 'lther. But that work could
be done by a Commission, commanding the
confidence of the Security Council, sent to
the spot to investigate the local situation.
On the basis of such a Commission's report,
the Security Council would be able to reach
a just conclusion on which to base any reco m
rnendation which it might see fit to make.

209. He added that such a Commission
should be empowered to visit both sides of
the frontier, and that some provisions should
be made for preventing the repetition of the
incidents. He believed that the very presence
in the danger area of an important Commission
would go far to allay unrest and suspicion.
He hoped that it might be possible thereby
to bring about an improved state of affairs
in which the neighbouring countries might
live together in the future in peace and amity.

210. The representatives of AUSTRALIA and
BRAZIL warmly supported the United States
draft resolution.

211. The representative of YUGOSLAVIA eX
pressed apprehension that the United States
draft, if adopted, would not bring about a
complete solution of the problem. He sug
gested that the proposed Commission s1).ould
-cOHcentrate on investigating the causes of the
turbulent situation in Greece. Suspicion cast
even indirectly on other nations would divert
attention and hamper the Council in its search
for the truth.

212. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that he
had no objection to the establishment of a
Commission of inquiry to examine the situation
on the spot in order to help the Security
Council to reach a correct conclusion on the
situation in Greece. He had, however, two
amendments to the draft resolution. The first
amendment concerned the fifth paragraph,
which defined the terms of reference of the
Commission. He proposed that the fifth
paragraph should be replaced by the following
paragraph:

213. "That the Commission shall have autho
rity to conduct its investigation in Greece and
-also in such border areas of Albania, Bulgaria,
and Yugoslavia as the Commission considers
should be included in its investigation in order
to facilitate the discharge of its functions, and
to caU upon the Governments, officials and
nationals of these countries, as well as such
other sources as the Commission deems neces
sary, for information relevant to its investi
gation. "

214. The other amendment concerned the
last paragraph of the draft resolution, which he
proflosed should be amended as follows:

215. "That each representative on the
Commission be entitled to take with him one
or two assistants and that, in addition, the
Security Council request the Secretary-General
to provide the necessary number of technical
staff. "

216. The representative of EGYPT was con
vinced that an investigation as suggested by
the delegation of the United States would be
most helpful, and believed that it was the only
practical way to obtain a true picture of the
situation. It was in the interest of all parties
that such an investigation should take place.

217. The representative of BULGARIA an
nounced that his Governmellt agreed to the
establishment of a Commission of investigation
as provided for in the United States draft
resolution and in the USSR amendments.

218. He also suggested that one represen
tative of each of the four countries concerned
in the current dispute should be admitted as
members of the Commission of investigation
without a vote.

219. The representative of POLAND supported
the idea of sending a Commission of inves
tigation to the spot, but suggested certain
changes in the United States draft. He pro
posed that the phrase " to disturbed conditions
along the frontier", in the first paragraph of
the original draft, should be amended to read
"to disturbed conditions' in northern Greece
an d along the frontier ". In the fifth paragraph,
too, he had intended to suggest a slight ~hange

in the wording. But the representative of the
USSR had presented an amendment which
contained ideas similar to his, and he was not
insistent on the exact wording. He also pro
posed an addition at the yery end, namely:

220. "That the representatives of Greece,
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia be invited
to participate in the work of the Commission
in a consultative capacity."

221. The representative of ALBANIA thought
that the United States draft resolution did not
constitute a happy conclusion to the foregoing
discussion, inasmuch as it tended both to
minimize and to localize the problem, by
speaking only of the troubled situation along
the frontiers between Greece on the one hand,
and Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia on the
other. It tended to neglect the real problem.
The real source of the troubles was in Greece
itself.

222. The representatives of CHINA and
FRANCE supported the United States draft
resolution.

223. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM proposed the addition of the follow
ing paragraph to the United States draft:
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224. ,. That the Comm.ission be invited to
make any proposals that it may deem \yise
for averting a repetition of disturbances in
those frontier areas."

225. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA stated that he could not accept a
final form of his draft resolution which would
contain, by implied or direct prejudgment of
the case, an indictment of one of the parties.
He was ready to accept all the Polish amend
ments except the last one. He suggested that
the words "impartially before attempting to
reach any conclusions regarding the issues
involved " should be added at the end of the
first paragraph.

5. Resoluti01l of the Council of 19 December
1946 estqblisldng a Commission of Im'esti
gatio1l concerning Greek Frontier Incidents

226. The United States draft resolution,
modified and expanded by amendments pro
posed by the representatives of lVIexico, Poland
and the United Kingdom, was adopted unani
mously at the 87th meeting of the Security
Council on 19 December 194,6. The full text
of the resolution was as follows:

227. "TVhereas there have been presented to
the Security Council oral and written state
ments by the Greek, Yugoslav, Albanian and
Bulgarian Governments, relating to disturbed
,Conditions in northern Greece along the fron
tier, between Greece on the one hand and
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia on the other,
which conditions, in the opinion of the Council,
should be investigated before the Council
attempts to reach any conclusions regarding
the issues involved;

228. "The Security Council resolves:

229. "That the Security Council under
Article 34 of the Charter establish a Commis
sion of Investigation to ascertain the facts
relating to the alleged border violations along
the frontier between Greece on the one hand
and Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia on the
other;

230. "That the Commission be composed
of a representative of each of the members of
the Security Council, as it will be constituted
in 1947;

231. "That the Commission shall proceed
to the area not later than 15 January 194,7,
and shall submit to the Security Council at
the earliest possible date a report of the facts
disclosed by its investigation. The Commission
shall, if it deems it advisable or if requested
by the Security Council, make preliminary
reports to the Security Council;

232. "That the Commission shall have autho
rity to conduct its in,restigation in northern
Greece and in such plar-es in other parts of
Greece, Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia as
the Commission considers should be included
in its investigation, in order to elucidate the

causes and nature of the above-mentioned
border violations and disturbances;

233. ,. T: .t the Commission shall have autho
rity to call upon the Governments, officials,
and nationals of those countries, as well as
such other sources as the Commission deems
necessarv, for information relevant to its
investigation;

234. "That the Security Council request the
Secretarv-General to communicate with the
appropriate authorities of the countries named
above in order to facilitate the Commission's
investigation 1_1 those countries.

235. ., That each representative on the Com
mission be entitled to select the personnel
necessary to assist him and that, in addition,
the Security Council request the Secretary
General to provide such staff and assistance
to the Commission as it deems necessary for
the prompt and effective' fulfilment of its task;

236. "That a representative of each of the
Governments of Greece, Albania, Bulgaria and
Yugoslayia be invited to assist in the work
of the Commission in a liaison capacity;

237. "That the Commission be invited to
make any proposals that it may deem ,vise
for averting a repetition of border violations
and disturbances in these areas."

6. Work of the Commission of In·vestigatioll

238. The Commission established. by the
resolution of the Security Council of 19 De
cember 1946 first met in Athens on 30 January
1947, and held 32 meetings there. Having
moved to Salonika, it held 28 meetings there.
In order to cover as wide an area as possible
in its investigation, the Commission sent out
7 investigating teams, while the main body was
functioning at its headquarters in Athens,
Salonika, Sofia and Belgrade. On 26 March
1947, the Commission convened in Sofia,
where it held 6 meetings, and on 30 March,
the CommisHion convened in Belgrade, where
it held 7 meetings.

239. Some of the Commission's meetings
were private and were devoted primarily to
questions of procedure, while public meetings,
in which the liaison representatives took part,
were held for the purpose of receiving oral
statements from the latter or for examining
witnesses. On two occasions, the main body
of the Commission itself proceeded to the
investigation of frontier incidents and the
examination of witnesses. In all other cases,
field trips were performed by the investigating
teams of the Commission.

24,0. On the completion of its investigation
on the spot, the Commission moved to Geneva,
where it held its first meeting on 7 April and
held altogether 16 meetings. That period of
the Commission's work was devoted primarily
to the drafting of its report (S /360), which I
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was adopted on 23 May 1947. The Commission
was also called upon to deal with matters
arising from the appointment by the Security
Council of the subsidiary group.

2401. Following the decision taken at the
133rd meeting of the Security Council, the
Commission moved to New York to present
its report to the Security Council. It held
a number of meetings in New York during the
Council's discussion of the report to consider
various communications and the reports of
the subsidiary group.

7. C01lSideration of the Commission's request
to the GO'i:emment of Greece for post
ponement of death sente1lces

242. The Secretary of the Commission of
Investigation concerning Greek Frontier In
cidents, in a cablegram dated 6 February 1947
addressed to the Secretary-General (S /266),
reported that the Commission had received a
number of petitions regarding 14. persons
sentenced to death by the Greek military
tribunals. Intervention was requested to
suspend execution of the capital sentences.
With the approval of the Commission, an
informal approach was made to the Greek
Government with a view to the postponement
of the sentences. The Commission requested
the Security Council to deal with the matter
immediately and inform the Commission whe
ther its action in requesting the Greek Govern
ment to postpone the executions for political

lfences was covered by the terms of reference
d down in the resolution adopted by the

Security Council on 19 December 1946.

243. The representative of GREECE to the
United Nations, in a letter dated 7 February
1947 addressed to the Secretary-General
(S /271), stated that the action of the Commis
sion was contrary to Article 2, paragraph 7,
of the Charter of the United Nations, as well
as to the terms of reference of the Commission
as established by the Security Council's reso
lution of 19 December 1946 (see also S /272
and S /273).

244. The matter was debated by the Security
Council at its 100th and 101st meetings, on
10 February 1947. The Council first entered
into the discussion of whether the represen
tatives of Greece, Yugoslavia, Albania and
Bulgaria should be invited to participate in
the discussion.

245. Decision: The proposal that the 1"epre
sentatives of Greece, Yugoslavia, Albania and
,Bulgaria should be invited to the Council table
was rejected by 8 votes to 3 (Poland, Union of
Soviet Socialt'st Republics, United States of
America).

246. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA thought that all the Council
needed to do was to send a simple and
concrete reply to the Commission, which was
a subsidiary organ, and he submitted the

following draft resolution for the consideration
of the Council.

24,7. .. Whereas the Commission of Inves
tigation established by the Security Council,
by the resolution adopted on 19 December
1946, has referred to the Council the question
of whether the Commission's request to the
Greek Government to postpone the execution
of persons sentenced to death by that Govern
ment for political offences is covered by the
terms of reference of such resolution.

248. "It is 1'esolved that the Security Council
request the Secretary-General to advise the
Commission of Investigation :

249. "That it is the sense of the Security
Council that the Commission, acting under
the resolution adopted by the Council on
19 December 1946, is not empowered to re
quest the appropriate authorities of Greece,
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia to post
pone the execution of any persons sentenced
to death, unless the Commission has reason
to believe that the examination of any such
person as a witness would assist the Commis
sion in its work, and makes its request on this
ground."

250. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS suggested that
the Council should approve the action of the
Commission, which was perfectly compre
hensible in view of the situation prevailing in
Greece. He considered the United States
draft resolution quite unsatisfactory because
it did not say whether the action taken by the
Commission was right or wrong.

251. The representatives of the UNITED
KINGDOM and AUSTRALIA supported the United
States draft.

252. The representative of POLAND submitted
an amendment to the last paragraph of the
United States draft resolution as follows:

253. "That it is the sense of the Security
Council that the Commission, in its informal
request to postpone the executions, did not
act contrary to the terms of reference contained
in the resolution of the Securitv Council of
19 December 1946; but that "the Security
Council advises the Commission to use extreme
caution with such requests in the future,
unless the Commission has reason to believe
that such action would assist the Commission
in its work."

254. At the 101st meeting of the Security
Council, on 10 February 1947, the represen
tative of the UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS proposed that a portion of the
United States draft resolution, namely, from
the words "unless the Commission " to the
end, should be deleted and replaced by the
following:

255. " ... and at the same time the Security
Council approves the action of the Commission
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of Investigation ccnSU:Lmg in the appeal of
the Commission to the Greek Government
with regard to the sentencing to death of a
group of political prisoners, '1S the question
of these persons, according to the reports
received from the Commission, is connected
with its work."

256. Decision: The USSR amendment 'was
1'eJected by 9 ~'otes to one (Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics), with one abstention
(Polm~d). The Polish amendment 'loas re;ected
by 7 ~lotes to 2 (France, Poland), 'loith 2 absten
tions (China, Union of Soviet Socialist Repub
lies). The United States draft resoluti01~ 'loas
adopted by 9 'cotes, 'loith 2 abstentions (Polcmd,
Union of Sodet Socialist Rl'publics).

8. Statement· of the l'epresentati-ve of the
Union of SMliet Socialist Republics

257. At the 122nd meeting of the Security
Council, on 25 March 1947, the representative
of the UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST R.puBLIcs
drew the attention of the Council to the fact
that when Mr. Graur, an expert and adviser
to the USSR representative on the Commission
of Investigation, and a group who were with
him, had returned a few days previously to
Trikkala, the Greek authorities had said they
were unable to guarantee their safety. If the
Greek authorities were unable to guarantee
the safety of the members of the Commission,
the Greek Government was failing to comply
with the terms of the Security Council's
resolution, by which all the Governments
concerned were asked to co-operate with the
Commission. He hoped that appropriate
measures would be taken by the Council to
prevent a repetition of such incidents.

258. The Secretary-General, in a telegram
dated 26 March 1947 (S /315) to the Greek
Foreign Minister, regarding the complaint of
the repres~ntative of the Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics, pointed out that the Greek
Government, in a letter dated 8 January 1947,
had undertaken to provide all facilities and
assistance for the work of the Commission,
and he expressed the hope that the necessary
steps would be taken to prevent similar in
cidents in the future.

259. The Greek Foreign Minister, in a tele
gram dated 28 March 1947 (S /315), stated in
reply that, according to a communication
from the Prefect of Trikkala, spontaneous un
friendly demonstrations by the populativn had
been caused by the presence of Albanian and
Bulgarian liaison representatives. However,
the military authorities had intervened to
disperse the population massed in front of the
town hall, and to take all necessary steps to
ensure the safety of the members of the
Commission pending the receipt of instruc
tions from the Prime Minister. The visit of
the members of the Commission and the
Albanian and Bulgarian liaison representatives
to Trikkala had not been included in the original
itinerary. The statement by the authorities at

Trikkala that they could not guarantee the
safety of the persons in question had been
due to legitimate scruples. The Greek Govern
ment's undertaking, as mentioned in its letter
of 8 January 1947, applied to the regular
activities of the Commission and could not
cover the special case in question (see also
S /315 /Add.1).

9. Considerati01~ of the Statement of the l'epre-
sentath'e of the United States of America

260. The deputy representative of the United
States of America, in a letter dated 25 March
1947 3ddressed to the Secretary-General
(S /309), requested that the Greek question
should be placed on the provisional agenda
of the following meeting of the Security
Council.

261. At the 123rd meeting of the Security
Council, on 28 March 1947, the Greek question
was placed on the agenda.

262. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA stated that the Security Council
should assure itself that it agreed as to the
manner in which the Commission of Inves
tigation could most effectively assist it in its
further consideration of the complaint brought
by the Greek Government. He thought that
the Commis ··:m should continue its work,
including the investigations along the northern
borders of Greece, until the Security Council
itself had disposed of the Greek case. He
pointed out that ,vith the spring an intensi
fication of the activities of the guerrilla bands
operating in that area might be expected.
In those circumstances the United States
Government believed it was of: the utmost
importance that the Commission should ieave
representatives in the frontier area while the
report was being prepared and while it waS
being considered by the Security Council.

263. He then recalled the social and economic
destruction wrought by the Germans in Greece
and the assistance received by the latter from
the Members and agencies of the United
Nations. Greece was still prostrate because of
the damage wrought by the nazi occupation,
and because of the operations of guerrilla
bands and other factors. In response to an
urgent appeal from the Greek Government
for immediate additional economic, financial
and expert assistance, the President of the
United States had proposed to Congress a
programme of assistance which would result
in meeting the immediate requirements of
Greece and would materiallv contribute to
that country's economic and financial recovery.
Owing to the recent requests from Turkey,
the proposed programme of assistance would
be extended to help meet the needs of Turkey.

264. The emergency programme of economic
assistance contemplated by the United States
was of a temporary character. The United
Nations and its related agencies should :l::,sume
the principal responsibility, within their capa-
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cities, for the long-range assistance needed
for the reconstruction of Greece. It was by
combining national and international action
of both immediate and long-range character,
aimed at both the security and the economic
aspects of the problem, that the Members of
the United Nations could advance the cause
of collective security.

265. At the outset of the meeting, the repre
sentative of the UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS said he considered that the United
States request to put the Greek question on
the agenda was a new question and not a
continuation of the old Greek question. He
had no objection to the inclusion of the matter
as a new item on the agenda, but thought it
should be teated as a separate and independent
question.

266. At the 126th meeting of the Council,
on 7 April 1947, the discussion of the Greek
question was continued.

267. The representatives of Greece, Yugo
slavia, Albania and Bulgaria were invited to
take their seats at the Council table.

268. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS said he considered
that the statement of the United States repre
sent.1tive on 28 March had raised an important
question. He disagreed with the assertion
that United States action with regard to Greece
and Turkey was in conformity with the prin
ciples and purposes of the United Nations
and would contribute to the strengthening of
the Organization. The United States Govern
ment had not approached the United Nations
regarding the question, but had informe-d it ot
the intended measures only post factum. Such
action would inevitably give rise to suspicion
with respect to the actual aims of the United
States and hamper the development of frielldly
relations among States.

269. He rejected the charges of the United
States representative that the tense situation
existing in northern Greece was linked with
an alleged threat to the country from outside.
If such were the case, the United States
Government should first prove to the Security
Council the existence of such a threat, in
order that the latter might be able to take
the measures provided in the Charter for the
maintenance of peace.

270. The attempt of the United States repre
sentative to connect the so-called aid to Greece
and Turkey with the work of the Commission
of Investigation was artificial and unjustified.
The Council should await the completion of
the Commission's work and take any necessary
measures as the result of a finding based on
the conclusions of the Commission.

271. The United States aid to Greece and
Turkey was not economic but military. The
major portion of the proposed sums assigned
for Greece was intended neither for the re
construction of its economy nor for rendering

material aid to the population, but for military
needs. The aid to Turkey was also intended
for mil.itary purposes.

272. Greece, as well as other Allied countries
which had suffered from fascist occupation.
unquestionably had the right to receive aid
from outside, provided that that aid in no case
served as an instrument of foreign influence in
Greece. The USSR representative suggested
that such aid could be carried out with the
participation of a special Commission of the
Security Council which would supervise the
proper realization of such aid in the interests
of the Greek people.

273. On the other hand, no reason could
be found for granting aid to Turkey. In his
opinion, Turkey had no such right to receive
aid from outside, since it was not a country
that had suffered in the war. Its territory had
not been occupied, and it had not assisted the
Allies in their struggle against Hitlerite Ger
many. The formal declaration of war by
Turkey on the eve of the final defeat of
Germany had amounted to no more than a
gesture.

274. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM stated that it was indisputable that
Greece was in immediate neri of relief and
that the United Nations was not in a position
at that moment to provide the necessary
financial assistance. In the opinion of his
Government, the action of the United States
Government was in full accord with the pur
poses and principles of the United Nations.

275. He supported the United States pro
posals that a Sub-Commission should be left
on the Greek border to observe the situation
while the main body of the Commission was
drawing up its report, and that the Sub
Commission should remain there while the
Commission presented its report and until
final action by the Security Council. He
considered that such a Sub-Commission should
be a subsidiary organ of the Commission and
should be guided by the precedents and prac-
tices of the Commission. ~

276. The representative of SYRIA thought it
would be premature to discuss the United
States suggestion before the Council received
a report from the Commission.

277. The representative of AUSTRALIA was
in favour of the proposed assistance by the
United States to Greece and considered that
such aid was entirely in conformity with the
purposes and principles of the United Nations.

278. He also agreed with the United States
suggestion that a section of the Commission
should remain in Greece. Such a group could
exercise a stabilizing influence on the frontier
and could also pass on to the Commission any
further evidence which might come to hand.

279. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA submitted a formal draft
resolution as follows :
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280. "Resolved:

280 a. "that, during the absence of the
Commission from the area in which the
Commissio~ ~as conducte~ its investigation,
the CommISSIOn shall mamtain in the area
concerned a subsidiary group composed of a
representative of each of the members of the
Commission. "

281. The representative of BULGARIA noted
that the proposed United States aid came under
two headings: goods for the needs of the
ciyi.lian po~ul~tion, and military supplies and a
mlhtary mlss~on. to ~~lp the existing Greek
Government m ItS mlhtary operations against
the Greek partisans. In his opinion, the first
p~rt of the proposed aid ought to be admi
mstered by the United Nations or under its
guidance. As' to the second part, his Govern
ment feared that it might bring about a
worsening of political conditions in Greece
and create international complications.

282. The representative of YUGOSLAVIA
viewed the proposed United States assistance
to Greece and Turkey with great apprehension.
The United Nations had been by-passed and
certain Members of the United Nations were
being armed against alleged threats from other
lYlembers. He thought any purely economic
aId should be granted in a spirit of co-operation
and not of animosity and discrimination among
the Members of the United Nations.

283. He also pointed out that, after a thorough
investigation, the United Nations had recently
established which countries had urgent need of
relief and assistance, and that Turkey was
not among the countries listed. It .vas therefore
strange that e?onomic aid should be given to
a coun~ry whIch was comparatively well off
and whIch had not had a single soldier in the
war against nazi Germany and fascist Italy.

2~4. The represeD.tativ~ of GREECE expressed
hIS approval of the Umted States draft reso
lution.

285. T~e representative of FRANCE supported
the Umted States draft resolution, which
would serve the maintenance of peace and
~ecurity in the area concerned, but felt that
ItS temporary nature should be brought out
more clearly.

286. He therefore proposed that the draft
should be amended as follows :

287. "Res...lved :

287 a. "that, pending a new decision of the
Security Council, the Commission shall main
tain in. the area concerned a subsidiary group
composed of a representative of each of the
Members of the Commission."

288. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA accepted the amendment.

289. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS prop posethat a

special Commission of the Security CQuncil
should be established to participate in the
giving of aid to Greece and to ensure that the
help given to Greece from outside should be
used only for the benefit of the Greek people.

290. He regarded the Commission of Inves
tigation and the United States aid to Greece
and Turkey as two distinct questions; the
former was a definite and limited question and
the latter was a different, independent and
wider one.

291. At the 12.8th ~eeting, on 10 April 1947,
~he representatIve ot POLAND stated that the
Greek problem consisted of three parts:
first, the need of economic aid for the relief
and reconstruction of Greece; secondly, the
need to maintain th~ internal integrity of the
Greek State ; and, thtrdly, the need to maintain
the independence of Greece. .

292. He agreed that Greece, like the other
countries devastated by the war, was in need
of economic assistance. He therefore wel
comed the intention of the United States to
aid Gr~ece ; but in order to attain its objectives,
such aId must further the reconstruction of
the Greek economy and not be used for
political ends.

293. He fully sympathized with the objective
of maintaining the integrity of the Greek
St~te. The <;J-reek nation was torn by civil
str~fe. He WIshed to see the restoration "oJ
umty among the Greek people, but that unity
,":o.uld not b~ fostere? by financing the acti
VItIes of an Ir:esponsl.ble, corrupt, inefficient,
~npopular regIme whIch had failed to bring
mternal peace to the Greek nation.

294. He recognized the necessity of main
taining the national independence of Greece.
But before there could be any question of
taking special action to maintain the inde
pendence of the Greek State, that independence
would have to be threatened by somebody.
He a~reed wit~ the USSR proposal that the
Secunty Councd should establish a Commission
to supervise the application of economic aid
to Greece.

295. The case of Turkey was quite different
from that of Greece. Turkey had not been
devastated by war, nor did it heed relief or
aid for reconstruction. The United States aid
to Turkey was going partly for building up
Turkey's armed forces and partly for the pur
pose of industralization, which was also to be
of a military character. The Polish represe.._
tative pointed out that in recent years 53 per
~ent of Turkeis total national expenditure
i1ad been for mIhtary purposes. If the national
independence of Turkey was being threatened
the Security Council should ask for speci~
fication of the State which was alleged to
threaten the independence of Turkey and
summon that State before the Council.

296. The Council was then seized of the
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following draft resolution submitted by the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics:

297. "As a result of the discussion which
took place in the Security Council on the
question raised by the representative of the
United States in his statement of 28 March
19407,

298. "The Security Council resolves to
establish a special Commission composed of
representatives of the member States of the
Security Council, the task of which shall be
to ensure through proper supervision that aid
which Greece may receive from the outside
be used only in the interests of the Greek
people. "

299. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA maintained that the pur
pose of the Security Council in creating the
Commission implied that the Commission
should be in a position to discharge its duties
until the Council itself should have reached
a decision on the matter. He thought his
draft resolution, as amended by the French
representative, should dispose of any charge
that the United States Government wished
the Security Council to anticipate or prejudge
the report which was being drafted by its
Commission.

300. There seemed to be an inconsistency in
the position of the USSR representative, since
on the one hand he raised objections to the
idea of leaving a subsidiary group of the
Commission of Investigation in Greece, and
on the other hand he proposed that the Security
Council should establish a new Commission
to supervise the carrying-out of aid in Greece.

301. The proposed United States aid to
Greece and Turkey was still only a proposal.
Nothing could be post factum until the policy
had been decided by the legislative and
executive branches of the United States
Government. The President's proposal to
Congress had been made pursuant to requests
from the established Governments of Greece
and Turkey. Any agreement entered into
would be registered with the United Nations.
The purpose of the proposed military aid was
consistent with the purposes and principles of
the United Nations Charter with regard to
the maintenance of the integrity, domestic
tranquillity and security of the State, which
were necessary for economic welfare.

302. The representative of GREECE declared
that he would welcome a group from the
Commission of Investigation to observe and
report upon further frontier violations, but
objected to the proposal of the representative
of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

303. In reply to the criticisms of the repre
sentative of Poland with respect to the Greek
Government, he cited a Press report regarding
the financial and military agreement recently
concluded between the USSR and Poland,
noting that he could not speak with certainty,

as the agreement had not been registered with
the United Nations.

304. f'-t the 129th. meeting of the Security
Council, on 14 Apnl 1947, the representative
of ALBANIA declared that the United States
aid to Greece and Turkey was in contradiction
with the spirit of the Charter and could not
serve to strengthen the United Nations. Any
such economic and military aid under existing
conditions would constitute an intervention in
the internal affairs of Greece and Turkey.
He considered that the proposal to leave a
subsidiary group in the frontier region of
Greece was pointless. The neighbours of
Greece had nothing to do with the so-called
frontier violations.

305. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, replying to what
the United States representative had said at
the previous meeting of the Security Council,
stated that the United States aid to Greece and
Turkey was an independent question and a
much wider one than that of the work of the
Commission of Investigation, which was limited
to the border incidents along the northern
Greek frontiers. The United States represen
tative was trying to create the impression that
there was a link between the two questions.
If the United States proposal were accepted
by the Security Council, the interpretation
would be that the United States wanted to
create the impression that its unilateral action
would be protected or concealed by the trade
mark of the United Nations. The proposed
amendment to the bill, by stipulating what
decisions by the Security Council or the
General Assembly would affect it, seemed to
dictate to the Security Council and the General
Assembly the way they would have to vote
if they wanted to take a decision on the
substance of the matter.

306. He could not agree with the argument
of the United States representative that it
was undesirable that a decision should be tak.en
on the USSR draft resolution before the
United States Congress had acted upon the
bill. The fate of the USSR draft was not
dependent upon a decision to be taken by
the United States Congress or upon any
decision to be taken by any group in any
country.

307. The United States representative had
hinted that the question of aid to Greece
should be consi dered by other organs of the
United Nations and not by the Security
Council. The question brought up by the
United States was not a purely economic
question, but had political significance, as
was proved by the fact that the Security
Council was dealing with the question. It
was the United States that had brought the
question before the Security Council.

308. At the 130th meeting, on 18 April 1947,
the representative of FRANCE stated that the
principle of economic aid to Greece could
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not be contested by anybody, and had not
been contested by any member of the Security
Council. Aid had been asked for by the
Greek Government and was to be given in
circumstances of great urgency. He could
not support the idea that th~ aid should be
controlled by an organ of the United Nations
unless the United States Government agreed
to it.

309. He suggested, however, that the dele
gation of the United States might keep the
United Nations informed of the aid given to
Greece and of the results obtained by those
means. He thought it was desirable and
within the scope of the Council that the latter
should request the United States Government
to accompany its aid with advice which would
enable the .Greek Government to appear in
the eyes of the world as acting in the name
of a truly democratic regime.

310. The representative of BRAZIL pointed
out that the emergency aid requested by
Greece and Turkey was intended to assist
them in the maintenance of order without
which it would be impossibie to carry out the
work of reconstruction in those countries and
to ensure to their peoples the degree of tran
quillity to which they were entitled under the
broad scope and purposes of the United
Nations.

311. The United Nations, he contended, did
not constitute cl superstate involving derogation
of sovereignty. The Charter was a pact between
sovereign nations, which were not forbidden
the normal establi!:hment of relations by means
of bilateral or multilateral treaties aiming at
the most varied objectives and interests,
including those of military defence.

312. In his opinion, the Member States
were not precluded from requesting or re
ceiving the assistance of other nations or from
extending such help to others, and there was
nothing in the Charter which stipulated that
such requests or assistance were subject to
the control of the United Nations. The action
of the United States in consulting the United
Nations and, still more, the proposed amend
ment to the bill, were facts of great significance.

313. The representative of SYRIA was of the
opinion that it would be appropriate for the
Council to take note of the question while
awaiting the presentation of the project to
the Council in its final form. He heartily
supported the proposed help to Greece and
Turkey in the social, economic and civic
fields, and welcomed any help to any Member
State within the provisions of the Charter of
the United Nations.

314. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM stated that what the United States
Government was proposing to do for Greece,
the USSR Government itself had already done
for Poland, Yugoslavia and other countries.
Pointing out the USSR aid to Poland and
Yugoslavia, as reported in the Press, he said

that there would seem to be no particular
reason why the Council should. support the
USSR contention that United States aid to
Greece should be treated in one way, and
USSR aid to Yugoslavia and other countries
in another way.

315. The representative of COLOMBIA said
that his delegation was quite willing to 19ree
that, pending a new resolution of the Security
Council, the Commission should maintain in
the area concerned II subsidiary group con
sisting of a r~presentative of each of the
members of the Commission. At the same
time, he saw no difficulty in supporting the
appointment of a new Commission composed
of representatives of all the member States of
the Security Council whose task it would be
to co-operate on behalf of the Council with
the agents designated by the United States
GoYernment to handle its aid to Greece.

316. In his opinion, the Council should go '
one or two steps further, to examine the
advisab.~:ty of promoting a general Balkan
convention, in order to safeguard peace,
security and orderly development in the Balkan
peninsula. He suggested a draft resolution
reading as fo11O\\"s:

317. "The Sewrity Council

317 a. "ResoZ.,'as to invite the Governments
of the United States, the United Kingdom,
France and the Soviet Union to examine
jointly the possibility of a Balkan agreement
in order to settle all pending questions which
are likely to endanger security and friendly
relations among Albania, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia
and Greece."

318. If the above paragraph were acceptable
to the Council, a second provision might be
added to the draft as follows :

319. "[The Security C02mC£l] furthm' resolves
to appoint a Committee of four permanent
members and three non-permanent members
to be known as the Balkan Committee of the
Security Council, the task of which will be to
co-operate with the Governments of the Soviet
Union, France, the United Kingdom and the
United States, if they decide to accept the
invitation of th Security Council. The Balkan
Committee wil' q,ewise co-operate with the
competent authorities ot agencies appointed
by the Government of the United States to
handle its aid to Greece. The Commission
appointed by the Security Council to in
vestigate border disputes between Greece and
the neighbouring countries shall maintain in
the area concerned a subsidiary group of a
representative of each of the members of the
Commission, which will keep the Balkan
Committee fully informed of its activities and
findings. "

320. The representative of POLAND, replying
to the remarks of the representatives of Greece
and the United Kingdom, stated that the
USSR's aid to Poland could not be compared
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with the United States aid to Greece. Between
the USSR and Poland there existed a treuty
of mutual assistance. Poland and the USSR
were neighbouring countries, while there were
at least seven seas between the United States
and Greece..The situation in Poland was also
quite different: Poland had no civil \var,
whereas Greece was an international problem.

321. As to the registration and publication
of certain treaties, some treaties had been
registered, some would be registered in the
near future, and some were pending ratification.

322. The Polish representative thought the
United States draft resolution was not quite
satisfactory, particularly in that it did not
define the case clearly, and he suggested an
amendment to the USSR draft resolution h
order to give the assurance that the aid would
not become a political weapon. He proposed
that the following words should be added
to the end of the draft :

323. "In accordance with the resolution of
the fifty-sixth plenary meeting of the General
Assembly on 11 December 1946, such aid
-cannot be used as a political weapon and
shall be distributed without any discrimination
because of race, creed, or political belief." 1

324. At the 131st meeting, on 18 April 1947,
the representative of BELGIUM said that he
would vote for the United States drait. With
regard to the United States aid to Greece and
Turkey, he felt it was not for the Council
to pronounce on that question.

325. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that the United States draft resolution was a
r.latter of urgency. He thought the subsidiary
group proposed by the United States repre
sentative might '.veIl exercise a stabilizing
influence on the frontiers. It would also be
able to supply the Commission and the Security
Council with information right up to the
moment the report was received.

326. If the USSR resolution were put to the
vote at that time, he would vote against it.
He felt that until the Council knew what
the terms of the programme proposed by the
United States were, it would be premature to
'Consider the setting-up of a Commission as

~ proposed by the USSR representative.

327. He considered the Colombian proposal
a long-term solution of the Balkan problem.
It should be deferred for consideration until
the Council had the report of the Commission.

328. The representative of YUGOSLAVIA, re
plying to the United Kingdom representative's
comparison of the Soviet-Yugo"I,., agreement
with the United States aid to Greece, said that
it was a sovereign privilege of any State to

1 See Resoluti01zs adopted by the General Assembly
during the second part of its first session, No. 48 (1),
page 74.

enter into a bilateral trade agreement or a
bilateral relief action. The proposed United
States aid to Greece might well be exploited
against the jnterests of the Greek people.

329. As to the remarks regurding the delivery
of arms and instructions to Yugoslavia from
the USSR, the Soviet military aid to Yugoslavia
could not constitute an interference as there
was no civil war in Yugoslavia.

330. The representative of FRANCE, in order
to meet the criticism of certain representatives
to the amended United States draft, submitted
the following new amendment :

331. "The Security Council

331 a. "Resolves that, pending a new decision
of the Security Council, the Commission shall
maintain in the area where it has been con
ducting its inquiry a subsidiary group composed
of a representative of each of the members
of the Commission to continue to fulfil such
functions as the Commission may prescribe,
in accordance with the terms of refcJ:'ence
given in the resolution of the CouncH of
19 December 1946."

332. The representative of CHINA welcomed
the statement of the United States represen
tative on 28 March and considered that the
United States clearly did not intend to by-pass
the United Nations. The Greek people had
suffered long and severely and had played a
truly heroic role in resisting Axis aggression
in the cause of the United Nations. The
Greek people deserved all the economic and
financial assistance that the United Nations
itself, or any Member or Members of the
United Nations, could possibly render. He
believed that the United States, in trying to
help Greece to restore it~ economic life and
political stability and, similarly, in undertaking
to supply Turkey with its urgent needs as
requested, was rendering a great service to
the cause of international peace and security
to which the Security Council was dedicated.

333. In his opinion, a subsidiary group such
as ~hat proposed by the representative of the
Umted States would be useful in making
day-to-day investigations of any border viola
tions and disturbances which might occur
during the following few weeks. The United
States draft resolution was in harn..ony with
the terms of reference of the Commission.

334. The draft resolution put forward by
the representative of the USSR involved two
questions: first, whether any and every inter
national aid or inter-governmental loan should
be supervised or administered by an organ of
the United Nations ; secondly, if so, whether
the Security Council was the proper organ of
the United Nations to undertake such super
vision or administration. In any case the
creation of such a Commission seemed un
necessary at that stage.
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10. Decisi01's of the Cotmct'l at the 131st
meeti,'g, 01' 18 April 1947

335. Decision: The U"ited States draft
resol"ti01', after being fllrther amended, was
adopted by 9 votes, with 2 abste1Jtions (PolmJd,
Um'on of Soviet Socialist Rep"blics).

336. The resolution read as follows:

337. "Resolved that, pending a new decision
of the Security Council, the Commission
established by the resolution of the Council of
19 December 1946 shall maintain in the area
concerned a subsidiary group composed of a
representative of each of the members of the
Commission to continue to fulfil such functions
as the Commission may prescribe in accordance
with its terms of reference."

338. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS objected to the
postponement of the decision on the USSR
draft resolution, He eould not see how the
Security Council could take a decision on a
question whi.ch it had not really studied and
at the same time postpone a decision on a
question which was being studied by the
Security Council and which was directly
concerned with the action of the United States
in regard to aid for Greece.

339. The representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA expressed his opposition to the
USSR draft resolution. He wished to have it
put on record that the United States would
not exercise a veto in the current instance but
would abstain from voting, although it was
opposed to the draft resolution.

340, Decision: The Polish amendment was
not adopted, having failed to obtain the requisite
'1 affirmative votes. There were 2 votes in favour
(Poland, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics),
and 9 abstentions.

341. Decision: The USSR d1'aft resolution
was rejected by 4 votes (Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, United Kingdom) to 2 (Poland, Union
of Soviet Socialist Republics), with /) abstentions.

11. Decision of the Council that the Commission
should appear in New York to present its
report

342. At the 133rd meeting, on 12 May 1947,
the Council discussed a cablegram from the
Chairman of the Commission asking whether
the Security Council desired that the Commis
sion as a body should appear in New York
to present its report to the Council (S /348).

343. Decision: After some discussion the
Council decided, by 8 votes to none, with
3 abstentions (Poland, Syria, Union of So'U:et
Socialist Republics), that the reply to the
Chairman's question was in the affirmative, with
the understanding that only chief representatives
of each delegation or their substitutes would be
expected.

12. Di'scusSz'011 01Z the terms of referelJCe of the
S"bst'dz'ary Group

344. The Chairman of the Commission of
Investigation concerning Greek Frontier Inci
dents, in a cablegram dated 5 May 1947 (S /343)
informed the President of the Security COl.\ncil
that the Commission, at its 84th meeting, on
5 May, had considered letters from the
Albanian and Yugoslav liaison representatives
stating that their respective Governments
would not participate in the work of the
Sub~idiary Group of the Commission (S /342
and S /341, respectively). As the matter was
outside its terms of reference, the Commission
had decided to refer the whole question to
the Security Council together with the verbatim
record of the 84th meeting (S /344).

345. The Bulgarian liaison representative~

in a letter dated 7 May 1947, informed the
Commission that instructions received from
his Government confirmed the attitude he had
taken at the 84th meeting of the Commission :
his Government did not consider it advisable
to send a representative to participate in the
work ')f the Subsidiary Group (S /345).

346. The representative of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, in a letter (S /347)
dated 7 May 1947 addressed to the Secretary
General, requested that, in connexion with the
decision taken by the Commission on 29 April
1947 on the terms of reference of the Sub
sidiary Group, the Greek Question should
be put on the agenda of the following meeting
of the Security Council (see also S /337).

347. The Greek Question was put on the
agenda of the Security Council at the 133rd
meeting, on 12 May 1947, and discussion
continued through the 137th meeting, on
22 May 1947. The representatives of Albania,
Bulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia were invited
to take their seats at the Council table.

348. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS explained that
he had asked that the Greek Question should
be put on the agenda because the resolution
taken by the Commission of Investigation on
29 April 1947 deserved the attention of the
Security Council. A study of that resolution
showed that its definition of the functions and
powers of the Subsidiary Group was not in
accordance with the decision of the Security
Council's resolution of 18 April 1947.

349. It could be seen from the records of
the meetings of the Commission that the latter
had decided to delegate and transfer its
functions and powers automatically to the
Subsidiary Group. Such a decision would
mean that the Subsidiary Group was not a
subsidiary group of the Commission at. all,
but a Commission with exactly the same
functions and powers as those given to the
Commission itself by the Security Council.
Thus, in violation of the decision of the
Security Council, there would be not one,.I
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but two Commissions acting along parallel
lines.

350. The aim of the Council's resolution of
19 December 1946 had been to ensure that
an inquiry s.hould be carried out into those
incidents to which the Greek Government
had called the attention of the Security Council.
It had to deal with incidents which took place
before the Commission got to work. The
terms of reference did not cover future inci
dents) and the powers and functions which
the Security Council assigned to its Commission
could not be mechanically extended into the
future.

351. Moreover, whereas the Security Council
had followed the procedure of inviting the
representatives of Albania, Bulgaria, Greece
and Yugoslavia to participate in its debates
on the question, the Commission, by its
decision of 29 April, had adopted a resolution
regarding the powers and functions of the
Subsidiary Group without the participation of
the representatives of Albania, Bulgaria and
Yugoslavia. Such a situation cOUld not be
approved.

352. The delegation of the USSR could not
understand the decision of the Commission
to choose Salonika as the headquarters of the
Subsidiary Group, when Athens was the
political and administrative centre of Greece,
Furthermore, the presence of the Subsidiary
Group in Salonika might encourage the acti
vities of certain irresponsible and adventurous
Greek circles.

353. For the above-mentioned reasons, the
of the UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS,
submitted the following draft resolution:

354. "Having discussed the decision taken
by the Commission of Investigation concerning
Greek Frontier Incidents on 29 April 1947,
about the terms of reference of the Subsidiary
Group of the Commission,

355. "The Security Council resolves:

356. "1. The Subsidiary Group will carry
out the investigation of facts only on the ins
tructions of the Commission in each separate
case and :will report to the Commission about
the results of such investigation;

357. "2. The Subsidiary Group will have
its headquarters in Athens and will carry out
such functions which the Commission of the
Security Council will assign to the Subsidiary
Group in accordance with the provisions of
the above paragraph 1 ;

358. "3. The Subsidiary Group will cease
its activity with the liquidation of the Commis
sion itself;

359. "4. The Commission should bring its
decision on the terms of reference of the
Subsidiary Group in conformity with this
decision of the Security Council."

360. The representative of BELGIUM said
there seemed to be some confusion regarding
the Council's resolution of 18 April 1947 and
the Commission's resolution of 29 April 1947.
The Greek question did not constitute a
situation, but a dispute, to which Greece)
Yugoslavia, Albania and Bulgaria were parties.
It was in the capacity of parties to a dispute
that those four States had been invited, under
Article 32 of the Charter, to participate in the
deliberations of the Security Council. Albania
and Bulgaria, non-members of the United
Nations, had assumed, for the purpose of the
dispute, the obligations imposed by the Charter.

361. Article 32 of the Charter denied the
right of voting to States invited to the Council,
whether they were Members of the United
Nations or not. Consequently, the four States
were placed upon the same footing and they
could not have expressed assent or dissent
capable of influencing the resolution of 18 April
1947. Under Articles 34 and 25 of the Charter,
the States parties to the dispute were obliged
to conform to the resolution of 18 April 1947.

362. The Commission, in giving the Sub
sidiary Group powers similar to its own, but
less extended, had respected the character of
the Subsidiary Group as an organ whose
function was that of a deputy.

363. The representative of YUGOSLAVIA stated
that the resolution of the Security Council
adopted on 18 April 1947 was inconsistent
with the provisions of the Charter. It was for
that reason that the liaison representative of
Yugoslavia on the Commission had felt that
he could not co-operate in the work of the
Subsidiary Group until the misinterpretation
of the Charter was cleared up.

364. The Security Council was the only
organ which could take decisions regarding
matters relating to the maintenance of inter
national peace and good relationship among
the United Nations. The Council could not
transfer to some other organ the power with
which it was invested.

365. The Commission had prescribed the
competence and procedure of the Subsidiary
Group without consulting Yugoslavia, whose
interests were directly affected. The Yugoslav
Government could not consider such a decision
legal. The Council had not envisaged that the
Subsidiary Group should in every respect
have the same competence as the Commission
had had. The Commission, transferring the
terms of reference given it under the resolution
of 19 December 1946, had created a breach
of the terms of reference which it had received
on the basis of the resolution of 18 April 1947.

366. In the opinion of the Yugoslav repre
sentative, the interpretation of the resolution
of 18 April 1947 should be revised. The
resolution spoke of the "area concerned",
which was understood to be limited to northern
Greece and to the frclntier areas. The decision
of the Commission, however, entitled the
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Sub.:;idinry Gwup to investigate freely in all
areas of all the four States mentioned. More
over, according to the resolution of 19 DeCClll.
bel' 1946, the Commission had been created
to investigate the incidents of the past. Mean
while, the decision of the Commission em
powered the Subsidiary Group to investigate
future incidents.

367. The representative of ALBANIA said his
delegation had felt that the appointment of
the Sub:>;.-liarv Group was useless and pre
mature for the toUowing reasons: first, the
Security Council had not yet received any
report from the Commission; secondly, in
the absence of any report, preliminary or final,
the appointment of such a group seemed to
prejudge the fundamental aspects of the
question; thirdly, the work performed by such
a group could not constitute effective assistance
for the Commission or for the Security Council,
since the Commission had just visited all the
areas concerned and collected all possible
information.

368. Nevertheless, he assured the Council
that there was no refusal on the part of his
<lelegation to act in accordance with the
CO'lllcil's decisions. He thought the Security
COl.nci1 should examine with great care the
pr .}b1em brought before it so that the new
si1:uation created by the decisions of the Council
anJ of the Commission could be cleared up
and .1 correct and precise interpretation given
to all the documents concerned, in conformity
with the terms prescribed in the Charter of the
United Nations.

369. The representative of GREECE declared
that Greece accepted and would carry out the
decisions of the Security Council, the Commis
sion of Investigation and the Subsidiary Group
established pursuant to the Council's resolution
of 18 April 1947.

370. Commenting on the proposal of the
representative of the USSR, he contended that
the purpose of the Council was to achieve
a pacific settlement of the dispute by bringing
to an end the continuing foreign interferences
and border violations. It was not only past
incidents that endangered the maintenance of
international peace, but also incidents occurring
at that very moment.

371. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA recalled that most members
of the Council had felt, when setting up the
Subsidiary Group, that the purposes of the
resolution of 19 December 1946 could be
better served if, after the main Commission
had completed its principal investigation and
was in Geneva writing its report, there re
mained in the area concerned a holding group
which would have a deterrent effect on elements
wishing to make trouble or to create new
situations. There was little doubt that the
words " area concerned", in the resolution of
18 April 1947, referred to the area described
in the resolution of 19 December 1946.

372. No substantial reason had been advanced
by the USSR representative for repudiating
the action of the Commission in choosing
Salonika for the headquarters of the Subsidiary
Group. The Council had authorized the setting_
up of that Subsidiary Group and had lllso
instructed the main Commission to give it its
terms of reference, keeping within the reso
lution of 19 December 1946. The Subsidiary
Group had not been given any executive
functions but had merely been instructed to
report to the main Commission on each indi
vidual case as it occurred.

373. The current arrangement was not per
manent. The United States delegation had
never envisaged the possibility that the Sub
sidiary Group might continue its activity after
the liquidation of the Commission.

374. Regarding the attitude taken by the
Governments of Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and
Albania, he felt it was a serious matter that
those Governments should have refused to
abide by decisions made under the authority
of the Security Council.

375. The representative of AVSTRALIA, com
menting on certain points in the statement
by the representative of the USSR at the
previous meeting, drew attention to certain
facts. First, the Commission had not delegated
its entire terms of reference to the Subsidiary
Group; there had been three reservations.
Secondly, as the resolution of 19 December
1946 had said nothing about rules of procedure,
the Commission was perfectly free to adopt
any rules of procedure it desired. Thirdly,
the tenor of the debates and the language
used in the discussions on the terms of reference
had indicated clearly that the Commission
would deal with all incidents right up to the
time its report came before the Council.
Fourthly, the members of the Commission
had not taken a decision concerning the
liquidation of the Subsidiary Group owing to
the fact that they were not clear as to the
intentions of the Council regarding the time
of dissolution of the Subsidiary Group or the
Commission.

376. The representative of Australia held
that the whole work of the Group would be
nullified if it could carry out the investigation
of facts only on the instructions of the Commis
sion in each separate case. As to the location
of the Subsidiary Group, he thought Salonika
had been proposed for purely practical reasons.

377. In order to clear up any misunder
standing, he proposed that it should be recorded
that, in the opinion of the Security Council, the
Commission, in its decision of 29 April 1947
establishing terms of reference for its Sub
sidiary Group in the area concerned,' had
correctly interpreted the intention of the
Council's resolution of 18 April 1947.

378. The representative of BRAZIL considered:
that the cablegram of 5 May 1947 from theJ
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Chairman of the Commission had raised two
in1flortant questions. The first concerned the
obligation of Members and non-members of
the United Nations to carry out the decisions
of the Security Council in matters relating to
the peaceful settlement of disputes. So f.ar as
l\Iembers were concerned, they were obliged
to carry out the decisions of the Security
Council under Article 25 of the Charter.
Albania and BulgarL, non-members of the
United Nations, in accepting the invitation of
the Security Council to participate in the dis
cussion, had assumed the obligation to abide
by the Council's decision. The fbur countries
in question, as parties to a dispute invited to
participate in the discussion, had had no say
in the establishment of the Subsidiary Group,
inasmuch as Article 32 of the Charter denied
them the right to vote.

379. With regard to the delegation of powers
contained in the Council's resolution of 18 April
1947, he could find no juridical grounds for
invalidating it.

380. The r1elegation of Brazil 'Y2S the"efore
of the opinion that the Subsidiary Group should
proceed with its work until the Commission
had presented its report and the Security
Council had reached a decision on it.

381. The representative of CHINA was of
the opinion that, in carrying out its duties in
connexion with the Greek Question, the power
of the Council to create a Subsidiary Group
was unchallengeable. So long as the Council
was seized of the question, it had the right
and duty to keep an eye on the situation.
The Council could not deal with the situation
adequately by confining its attention to isolated
incidents.

382. The Commission, in defining the terms
of reference of the Subsidiary Group, had
acted entirely within its powers. The Commis
sion had been authorized by the Council to
define the terms of reference of its Subsidiary
Group.

383. Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia ,vere
legally and morally under the obligation to
assist the Subsidiary Group in its work, and
the SuLsidiary Group should have authority
by a formal decision to investigate any incidents
that might occur, without having to await an
order in each case from the CommissIOn or
the Council.

384. The representative of BULGARIA ex
pressed his regret that his Government's
attitude had been described, in some quarters,
as a refusal to co-operate with the Subsidiary
Group. Although not a Member State,
Bulgaria abided by its formal obligation to
observe the decision of the Council 1n the
Greek Question. The Bulgarian Government
wished for clarification as to the purposes
and scope of activity of the Subsidiary Group.
That request could not be represented as an

l

action undermining the authority of the
Security Council.

385. In his opmlon, the Commission had
not instructed the Subsidiary Group to per
form subsidiary functions, but had trans
formed it into a new Commission to investIgate
possible future incidents. The Commission
could not in any circumstances assign to its
Subsidiary Group the investigation of cases of
which the Security Council had not been
seized.

386. The Security Council should determine
the period of time during which the Sub
sidiary Group would exercise its functions.
The Group could not remain in the Balkans
indefinitely. The representative of Bulgaria
doubted very much whether any sovereign
country would tolerate the presence of an
international body on its borders for an un
limited period of time.

387. From a procedural point of view, he did
not see how the Council could accept the report
of the Commission, if there was going to be
a continuous flOW of new information. There
must be a limitation of the period of time
and of the facts under discussion. He did
not think the Council expected the Bulgarian
Government to assume a vague obligation to
allow the Subsidiary Group to make investi
gations in Bulgaria for an indefinite future
period on matters which were not yet known.

388. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM thought that, under the terms of
the Security Council's resolutiun of 18 April
1947, there seemed to be' no reason why the
Subsidiary Group might not have had exactly
the same powers as the Commission itself
with regard to watching the situation. In
point of fact, the Commission had actually
limited the Subsidiary Group's powers. In
his view, the Commission had acted properly
under a Council decision.

389. He was in full agreement with the
statement that the Subsidiary Group, in
accordance with the resolution of the Security
Council, could and should investigate any
incidents that might take place in the Greek
frontier areas. He drew the attention of the
Council to the last clause in the Security
Council's resolution of 19 December 1946:
" That the Commission be invited to make
any proposals that it may deem wise for
averting a repetition of border violations and
disturbance in these areas." As the Commis
sion was clearly intended tu make recom
mendations for the future, it would be ridi
culous to leave a gap between the time when
the original incidents were alleged to have
taken place and the time when the Cominis
sion's report might be acted upon by the
Council.

390. Commenting on the USSR draft reso
lution, he contended that the effect of its
first paragraph, by making the Subsidiary
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Group r\,;F.:r each case back to the Commission,
would be to stultify the whole purpose of the
Council's decision. Paragraph 2, which pro
posed to transfer the Group's headquarters to
Athens, was equally inappropriate and un
acceptable. With regard to paragraph 3,
concerning the liquidation of the Subsidiary
Group, since the latter \vas a subsidiary of the
Commission he did not think that anyone
could maintain that it should not cease its
activity if the Commission itsel£ wereliquidated.
If the objections to paragraphs 1 and 2 of the
USSR draft resolution were well founded,
paragraph 4 was superfluous.

391. The representative of FRANCE could see
no ambiguity in the resolution of 18 April 1947
and could not accept the suggestion that the
Security Council had violated the Charter of
the United ·Nations. He believed that the
Commission had in no way exceeded its rights
and its powers. With re~ard to the head
quarters of the Subsidiary Group, the Commis
sion was free to select whatever town it thought
fit. As to the duration of the Subsidiary Group,
it could clearly not exceed the existence of the
Commission itself.

392. The representative of POLAND thought
that the Commission, in drawing up directives
for the Subsidiary Group, had given the latter
much wider powers than it possessed itself.
He believed that no organ of the Security
Council could deal with incidents which had
not been reported to the Security Council,
and with cases of which the Council had not
been seized.

393. The representative of SYRIA considered
that the Subsidiary Group was the same as
the Commission, and that there had been
no need for the Commission to establish
new terms of reference for the Subsidiary
Group. He proposed that the Council should
adopt the following draft resolution:

394. "The Security Council,

395. "Having examined the directives adopted
by the Commission of Investigation concerning
Greek Frontier Incidents for the Subsidiary
Group, and

396. "Having conside1'ed the attitudes of the
four Balkan States concerned towards the
Group,

397. "Resolves:

398. "1. That those directives limiting the
scope of the Subsidiary Group's capacity are
unnecessary. Thf' Group is to continue
exercising the same attributes assigned to the
Commission by the Security Council in its
resolution of 19 December 1946 ;

399. "2. To instruct the four Balkan States
concerned to collaborate with the Subsidiary
Group in conformity with the resolution of the
Security Council of 19 December 1946."

13. Decisions of the Cu/mdl at its lS7tll
meetil,g, Oil 22 May 1947

400. Decision: The USSR draft resoluiion
'was 1·e.Jected by 6 votes to 2 (Poland, Uni01l of
So".'iet Socialist Republics), 'lvitll 3 abstentions
(Colombia, Fra1lCe, Syria).

401. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that the rejection of the USSR draft resolution
showed three things. In the first place, it
showed that the majority of the members of
the Commission had in fact interpreted the
will and intention of the Council; secondly,
that the Security Council's resolution of
18 April 1947 was positively reaffirmed; and,
thirdly, that the Commission's instructions of
29 April 1947 had not been invalidated by
the C,lrrent discussion.

402. He therefore asked to be allowed to
withdraw his proposal, for which there was
no further need.

403. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS suggested that
the Council should postpone further discussion
of the question and should not take any
decision until the Council had considered the
report of the Commission.

404. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA supported the suggestion
of the USSR representative, and added that,
from the legal point of view, the situation
was entirely cl~ar and that the directive given
by the Commission to the Subsidiary Group
had the effect of law.

405. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS presented a for
mal draft resolution as follows:

406. "The Security Council 1'esoZ.ves that
further discussion or decision on the question
of the terms of reference of the Subsidiary
Group of the Commission of Investigation
concerning Greek Frontier Incidents should
be postponed until such time as the final
report of the Commission is submitted to the
Security Council."

407. The representatives of AUSTRALIA, the
UNITED KINGDOM, the UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA and FRANCE submitted that the ques
tion of terms of reference had already been
settled when the draft resolution of the
rSSR representative had been rejected.

408. The representatives of YUGOSLAVIA and
BULGARIA contended that no interpretation
had been given in a positive form.

409. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS said he could
not agree with the opinion expressed by some
members of the Council who seemed to
consider that the decision of the Council had
been taken on the question of the rights and
powers of the Subsidiary Group. His proposal
was that the Council should postpone further
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discussion upon the question, and that it
should not decide at that juncture to approve
or disapprove the decision by which the
Commission had defined the powers of the
Subsidiary Group.

410. The representative of SYRIA withdrew
his draft resolution.

411. The representative of AUSTRALIA pro
posed an amendment to the USSR draft
resolution to read as follows :

412. "The Security Council resolves that
further discussion on the Greek Question
shall be postponed until such time as the final
report of the Commission is submitted to the
Security Council."

413. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS then amended
his own draft by deleting the words "further
discussion or ".

414. After some discussion, the representative
of POLAND presented an amendment to the
Australian amendment, substituting "the
question under discussion " for "the Greek
Question. "

415. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that he
had no objection to the Australian amend
ment, on the understanding that the Council
had taken no decision in the matter, and that
the postponement of further discussion meant
postponement of the discussion of the question
under consideration and not of the Greek
Question as a whole.

416. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM declared that he could not accept
the interpretation given by the representath-e
of the USSR.

417. Decision: The Polish ammdmel~t was
rejected by 6 votes to 2 (Poland, Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics), with 3 abstentiol~

(Colombia, Fra1~ce, Syria).

418. At the suggestion of the representative
of SYRIA, the word " final " was deleted from
the Australian amendment.

418 a. Decision: By 9 votes to none, with
2 abstenti01~s (Poland, Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics the Council adopted the following
resolution :

419. "The Security Council reso'ves that
further discussion of the Greek Question should
be pc.stponed until such time as the report of
the Commission is submitted to the Security
Council. "

14. Consideration of the report of the Commis-
sion of Investigation

420. At the 147th meeting, the Rapporteur
of the Commission of Investigation con1cerning
Greek Frontier Incidents submitted the Com
mission's report (S /360).

421. The report consisted of the following
major sections:

Part I: Narrative account and analysis of
the-work of the Commission;

Part II: Survey of evidence submitted to
the Commission, classified into evidence in
support of charges and evidence in refutation;

Part HI: Two sets of conclusions drawn
from the evidence and account nf the attitude
of delegations to each set of conclusions;

Part IV: Proposals made pursuant to the
final paragraph of the Security Council's
resolution of 19 December 1946 and an account
of the attitude of delegations to those proposals.

Annexes relating to the composition of the
Commission and its teams, the work of the
teams and the field investigations carried out
by the Commission and its teams, including
a list of the witnesses heard and a bibliography
of the Commission's documentation.

Annexes setting out the comments and oral
statements made by the liaison representatives
of Albania, Bulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia
on parts II and III of the report.

422. The discussion of the report continued
at the 148th, 150th, 151st, 153rd, 156th and
158th meetings, with the participation of the
representatives of Albania, Bulgaria, Greece
and Yugoslavia, and had not been completed
by the closing date of this report.

423. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA stated that in hiB opinion
the Commission had met its responsibility
squarely and had conducted its work with
vigour and thoroughness. The facts elicited
by the Commission substantiated without a
doubt the conclusions of the majority of eight
members, namely, that Yugoslavia, and to a
lesser extent Albania and Bulgaria, had sup
ported the guerrilla warfare in Greece. The
conclusions stated that assistance hiiG. oeen
rendered in Yugoslavia to the guerrillas;
Greek refugees had been recruited, trained on
Yugoslav territory, and dispatched to Greece
to serve with the guerrillas, as well as being
supplied with arms, supplies, transport, guides
and hospitalization. At a camp at Bulkes, in
Yugoslavia, a special course had been estab
lished in the spring of 1946 for the purpose
of giving theoretical and practical training in
guerrilla warfare, in ad<iition to political
indoctrination and propaganda aiming at the
overthrow of the Greek Government. The
Bulgarian Government had helped Greek
partisans entering and leaving Bulgarian terri
tory, providing them with transport, arms and
hospitalization. The conclusions stated that
Albania, too, had assisted the partisans, and
that the Alb::uianGovernment had operated
a camp at Rubig giving Greek refugees political
instruction and practical and theoretical mili
tary training. Albania had also provided arms
and ammunition to the Greek partisans and
made available routes of entry, guides and
liaison assistance for partisan groups returning
to Greece from Albania and Yugoslavia.
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424. It ,,:as apparent that, in committing
such acts, Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia
had violated some of the fundamental principles
of the Charter. The United States represen
tative referred in particular to Articles 1 and 2.
The Charter ought not to be interpreted too
narrowly in view of the fact that a country's
independence could be attacked by means
other that invasion by organized armies. In
modern times, infiltration, intimidation and
subterfuge had also proved effective. The
Council would have to recognize what intelli
gent and informed citizens already knew,
namely, in supporting guerrillas in northern
Greece, Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia
had been using force against the territorial
integrity and political independence of Greece.
They had been committing acts of the very
kind which the United Nations was designed
to prevent. Referring tu the provisions of
Article 2, paragraph 6, of the Charter, he
pointed out that the Council must treat alike
all States using force against the territorial
integrity of another, even if those States were
not members of the United Nations, as ",'as
the case with Albania and Bulgaria"

425. Nine members of the Commission had
subscribed to the recommendations for action
by the Security Council, stated in the report
to have been framed in the spirit of Chapter VI
of the Charter. Those proposals should be
considered as the most urgent business of
the Council. The United States representative
summarized the majority proposals, which
were closely followed in the resolution of the
Commission, He emphasized in particular
the proposal by the Commission that, in the
area of its investigation, future cases of the
support of armed bands formed on the territory
of one State and crossing into the territory of
another, or of refusal of the former, in spite
of the demands of the latter, to take all possible
measures on its own territory to deprive such
bands of any aid or protection, should be
considered by the Security Council as a threat
to the peace within the meaning of the Charter.
Although the Charter provided for the pacific
settlement of a dispute of that kind, the Council
could not overlook the fact that the Charter
also provided for enforcement action when a
situation became sufficiently aggravated. It
was important that the Council should adopt
that particular proposal, and thus make it
clear to the countries in question, and to the
world, that the continued use of force in
violation of the Charter must be regarded by
the United Nations as requiring enforcement
measures.

426. At the current stage, the Council should
continue to act under Chapter VI of the
Charter, bearing in mind that, if the acts and
practices found by the Commission should
continue, the Council would be compelled to
consider that there was no longer a dispute
but a threat to the peace, breach of the peace,
or act of aggression, within the meaning of
Chapter VII. The United States representative
emphasized that the authority of the Security

Council under Chapter VI carried with it the
full weight of the United Nations. Members
of the United Nations and those countries
which looked forward to becoming Members
must be deeply conscIous of Members, obli
gations under Article 25 " to accep tand carry
out the decisions of the Security Council in
accordance with the present Charter".

427. The representative of the United States
submitted the follo,:ving draft resolution, based
on the text of the majority proposals of the
Commission :

428. "The Security Council,

429. "Hm:ing 1'cceh'('d mtd considered the
report of the Commission of Investigation
established by resolution of the Council dated
19 December 1946,

430. "Reso!'l"es that:

431. "1. The Security Council adopts the
proposals made by the majority of the members
of the Commission;

432. "2. In giving effect to proposals con
tained in paragraphs A, B, D and E, the
Security Council hereby recommends to the
Governments of Greece on the one hand, and
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia on the other,
that they take the action propose., therein;

433. "3. In giving effect to paragraph C
of these proposals, the Secu~:ty Council, for
the purpose of restoring normal conditions
along the frontiers between Greece on the
one ~hand and Albania, Bulgaria and Yugo
slavia on the other, and thereby assisting in
the establishment of good-neighbourly rela
tions, establishes a Commission as a subsidiary
organ,

434. "(a) The Commission shall be composed
of a representative of each of the nations
members of the Security Council, as they may
be from time to time.

435. "(b) The duties and powers of the
Commission shall be :

4.36. "(i) To use its good offices for the settle
ment, by the means mentioned in Article 33
of the Charter, of

" (1). Controversies arising from fronti.er
violations;

"(2) Controversies directly connected wi .. t

the application of the frontier conventions re
commended to the four Governments under
this resolution;

"(3) Complaints regarding conditions on the
border which may be brought to the attention
of the Commission by one Government against
another; and in order to carry out these tasks,
the Commission is empowered to make an
investigation of any frontier violations that
occur and of any compla:nts brought by one
Government against another in connexion with
the application of the frontier conventions or
regarding conditions on the border;
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4,37. "(ii) To use its good offices to assist
the Governments concerned in the negotiation
and conclusion of the frontier conventions
recommended under this rt:solution i

438. "(Hi) 1:'0 study and make recommenda
tions to the Governments concerned with
respect to such additional bilateral agreements
between them for the pacific settlement of
disputes relating to frontier incidents or
conditions on the frontier as th~ Commission
considers desirable i

4,39. "(iv) To assist in the implementation of
the recommendations made to the four Govern
ments under this resolution with respect to
refugees; to receive reports from the four
Governments with respect to persons who may
cross or have crossed from the territory of
anyone of such countries to any of the others;
to maintain a register for its confidential use
of all such persons and to assist in the repa
triation of those who wish to return to their
homes i and in connexion with these functions
:0 act in concert with the appropriate agency
of the United Nations;

440. "(v) If called upon by any of the Govern
ments concerned, to supervise the arrange
ments for the transfer of minorities recom
mended to such Governments under this
resolution and to act as a registration authority
for any persons desiring to emigrate i

441. "(vi) To have such other duties and
powers as the Security Council may determine
from time to time ;

442. "(c) The Commission shall have its head
quarters in Salonika, and shall have authority
to perform its functions on either side of the
frontier i

443. "(d) The Commission shall have the
right of direct access to the Governments of
Albania, Bulgaria, Greece and Yugoslavia,
and shall have authority to call upon the
nationals and officials of those Governments
to testify before it on any matters coming
within its competence i

444. "(e) The Commission shall establish its
Own rules of procedure and methods of
conducting its bu~iness i

445. "(f) The Commission shall render regu
larly quarterly reports to the, Security Council
or more frequently if it thinks fit ;

446. Cl (g) The Commission shall commence
its work as soon as practicable and shall remain
it: existence until 31 August 1949, before
which date the necessity for its ,continued
existence after that date shall be revY1cwed by
the Security Council i

447. te (h) The Commisc;ion shall have the
staff necessary to perform its functions, in
cluding persons able to act as border observers
and to report on the observance of the flontier
conventions recommended under this reso-

lution, the state of the frontier area, and
cognate matters."

4048. The representative of GREECE referred
to the relevant Articles of t~e Charter and
said that, if the investigation ordered by the
Security Council revealed that peace was
endangered, it was the duty of every member
of the Council to ensure that the Council
should adopt adequate measures. The Balkan
investigation had revealed serious violations
of the Charter, and the future of the United
Nations and the prospects of international
peace, security and justice depended upon
the determination with which the members
of the Council faced the issue and adopted
adequate measures to restore peace. Such
measures would not in any way constitute a
threat to the territorial integrity of any country.
The majority of the Commission had concluded
that Yugoslavia and, to a lesser extent, Albania
and Bulgaria had supported the guerrilla war
fare in Greece. The evidence as a whole
indicated that the plan of that intervention
had been jointly conceived and executed.

M9. During the occupation of Greece by
the troops of Germany and Italy and their
Bulgarian and Albanian satellites, certaia
Slavonic - and AlbaniaR - speaking elements in
Greece had collaborated actively. With the
withdrawal of the occupying troops, many of
then: had fled, and from among such elements
selected persons had been recruited, indoctrin
ated, trained and armed by Greece's northern
neighbours. They had then been sent back
into Greece to undermine Greece's free insti
tutions by subversive means as well as by
force. The bulk of the Greek people had
resisted the enemy and had bee~l given arms
and other assistance by the United Kingdom
and the United States for use against the
enemy. But, by methods that had become
all too familiar, communist agents and secret
police had infiltrated into certain of those
resistance movements, and some of the arms
given to liberate Greece had been hoarded to
be used later for very different purposes,
together with arms furnished from the north.
On the withdrawal of the occupying troops,
the communist-dominated groups had taken
advantage of the confu~ion to attempt to
impose by force a communist dictatorship.
Only after the country had been further
devastated and the communists had slaughtered
thousands of hostages, had that dictatorship
been defeated. The armed groups had then
fled into the hills and across the borders,
where they had been given additional arms,
training, and indoctrination by Albania, Bul
garia and Yugoslavia "looking towards the
overthrow of the Greek Government ", as the
Commission had found. Those were the
groups that were burning villages, conscripting
defenceless youths and murdering and maiming
those who resisted. They flouted all agree
ments, scoffed at amnesties an~ found a wel
come refuge north of the border from which
to return, refreshed and re-equipped, to resume
the attack on Greek democracy.
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450. Two members of the Commission had
described the situation as civil war. However,
when bands were armed in one country, and
returned to another to overthrow its govern
ment, that was not civil war; it was aggression.
Even if the countries which had set that
armed fifth column in motion should repudiate
their agents, even if their assistance became
only passive, the effect of the acts already
committed would remain, and the existing
breach of the peace would be continually
aggravated and rene'wed.

45] . The recommer..dations of the Commissiun
were good as far as they went and in the light
of the powers of the Comm:;1sion. Gree, .
favoured their adoption and pledged itself to
carry out its part in them fully and in good
faith. However, the aL.equacy of those re
commendations was open to serious doubt.
The Council was responsible for safeguarding
the peace, and its powers were commensurate
with its responsibilities. Its supreme duty
was to forestall further violations of the
Charter.

452. The representative of ALBANIA said
his country regretted the disturbed situation
on the frontiers of Greece provoked by the
expansionist foreign policy of the latter, as
evidenced by the Greek contention that a state
of war existed with Albania. The testimony
submitted to the Commission demonstrated
that Greece was fomenting armed provocations
along the Al;:;anian frontier and organizing
war criminals for use against and inside
Albania. The acts of provocation were con·
tinuing and even taking on new forms, such as
the machine-gunning of Albanian peasants by
a Greek military aircraft on 21 May 1947.
The evidence submitted to the Commission
demonstrated that the true cause of the civil
war in Greece was the terroristic policy of the
Greek Government directed againat members
of the wartime resistance movement, the
persecution of all democratic elements and
the suppression of the democratic Press and
the national minorities. Evidence to that effect
had been given by Greek witnesses from all
parts of Greece and from many strata of the
population, who had given evidence at the
risk of their personal security.

453. He summarized the se irces of the
evidence submitted by his delegation con
cerning the persecution of the Albanian mino
rity. The charges in that respect had not been
disproved, and had even been confirmed by
witnesses nominated bv the Greek Govern
ment. The charges by the Greek Government
to the effect that the Greek minority in Albania
was being persecuted were completely with
out foundation. With regard to the Greek
accusations that the guerrillas in Greece were
being supported by its northern neighbottrs,
it was advisable to examine the nature of the
witnesses presented. There was insufficient
evidence of the identity of the witnesses, and
their moral, political and legal status was open
to serious criticism. The witnesses included

prisoners not brought to trial, prisoners con
demned to death, prisoners released without
any judgment having been passed, and per
sons who had committed crimes and terroristic
acts. Witnesses had been subject to physical
and moral pressure. The Greek accusations
could be refuted by docnments emanating
from the Greek authorities. The Albanian
representative gave examples of the above
defects in the Greek witnesses.

454. In support of its accusations concerning
frontier ~:'1cidents, the Greek Government had
submitted only the pamphlet entitled blcidents
on the Greek Frontier and six pieces of evidence.
The Albanian representative analysed the
descriptions and contradictions in the evidence
submitted by the Greek Government. The
Greek accusations concerning the support of
the guerrillas had been thoroughly refuted by
documents submitted by the Albanian Govern
ment, in spite of the statement in the majority
conclusions of the Commission, which did 110~

correspond to the facts on the subject as
revealed by tl,e inquiry. In support of his
content1on, the representative of Albania ana
lysed various sections of the evidence, parti
cularly tllat concerning the refugee camp of
Rubig. The evidence in support of the
allegation thai military instruction had taken
place there c'C;:)sisted of the contradictory
statements of only S witnesses who, in their
deposition.., befor ~ (Le Greek authorities, had
hardly m(:n2~cHed t.he alleged military instruc
tion. In qUi'rldty and quality, the evidence in
refutation . "I'a~, clearly superior, and demon
strated that the Albanian Government, following
humanitarian pr;.p~iFles, had given asylum to
about 300 Cr'''.',!>. democrats who had sought
refuge in Alb<i.niz, from the persecutions in
their own country. An those refugees had been
concentrated in a camp in the north of Albania
and had left for Yugoslavia in October 1945.
While at Rubig, they had been given food
and eiothing but no military equipment.

455. A great mass of evidence 'had shown
clearly that a civil war existed in Greece,
forced upon the people by Government circles.
The Albanian representative noted that, in
their conclusions, the majority of the Commis
sion had referred to the increased tension
attrl.,,:;',;table to the uncompromising attitude of
Greece. In that connexion, he wished to draw
attention to the illegal methods used by the
Greek Government, which conducted anti
Albanian propaganda by means of tracts,
manifestos and newspapers which were smug
gled. into Albania. Further, the Greek Govern
ment organized the enemies of Albania who
had fled into Greece and used them against
Albania, and the Greek military authorities
provoked continual border incidents by land,
air and sea. Albanian refugees, quislings and
war criminals in Greece were promised freedom
and financed by the Greek Government. He
gave instances of the above policies.

456. The representative of BULGARIA ob
served that the majority report quoted state-
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ments contained in the G~'eek Government's
pamphlet Evidence in Support of the Greek
Appeal, and regarded those statements as
proof. In fact, the statem..:nts wero merely
summaries of inquiries conducted by tile Greek
authorities, and he gave instances of inter
polations inserted by the latter. In most cases,
the Commission had not cross-examined the
persons making tbe statements in order to
establish their identity or clarify and confirm
the evidence. The Bulgarian representative
t:onsidered that most of the cases set out in
tht Greek Government pamphlet Incidents on
the Greek FFmtiers were insignificant and with
out poiitical character. He gave examples,
and obs~rved that such trivial incidents could
very well occur even between friendly neigh
bours. 1n any event, the statements were
merely all\~gations and not proofs.

457. No conclusive evidence had been ad
duced in support of the allegation that Bulgaria
had established training camps for Greek
partisans, although such evidence would have
been easy to obtain if the charges had been
correct. With regard to the allegation that
Bulgaria had supplied arms ?nd munitions to
the partisans, the Commission admitted that it
had not received sufficient information. The
Commission should have been more explicit
and stated that the accusation was unfounded.
The majority report accused Bulgaria of
facilitating the entrance of partisans. into Bul
garia and admitting them to hospitals. Bulgaria
did not deny having given asylum to men,
women and children fleeing from persecution
by the Greek authorities and rightist bands.
Those people were political refugees, who had
the right to ask for asylum; they had always
been disarmed and sent far from the frontier.
In that connexion, the order by the Bulgarian
Minister of the Interior, dated 30 Octobe:-:
1946, had always been strictly observed. Not
a single witness had mentioned the existence
of the bands alleged to have been formed in
Bulgaria to be sent into Greece. The Bulgarian
representative drew attention to the contra
dictions in the evidence advanced in support
of the charge that partisans crossed from
Bulgaria into Greece, and attacked the credi
bility of the witnesses who had been called.
The majority conclusions stated that Yugo
slavia, and to a lesser degree Albania and
Bulgaria, had supported guerrilla activities in
Greece. However, on the basis of the actual
evidence which had been submitted, it should
have been found that Bulgaria was innocent
and had in no way failed to observe its obli
gations under international law.

458.. With regard to the Macedonian question,
the Greek representative had submitted a few
extracts from Bulgarian newspapers. The
articles had been written at a time when
territorial questions had been under discussion
throughout the world in view of the impending
conclusion of peace treaties. They could not
be heid to constitute a campaign for the dis
memberment of Greece. There had been
no proof whatev~r of the insinuation that

Bulgaria had agreed to support Yl.1goslav
claims for the incorporation of Greek Mace
donia into a Macedonian federal state.

459. The degree of Bulgaria's responsibility
could not be determined without taking into
account the degree of responsibility which the
Commission admitted to be attributable to
the internal conditions of Greece. The
Commission noted that there vias general
uneasiness throughout Greece, and gave sta
tistics of clashes in Greece. It was clear that,
apart from the deceptive appearances to be
observed in Athens and Salonika, there was
a reign of terror. The majority report admitted
that the discrimination and persecution against
minorities and political opposition groups, as
well as anticommul11st propaganda, had caused
several thousand persons to flee to the moun
tains or take refuge in the north, and that
disturbed conditions in general helped to
explain the situation investigated by the
Commission. When those admissions were
considered together with the absence of evi
dence against Bulgaria, the thesis of Bulgarian
responsibility could not be seriously maintained.
A few witnesses had said that the frontier had
been crossed during the three years since the
liberation of the Balkans. The Bulgarian
Government denied the truth of that evidence,
but the real question was whether such insig
nificant evidence, even if established, could
justify the accusation that Bulgaria had. dis
turbed the peace. Even if such occasional
crossings of the frontier had taken place, they
were a result of the disturbances existing in
Greece and wer~ to be attributed to the fact
that Greece was not in a position to guard
its fron•.i.er. In anv event~ it should be "1Dted
that only 6 of 11 representatives had felt
able to assert the responsibility of Bulgaria.

460. In conclusion, the Bulgarian represen
·tative stated that section A of the majority
proposals was acceptable with the exception of
the last sentence relating to future cases of
support of armed bands, etc. Section R was
acceptable, but the proposal in section C for
a border Commission would constitute a
violation of sovereignty and would ~ncrease

tension. A Commission having the right to
impose inquiries upon Governments, to go
anywhere it wished and receive reports, would
be an institution placed above the Governments
concerned.

461. The representative of YUGOSLAVIA con
sidered it most important that the report
should be studied in detail. He quoted the
Press statement made by the representative
of the United States on the Commission
immediately after his return home, a statement
which had indicated that the material presented
to the Security Council would not constitute
the objective finding,:. of an investigator but
a prejudiced report with specific political aimf.
The Commission's name alone indicated that
the frontier incidents should have been at
least the principal subject of its investigation.
However, of. 57 incidents aileged by the Greek
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Government to have involved aid to Greek
guerrillas by Yugoslavia, the Commission had
examined only 4: the incidents at Aghia
Paraskevi, Sourmena, Skra and Idomeni.
Those four incidents were mentioned only
briefly and incidentally in the majority conclu
sions; on the other l~and, incidents which
had not bt.,m investigated at all were given
three whole pages out of fifteen. The fact
that two of the four incidents investigated
were not mentioned at all, and the other two
only incidentally, showed that the Greek
Government could not prove its allegations,
and that it could be assumed that no such
incidents had taken place.

-1,62. The evidence concerning the Idomeni
incident could be reduced to the indefinite
and contradictory evidence of twcj peasants.
Turning to the Sourmena incident, the Yugo
slav representative analysed the documents
submitted and official statements, communiques
and notes. He observed that the key witnesses
whose depositions had been quoted before the
Security Council on 12 December 1946 had
not been produced. The evidence by the
substitute witnesses was contradictory artu
inconsistent with Greek official statements.
With regard to !Je incident at Skra, th" Greek
Governmept witnesses had not substantiated the
Greek charbes and had in some cases contra
dicted them. The evidence also contained
internal contradictions. In the case of the
Aghia Paraskevi incident, too, the cl: ..ges had
not been substantiated, and there was a sti Ange
absence of eye-witnesses. He quott-d at length
from the evidence that the Greek authorities
had organized armed Balists and Chetniks in
raids against the democratic population in
the district of Florina and along the Greek
Yugoslav frontier at exactly the times and places
of the alleged violations by Yugoslavia.

463. Since the investigation of those four
incidents had demonstrated that the allegations
were without foundation, the logical conclusion
was that the cases not investigated were equally
without foundation. Furthermore, the GreE k
Government had used many false witnesses.
I~ had been asserted before the Commission
that 'witnesses were systemallca1.1y instructed
what to saj ; that they w~re exposed to physical
torture and moral pressure; tilat most of the
witnesses had been in the hands of the PC!i(l
or under trial; and that the witnesses induded
professional murderers, war criminals, traitors
and quislings. It had been established that
many of the written depositions were fabri
cations on the part of the Greek authorities
and that the remaining depositions were full
of contradictions and absurdities. The majority
conclusions had avoided the central questlOT.
of 'the invf"ltigation, namely, incidents in
volving aid to Greek guerrillas. This was an
implicit admission that there had been no
such incidents. Thus the majority of the
Commission had been led to quote all the
57 incidents in the category of mere military
frontier incidents and not in the category of
incidents involving aid to Greek guerrillas.

4.64.. Yugoslavia had brought to the C0mmis
sion's attention 79 military prvvocations by
Greece against its northern neighbours, and
had requested that four such incidents should
be investigated. On the Greek side, not a
single incident of that kind had been brought
up. However, the Commission had not
accepted the Yugoslav request for inves
tigation. It was therefore strange to note
that the majority conclusions stated that
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia had made
accusations against Greece of deliberate provo
cation of incidents and that, in each case, a
substantial number of witnesses had been
heard. As far as Yugoslavia was concerned,
that statement ,':as incorrect.

4.64 a. Moreover, there were other baccur
acies in that section of the conclusions. The
majority conclusions had stated that no evidence
of probative value had been adduced which
tended to indicate that frontier violations not
connected with guerrilla activities had been
deliberately provoked on either side. The
only aim of such conclusions was to confuse
the issue and to save the Greek Government
from the well-founded accusations made by
its northern neighbours.

465. The majority conclusions were, as a
whole, of such character. Analysing tne
evidence submitted in support of the assertion
that Greek guerrillas were being supplied with
arms in Yugoslavia, the Yugoslav representative
concluded that it was unfounded, unverified
and insignificant, and that thp Commission
had shown a lack of logic and Impartiality in
basing such important conclusions on such

.adequate testimony. The conclusion was
lllescapable, and Yuguslavia was responsible
for no border inLidents and had not armed the
Greek partisans.

466. The Yugo&~av representative replied to
certain argurr:ents advanced in the United
States representative's recent speech. Since it
had be~n impossible to prove the allegations
concerning border incidents and the arming of
guerrillas, the representative of the United
States had been obliged to speak of infiltration,
intimidation and subterfuge. However, during
the preceding years, the only Yugoslavs who
had infiltrated into Greece had been traitors,
quislings, and W2.r criminals. Intimidation was
not unknOWh in international relations, but
the charge coulr1 not be levelled at Yugoslavia.
The Council should make a thorough and
conscientious analysis of the report, point by
point. The interests of peace, the prestige of
the United Nations and the honour of Yugo
slavia required that the question should be
discussed in that way.

467. The representative of BELGIUM replied
to various objections which had been made to
the Commission's recommeilliations. It had
been alleged that the recommen -:fat' ns were
based. not on impartial informatioll, but exclu
sively on the assertions of one of the Govern
ments concerned. A study of the various
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sections of the report would enable the Council
to determine if that accusation were justifi :l.
It was clear, however, that the recommenda
tions made no distinction between the Govern
ments concerned and were addressed equally
to all the pa.rties to the dispute, each being
invited to order its conduct according to the
same principles and to submit to the same
limitations.

468. It had also been objected that the
establishment of ~ frontier Commission acting
under the authority of the Council would be
contrary to the sovereignty of the States
concerned, in so far aa it limited their sovereign
rights freely to settle their relations and pro
posed that they should conclude conventions
and agreements among~t themselves. How
ever, according to well-tstablished practices
and principles, the ability to accept inter
national limitations was one of the essential
attributes of sovereignty.

469. A further objection had been that the
proposed recommendations ignored the fact
that there were no di~lomatic: relations between
certain of the States concerned. Such a cir- .
cumstance could not prevent the working of
the proposed machinery. The countries
concerned were bound by the obligations of
the Charter, either as parties to it or because
they had assumed its obligations for the pur
poses of the dispute.' The Charter would
be a dead letter if it did not involve the
obligation for Member States to maintain the
necessary means of contact with one another.
In any event, sufficient relations could be
maintained outside diplomatic relations.

470. Finally, it had been objected that the
proposals would be ineffectual. That assump
tion was unjustified. It could not be presumed
within the framework of the United Nations
that means of conciliation, pursuant to Chap
ter VI of the Charter, would be ineffectual.
The recommendations v'ere of the kind which
the Council should normallv make on the
basis of Chapter VI. They spoke of inquiry,
mediation, conciliation, good offices and pro
cedures of adjustment, and they were addressed
impartially to all the States in question.

471. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM considered that it was not sur
prising that the highly condensed summary
of a large volume of evidence and counter
evidence had resulted in an elt".ment of confu
sion in the Council. The very object in sending
a Commission to the spot had been that the
Commission should sift and evaluate conflicting
testimony. His Government ha.:t complete
confidence in its representative on the Commis
sion, and it was impossible for the Council
to reopenche whole hearing in the absence
of witnesses.

472. It had been said that the conclusions
had been endorsed by only aix of the eleven
members of the Commission. That was un
t~ue, since eight members had subscribed to
the conclusions (see volume I. part HI, chap-

ter Ill, section A, of the Commission's report).
Although the representatives of Belgium and
Colombia had questioned whether the Commis
sion ought to give any decision on the responsi
bility of the Governments of Greece's northern
neighbours, they had subscribed to the conclu
sions. Although the French representative
had not subscribed to the conclusions, he had
not opposed them; he had merely made the
technical point that the Commission had been
instructed to verify the facts and ml:lke a
report. The representative of the United
Kingdom, however, considered that the Com
mission had been asked to draw conclusions,
since it had been instructed to visit certain
places "in order to elucidate the causes and
nature of the . .. border violations and dis
turbances. " To representative of France had
emphasized the difficulty of establishing a
body of evidence in the juridical sense, but
that undzmbted difficulty had been overcome
by eight of his colleagues.

473. It had been objected that the conclu
sions had been drawn before the countries
most concerned had been heard; but the
voluminous record disproved that allegation.
In reply to the representative of Yugoslavia,
the United Kingdom rep;:esentative denied
that the investigation. had been car-led out in
accordance with the statements of one side
only. He gave statisti~s of the number of
Commission meetings, implemented requests
by various countries for visits by teams of the
Commission, and witnesses presented by the
four Governments.

474. Eight members of the Commission had
differed from the representatives of Poland
and the USSR in their objection that the
accusations were " without foundation " owing
to the insufficient and contradictory evidence,
and that the "civil war" and "abnormal
internal politic~1 situation" in Greece consti
tuted the prima.. al causes of the disorders in
northern Gree :::e. Those who emphasized
the "state of civil war in Greece" gave
tht" impression that they were seeking to
jm,•. ~v interference, rather than to prove that
it had not occurred. Concerning the alle
gations of " jingoistic " propaganda by Greece,
the United Kingdom representative noted that
" jingoism " took the form of presenting terri··
torial claims in the proper form to the proper
quarter.

475. Leaving consideration of past events, it
appeared from the report that all members of
the Commission recognized that the existing
situation was unsatisfactory to the point of
dangu to the maintenance of international
peace and security. In accordance with the
Council's resolution, nine members of the
Commission had made interesting and hopeful.
proposals which had been summarized in the
United States draft resolution. The repre~en

tative of the USSR had objected that the
proposals were based " merely on unfounded
assertions of the Greek Government regarding
aid to guerrillas". On the contrary, the
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proposals were based on the ad.mitted existen~e
of a dangerous state of affa1rs. They dld
not impute blame to any side. The repre
sentative of the USSR had objected that the
Commission had no grounds for proposals
which admitted the possibility of furth~r
frontier incidents. Events had shown that 1t
could not be assumed that there would be
no further frontier incidents. As to the
objection concerning ~imitation of ~overei.gn
rights many internatlOnal conventlOns, 111

cludi~g the Charter (e.g., Articles 25 and 36),
limited national sovereignty. The represen
tative of Poland had objected that the proposals
were ineffectual and could prejudice the prestig.e
of the United Nations. However, the Councl1
would not gain prestige by avoiding its plain
duty. As to the argument concerning the
absence of diplomatic relations, it was to be
hoped that implementation of the Commis
sion's recommendations would itself lead to
the resumption of normal relations.

476. The United Nations was designed to
meet dangerous situations such as the current
one, and the Council must attempt to imple
ment the practical proposals before it. If it
were successful, disaster might be averted and
a better order of co-operation amongst the
four countries might be instituted.

477. The representative of BRAZIL analysed
the security functions of the United Nations
and the Security Council and emphasized
that the effect of future action by the Security
Council and the satisfactory functioning of the
United Nations would depend on the manner
in which the Council decided questions relating
to security. He reviewed previous develop
ments in the Greek Question and stated that
the investigation had the purpose of enabling
the Council to decide whether the continuance
of the situation endangered the maintenance
of international peace and security. The
determination of that fact established the
jurisdiction of the Council and created for
the parties concerned the obligation of settling
the d.ispute or eliminating the dangerous
situation. Once that essential fact was deter
mined, the Council would be able to make
recommendations or suggestions aiming at the
suppression of the situation, even if the parties
resorted to peaceful means of solution other
than those recommended. The parties could
not avoid the responsibility of arriving at a
peaceful solution, under penalty of inter
vention by the Council, which could then
regard the situation as a breach of peace justi
fying the use of enforcement measures.

4·78. The Brazilian delegation believed that
the current dangerous situation satisfied per
fectly the definition contained in the latter
part of Article 34 of the Charter. The criticism
of the Commission's procedure and proposals
was unsubstantiated. But even if the criticisms
were correct, there would still exist a dangerous
situation, imposing on the Council the duty
of making its contribution to a solution. The
Commission's recommendations were part of

a process of conciliation, and should be
accepted as such by the States concerned.
The recommendations did not derogate from
the sovereignty of the States concerned, and
were capable of preventing new friction and
gradually eliminating frontier disturbances.
The Brazilian representative emphasized the
fruitful example of the Inter-American Regional
System, based on the practices of good
neighbourliness, non-intervention and respect
for the territorial integrity of nations. Those
practices were natural consequences of the
principle of the juridical equality of States,
and it was to be hoped that that principle
would be followed by the community of
nations.

4.79. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS considered that
the majority of the frontier incidents were
insignificant episodes which, in normal cir
cumstances, could. not be the subject of
consideration by the Council. Most of them
had involved no human casualties or sizeable
loss of property. However, the Greek Govern
ment had attempted to link those incidents
with assistance alleged to have been given to
the Greek partisans. It was a fact that refuge
had been found in the neighbouring northern
countries by tens of thousands of Greeks who
had fled from persecution. In granting asylum
to those refugees, the northern neighbours of
Greece had acted in accordance with well
established and universally accepted principles
of international law. There had been no proof
of the Greek Government's allegations that
Greek partisans taking refuge in the north
had re-crossed the frontier into Greece. The
USSR representative gave instances of the
confused and contradictory evidence of the
witnesses produced in support of that charge.
The witness Zachos had admitted that his
testimony had been given under threats and
violence by the Greek gendarmerie. Much of
the evidence had been refuted. Further, the
Greek governmental witnesses had, as a rule,
been recruited from criminal elements, indi
viduals who had been sentenced to death or
bribed by promises that their lives would be
spared. There was no proof for the charges
that the northern neighbours of Greece were
arming and giving military training to the
Greek refugees. The witnesses in support of
those charges were equally untrustworthy,
and the representative of the USSR gave
instances of their confused and contradictory
testimony.

480. He emphasized the large number of
serious and well-prepared border incidents
provoked by the Greek authorities and gave
statistics of such incidents on the Albanian
frontier. The Commission had investigated
only four of them, and in all cases it had been
established that the initiative had come from
the Greeks. He analysed the evidence con
cerning the Radat·Kakavia incident.

481. He went on to review the incidents
provoked by the Greek authorities on the
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Yugoslav and Bulgarian frontiers. He noted
that, of 284 incidents in which Greece was
incriminated, only three had been investigated,
and in all three the culpability of the Greek
military authorities had been established. Of
197 frontier incidents of which Greece had
accused its northern neighbours, eight had
been investigated, and it had been found that
they involved only operations by the Greek
Government troops against partisans on Greek
territory. Not a single Greek witness had
proved that the partisans had withdrawn across
the frontier. By way of example, the USSR
representative analysed the Sourmena incident.
Only twelve instances had been alleged of
passage by partisans from the neighbouring
northern countries into Greece, and the
evidence adduced in support of those alle
gations was not convincing.

482.- The conclusion was inescapable that the
Greek Government was guilty of the provo
cation of frontier incidents. There was no
record of the Greek Government's having
punished the persons responsible for such
provocations. The provocations appeared to
aim at strengthening the unfriendly policy of
the Greek Government toward its neighbours.
The Greek Government conducted propaganda
against the territorial integrity of Albania and
Bulgaria, and still considered itself in a state
of war with Albania, notwithstanding the
Albanian Government's repeatedly expressed
desire to establish normal and friendly relations
with Greece. That policy poisoned relations
between the Balkan countries and prejudiced
the maintenance of peace in the area. The
provoking of incidents also appeared to be a
method of diverting attention from the' in
ternal conditions of Greece and placing the
blame for the current situation upon its
neighbours.

483. The Greek Government had alleged
that Yugoslavia and Bulgaria were responsible
for the presence of a partisan movement in
Aegean Macedonia and that they were making
plans to wrest that area from Greece. A
study of the facts and of the evidence produced
showed that those charges were groundleas.
The main arguments presented by the Greek
representative were based on declarations
pl:nted by a few Yugoslav papers expressing
sympathy with the Macedonian population in
Aegean Macedonia; no other facts deserving
attention had been brought forward. The
truth of the matter was that the partisan
movement had received a greater impetus in
northern Greece from the persecution of the
Macedonian and Chamouriot minorities. The
t~rror directed against them had forced mem
bers of those minorities to seek refuge with
the northern neighbours of Greece and to
create partisan groups. Evidence by Mace
donian witnesses demonstrated that the Greek
authorities had taken up the offensive against
Macedonian culture, closed Macedonian
schools, forbidden the use of the Macedonian
tongue and instituted a policy of extermination
against that minority. Greek soldiers, gendar-

tllert'e and rightist bands had ruined the country
and burned Macedonian villages. Over
20,000 Macedonians had fled to Yugoslavia
and about 10,000 to Bulgaria. The represen
tative of the USSR gave instances of oral and
documentary evidence on that question.

484. Similarly, between June 1944 and March
1945, the Greek Government had launched a
regular campaign to exterminate the Chamou
riot minority. Military personnel had carried
out mass looting and had burnt Chamouriot
villages and massacred the people. The USSR
representative gave instance of oral and docu
mentary evidence, and cited a declaration by a
British Member ofParliament, Mr. Hutchinson,
to that effect. It was evident that the alle
gations of the Greek Government against
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia were designed
to hide its acts against the Macedonian and
Albanian peoples.

485. The witnesses who had testified against
the Greek Government included represen
tatives of democratic parties and organizations,
representatives of the Greek Confederation of
Labour and large numbers of private indivi
duals. Those witnesses, who had told of the
terror and the free hand given to fascist bands,
were representative of the Greek people.
Most of them were not communists. The
clamour about the " red danger " was intended
to conceal from world opinion the real meaning
of the events in Greece.

486. The witnesses who had testified in
defence of the Greek Government could be
classified into t~ ,ee main groups. The first
group comprised Greek military and frontier
authorities, who had attempted in every possible
way to slander the neighbouring countries.
The second category included amoral elements
with no political convictions whatsoever, and
collaborators from the neighb0udng northern
countries who had found refuge in Greece.
The USSR representative gave instances of
such witnesses. The third category included
persons condemned to death or sentenced to
various terms of imprisonment by the Greek
authorities. They had clearly been subjected
to bribery and coercion and it was impossible
to give credence to their statements. He gave
instances of witnesses in that category. The
testimony included in the Greek White Book
was a forgery. He gave examples.
.~:~

487. The attention given by the Commission
to the internal affairs of Greece was an ad
mission that the frontier incidents could not
be considered in isolation from that situation.
It had a direct influence on relations "between
the Governments of Greece and of its northern
neighbours. Greece was the only one of the
liberated countries in which order had not
yet been established and where the interests
of the majority of the people were ignored.
Greece was the s~ene of a terrible struggle
between democratic and governmental forces,
the latter including collaborators, fascists and
terrorist bands. The representative of the
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500. "2. That normal diplomatic relations
be established between Greece, on the one >j
hand, and Bulgaria and Albania, on the other,'
and that diplomatic relations between Greece ~
and Yugoslavia be restored to normal ; ~I

I

493. "The Sewrity Council c01lsiders it to
be established :

494. le 1. That the Greek authorities are to
blame for the incidents which have occurred
on the frontiers between Greece and Yugo
slavia, Bulgaria and Albania. The investigation
of the situation on the spot made by the
Commission of Investigation has confirmed
the connexion between the incidents and the
general hostile policy of the present Greek
Government towards Greece's neighbours;

495. "2. That the internal situation in
Greece as can be seen from the report, charac
terized as it is by an exacerbation of the conflict
between the Greek people and the anti
democratic forces surrounding the present
Greek Government, is the fundamental factor
responsible for the strained situation in the'
northern frontier areas of Greece also, of
which Greek militarists have taken advantage
to engage in provocative action against Yugo
slavia, Bulgaria and Albania. The present
Greek Government has not only failed to
check such action but, on the contrary, has
encouraged and excused it ;

~96. "3. ~hat t~e st~te of affairs prevailing
m Greece, mduding its northern areas is
to a considerable extent the result of for~ign
intervention in the internal affairs of Greece.
Thi? in~ervent~on is exploited by anti-demo
cratiC Circles 1ll Greece, among which pro
minent influence is exercised by elements
previously compromised by collaboration with
the fascist occupants, and it is one of the
causes of the further aggravation of the Greek
situation. The interventilon complicates the
possibility of establishing normal relations
between Greece and the neighbouring States.

497. "n. With a view to settling the relations
between Greece, on the one hand, and Yugo
slavia, Bulgaria and Albania, on the other,

498. "The Security Council recommends:

499. "1. That the Greek Government take
steps to put an end to the frontier incidents
on the borders with Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and
Albania;

501. "3. That the Governments of Greece,
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria and Albania renew pre
viously operative or conclude new bilateral
frontier conventions for the settlement ofil
frontier incidents ; ~

502. "4. That the Greek Government, on
the one hand, and the Governments of Yugo
slavia, Bulgaria and Albania, on the other,
settle the question of refugees in a spirit of
mutual understanding, with the desire to .~

establish friendly relations between their coun-i
tries;

USSR gave statistics of beatings, torturings
and sentences of imprisonment, and cited
evidence given in that connexion. That
situation was deteriorating, if anything, and
the number of death sentences had greatly
increased with the signing of the agreement
for United States aid to Greece. At the same
time, there had been an intensified attack upon
the leaders of opposition parties and the Press.
He cited evidence given to the Commission
that. those persecutions created refugees and
partisans.

488. The difficult internal situation in Greece
and the deterioration of the latter's relations
with its neighbours were to a large extent the
result M foreign intervention in Greece',)
internal affairs. That intervention made it
difficult to establish a pulitical order corre
sponding to the interests of the majority of
the people. Direct intervention had recently
been supplemented by new forms of inter
vention such as the supply of ,.,-.-called military
instructors and war equipmer.t.

489. The proposal to create another Commis
sion was not a means of cementing Balkan
relations but a step towards the creation of
a curtain to hide interferenc.~" in the internal
affairs of Greece. Naturall· aere were out
standing questions between" the Balkan coun
tries requiring settlement, but those questions
could be settled by negotiation, without a
Commission. The USSR representative did
not exclude the possibility of the Council's
addressing an appeal to the Governments
concerned that they should settle those ques
tions in a spirit of mutual understanding.
The representatives of the neighbouring nor
thern countries had given a. positive answer
in connexion with the question of the resto
ration or conclusion of frontier conventions,
but no similar answer had been heard from
the fe-presentative of Greece. The proposed
Comn::ssion could become a source of friction
and misunderstanding, particularly in view of
the experience of the Commission of Inves
tigation and its Subsidiary Group.

490. The USSR representative was there
fore unable to support the proposal for the
creation of such a Commission. He deplored
the fact that the r~presentative of the United
States had moved a draft resolution l:.efore
consideration of the Commission's report.
In particular, he criticized the proposals which
aimed at labelling future acts of Albania,
Bulgaria and Yugoslavia as threats to the peace,
without stating precisely what those acts were.
The Council was not able to give any Commis
sion the right to decide the question whether
there was a thrt'<tt to peace or breach of peace
without considering the actual concrete
situation.

491. The representative of the USSR sub
mitted the following draft resolution:

492. "1. Havi1lg cO'tisidered the report of the
Security Council's Commission of Investigation
concerning Greek Frontier Incidents,
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503. "5. That the Greek Government take
the necessary steps guaranteeing the elimi
nation of all discrimination as regards citizens
of Macedonian and Albanian nationality resi
dent on Greek territory, the aim being to
afford them' facilities to use their native
language and develop their national culture;

504. "6. That the Governments of Albania,
Bulgaria, Yugoslavia and Greece report to the
Security Council at the end of three months
on the execution of the recommendations
contained in the Council's present resolution.

505. "Ill. With a view to improving the
internal political situation in Greece, creating
conditions for the formation of an independent
democratic Greek Government, and bettering
relations between Greece and the neighbouring
countries,

506. "The Sewrz'ty Council "ecommends that
foreign troops and foreign military personnel
be recalled from Greece.

507. "IV. To ensure the proper use of
the foreign economic assistance extended to
Greece,

508. " The Seczll'l'ty Council "esoh'es to set up
a special Commission which by appropriate
supervision would ensure that such assistance
is used only in the interests of the Greek
people." .

509. The representative of BULGARIA consi
dered that while under Chapter VII of the
Charter, the Council could order measures
to be taken without the consent of the parties,
under Chapter VI it could merely make re
commendations which could be accepted or
rejected by the parties concerned. The
establishment of the Commission proposed in
the United States draft resolution was more
than a recommendation and involved a decision
imposed regardless of the parties consent.
The proposed Commission would put the
States concerned under a kind of trusteeship.
It would not only ascertain facts, but would
resolve disputes; it would have the right to
demand reports from the four Governments,
to cross frontiers without permission, to have
direct access to Governments and to maintain
observers along the frontier. According to
the United States draft resolution, the Council
might later confer even wider powers on the
Commission.

510. In reply to the representative of the
United Kingdom, who had tried to justify
the limitations of sovereignty which the pl"O
ppsed Commission would involve, the Bul
garian representative pointec1 out that Article 25
of the Chart:::r applied to " decisions " under
Chapter VII, and not to " recommendations "
under Chapter VI. The Commission would
tend to inflame feelings and lead to an exaggera
tion of the importance of trivial frontier
incidents. False evidence would be inevitable,
and there would he disagreement between the
Commission and tb: Governments concerned

and within the Commission itself. The energies
of the Balkan Governments would be better
used for building up their countries. The
Council should do what was necessary to end
the civil war in Greece and the Balkan peoples
would be able to resolve their difficulties.

511. The proposal of the Commission of
Investigation that certain actions should be
regarded as a threat to peace was contrary to
the Charter, unnecessary and even dangerous.
The question whether support giv~n to armed
bands constituted a threat to peace would
depend on the importance and details of the
particular case and on the nature of the bands
and the support given to them. That proposal,
taken in conjunction with the speech by the
representative of the United States, seemed
to spring from an assumption of the guilt of
the northern neighbours of Greece. Most of
the speakers had not even touched on the
serious fact that the Commission had based
its conclusions on the statements of witnesses
whom it had not heard and without due consi
deration of the arguments advanced by Al
bania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. The Council
had gone straight to the proposals of the report,
as if the guilt of those countries had been
established beyond doubt.

512. In conclusion, the Dulgarian represen
tative begged the Council to abandon the idea
of. a Commission which the Greek people
mIght be the first to regret.

513. The representative of AUSTRALIA sa~d

his Government's view had always been that
the Security Council could reach a just and
impartial decision only on the basis of a careful,
orderly and methodical examination of the
facts. It had been in accordance with the
principle that an inquiry h~d been instituted
under Article 34 of the Chart:.~r to elucidate the
causes and nature of the border violations and
disturbances, with the object of ascertaitling
whether the situation endangered the main
tenance of international peace and security. The
report showed that the continuation of the
situation would endanger the maintenance of
international peace and security. Under the
Charter, the Council had the dutv to devise
measures to rectify that situation. The
Australian Government had given no instruc
tions to its representative on the Commission,
and the only duty of the latter had been to
ascertain the facts in an impartial manner.
Therefore it was a matter of serious concern
to the Council that the representative of
Yugoslavia should have alleged that the Com
mlssion's aim was to confuse the issue and to
protect the Greek Government from the well
founded accusations of its neighbours, and
that the report showed a lack of impartiality.

514. The Commission had incorrectly des
cribed its summary of facts as " concblsions ".
The section in question comprised conclusions
as to the facts, not conclusions on the facts.
The views of the representatives ef USSR
and Poland were based not on facts but on
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evidence which they believed or disbelieved.
In the opinion of the Australian delegation,
those two representatives had approached the
question with preconceived ideas. During
the debates, in December 1946, the repre
sentative of the USSR had maintained that
the Commission was not necessary, as he al
ready knew the causes of the trouble in Greece.

515. In reply to the charges that there had
been no proper investigation, the Australian
representative reviewed the number of wit
nesses presented by various representatives
on the Commission, and pointed out that the
Commission's Committee of Experts had made
a fair selection among the main submissions.
As the representative of the USSR had said,
it was no accident that the Commission had
devoted much attention to the internal situation
in Greece. That had been done at the insistence
of the representatives of the USSR and Yugo
slavia, and the Commission had somewhat
exceeded its jurisdiction in that respect. How
ever, throughout Greece no obstructions had
been placed in the way of the Commission,
and its members had found complete freedom
of speech. Newspapers hostile to the Govern
ment circulated freely. The general opinion
of members of the Commission had been that
the evidence which supported the case of the
Greek Government contained only such dis
crepancies as were to be expected from illiterate
witnesses cross-examined by fourteen people.
Nine of eleven members of the Commission
had believed that evidence.

516. As to the allegation that the Commission
had never really investigated the Macedonian
issue, he pointed out that the representatives
of the USSR and Yugoslavia had strongly
opposed the proposal that a team should visit
Bitolj, which was alleged to be the admi
nistrative centre of the Macedonian separatist
movement. It was an indication of the
Commission's objectivity that, not being satis
fied as to all the facts, it had made no re
commendation on that s.\bject.

517. The Council was bound under the
Charter to adopt the proposal for a Commission
of mediation and conciliation. If Greece were
the guilty party, surely that would be justifi
cation for the creation of the Commission.
If Greece were the guilty party, why was
Greece prepared to accept the idea of a
Commission while its neighbours rejected it?
The representative of the USSR hd expressed
grave doubt as to the existence of any incidents,
and the representative of Yugoslavia had said
there was clear proof that there had been no
in6dents ; however, in other places, the repre
sentatives of Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia
had admitted that there had been and still
were frontier incidents. The Australian repre
sentative gave instances and noted that in June
Yugoslavia had requested an investigation on
the spot. Accordingly, the delegation of
Australia accepted the proposals of the Com
mission.

518. The Australian representative wished to
know why the representative of the United
States had proposed a larger body than that
recommended by the Commission. Contrasting
the two draft resolutions before the Council,
he noted that the United States draft laid no
blame on any State, contained no charges or
accusations, and was an impartial attempt to
find a solution, whereas the USSR draft
consisted of accusations and findings against
Greece not based on facts or evidence. Para
graphs 2, 3, 4., 5 and 6 of part II of that draft
resolution were similar to the Commission's
recommendations, but not so wide, precise, or
clear. Parts III and IV were quite out of order,
covering, as they did, two questions that had
already been dealt with in the Council.

5J.9. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, replying to the represen
tative of Bulgaria, analysed the contention that
a mandatory Commission could not be set up
when action was being taken under Chap
ter VI of the Charter. He stated that the
principle involved had arisen at the Council's
91st meeting and, in support of the United
States position, he quoted the Secretary..
General's opinion with regard to the legal issues
raised in connexion with the instruments
relating to the Free Territory of Trieste. 1

520. The representative of FRANCE stressed
the gravity of the situation, especially in the
light of recent news. However, confirmation
of the reports should he awaited from the
Subsidiary Group. Although it was necessary
to maintain the authority of the United
Nations, the Council had the duty of objec
tivity. It should not be too sensitive to
considerations of prestige and, in accordance
with the Charter, it should settle the conflict
by conciliation. The report showed the diffi
culties which had confronted the Commission
in evaluating conflicting testimony and consi
dering its authenticity and independence. If
he was convinced that assistance had been
given by the neighbouring countries to Greek
part~sans, he based that conviction less on
the testimony, which was rather thin in content,
than on a pri01'i reasoning founded' on the
mutual accusations concerning frontier in
cidents. However, that conviction left comple
tely open the question of the scale of the
assistance given to the partisans; and that
assistance was only one of the elements of
the difficult and complex situation.

521. It was appropriate for the Council not
to pronounce judgment on past events, but
to provide a remedy for the future. It was
clear that a disquieting situation had been
created on the northern frontier of Greece,
anc the internal situation in Greece could not
fail to be a constant temptation for neighbours
having a different ideology to intervene or to
permit refugees to intervene. The grave
situation which existed called for long-term

1 See Official Records of the Security Council, Secont! '
Year, No. 3, pages 44 <J1d 45. ~,
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measures, and it seemed essential for the
Council to set up some such organ as that
proposed in the majority report. However,
that organ should be equipped to assist the
States concerned in the implementation of the
Commission's recommendations, which would
make for normal relations, regularize frontier
relationships and settle the refugee question.
It appeared that one of the neighbours of
Greece had shown the wish to implement
the recommendations, and the French repre
sentative hoped that the other countries would
also look more to the future than to the past.

522. He suggested that the proposed Com
mission should consist of three to five members
with balanced representation of permanent
and non-permanent members of the Council;
or, alternatively, of countries other than the
permanent members, preferably those whose
interests were least involved in the area
concerned. Perhaps the body could exercise
its conciliatory role more effectively if its
headquarters were not in the troubled area.
A single permanent headquarters might not
be necessary. The Commission should have
joint frontier Commissions or frontier ob
servers, and liaison organizations, and should
be able to carry out its inquiries rapidly. The
Council had the power under Article 34 to
maintain in the field a new body having the
same functions as the first Commission, and
need not in any way incur the disapproval of
any State. All the countries concerned had an
interest in any serious incident, and had the
right to see that the facts were quickly estab
lished and unfounded rumours denied. The
Council would fulfil its normal functions if it
offered its good offices to the proposed body,
so as to assist in the conciliation of conflicting
VIews.

523. The representative of CHINA analysed
the Commission's report and stated that, after
a careful examination of the evidence, his
delegation continued to support the majority
conclusions. The Commission's proposal A
was a reaffirmation of a provision of the Charter,
and its last part was a timely warning. Pro
posal B attempted to revive a political device
which had been found useful in settling border
disputes between Greece and Bulgaria. He
hoped that the Commission contemplated in
proposal C would engender a new sense of
confidence among the population and lessen
the likelihood of future border disturbances.
The recommendations in proposal D involved
a duty which every State owed to its neigh
bours. If implemented, proposal E would
remove one of the basic causes of the tension
and unrest in the Balkans. The majority
proposals were wisely and prudently based
on the disturbed situation in Greece. They
were moderate and fair, since they were not
based upon the respective responsibilities of
the parties. They were practical and construc
tive, because they were based on the undeniable
fact that relations between the countries
concerned were very strained. The Chinese
delegation supported the proposals as an

earnest endeavour to remedy the situation and
to provide effective measures which did not
infringe upon the national sovereignty of the
States concerned, did not affect matters essen
tially within the domestic jurisdiction of those
countries, and were in strict conformity with
the spirit and letter of the Charter. The
Council was competent under Article 36 to
adopt those proposals, and it would not be
fulfilling its responsibility if it permitted the
situation to deteriorate further. The Chinese
delegation supported the United States draft
resolution.

524,. The representative of COLOMBIA stressed
the importance of the question and its increas
ing gravity, and expressed his concern at th,e
conflicting views of permanent members, which
made it difficult for the representatives of
smaller countries to approach the question in
the conciliatory and co-operative spirit which
was their duty. A solution should emphasize
the need for future co-operati.on among the
Balkan countries rather than the origin of
their disputes. Although there was much
c;ontradictory evidence in the report, it left
'no doubt that the continuance of the situation
would be likely to endanger· the maintenance
of international peace and security. The
Council's first step should be of a conciliatory
nature, in accordance with Article 37, para
graph 2, of the Charter. Such steps would be
effective only if the actions of the Governments
concerned, and of the great Powers directly
interested, bore out their oft-repeated decla
rations of willingness to co-operate with the
Council.

525. The Colombian delegation concurred
with the Commission's proposals A, B, D,
and E. It also concurred with the pro
posals C (c) (ii), (iii), (iv) and (v) for the
functions of the proposed Commission. As to
proposal C (c) (i), the Colombian representative
considered that, although the Commission
should have powers of frontier surveillance,
it would hot normally be expected to have
recourse to them. The Commission should
delegate the task of border observation, and
should itself be more concerned with the
arrangements contemplated between Greece
and its neighbours. He considered that the
headquarters of the Commission should be
established in a neutral country, preferably in
Geneva. Although full Security Council
membership of the Commission might give it
greater authority, such a large body would
tend to be cumbersome. He suggested that
the new Commission should consist of three
permanent members and four non-permanent
members of the Council.

526. The Colombian delegation, without, as
yet, formally submitting alternative proposals,
suggested that fresh approach to the Greek
Question, in view of its close connexion with
the whole European situation and with all
the matters engaging the Council's attention.

527. The representative of the UNITED
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STATES OF AMERICA considered that the events
of the previous 48 hours, though not yet
confirmed by a report from the Subsidiary
Group, were nevertheless sufficient to indicate
that a situation was developing dangerously
along the Albanian-Greek frontier and might
burst into an explosion at any time. The
presence in Salonika of a Commission repre
senting the Security Council would be of great
value in deterring subversive elements in that
region, putting a spirit of caution into the
Governments concerned, and facBitating conci
liation. Full membership would give the
Commission added weight. The deteriorating
situation made it necessary to set up a Commis
sion rapidly and to maintain the Subsidiary
Group in existence until the new Commission
took over.

528. The representative of SYRIA noted that
the Commission's recommendations did not
discriminate against or assess the responsibi
lity of any of the countries concerned. There
fore those countries should accept the re
commendations, which were based on the
provisions of the Charter and, in particular,
upon Article 33. There was n<>thing in the
recommendations affecting the prestige, na
tional pride or sovereignty of the countries
concerned, and the latter should consider their
great responsibility in allowing the situation
to become aggravated. The United States
draft resolution also omitte.d any assessment
of responsibility and treated all the States on
the same footing.

529. Questions as to the headquarters and
composition of the proposed Commission
should be decided according to the wish of
the majority of the Council. The original
Commission had included representatives of
all members of the Council.

530. The Council was not in a position to
analyse the background of the Commission's
work and the evidence and witnesses heard,
except in noting absurdities, irregularities, or
actions out of order or against the terms of
reference. The Syrian delegation could not
see that the report was open to any of the
objections mentioned or that it contained any
thing unacceptable to the parties.

531. The representative of ALBANIA replied
to the allegations that an international brigade
had invaded Greece. He noted that, on
11 June 1947, Mr. Tsaldaris had admitted that
his statement that an international brigade
was preparing to enter Greece did not corre
spond to reality, was intended for the outsid,~

world and not for Greece. Those allegations
constitute a provocation similar to all the
Greek accusations placed before the Council
since December 1946. The position was the
same with regard to the allegation that Cha
mouriot refugees were mobilising in Albania
and fighting inside Greece. He detailed other
alleged provocations and analysed the motives
of the Greek Government in making them.

532. The representative of YUGOSLAVIA also
noted Mr. Tsaldaris' admission that recent
reports had been exaggerated. He drew atten
tion to the parallel case in December 1946,
in which sensational testimony had been pro
duced in the Council. However, the witnesses
who had allegedly given that evidence had not
been produced before the Commission in
Greece.

533. The representative of GREECE stated
that it was well known that real battles were
in progress. near the Albanian border, following
an invasion by forces coming from Albanian
territory. If the representative of Albania
wished his assertions to be believed, he should
ask his Government to co-operate with the
Subsidiary Group in helping to ascertain the
facts.

534. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS said that the
representative of the United States had en
deavoured to prove that an extraordinary
situation had been created in Greece within
the previous 48 hours. However, the nature
of the situation was not clear. The noise
raised by the Greeks in the previous 48 hours
had a very obvious aim. The impression was
being created that somewhere there was a
schedule of the events which were to take
place in Greece at the time when the Greek
Question was being considered by the Council.
He did not see why the Council should
blindly follow the Greeks in that agitation.



C. THE FREE TERRITORY OF TRlESTE

1. Communication dated 12 December 1946
from the Chairman of the COllncil of
Foreign Ministers

535. The Chairman of the Council of Foreign
Ministers, in a letter dated 12 December 1946
addressed to the Secretary-General (S /224 /
Rev. 1), transmitted those articles and annexes
of the draft peace treaty with Italy relevant
to the establishment of a Free Territory of
Trieste, whose independence and integrity
would be ensured by the Security Council of
the United Nations. The four Foreign
Ministers, in submitting the texts for the
Council's approval, stated their desire that the
latter should take it.; decision before 15 Ja
nuary 1947.

536. The letter was placed on the agenda of
the Security Council at the 89th meeting, on
7 January 1947, and a general discussion
commenced. During the discussion, the repre
sentatives of Belgium, Colombia, and Syria,
which were new members of the Council,

I
pointed out that they had only recently re
ceived the documents and had not had an
opportunity to study them. The Council
therefore postponed its decision until the
91st meeting, on 10 January.

2. Gelleral discussion

537. The representative of AUSTRALIA re
called that, at the Paris Conference, the dele
gation of Austra)i'l had expressed doubt
whether the Chartc.~· ~ave the Security Council
the power to accept the responsibility for
Trieste, and had pointed out that the assurance
by the Security Council of the integrity and
independence of the Free Territory might
prove to be illusory, owing to the right of
veto of the five permanent members. Further
more, both at Dumbarton Oaks and at SanI Francisco, the proposal for the inclusion in
the Charter of a general guarantee of territorial
integrity had been rejected, and an amend
ment, which had become Article 2, para
graph 4, had been adopted instead. The
acceptance of the proposed responsibilities,
and ill particular of the responsibility of
assuring the integrity and independence of

< the Free Territory, was clearly not authorized
by the Charter. It could not be maintained
that, because the Security Council had a

I
primary responsibility under the Charter for
the maintenance of international peace and
security, it enjoyed. an authority sufficiently
~de to permit it to guarantee the territorial

I mtegrity and independence of Trieste. More
t::r, there were other articles in the proposed

statute, under which the Council would appear
to assume functions having no direct connexion
with the maintenance of international 'peace
and security.

538. He also raised the question whether
those obligations, if accepted, would be binding,
first, upon non-permanent members of the
Council that were no longer members when
the obligation was implemented; secondly,
on future non-permanent members that had
not been members when the obligations were
accepted; thirdly, on countries that had never
been members of the Council. He thought
it would appear to be straining the provisions
of the Charter too far to assume that all those
countries would be bound.

539. The representative of SYRIA said he had
failed to find an Article of the Charter which
would authorize the Security Council to take
charge of the direct administration of any
State or territory, except for Article 83, con
cerning trusteeship of strategic areas, which
did not apply in the case under discussion.
He wished to ask the representatives of the
four Powers, whose Foreign Ministers had
made the proposal, under what Article of the
Charter such an authority was given.

540. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM thought that Article 24 of the
Charter was wide enough to justify the accep
tance of the proposed responsibilities, and noted
tha.t paragraph 2 of that Article granted t~e
Council specific powers in order to enable It
t'.> disch~.rge its duty of maintaining inter
national peace and security. Turning to the
question as, to what States would be bound
by the proposed obligation, he said he consi
dered that the resoonsibility in the future
w:"\uld fall on the Se~urity Council, as an organ
of rhe United Nations. When a non-permanent
member joined the Council, it assumed certain
duties, of which it was relieved when its term
of office came to an end ; the situation would
be the same for any additional specific duties.
He did not agree that the Council was being
asked actually to undertake any direct admini
stration.

541. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA did not agree with the
interpretations given by the Australian and
Syrian representatives. He considered that the
Security Council was entrusted, as its highest
responsibility, with the maintenance of inter
national peace and security; any seat of
possible conflict was its legitimate concern.
The only possible solution of the proble~ of
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Trieste was internationalization. He agreed
that the Council would exercise watchfulness
and vigilance over the administration of the
Territory rather than direct it.

542. Therefore he formally presented the
following draft resolution:

543. "The Security Council,

544. "Having received and examined the
annexes to the proposed peace treaty with
Italy relating to the creation and government
of the Free. Territory of Trieste (includin~ an
a~rangement for a free port),

545. "Hereby records its approval of the said
annexes and its acceptance of the responsibi
lities devolving upon it under the same, and
directs the Secretary-General to notify the
United States of America, France, the United
Kingdom, and the Union of Soviet Socialist
Republics of its action."

546. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS thought it per
fectly clear that the rights and powers to
assume the proposed responsibility had been
given to the Security Council by a whole series
of Articles of the Charter, in particular by
Article 24. He accepted the United States
draft resolution, pointing out that the Council
was approving only three and not all of the
documents submitted by the Council of
Foreign Ministers.

547. The representative of POLAND observed
that, though the delegation of Poland had
advocated at the Paris Conference a different
solution of the problem of Trieste, it was
ready to submit to the decision of the Council
of Foreign Ministers and to vote for the United
States draft resolution. A Free Territory under
quasi-international administration was entirely
within the general spirit of the Charter. Since
international peace and security were involved,
it was logical that the Security Council should
carry out the functions of supervision.

548. The re?resentative of FRANCE supported
the view that the Charter entrusted the
Secpn~~T Council with the very general task
of 'che rnaintenance of peace. He noted that
in the cal3,e at issue the application of Article 24
was not limited by the principle of sovereignty,
since the peace treaty had not yet been ratified.
As the Security Council had the primary
responsihility for maintaining peace and secu
rity in the world and had such wide powers
as those outlined in Article 42, it was justified
in accepting the responsibility of the delicate
situation in Trieste, which might give rise to
international difficulties.

549. The representative of CHINA said his
Government supported the solutions finally
agreed upon by the Council of Foreign
Ministers, realizing that they represented the
maximum of agreement and the only feasible

settlement of a most difficult international
situation. He thought the powers conferred
on the Security Council by the Charter were
broad enough for the undertaking of such a
responsibility, and he supported the United
States draft resolution.

550. The representative of COLOMBIA stated
that his delegation was in favour of enlarging
the powers of the Security Council and the
General Assembly. He welcomed the oppor
tunity of establishing a precedent for acting
on the basis of the spirit of the Charter,
and believed that the responsibility for Trieste
should be accepted.

551. The representative of SYRIA felt that
the interpretations given required a certain
amount of tolerance to meet the difficulties
he had raised in his first statement. Since
the proposed solution for Trieste was the
only one that could be found, that latitude of
interpretation was justified with regard to
the current situation.

552. The ASSISTANT SECRETARY - GENERAL
made a statement concerning the legal issues
which had been raised. In the opinion of the
Secretary-General, the words" primary respon
sibilitv for the maintenance of international
peace· and security " coupled with the phrase
"acts on their behalf" in Article 24, para
graph 1 of the Charter, granted the Security
Council powers sufficiently wide for it to
approve the documents in question and to
assume the responsibilities arising therefrom.
Furthermore, the records of the San Francisco
Conference indicated that the powers of the
Council granted under Article 24 were not
restricted to the specific grants of authority
contained in Chapters VI, VII, VIII and
XII of the Charter; the only limitations were
the fundamental principles and purposes found
in Chapter I. With regard to the question as
to what countries would be bound by the
obligation, if accepted, the Secretary-General
pointed out that the rejection ill Committee III
at San Francisco of a proposal for limiting
the obligation of Members under Article 25,
made it clear that the obligation to accept
and carry out the decisions of the Security
Council applied also to decisions under Ar
ticle 24.

553. The representative of AUSTRALIA consi
dered that the replies given to his first state
ment had not disposed of the constitutional'
arguments, but had rather tended to place the,
chief emphasis on the political necessities of.
the current situation. He thought that even
a general authority under Article 24 would not
authorize the assumption by the Council of
the functions assigned to it in the Trieste sta
tute, since those functions were not necessarily
limited to the maintenance of international
peace and security. The giving of a categorical
guarantee of the integrity and independence
of the Free Territory went further than was
warranted by the purposes and principles of
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the United Nations. He also felt that the
question as to what countries would be bound
by the obligation had not been satisfactorily
answered. However, if the majority of the
Council were prepared, for other reasons
which they found satisfactory, to approve the
United States draft resolution, the delegation
of Australia would not vote against the major
ity, but would abstain.

3. Decision of the Council

554. At the 91st meeting, the representative
of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA presented
the following revision of the United States
draft resolution, stating that it included among
other changes a revision of the last sentence in
accordance with a suggestion by the Chinese
representative:

555. "The Security Council,

556. "Having received and examined the
annexes to the proposed peace treaty with
Italy relating to the creation and government
of the Free Territory of Trieste (including an
arrangement for a free port),

557. "Hereby records its approval of the
three following documents:

558. 1. The instrument for the provisional
regime of the Free Territory of Trieste ;

559. 2. The permanent statute for the Free
Territory of Trieste ;

560. 3. The instrument for the free port of
Trieste ;

561. and its acceptance of the responsibilities
devolving upon it under the same.

562. "The Security Council directs the Secre
tary-General to notify the Council of Foreign
Ministers of its action."

563. Decision: After discussion of several
drafting suggestions, the draft resolution, with
the last sentence deleted, was adopted by 10 votes
to none, u'ith one abstention (Aust1'alia).

4. Consideration of the appointment of a
G07)ernOr

564. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM, in a letter dated 13 June 19L1.7
(S /374), requested the President of the Security
Council to fix a date during the coming week
for the discussion by the Security Council of
the question of the appointment of a Governor
for the Free Territory of Trieste, in accordance
with article 11, paragraph 1, of the permanent
statute, and with the instrument for the
provisional regime of Trieste. The question
was placed on the provisional agenda of the
143rd meeting, on 20 June 1947.

565. The representative of the UNION OF

SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS said that, in his
delegation's opinion, the item should not be
discussed before the peace treaty with Italy
had been ratified and had come into force.
He thought the representatives of the four
Powers concerned should continue to consult
one another on the nomination of a Governor,
in accordance with the decision of the Council
of Foreign Ministers of 12 December 1946.
He later added that his Government's intention
was that the Governor should be appointed
immediately after the entry into force of the
Italian peace treaty, but that it considered that
the discussion of the matter should follow the
normal procedure set forth by the Council of
Foreign Ministers.

566. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM stated that, while the appointment
of the Governor could not actually be made
until the Treaty came into force, it was essential
that agreement should be reached by that date;
and that there was no provision barring the
Council from discussing the appointment
immediately. In view of the difficultyexpe
rienced in obtaining unanimity among the four
Powers, it would be well for them to try to
agree on a candidate with the help of the
other members of the Council, meeting in
private, since personalities were involved.

567. The representative of AUSTRALIA re
called that at Paris the Australian delegation
had urged selection of the Governor of Trieste
by a special body, and that the Australian
representative on the Security Council had
maintained that the Council had no jurisdiction
to accept the obligations contemplated under
the treaty of peace with Italy. However, in
view of its decision of 10 January 194,7, the
Council should take steps to make it possible
for a Governor to be appointed at the right
time. The informal discussions that had been
held among the permanent members of the
Council on the question of the appointment
had no legal basis. He pointed out that it
was the instrument for the provisional regime,
and not the permanent statute, that would
have to come into force before the Governor
was appointed, as could be seen from the
relevant articles of those documents. Although,
for the moment, there was no question of a
formal appointment, the Security Council, by
making its selection in advance, should help
to give effect to the clear intention of the
treaty, namely, to establish the civil adminis
tration in Trieste under the Governor as soon
as possible after the treaty's entry into force.

568. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA agreed with the views
expressed by the representatives of the United
Kingdom and Australia. Quoting the protocol
of the Council of Foreign Ministers of 12 De
cember 1946, in which it had been agreed
that all possible steps would be taken to ensure
the appointment of the Governor by the
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Security Council at the same time as the entry
into force of the peace treaty, he pointed out
that the Council could not comply unless a
previous agreement were reached on the can
didate to be appointed.

569. The PRESIDENT considered that there
was unanimous agreement that the actual
appointment of the Governor of Trieste could
occur only after the ratification of the peace
treaty. All that was being suggested was a
preliminary exchange of views among the
members of the Security Council.

570. Decision: Tile Cormcil dedded, by
9 votes to o1le (U1/.io1l of Soviet Socialist
Rep"blics) , foitll o1le abste1ltio1l (F,'allce) , to
put the qtlestiolJ 011 its age1lda.

571. The question was discussed at the 144th
and 155th meetings, held in private, on 20 June
and 10 July 1947 respectively.

572. A sub-committee was established,
composed of the representatives of Australia,
Colombia and Poland, to collect data about the
candidates for the post of Governor of the
Free Territory of Trieste.

,...•~'"".."i



UNITED KINGDOM COMPLAINT AGAINST ALBANIA REGARDING
INCIDENTS IN THE CORFU CHANNEL

579. The Albanian Government accepted
the invitation, requesting that the proceedings
might be postponed until the arrival of the
Albanian representative. The Council post
poned discussion of the substance of the
dispute until 18 February 1947, when the
representative of Albania took his seat at the
Council table.

577. Decision: The Comlcil decided, by
10 votes to 1I01le, with olle abstentioll (Um'oll of
Soviet Socialist Republics), to illclllde the displlte
i1l its agellda.

578. Decision: The CoulIcil decided, ill
accordallce with Article 32 of the Charter, to
illvite the Albam'all Governmellt to participate
without vote ill the discllssioll relating to the
displlte, on conditioll that Albania accepted all
the obl£gations which a Member of the United
Nations would have to assume in a similar case.

Ge1leral disctlssi0712.

580. The general discussion was opened at
~he 107th meeting, and was continued at the
109th, 11lth and 114th meetings on 19, 24
and 27 February 1947.

581. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM made a statement to complete the
narrative of the events which were the subject
of the United Kingdom charges; he supported
his arguments with photographs and documents
which he tabled as exhibits.

582. On 22 October 1946, while a squadron
of four British war-ships was proceeding
in normal passage formation through a channel
in the Corfu Straits which had been swept
of mines in 1944, the destroyers Saumarez
and Volage had been damaged by explosion~,

which had resulted in the death of 44 sailors
and injuries to 42 others. The matter had
immediately been reported to the International
Mine Clearance Organization, and the Central
Board unanimously decided that the northern
Corfu channel should be re-swept at a favour
able opportunity. When, on 26 October, the
United Kingdom Government had informed
the Albanian Government that the channel
would be re-swept, the Albanian Government
had protested against the alleged violations of
Albanian waters by British ships on 22 October,
said it would consider sweeping in Albanian
territorial waters a flagrant violation of the
territorial integrity of its· country, and proposed
the establishment of a mixed Commission to
decide what area of the sea should be con
sidered to constitute the channel of navigation.

D.

576. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM replied that the joint Commission
had been proposed by the Albanian Govern
ment in connexion with only one aspect of
the matter: the delimitation of the channel
to be swept; it could not have produced a
settlement of the series of incidents. Before
submitting the matter to the Security Council,
the United Kingdom Government had re
~orted to a direct diplomatic exchange of views,
In accordance with what it considered the
correct procedure. It might be hard to define
what constituted a threat to international peace,
but 44 British sailors had been killed, and
.incidents of the kind might recur.

1. Comlmmication dated 10 Ja1l!/lry 1947from
the representative of the Ullited Kingdom

573. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM, in a letter dated 10 January 1947
addressed to the Secretary-General (S /247),

·,1 forwarded copies of an exchange of notes
1 between the Governments of the United
~i Kingdom and of the People's Republic of
:( Albania regarding an incident in which two

British war-ships had been damaged by mines
, in the Corfu channel on 22 October 1946.

"~ He pointed out that the United Kingdom note
, set forth his Government's grounds for be
1 lieving that the Albanian Governmer.t was

.~ respon::;ibie for the incident, and requested an
J apology and compensation, The AlbanianI Government's reply had beeh entirely un-

satisfactory, and the U:lited Kingdom Govern
ment had accClrdingly instructed him to bring
the dispute to the early attention of the

i Security Council under Article 35 of the
! Charter.:j

~
.~
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The United Kingdom Government had been
at a loss to understand that proposal, since
the swept channel, which was al well-known
international highway between two parts of the
open sea, lay in territorial waters.

583. Mine-sweeping had been carried out on
12 and 13 November 1946. Captain Mestre,
the French representative on the Mediter
ranean Zone Board, had attended as an ob
server. Twenty-two German Y-type mines
had been found, and examination had shown
conclusively that the mine-field had been
newly laid, within the previous six months,
apparently in rough lines across the approaches
to Saranda. A communication had been sent
to the Albanian Government, drawing attention
to the responsibility which so clearly lay upon
it and requesting an apology and compensation.
Having received an entirely unsatisfactory
reply, the United Kingdom Government had
had no choice but to submit the case to the
Security Council.

584. The United Kingdom representative
then explained the provisions of international
law applying to the laying of mines, which
was covered by articles 2 to 5, inclusive, of
the Eighth Hague Convention of 1907. He
argued that the laying of a clandestine mine
field in the Corfu channel was a flagrant
violation of those rules of conduct, and was
moreover a crime against humanity, sin<.:e th~

mines might equally well have destroyed
merchant ships of any nationality using that
ordinarily busy route.

585. Consideration of certain circumstances
pointed inescapably to Albanian responsibility
for laying the mines. The Albanian Govern
ment maintained elaborate and vigiiant de
fences along the Albanian coast, as shown
by several cases of firing on ships; the mine
field had come to within 300 yards of the
Albanian coast; there was a considerable
amount of evidence that Albania possessed
and used mines; and a Yugoslav ship on the
regular service between Yugoslavia and Al
bania, instituted in accordance with an agree
ment signed on 10 September 1946, "had
made its last call at Saranda on 24 September.

586 The United Kingdom representative
also called attention to Albanian propaganda
on the subject of Allied shipping in Albanian
waters, the tone of which, he claimed, gave
the impression that whatever the Albanian
Government might do was justified. If in
good conscience it had been innocent and igno
rant of the mine-laying, it would have deniec\
the charges rather than raise counter-accusa
tions, and would have co-operated in the re-swee.
ping of the channel. Another example of the
same tactics was the innuendo in the Albanian
note, unsupported by any evidence and already
denied by the Greek Government, that the
mines had been laid by Greece.

587. The United Kingdom representatiYe pre
sented evidence to refute the counter-charges

made by the Albanian Government-namely,
that the passage of British war-ships through
the swept channel had not been innocent be
cause they had passed unnecessarily close to the
Albanian shore and had behaved in a provoca
tive way; and that British aircraft had flown
over Albanian territory on 22 and 23 October.
The United Kingdom charge was in no way
affected by any Albanian allegation thl\t the
presence of British ships, without prior notifi
cation or permission obtained through diplo
matic channels, had been contrary to inter
national law; international law concerning
innocent passage had no bearing on the current
charge. Moreover, the Albanian Government,
which was a party to the Statute on Freedom of
Transit of the Barcelona Convention of 1921,
presumably did not question the right of
innocent passage of merchant ships to which
the accident might have occurred. The great
majority of authoritative writings on interna
tionallaw favoured the thesis that warships had
the right of innocent passage through territorial
waters, and there was an even stronger
consensus with respect to international straits
connecting two parts of the open sea. Inter
national practice in the famous straits of the
world supported that view.

588. The United Kingdom representative
asked that the Council, taking into consi
deration the failure of attempts at settlement
through diplomatic correspondence, should
recommend under Article 36 a settlement of
the dispute by direct negotiation between the
two Governments, on the basis of the Council's
finding that an unnotified mine-field had been
laid in the Corfu Straits by the Albanian
Government or with its connivance. He
suggested that the Cour.dl should retain
watchful interest in the negotiations, and
should furthermore remind all States that it
was incumbent on them to see that their
territorial waters were free from mines.

589. The representative of ALBANIA, in his
opening statement, said that his Government
wondered why the United Kingdom request,
submitted on 10 January 1947, had imme
diately been placed on the agenda, while the
Albanian request of 29 October 1946 (S /250)
to have the question brought before the General
Assembly had still not been considered.

590. He mentioned briefly the facts or ~he

entry of British war-ships into Albanian terri
torial waters on 15 May, 22 October, 12 No
vember, and 13 November 1946, and of the
subsequent exchange of notes, and cited
8 typical cases of deliberate provocation on
the part of Greek vessels, which provocations
the Albanian Government had brought to the
knowledge of all foreign representatives at
Tirana. The Albanian Government, as it
had declared in its first note, respected the !
principle of innocent passage, but, in the
circumstances, could one consider as innocent
the penetration into territorial waters, without 1
warning, nf war-ships which did not flY,::J
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or reply to signals to move further away from
the coast?

591. The right of sovereignty of coastal
States over their territorial waters was a
recognized international principle, embodied
in article 2 of the Final Act of the Hague
Conference in 1930 and supported by well
known authorities and courts. In the light
of the definition of innocent passage ill ar
ticles 3 and 4 of that Act, the facts of the
incident on 22 October showed that the latter
was not a case of innocent passage, but of
violation of the sovereignty of Albania over
its territorial waters. The ordinary shipping

,channel was roughly 1,500 metres from the
port of Saranda, and had not been an inter
national shipping route before the war, as
was being claimed. The Unite'd Kingdom
Government itself had maintaiu~d, before the
Hague Court of Arbitration in 1910, that the
sovereignty of a coastal State extended over
the whole width of straits in so far as the
coastal batteries of that State could control
them; yet, in the current case, it maintained
an entirely different thesis.

592. British warships had entered Albanian
territorial waters on 12 and 13 November in
battle formation, fir:'ng continually into the
air and into the water with their machine
gun~, with a view to provoking incidents.
HaVIng already shown its good will in the cause
of peace by approaching the Secretary··General
on the very day of the incident, the Albanian
G0'Yernme~t had protested strongly to the
Umted KIngdom Government against that
arbitrary decision to sweep the channel, and
had propos~d the creation of a mixed inter
national Commission to determine in what
waters of the channel free navigation should
pass. The Albanian Government, which
should have been invited t() participate in
the work of the Central Mine Clearance
Board, had never been officially informed of
the latter's existence. Moreover, on 14 No
vember, the Board had published a denial
that the mine-sweeping had been carried out
on its orders or with its consent. The United
Kin~d0!ll Government had not advanced any
convIncIng argument to prove its accusations,
and General Hodgson, Chief of the British
military mission in Albania, had warned the
Albanian Government that even the channels
declared open were not safe.

593. The Albanian representative declared
that his Government had not laid or known
who had laid, the mines, and he categorically
denied the charge of inhumanity that had
been ievelled at it. On the other hand, the
whole series of organized and consecutive
provocations was closely linked to the general
poli;y of the United Kingdom towards Al
bama. During the war, the British mission in
Albania had, right up to the end, assisted and
collaborated with such groups as the Balli
Kombetar, and such men as Abas Kupi,
Muharen Bajraktari, the quisling Fiqri Dine,
and others. Detailed plans for the collabo-

ration of British troops with the Eleventh
German Army Corps had been taken from
Germ~n agents. Repeated requests by the
Albaman Government for the extradition of
war criminals, quislings and agents of the
SIM and the Gestapo had been disregarded.

594. Mter the enemy had finally evacuated
the country and Albania had been awaiting
the recognition of its new Government and
the exchange of diplomatic representatives, the
British had sent, not a diplomatic mission,
but a military mission of 50 to 60 men. When
General Hoxha had drawn the attention of
Fi~ld-Marshal Alexander to that subject, an
ultlmatum had been the reply. The aims of
the military mission were clearly shown in
certain important documents, where it was
stated that the Albanians should be regarded
as enemies and that, if General Hoxha did
not accept a series of conditions to be pre
sented when the British staff landed, the
negotiators should endeavour to get into
contact with other groups in A!bania. Although
granted every facility by the Albanian Govern
ment, General Hodgson had adopted a tnl
culent and uncompr()mising attitude. Even
after the Albanian Government had given full
assurances with regard to all requests, the
United Kingdom Government had not only
failed to send its Minister, but had adopted
an openly hostile attitude towards the Albanian
people and had aided and encouraged pro
vocations by the Greeks against, Albania.

595. In the light of those facts, it was easy
to see the origin of the provocations and the
violations committed by the United Kingdom
Government against Albania. The purpose of
the accusations was to isolate Albania from
the outside world and to turn upon that
country in order to create an opinion adverse
not only to Albania, but also to the States which
looked with sympathy on the new democratic
Albania.

596. At a later meeting, the representative of
ALBANIA stated that, in explaining the incidents
as part of the United Kingdom's hostile policy
towards Albania, he had not deviated from
the problem before the Council. There was
a close connexion between the United King
dom accusations and the facts he had men
tioned. He again drew attention to the
violation of Albanian sovereignty, to Albania's
respect for international law, to the tone of the
British note, to the rejection of the Albanian
proposal for the sweeping of the channel,
and to the arbitrary manner in which the
sweeping had been carried out. In his opinion,
the British representative, without any real
evidence, was making false assumptions and
drawing false conclusions.

597. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, recalling his
previous statement on the subject, stated that
he still did not see any reason for the discussion
of the question by the Security Council. The
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facts refuted the statement that Albania was
responsible for the mine damage to the British
destroyers. The Mediterranean Zone Mine
Clearance Board had, without legal justifi
-cation, given Greece the responsibility f"r the
mine-sweeping of Albanian waters. Repeated
proposals by the representatives of Yugoslavia
and the USSR on the Board for inviting
Albania to participate in the work of the
Board and in the mine clearance of Albanian
waters, in accordance with article 12 of the
Agreement constituting the International Or
ganization for the Clearance of Mines in
European Waters, had been systematically
rejected by the British and Greek represen
tatives on groundless pretexts. In other cases,
such as the sweeping of the channel north
east of the island of Samothrace an .1 the
Straits of Gibraltar in April 1946, operations
in territori~l waters had been carried out only
after the appropriate permission had been
given by the Turkish, Greek, or Spanish
authorities.

598. He then pointed out some other facts
which he thought should be considered. The
fairway where the British destroyers had been
damaged on 22 October 1946 did not coincide
with the fairway swept in 1944-1945. Under
the pretext of mine-sweeping, foreign war
ships had made themselves at home in Albanian
waters, and by their actions had repeatedly
violated the sovereignty of Albanian waters
and ports. There was no evidence in support
of the allegation that the swept mines had
been recently laid by the Albanian authorities
or with their knowledge. During the period
from 8 May 1945 to 31 August 1946, 196 ships
of various nationalities had been sunk or
damaged by mines in European waters, 30 of
them in the swept fairways. The statement
in the United Kingdom note, that the mine
sweeping of Albanian waters would be carried
out in accordance with the "the unanimous
decision of the Central Mine Clearance Board",
had been refuted by the Board's resolution of
14 November 1946. A French officer· had
been invited by the British Command as a
representative ol: the Zone Board, but without
the knowledge ,lr authorization of the Board.
The facts indicated that the United Kingdom
charges were unfounded, as was the appeal
under Article 35 of the Charter, since there
was no threat to the peace. The question
should be decided by direct negotation between
the countries concerned, with the participa
tion of the International Mine Clearance
Organization.

599. The representative of POLAND considered
that the only fact which existed beyond doubt
was the loss which the British Navy had
suffered. On the other hand, contradictory
opinions were held as to whether the mines
had been laid by Albania or with its know
ledge; whether the mine-sweeping had been
carried out on a unanimous decision of the
Mine Clearance Board; whether British air
craft had flown over Albanian territory the
day after the incident; whether the vessels

which had approached the Albanian shores on
15 May 1946 had been flying flags; whether
the channel in question was an international
route or part of the waters of the port of
Saranda; and whether the channel had been
swept of mines in 1944. The fact that vigilant
defences were maintained along the Albanian
coast was not a proof of Albanian guilt, nor
was the description of the mines. The dispute
involved no danger to the peace, and the·
most appropriate action would be to call upon
the parties themselves to use some other
means for peaceful settlement, in accordance
with Article 33, for only negotiation had thus
far been attempted. Failing that, the delegation
of Poland would not oppose the alternative
of calling upon the parties to refer the dispute
to the International Court of Justice, in
accordance with Article 36 of the Charter.

600. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM replied at several meetings to points
raised during the discussion. First he ob
served that the speech of thl.:: Albanian repre
sentative, although at first ~.ght largely irre
levant, was important in that it betrayed the
Albanian motive for committing such a crime.
Secondly, he wished to emphasize that the
rejection of the Albanian proposal for a mixed
Commission did not show that the United
Kingdom had acted in violation of Article 33,
since the proposal had not been designed to
settle the whole dispute, but only to define
the channel of navigation which had already
been cleared. Thirdlv, the statement that the
fairway where the destroyers had been damaged
did not coincide with the swept fairway was
untrue and could be proved to be so. Fourthly,
the actual decision of the Central Board on
1 November had been that the north Corfu
channel should be re-swept at a favourable
opportunity. At a later meeting, it had been
agreed to deny in a Press statement that the
sweeping had been carried out under the
direction and auspices of the Central Board
as reported in the British Press, but that
agreement had definitely not been. a reversal
of the decision of 1 November, which had
been communicated to the Allied Naval
Commander-in-Chief. Fifthly, the United
Kingdom representative did not agree with the
Polish representative that there was only one
fact which existed beyond doubt; with regard
to the alleged flights by British aircraft, for
instance, he could prove, by calling witnesses
if necessary, that there had been no British
aircraft in the area of the type or with the
markings described. Sixthly, a warning such
as that issued by General Hodgson was normal
after a sweep; but that warning, issued two
years previously, was irrelevant in the current
case, as the mines in question· had been
recently laid. Seventhly, discussions of the
manner in which the mine-field had been
swept and the right of innocent passage were
irrelevant and could not excuse or justify the
laying of an undeclared mine-field. Eighthly,
while accidents had indeed occurred else- li
where from floating, displaced or ground I
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mines, nowhere else had a newly laid mine
field been discovered.

601. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS pointed out that,
at the meeting of the Central Mine Clearance
Board at which the decision to sweep the
Corfu channel had been taken, the United
Kingdom representative on the Board had
stated that the phrase " at the first favourable
opportunity " meant as soon as the necessary
conditions presented thl.mselves, including
the absence of any objection on the part of
Albania. On 14 November, the Board had
adopted a statement that the sweeping had
been carried ()ut without its agreement or
sanction. Those facts were in the records of
the Board and conclusively refuted the United
Kingdom statement that the sweeping had
been carried out with the consent of the
Board.

3. Discussi011 on the establishment of a SlIb-
committee

602. At the 111th meeting, the representative
of AUSTRALIA said he considered that the first
duty of the Council was to find out the facts
of the case. The necessary cross-examination
could not be carried out expeditiously in the
full Council, and the simplest way for the
Council to obtain a statement of all the facts
would seem to be to appoint a small sub
committee which could present the Council
with a clear statement setting ()ut those facts
which could be established from the material
before the Council, drawing attention to those
facts on which doubt still existed, stating the
legal issues on which there seemed to be a
conflict, and pointing out appropriate lines
of possible action for the Council. He there
fore submitted the following draft resolution:

603. "As a preliminary step in the consi
deration of the incidents in the Corfu channel
which are the subject of a dispute between
the United Kingdom and Albania,

604. "The Security Council

604 a. "Resolves to appoint a sub-committee
of three members to examine all the available
evidence concerning the above-mentioned in
cidents and to make a report to the Security
Council, not later than 3 March 1947, on the
facts of the case as disclosed by such evidence.

605. "The sub-committee is empowered to
request further information as it deems neces
sary from the parties to th~ dispute, and the
representatives of the United Kingdom and
Albania are requested to give every assistance
to the sub-committee in its work."

606. He stressed that he was not attempting
to pass any judgment, or proposing that a
sub-committee should pass judgment on the
merits of the case.

607. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS said he could not

supp<Jrt the Australian draft, as he considered
it incorrect and incompatible with the need
for keeping the Security Council's authority
at a high level. The accusations mad~ against
_'\lbania by the United Kingdom Government
were not prov~d, and it was impossible to
prove them. He could not in any way under
stand the position of those representatives
who clearly had more or less definite opinions,
but who nevertheless proposed to appoint a
sub-committee and wished to complicate the
matter still more and to raise a clamour for
a number of reasons which had nothing to do
with the interests of the United Nations. He
could not support the proposal for the appoint
ment of a sub-committee, because there was
nothing to investigate, as Albania was not
guilty in the matter.

608. The PRESIDENT ruled that the Australian
draft resolution should be given priority, in
accordance with rule 33 of the rules of pro
cedure, but that the general discussion was
not closed.

609. At the 114th meeting, the representative
of AUSTRALIA pointed out that the strongest
argument in support of his draft resolution
was to be found in the proceedings of the
Council during the 109th and 111th meetings.

610. During the discussion, thf represen
tatives of the United States, Brazil, China and
Colombia supported the Australian draft
resolution, while the representatives of Poland,
the USSR, Syria and the United Kingdom
did not consider a sub-committee necessary.

4. Procedural questio1l.~ .

611. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM noted that, as a party to the dispute,
he must abstain from voting in a decision under
Chapter VI, in accordance with Article 27,
paragraph 3, of the Charter. He asked, however,
if he was correct in assuming that the current
decision was a purely procedural one and that
he could therefore vote.

612. The PRESIDENT stated that, in his opinion,
the representative of the United Kingdom
was not excluded from voting on the question.
He considered that the decision did not faH
within the scope of Chapter VI, since the
proposed sub-committee's sole function would
be to facilitate the work of the Council by
classifying information submitted to the latter;
there was no question fn the case at issue of
undertaking an investigation.

613. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS pointed out that
ever since the statement on the voting pro
cedure in the Security Council made by the
four sponsoring Governments in San Francisco,
it had been accepted that a decision h~garding

an investigation ceased to be a matter of
procedure and became a matter of substance
from the moment when it was adopted. That
interpretation had been unanimously adopted
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622 a. In the opinion of the representative
of Colombia, the evidence left no doubt, first,
that 22 German Y-type mines had been found
in the Corfu channel on 12 and 13 November

at the time of the Council's decision estab
lishing the Commission of Investigation
concerning Greek Frontier Incidents. In
principle, the proposed sub-committee was
the same as the latter, being set up in order
to examine the facts of the case; and similarly,
tbe decision for its establishment was not
of a procedural nature. He pointed out that
rule 30 of the rules of procedure did not
give the President the right to decide whether
a matter was one of procedure or of substance,
a decision which required the concurring
votes of the permanent members. He would,
however, abstain from voting on the question,
as he did not wish to prevent the establishment
of the proposed sub-committee if the majority
of the Council desired it.

614. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA agreed with the President's
ruling; he thought any other interpretation
would produce a situation which would paralyse
the activities of the Council. He could not
agree that the case under discussion came
within the terms of the four-Power statement
at San Francisco, or that the proposed sub
committee could be compared with the
Commission of Investigation concerning Greek
Frontier Incidents. Under Article 29 of the
Charter, in the section of Chapter V entitled
" Procedure ", the Council could establish
such subsidiary organs as it deemed Ilecessary
for the performance of its functions. The
establishment of the proposed sub-committee
would be no more than that; it was therefore
not a matter of substance.

615. The representative of COLOMBIA consi
dered that the Australian draft resolution was
not incompatible with any later decision of
the Council under Chapter VI of the Charter.
The draft itself did not come under that
Chapter, since the study to be carried out by
the proposed sub-committee would not be an
investigation within the meaning of Article 34.

616. The representative of SYRIA noted that
the Australian draft dealt with none of ~he

nine circumstances which might lead the
Security Council. to take a decision under
Chapter VI. An investigation under Article 34
was one aimed at finding out whether a dispute
or situation was likely to endanger the main
tenance of internatiunal peace and security.
As the Australian draft for the creation of a
sub-committee was not directed towards that
end, the parties to the dispute were not
obliged to abstain from voting.

5. Establishment of a Sub-Committee and con-
sideration of its report

617. Decision: At the 114th meeting, on
27 February 1947, the Council adopted by
l5 votes to none, with 3 abstentions (Poland,
Syria, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), the
Australian draft resolution for the creation of
a sub-committee, altering the date for the sub
mission of the report to 10 March 1947.

618. Decision: After a short disCtlssion 011
the membership of the Sub-Committee, the
Presidmt's prop: 'll for the appoi1ltme71t of
Australia, Colombia atld Poland was adopted by
7 votes to none, with ;~ abstenti011s (Australia,
Colombia atld Polmld).

619. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM stated that although he thought he
had had the right to do so, he had 110t voted,
because the other party to the dispute did not
have a vote in the matter.

620. The Sub-Committee held 10 meetings
and submitted its report (S /300) on 12 March
1947. At several of the meetings, the repre
sentatives of the United Kingdom, Albania,
and Greece answered questions put by members
of the Sub-Committe and, at one meeting,
questions put by the representative of Syria
on the Security Council (S /300, appendix 11).

621. The Sub-Committee concluded that the
first questiu.'1 which the Security Council
should face was whether or not, having regard
to the nature and extent of the evidence
available, the Council felt able to pronounce
on the questions: (a) whether or not a mine
field had existed in the swept channel opposite
Saranda Bay on 22 October 1946 ; and (b) whe
ther or not that mine-field had been laid by
Albania or with the connivance of the Albanian
Government. While not expressing any
opinion on the accuracy of the Albanian alle
gations, the Sub-Committee considered that
the examination of those allegations should
be postponed until the above questions had
been decided, and drew attention to the fact
that the relevance of some of the allegations
~epended on the interpretation of points of
law. At several meeting-l of the Sub-Committee,
the Polish member drew attention to various
facts which he considered to be especially
significant, as they tended to establish certain
conclusions. As it was not considered to be
the function of the Sub-Committee to draw
such conclusions, the Polish member presented '
that selection of facts to the Council in an
additional report on his own responsibility
(S /300, appendix I).

622. The representative of COLOMBIA, as
Chairman of the Sub-Committee, presented
the report to the Security Council, and it
was discussed at the 120tn, 121st and 122nd
meetings, held on 20, 21 and 25 March 1947
respectively, with the participation of th~

representative of Albania. He explained that
the Sub-Committee had carefully analysed
and studied the allegations and counter
allegations of the parties and had also obtained
additional evidence and documents, but had
not flel~ that its hfuncti~dn was ~o submit any ~.;...
conc USlOns on t e eVI ence gIven. g~

~
i
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1946; secondly, that those mines had been
recently laid; and, thirdly, that it was the
same mine-field which had caused serious
damage, with loss of life, to two British ships
on 22 October 1946.

623. Giving. his grounds for that OpIniOn,
he pointed out the improbability that the
United Kingdom or a third Power could have
laid mines close to the Albanian coast during
the short period between the explosions and
the mine-sweeping, at a time when there had
been such intense international activity in
connexion with the incident and when the
Albanian Government had been defending its
prerogatives ~t~ respect to t~rrit?rial waters
with unusual InSistence. ConsiderIng also the
other evidence available, the facts mentioned
in the minority report of the Polish member
or the Sub-Committee were not a sufficient
basis for the view either that no mines had
been found on 13 November, or that the mines
had been laid between 22 October and 13 No
vember. He considered the presumption that
the mine-field could not have been laid with
out Albania's knowledge so strong that he
would have no objection to voting in favour of a
finding in that sense; but he would not feel
justified in asserting that the Albanian Govern
ment had actually laid the mines, since there
was no direct evidence to support that pre
sumption.

62<1,. The representative of AUSTRALIA re
called the view of his delegation, namely, that
the function of the Sub-Committee was not
to present conclusions or to make positive
findings, but rather to try to clarify and analyse
the case for the Security Council. He added
that, in general, the delegation of Australia
supported the opinions expressed by the
representative of Colombia regarding the con
clusions to be reached from the evidence.

625. The representative of POLAND em
phasized the fact that the Sub-Committee's
report was unanimous. Since, however, the
majority of the Sub-Committee had not shared
the view of the Polish member that a certain
number of relevant facts which appeared
important to him should be included in the
main report, he had submitted an additional
report (a.ppendix I). None of the facts before
the Council warranted the conclusion that the
mines had be~n laid either by Albania or with
Albania's connivance, and he gave several
possible alternative explanations. In the
absence of any evidence for the accusations
against Albania, the Council could take no
action which condemned the Albanian Govern
ment. Moreover, it was not certain that all
possible evidence on the subject had been dealt
with by the Sub-Committee. The best course
for the Council was to call upon the parties
to settle their dispute by the means set forth
in Article 33 of the Charter.

626. fhe representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM put a number of detailed questions
on various points in the additional report of

the Polish member of the Sub-Committee, to
which the representative of Poland replied.

627. Continuing his remarks on the additional
report, the United Kingdom representative
agreed that his original figure for the distance
of the mines from the Albanian shore was
an error, the correct figure being 450 yards,
and explained that the apparent contradiction
in the evidence of Captain Mestre, the French
observer at the mine-sweeping, '·--as not real.
Summing up, he claimed that hc had sub
stantiated the United Kingdom charges by
deductions from established facts, and that
the chain of events reconstructed bv the
representative ofPoland was highly improbable
at all points. As to the Polish representative's
suggestion for settlement by direct negotiation,
if the Council made no report or recommen
dation on the incidents, the Albanian Govern
ment would be in no better mood to negotiate
than it had been in December 1946, as shown
by its most recmt note to the United Kingdom
Government. The United Kingdom repre
sentative therefore submitted the following
draft resolution:

628. "The Security Council,

629. "Having considered statements of repre
sentatives of the United Kingdom and Albania
concerning a dispute between the United
Kingdom and Albania arising out of an incident
on 22 October 1946 in the Strait of Corfu,
in which two British ships were damaged
by mines with resulting loss of life and injury
to their crews,

630. "1. Finds that an unnotified mine
field was laid in the Corfu Strait by the Albanian
Government or with its connivance, resuhing
in serious injury to His Majesty's ships and
loss of life and injury to their crews;

631. "2. Recommends that the United King
dom and Albanian Governments should settle
the dispute on the basis of the Council's
findings in paragraph 1 above, and that, in
the event of failure to settle, either party may
apply to the Conncil for further consideration
of the matter;

632. "3. Resolves to retain this dispute on
its agenda until both parties certify that it
has been settled to their satisfaction;

633. "And, since the laying of mines in
peace-time without notification is unjustified
and an offence against humanity, and SiilC(~ it
is thf': duty of Governments to remove promptly
mines laid in time of war,

634. "The Security Council

635. "4. Reminds all States, whether
Members of the United Nations or not, that
it is incumbent on them to sweep or permit to
be swept dl parts of their territorial waters
where there is reason to suspect the presence
of mines."
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636. The representative of ALBANIA,
commenting on the Sub-Committee's report,
stated his opinion that the most important
points were, first, that there were no facts
to support the United Kingdom accusation i
secondly, that there was nothing to prove that
a mine-field had been recently laid i thirdly,
that there were no facts proving that Albania
was responsible for, or had known of, the mine
laying i fourthly, that the Sub-Committee had
not been able to agree whether mines had
been found on 13 November 1946 in the places
and in the circumstances indicated by the
United Kingdom representative i and, fifthly,
that the question whether the mines which
had damaged the British destroyers on 22 Oc
tober 1946 had belonged to the mine-field
alleged to have been found on 13 November,
had not been cleared up. He cited facts and
arguments ~vhich he considered should not
be ignored. The Sub-Committee had not
verified the facts on which two of its members
had based their conclusions; those conclusions
could not, therefore, be regarded as just and
correct. He gave examples of the United
Kingdom's attitude towards Albania, which,
he claimed, was linked to the United King
dom's arbitrary and unilateral acts and to its
repeated violations of Albanian sovereignty.
The United Kin~dom's accusation, which
also involved the friendly neighbours of Al
bania, was without foundation, and the Security
Council could not but reject the United
Kingdom draft resolution.

637. At a later meeting, he insisted that the
United Kingdom documents had been pre
pared for premeditated motives, and were
without foundation. He referred to examples
on that point in his previous statement.

638. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS declared that
the report of the Sub-Committee cnntained
no new evidence to confirm the United King
dom charges; moreover, it had drawn no
conclusions. The United Kingdom case was
not proved. Experts on the Mediterranean
Board had given several possible explanations
of the explosions. He drew attention to
General Hodgson's warning of mines; to the
number of ships sunk by mines in European
waters; to the fact that a time could have
been found to lay the mines without the
knowledge of the Albanian authorities; and
to the fact that the responsibility for the safety
of Albanian territorial waters had been laid on
Greece. He also mentioned the recent re
ported violations of Albanian territorial waters
(S /304), the unfriendly attitude of the United
Kingdom towards Albania and the inaccuracies
and contradictions in the evidence submitted
by Captain Mestre and the British authorities.
He considered as objective and just the
Colombian representative's opinion that there
were no facts which proved definitely that the
mines had been laid by Albania or with its
knowledge; but he had been surprised to
hear the Colombian representative imply that
he might be prepared to adopt a majority

finding to the effect that Albania had been
responsible.

639. The representative of BELGIUM consi
dered that the sweeping operations of 13 No
vember 1946 established that a mine-field had
been secretly laid in the Corfu channel. If
only in view of that fact, the Security Council
could not simply dismiss the case. While
noting that there were no direct witnesses to
prove. that the mines had been laid by the
Albaman Government, he could not conceive
that they had been laid without its knowledge.

640. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA agreed substantially with
the statement of the representative of Colombia.
In the absence of direct evidence, he did
not think that the Council should find that
Albania had laid the mines, but he found it
impossible to believe that the Albanian Govern
ment had been entirely ignorant of the mine
laying. He therefore suggested the following
amendments to the United Kingdom draft
resolution:

641. (a) In paragraph 1, to replace the words
"by the Albanian Government or with its
connivance " by the words "with the know
ledge of the Albanian Government " ;

642. (b) To delete paragraph 4 with its
preamble (i.e. from "And, since the laying
of mines ... " to the end) ;

643. (c) To insert a new paragraph, to be .
numbered 1, immediately after the preamble,
reading as follows :

" 1. Cc'nsiders that the laying of mmes
in peace time without notification is un
justified and an offence against humanity."

644. (d) To renumber the remaining para
graphs and alter the reference in the original
paragraph 2.

645. He explained that, in suggesting the
deletion of paragraph 4 and its preamble, the
United States delegation had in mind that it
dealt with a legal question of general application
which the Council was not called upon to
decide at that time.

646. The representative of FRANCE thought
there was no doubt but that the two mines
which had cau:"ed the explosion on 22 October
1946 belonged to the mine-field which had
been discovered shortly after the incident, and
which could have been in existence for a few
months only. He pointed out that the only
contradiction which had been noted in Captain
Mestre's report was a purely technical point
of secondary importance. He gave several
reasons why he could not agree that it had
been established that the mine-field had been
laid either by the Albanian Government or
with its assistance; but he thought it im
probable that the mine-field could have been
laid so near the coast without the Albanian
Government's knowledge. Stating that he had
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reached a view very close to that expressed
by the representatives of Colombia and the
United States, he suggested that paragraph 1
of the United Kingdom draft resolution should
read as follows :

647. "Finds that an unnotified mine-field
was laid in the immediate vicinity of the
Albanian coast resulting in serious injury to
two of His Majesty's ships, with loss of life
and injury to their crews i that this mine-field
could not have been laid without the knowledge
of the Albanian authorities ".

648. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM accepted the United States amend
ment, changing the wording of the new
paragraph 2 to agree with the suggestion of
the r.epresentative of France.

649. The representative of AUSTRALIA sup
ported the amendments of the representatives
of the United States and France.

650. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that he
-considered the amended draft resoJ.ution no
better founded than the original one.

651. The representative of POLAND opposed
the United Kingdom draft resolution, declaring
that any accusation accepted by the Council
must be based not on circumstantial evidence,
but on positive proof. The Sub-Committee
itself had been unable to find proof that the
mine-field, if it had existed at all, had been
laid either by the Albanian Government or
with its connivance, and had therefore not
been able to reach such a conclusion. Mter
quoting a news item about a United States
ship that had been blown up by a mine in
the Mediterranean near Italy, he stated that
only the regrettable political tension and mis
understandings which existed between the
United Kingdom and Albania explained why
the present case had been brought before the
Security Council. On the basis of the evidence,
the case should simply be dismissed. However,
in the belief that further efforts of conciliation
should be made, he proposed the following
draft resolution:

652. "Whereas there has been brought to
the attention of the Security Council a dispute
between the Government of the United King
dom and the Government of the Albanian
People's Republic arising from an incident in
which two British warships were damaged
by mines in the Corfu channel on 22 October
1946 ;

653. "And whereas there has been presented
to the Security Council an exchange of notes
between the aforesaid Governments concerning
the same dispute and oral statements of their
respective representatives;

654. "And taking into c01lsideration that the
parties to the dispute did not exhaust the means

6 ..

of peaceful settlement before bringing their
case to the Security Council;

655. "The Security COtmcil, pursuant to
Article 33 of the Charter,

656. "Calls l~POll the parties to the dispute
to settle their dispute by any means of peaceful
settlement of disputes provided by the above
mentioned Article of the Charter, subject to
their own agreed choice."

657. The representative of CHINA said he
had come to the conclusion that it was im'"
possible for the mines to have been laid
without the knowledge of the Albanian Govern
ment. He would vote for the United Kingdom
draft resolu'Cion, as amended by the United
States and French representatives, the pur
pose of which was to enable the parties to
the dispute to make a fresh effort to settle
their differences.

658. The representative of SYRIA observed
that Albania was responsible for the existence
of mines in its territorial waters, unless the
mines had been laid during the war, when
Albania had not been in possession of its
territories and sovereignty. Details of the
mine-sweeping alleged to have taken place in
October 1944 were still lacking, and the
possibility was therefore not excluded that the
mines had been there before Albania had
regained its sovereignty. Accordingly, he
would prefer that the matter should be studied
further and that the parties to the dispute
should try some other means of settlement,
the dispute remaining on the agenda, of the
Security Council.

659. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM, replying to the remarks of the
Polish and Syrian representatives, disputed
the analogy between the case under discussion
and the quoted news report of the mining of
a United States ship in the Mediterranean,
which had not occurred in a recognized swept
channel, and explained that after the Corfu
channel had been swept by the Allies in
October 1944, the Allied Governments had
been notified from t.me to time that the
channel appeared to be free. He added that
he doubted whether the principle of requiring
complete proof could be pushed to the point
of demanding eye-witness evidence.

660. Decision: ,The United Kingdom draft
resoluti011 was put to a vote at the 122nd meeting
and was not adopted, having failed to obtain
the affirmati'l.'e vote of one of the permane'11:t
members of the Council. There were '1 votes in
favour, 2 against (Poland, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics), and Otle abstention (Syria).

661. The representative of POLAND with
drew his draft resolution, stating that as the
views of all members of the Council had
already been registered, he did not think it
would serve any usefu'l purpose.
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6. COllSideration of a draft resoll4h'Oll reco",
",elld,'''g the parties to reler the disptde to
the blter/latiollal COl4rt of JtlSh'ce

662. At the 125th meeting, on 3 April 1947,
the representative of the UNITED KINGDOM
commented on the earlier stages of the pro
ceedings, drawing attention to what he called
a very nob~ble and serious case of the exercise
of the veto. Recalling the statement of the
USSR representative durbg the discussion on
the first report of the Atomic Energy Commis
sion, namely, that the principle of the veto,
while acquiesced in by the USSR Government,
had originated from the United States ana
the United Kingdom, he pointed out that at
Dumbarton Oaks the delegation of the USSR
had insisted that the principle of unanimity
of the permanent members should be applied
even when one of them w~s party to a dispute.
Finally, at Yalta, the USSR Government had
found it impossible to oppose any longer the
United States proposal which formed the
existing rule.

663. In the case under consideration, which
was based on tangible, factual evidence, the
Council had finally, after every conceivable
delay from certain quarters, arrived at a finding,
but the will of a majority of seven members
of the Council had been obstructed. The
United Kingdom representative therefore
moved the following draft resolution:

664: "The Secllrity Cotlncil,

665. "Having considered statements of re
presentatives of the United Kingdom and
Albania concerning a dispute between the
United Kingdom and Albania, arising (jut of
an incident on 22 October 1946, in the Strait
of Corfu, in which two British ships were
damaged by mines, with resulting loss of life
and injury to their crews,

666. "Recommends that the United Kingdom
and Albanian Governments should immediately
refer the dispute to tne International Court of
Justice, in accordance with the provisions of
the Statute of the Court."

667. In the discussion which followed, the
representatives of the UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA, SYRIA and BELGIUM supported the
above d...aft resolution.

668. The representative of BRAZIL considered
that there was a prior question of principle
which required clarification. Articles 34, 35
and 36 of the Charter, under which the Council
had apparently been acting, were applicable
only, first, when the parties had complied with
the requirements for peaceful settlement under
Article 33 - a procedure which had not been
exhausted in the case in question - and,
secondly, when the dispute or situation was
likely to endanger the maintenance of inter
national peace and security. Moreover, the
Council was not a tribunal and had no power
to judge. Its duty was to recomme~d appro
priate procedures or methods of adjustment,

or to order'the necessary measures to tarminate
a state of affairs between two nations that
was likely to endanger international peace and
security. He fully supported the United
Kingdom draft resolution, expressing the hope
that in the future the Council would refer
such disputes to the International Court of
Justice at the outset.

669. The representative of POLAND reminded
the Council that at an earlier stage the dele
gation of Poland had tried to ascertain the
views of other delegations on the possibility
of referring the case to the International
Court of Justice ; his delegation had favoured
the idea, but certain other delegations had
been opposed to it. He regretted the United
Kingdom statement on the veto, which he
felt had no direct reference to the question
before the Council.

670. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS agreed with what
the Polish representative had said. He also
considered that his previous assertion, namely,
that the initiative for including the veto clauses
in the Charter had been taken by the United
States and the United Kingdom, had been
confirmed by the United Kingdom repre
sentative's statement.

671. The representative of COLOMBIA be
lieved a discussion of the operation of the
veto in the Council's work would be appro
priate and extremely useful.

672. The PRESIDENT replied that any repre
sentative who so wished could make a request
that the question of the veto should be placed
on the agenda.

673. At the 127th meeting, on 9 April 1947,
the representative of ALBANIA asked the
Council to reject the new United Kingdom
draft resolution, which, he said, was an attempt
to legalise the United Kingdom accusation,
in spite of the fact that Albania was not
responsible in any way whatsoever and that
the Security Council itself had no proof.

674. The representative of AUSTRALIA re
called previous observations by his delegation
on the duty of the Council to administer im
partial justice, adding that in ~he case under
discussion there had beel a pronounced
tendency on the part of s\.' me members to
prejudge the case.

675. A majority decision had been nullified
by the operation of the veto. The Ullitec'
Kingdom representative's statement on tha.
question was not irrelevant. For the sake of
its own prestige, authority and· reputation,
the Security Council could not allow its action
to be rendered inoperative. The Council was
clearly entitled, under the Charter of the
United Nations and the Statute of the Inter
national Court of Justice, to make the re
commendation proposed by the United
Kingdom.
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676. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that his
delegation was even more convinced than it
had been at the beginning of the discussion
that the case should never have come before the
Council and that the United Kingdom had
presented it for political reasons. The United
Kingdom draft resolution was not acceptable
because, in his opinion, there was no basis
for it.

677. The PRESIDENT noted that though Al
bania, as a non-member of the United Nations,
could not be compelled to appear before the
International Court of Justice, nevertheless,
by accepting the obligations of a Member of

the United Nations, as stipulated in the in
vitation to participate in the discussion of the
case, Albania was obliged to comply with the
provisions both of the Chtlrter and of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice.

'1. Decision of tlze Cotl"cil

678. Decision: Tlze Umted Kingdom draft
resoirdio" recommemli"g tlze pm·ties to refer
the disptlte to the I"tematio"al COltrt of Justice
was adopted by 8 votes to "o"e, witlz 2 abste"tions
(Pola"d, Umon of Soviet Socialist Republics).
The U"ited Kingdom did "ot participate in
the vote.



Part Two

QUESTIONS CONSIDERED RY THE

THE GENERAL REGULATION

AND THE ORGANIZATION

MADE AVAILABLE TO THE

SECURITY COUNCIL CONCERNING

AND REDUCTION OF ARMAMENTS

OF THE ARMED FORCES TO BE

SECURITY COUNCIL.

A. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY'S RESOLUTIONS ON PRIN
CIPLES GOVERNING THE GENERAL REGULATION AND REDUCTION OF
ARMAMENTS AND INFORMATION ON ARMED FORCES TO BE SUPPLIED
BY MEMBERS OF THE UNITED NATION I

1. C01mnunicatio1l dated 27 Decembef 1946
from the representative of the U1Iio1l of
.Soviet Socialist Republics

679. The representative of the Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics, in a letter dated
27 December 1946 (S /229), requested the
Secretary-General to include in the provisional
agenda for the following, meeting of the
Security Council an item on the consideration
of the following proposal which he made on
behalf of his Government:

680. "Co1lSideri1lg that the general regulation
and reduction of armaments and armed forces
is the most important measure for the streng
thening of international peace and security,
and that the implementation of the General
Assembly's decision on this question is one
of the most urgent and most important tasks
facing the Security Council,

681. "The Security Council resolves:

682. "1. To proceed with the working out
of practical measures on the iP.lplementation
of the General Assembly's decision of 14 De
cember 1946 on the general regulation and
reduction of armaments and armed forces
and on the establishment of international
control' ensuring the reduction of armaments
and armed forces,

1 See Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
during the second part of its first session, Nos. 41 (I)
and 42 (I), pp. 65 and 67.

683. "2. To establish a Commission of the
representatives of countries members of the
Security Council which has to be charged to
prepare and submit to the Security Council
within a period of from one to two months
but not later than three months its proposal
in accordance with paragraph 1 of this
decision. "

684. Mter a short procedural debate, the
USSR proposal was included in the agenda
for the 88th meeting of the Council, on
31 December 1946.

685. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA suggested that the question
should be postponed until a meeting at the
beginning of 1947, so that the full discussion
of that important question should take place
with the new membership of the Council in
1947. He introduced the following draft
resolution (S /233) :

686. "The, Sewrity Council resolves that :

687. "1. Pursuant to the General Assembly
resolution of 14 December concerning the
principles governing the' general regulation
and reduction of armaments, it gives first
priority to the establishment of international
control over atomic energy and, accordingly,
it will consider and act upon the forthcoming
report ot the Atomic Energy Commission as
soon as received;

688. "2. It will thereafter consider what
further practical measures it should take and
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in what order of priority for the implementation
of the said General Assembly resolution."

689-90. Decision: The Cotmcil decided
ttllmlimollsly to defer fltrt/zer discussion on the
draft resoluti01ls of the USSR mid the United
States to a Sll~seque1lt meetillg.

2. Ge1leral disClIssioil

691. The discussion on the draft resolutions
of the USSR and the United States was
resumed at the 90th meetingJ on 9 January
1947J as part of the question of the imple
mentation of the General Assembly resolution
of 14 December 1946 on the principles govern
ing the general regulation and reduc~ion of
armaments. It was continued at the 92nd,
93rd and 95th meetings.

692. The PRESIDENT submitted certain sug
gestions regarding the conduct of business
for the consideration of the Council. He
mentioned that the question of disarmament
was before the Council under three different
headings. There were the two resolutions of
the General Assembly, one concerning the
principles governing the general regulation
and reduction of armaments, and one of
information on armed forces of the United
Nations; thirdly, there was the first report
of the Atomic Energy Commission to the
Security Council (S /239), dealing with the
whole problem of atomic energy control,
which was undoubtedly the best basis for the
Council to tackle the entire question of eli
minating atomic weapons from national
armaments.

693. He recommended that the Council
should formally approve General Assembly
resolution 41 (I) and then pass on to the
carrying out of the five recommendations of
the General Assembly by:

694. (a) Establishing a Commission, as pro
posed by the delegation of the USSR, to work
out practical measures to implement reso
lution 41 (I) of the General Assembly and to
establish a system of international control
to ensure the regulation and reduction of
armaments;

695. (b) Accepting the first report of the
Atomic Energy Commission as a basis for the
immediate commencement bv the Atomic
~nergy Commission of the second stage of
Its work;

696. (c) Immediately referring the request
of the General Assembly to the Military Staff
eommittee, in order to hasten the imple
mentation of Article 43 of the Charter;

697. (d) Requesting the Military Staff
Committee to make recommendations regarding
the implementation of General Assembly reso
lution 42 (I) on information on armed forces
of the United Nations.

698. The President was sure that all the
members of the Council agreed that all aspects
of disarmament had to be considered simul
taneously and not in isolation.

699. If prompt measures of that kind could
be taken, the Council would have initiated a
useful series of concurrent activities on parallel
lines, all of which would be under constant
review by the Council.

700. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that his
Government, in submitting its draft resolution,
had in mind to expedite the preparation' by
the Council of practical measures to secure
the implementation of General Assembly
resolution 41 (I). The United States draft
resolution covered only one aspect of the
General Assembly's resolution-namely, the
question of control of atomic energy. It
followed from that draft resolution that until
the question of atomic energy control was
settled, no steps were to be undertaken with
respect to the other recommendations contained
in the General Assembly's resolution. The
resolution of the General Assembly gave no
definite priority to any of its recommendations.
It did not provide for postponement of the
consideration of any of its aspects. On the
contrary, it obliged the Council to consider
the problems of atomic energy control and of
the general regulation and reduction of arma
ments and armed forces at the same time.
If the United States draft resolution were
adopted, it would have the effect of pre
venting the Council from working out any
appropriate measures to ensure disarmament
unless it agreed to the United States plan for
atomic energy control. For that reason, the
United States draft resolution was not in
conformity with the resolution of the General
Assembly, and the USSR Government could
not agree to it. He appealed to the Council
to adopt the USSR draft resolution and thus
proceed without delay with the working out
of measures to secure the realization of the
resolution of the General Assembly.

701. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA drew attention to the fact
that the resolution of the General Assembly
itself, in its paragraph 3, emphasized the im
portance of expediting the work of the Atomic
Energy Commission. The United States
Government felt that effective international
control of atomic energy was the key to the
whole problem of disarmament and had to
be tackled first. It would be impossible to
solve the problem of general reduction and
regulation nf armaments without having estab
lished an effective system of control to ensure
the use of atomic energy for peaceful pur
poses only. No State could be expected to
accept any system for the regulation of
armaments and armed forces unless it felt
that that system of control was effective.

702. The United States Government, for
the reasons stated above, felt that the Council
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should concentrate all its efforts to make
progress in the field of atomic energy before
it considered the other phases of the problem
of disarmament.

703. He recalled the statement of the Secre
tary of State of the United States to the
General Assembly on 13 December 1946,
clearly indicating that the United States al
ready at that time had wanted to '?;ive priority
to the consideration of the atlo;:C energy
problem. Nobody had objected to that
statement.

704. The representative of FRANCE observed
that the General Assembly, by its resolution,
had referred to the Council the whole problem
of general disarmament, including atomic dis
armament.

705. Atomic disarmament ought not to be
held up by the difficulties that might arise in
the rest of the field of disarmament. The
problem of atomic disarmament was a very
urgent one, since atomic energy, when used
for military purposes, was of a particularly
destructive character. As the Atomic Energy
Commission had been dealing with the problem
of atomic disarmament for more than six
months, and as there was unanimous agree
ment among the members of the Council upon
a very large part of the first report of the
Atomic Energy Commission, he thought that
the Council should consider that report with
out delay.

706. With regard to the problem of the
general regulation and reduction of armaments,
he thought that it was going to prove a long
and very complicated task, and that the Council
should therefore begin work on it without
losing any time.

707. He submitted the following draft
resolution (S /243) :

708. "Whereas the general regulation and
reduction of armaments and armed forces
constitute the most important measure with
a view to strengthening international peace
and security, and

709. "Whereas the execution of the decision
taken by the General Assembly on this subject
is one of the mo~·· i.tr~ent and important tasks
before the Security Council, therefore

710. "The. Security Council decides:

711. "1. To formulate the practical mea
sures for giving effect to the decisions taken
by the' General Assembly on 14 December
1946 concerning, on the one hand, the general
regulation and reduction of armaments and
armed forces, and the establishment of inter
national control to bring about the reduction
of armaments and armed forces and, on the
other hand, information concerning the armed
forces of the United Nations;

7i2. "2. To consider as soon as possible
the report submitted by the Atomic Energy
Commission and to take suitable decisions
concerning the continuation of its work;

713-714. "3. To !>..It up a committee
consisting of representatives of the countries
members of the Security Council with i .1struc
tions to prepare and to submit to the Security
Council withiIr the space of not more than three
months the proposals which it may be in a
position to formulate in order to ensure the
application of the above-mentioned decision
of the General Assembly of 14 December
1946; the committee shall, in particular,
make such proposals as it may deem advisable
concerning the studies which the Military
Staff Committee and possibly other organs of
the United Nations might be asked to under
take;

715. "4. To request the Militarv Staff Com-
mittee: .

716. (a) To submit to it, within the time
limits stated in paragraph 3 above, the re
commendations for which it has been asked
by the Security Council on 1 February 1946
concerning the organization of an international
force in pursuance of •.<\rticle 43 of the Charter;

717. (b) To submit to it within the same
time limit recommendations concerning the ,1

application of the last two sub-paragraphs of'
paragraph 7 of the resolution of the General
Assembly of 14 December 1946."

718. It was not necessary, at that stage, to
work out the general principles which should
guide the proposed committee. The resolution
of the General Assembly itself provided a
very solid basis. The committee would be
a subsidiary 'organ of the Security Council;
the Council could from time to time instruct
the committee in its work, and its discussions
could be approved by the Council.

719. The committee should consist of mem
bers of the Security Council and of repre
sentatives of the Military Staff Committee, and
should be left free to co-opt or seek aid of
technical experts.

720. The time limits suggested in the USSR
draft resolution seemed to be too short if
the whole task of disarmament wos to be
completed within that period. The French
representative suggested that the committee
should report after three months to the Security
Council as to the stage reached in its deli
berations. The Security Council could then
pronounce upon that report and fix time limits
for the following stage in the w()rk of the
committee.

721. He felt that the Council, at that stage,
should ask the Military Staff Committee
to expedite the consideration of the imple
mentation of Article 43 of the Charter and to
make proposals concerning the implementation
of the last sub-paragraph of paragraph 7 of
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the withdrawal of forces stationed in ex
enemy territories and information to be sup
plied in that respect.

722. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM thought the Council's acceptance of
the General Assembly resolution could be
taken for granted, since the resolution had
been unanimously adopted by the General
Assembly. He was, for the moment, unable
to state any definite opinion as to the imple
mentation of the resolution. A Commission
had to be set up, and a political or civilian
Commission would be the best to undertake
the general direction of the work.

723. He was in general agreement with all
that the representative of France had said,
but doubted whether it was advisable to add
to the Commission representatives of the
Military Staff Committee. The Military Staff
Committee ought to be kept separate, and
should be confined to giving technical advice
and undertaking tasks allotted to it by the
Commission.

724. The question of the withdrawal of the
troops stationed on foreign soil was a political
one, and ought to be handled by a political
Commission and not by the Military Staff
Committee.

725. The task of the Commission, as defined
in the draft resolution of the USSR, was
rather wide and even included the question of
atomic energy control. The United Kingdom
representative presumed that it was not the
intention to interpose the new Commission
between the Atomic Energy Commission and
the Security Council.

726. The time limits suggested by the repre
sentative of the USSR and modified by the
representative of France seemed to be too
narrow.

727. At the 92nd meeting; on 15 January
1947, the representative of CHINA observed
that the USSR and the United States draft
resolutions were not mutually exclusive; in
fact, they were complementary and differed
only in their emphasis.

728. He submitted that the General As
sembly, by its resolution, had given top priority
to the problem of atomic energy. Howeyer,
he did not intend to ask the Council to
concer'trate solely upon the problem of atomie
energy. His country also supported the pro
posal of the USSR providing for a Commission
to deal concurrently with the rest of the
problem of disarmament. The other questions,
such as information on armed forces and the
duties of the Military Staff Committee under
the Charter of the United Nations, could be
dealt with as desired by the Council either
concurrently or, as envisaged by the General
Assembly, according to their priority.

729. In the light of his observations, ~le

reserved the right to present a formal propo:lal
regarding the implementation of the General
Assembly's resolution at an appropriate
moment.

730. The representative of AUSTRALIA sub
mitted the following draft resolution for
consideration by the Council (S /249) :

731. "The Security ComJcil,

732. "Havi7Jg accepted the recommendations
contained in the General Assembly resolution
of 14 December 1946 on the principles
governing the general regulation and reduction
of armaments, and

733. "RecognizilJg that the implementation
of the General Assembly's decision on this
question is one of the most urgent and im
portant tasks facing the Security Council,

734. "Resolves to give effect forthwith to
those recommendations, and, to that end,

735. "1. To establish a disarmament
Commission composed of one representative
of each ot the members of the Security Council
to work out proposals.

736. (a) For the general regulation and
reduction of armaments and of armed forces,
and

737. (b) For practical and effective safeguards
in connexion with the general regulation and
reduction of armaments

738. and to submit such proposals to the
Security Council ;

739. "2. To request the Atomic Energy
Commission to proceed with its work under
the General Assembly resolution of 24 January
1946, by which the Commission was created,
having in view the preparation of a draft
convention, or conventions, for the creation of
an international system of control and
inspection, these conventions to include the
prohibition of atomic and all other major
weapons adaptable now, or in the future, to
mass destruction and control of atomic energy
to t.he ext'ent necessary to ensure its use only
for peaceful purposes ;

740. "3. To request the Military Staff Com
mittee:

741. (a) To prepare for the Security Council
proposals regarding the military requirements
of the Security Council for the maintenance
of international peace and security and the
inauguration of a system of special agreements
laid down in Article 43 and,

742. (b) To advise on the information to be
required from the Members of the United
Nations to give effect to the recommendations
accepted by the Security Council in respect to
withdrawal and reduction of national armed
forces;
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743. "4,. The SeclIrity Cotmcil charges the
Disarmament Commission, the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Military Staff Committee
to regard these appointed tasks as of the
highest urgency, and to submit reports to the
Security Council before 20 April 1947;

744. "In order to facilitate this work, the
SeclIrity Cotmcil also ,'esolves to expedite a
consideration by the Council of the first report
of the Atomic Energy Commission."

745. The Australian Government was in
general agreement with both the USSR and
the United States draft resolutions, but it
did not consider either one of them, taken
alone, as a complete implementation of the
General Assembly's resolution. The Australian
draft resolution, squarely based on the terms
of the Genefal Assembly resolution, repre
sented an attempt to combine the points of
view of the USSR and the United States.

746. The General Assembly resolution did
not give priority to any of the aspects of dis
armament, the sense of its recommendations
being rather that the Council should proceed
expeditiously with all divisions of the task of
disarmament. If each of those aspects could
be examined concurrently, progress in one
subject would assist in achieving progress in
the other.

747. The Atomic Energy Commission had
to continue its work and the new Commission
should not duplicate that work; that was
explicitly stated in paragraph 8 of the General
Assembly resolution. The work of the two
Commissions would be under constant review
by the Security Council, which had the
primary responsibility for the broad outlines,
while the Commissions would work out the
detailed plans.

748. The representative of BRAZIL main
tained that the first task of the Council, under
the General Assembly resolution, was to
consid~r the first report of the Atomic Energy
Commi8sion. Although that was the position
of Brazil regarding the implementation of the
General Assembly's resolution, it was prepared
to support the compromise solutions presented
by the representatives of Australia and Fra·nce.
Brazil maintained that position only in order
to facilitate the reaching of practical results.
Both the Australian and French draft reso
lutions were acceptable in their general out
lines, but the representative of Brazil reserved
the right to present his views on them when
they came up for detailed examination.

749. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS expressed satis
faction with the fact that the majority of the
members of the Council had indicated that
they would support the USSR draft resolution.
All who had spoken, except the representative
of the United States, had agreed both on the
necessity of proceeding without delay with
the working out of practical measures to

ensure the implementation of the General
Assembly resolution and, as a first step, on
the establishment of a Commission as provided
for in the draft resolution of the USSR.

750. The terms of reference of the proposed
Commission were laid down in the General
Assembly's resolution. Regarding the member
ship of the Commission, it was up to each
Government to appoint either civilian or
military representatives. The task deriving
from the General Assembly resolution was,
at that stage, primarily of a political character.
However, ev·~ry representative could have
military advisers, and the Military Staff
Committee could be consulted in all special
questions requiring military knowledge.

751. Recognizing the importance of the task
of the proposed Commission, it was advisable
to oblige it to submit its proposals to the
Security Council within not more than three
months. The General Assembly, by its
resolution. had placed upon the Council the i

obligation to undertake an immediate consi- .
deration of both the problem of the general I

regulation and reduction of armaments and
that of atomic energy control. No objection
had been voiced against the consideration of
the report of the Atomic Energy Commission.
When the report was being consi dered in the
Council, the Government of the USSR would,
of course, explain its position with regard to
atomic energy control and the conclusion of !

conventions for the prohibition of atomic and
other forms of weapons adaptable to mass
destruction.

752. The proposals made by the delegations
of the United States and the USSR to the
General Assembly had formed the basis of
the General Assembly's resolution, and it
would be most regrettable if there were any
disagreement between the USSR and the i

United States as to how to implement the
resolution. The members of the Council should i

use every effort to avoid such a situation and
to try to come to a unanimous decision.

753. The representative of POLAND stated that
his Government maintained the position that
the Council was bound to take immediate steps,
both to prepare for the general regulation and
reduction of armaments and for the abolition of I

atomic weapons and other weapons of mass ;
destruction. For that reason, Poland favoured
the proposals which called for the immediate
formation of a Commission to prepare and
submit to the Security Council proposals for
the general regulation and reduction of arma
ments, with a clear understanding that such a
Commission should in no way interfere with
the work of the Atomic Energy Commission.
There was a clear-cut distinction between
those two aspects of disarmament, and there
was therefore no danger that a simultaneous
consideration of the two would create confu
sion. If the Council could agree to the setting
up of a Commission for the regulation and
reduction of armaments, the Council could
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764. "That, according te the resolution of
the General Assembly concerning the general
regulation and reduction of armaments, .n~
thing therein contained shall alter or hmIt
the resolution passed on 24 January 1946,
creating the Commission : to deal with t~e

problems raised by the dIscovery of atoffilc
energy' ; and

765. "Conside1'ing that, furthermore, the
Security Council has been directed by the
latter resolution 'to accelerate. as much as
possible the placing at its disposal of the armed
forces mentioned in Article 43 of the Charter' ;

766. "Recog1zizes that, in keeping \X~th the
letter and spirit of the recommendatlOns of
the General Assembly, the various phases of dis
armament can best be discussed concurrently,
with a view to reaching unanimous decisions
thereon. The Council will therefore proceed
with the consideration of items 2, 3 and 4 of
the agenda of its ninety-second mee~in~, but
it will wait until it has completed wIthm the
next three months the formulation of the
plan of general disarmament which it has been
called upon to ~ubmit to th~ Me!Dbers of
the United NatlOns for consIderatlOn at a
special session of the General Assembly, in
order to determine how it shall proceed to
act upon the different component proposals
of such plan, provide~, however, tha! ~he
first report of the Atoffilc Energy ComffilsslOn
shall first be disposed of.

768. "Recognizes the necessity of ~iving the
most expeditious effect to the WIshes and
recommendations of the General Assembly
on disarmament, and therefore

observed by all participants and not unilater
aUy by only some of the parties;

762. "That the Security Council should
expedite consideration of the report of the
Atomic Energy Commission, and also that
the Council should expedite consideration of
a draft convention or conventions for the
creation of an international system of control
and inspection, the convention to include the
control of atomic energy to the extent necessary
to ensure its use only for peaceful purposes ;

763. "That; according to the ten'!1~. of
reference of the Atomic Energy ComnusslOn,
as provided by the resolution of the General
Assembly passed on 24 January 1946, t~e

Commission shall make to the Security CouncIl
specific proposals 'for the elimination from
national armaments of atomic weapons and
of all other major weapons adaptable to mass
destruction' and 'for the effective safe
guards, by way of inspection and other means,
to protect complying States against the hazards
of violations and evasions' ;

" The Secu',ity Council,757.

758. "Havz'1zg unanimously adopted at its
meeting held on 9 January 1947 the General
Assembly resolution of 14 December 1946
on the principles governing the regulation
and reduction of armaments, and the General
Assembly resolution er 14 December 1946
concerning information on armed forces of
the United Nations;

759. "Having received the first report of the
Atomic Energy Commission to the Security
Council (S /239) ; and

760. "Considering:

761. "That, by the terms of the first of the
above-mentioned resolutions, the General As
sembly recommended that the Security Council 767. "The Security Council
should give prompt consideration to for
mulating the practical measures, according. to
their priority, which are essential to provIde
for the general regulation and reduction of
armaments and armed forces, and to ensure

Ithat S.UCh regulations and reductions of arma-
ments and armed forces will be generally 769. "Resolves:

'I.t-:·"':·~:'::i",v.·".,_' 'OH • _." ._~••_ ..•• ",_._._.• ~ __ ""'_"_""_~'__~~.'•.<O~A'~ ~'~""'~",~·.,,~,"u"""''''''''''''·'·''''~"_·__",,-,..

immediately pass on to the consideration of
the first report of the Atomic Energy
Commission.

754. The Polish representative submittei that
the three draft. resolutions before the Council
were all inspired by the same principles and
ideas, and he therefore expressed the hope
that their authors would be able to agree on
one common text. He was in general agreement
with the ideas embodied in the French draft
resolution, although he did not consider it
necessary to have a special recommendation
from the Military Staff Committee concernin~

the withdrawal of armed forces of Member
States from foreign territory. He therefore
suggested that the last part of paragraph 4
in the French draft should be omitted, or
modified in some way.

755. The representative of BELGIUM sub
mitted that it was possible and desirable to
take parallel action in examining the different
aspects of disarmament, while respecting the
order of their urgency. He recalled that the
General Assembly had emphasized the im
portance of the work of the Atomic Energy
Commission, and he feared that, if the Council
failed to examine withol': delay the report of
the Atomic Energy Commission, it would be

: disregarding both the spirit and the text of
the General Assembly's resolution.

756. The representative of COLOMBIA stated
that his delegation was among those that
wanted the disarmament problem solved, if
possible, without delay. To facilit~te the work
of the Council and to give more flexibility
to the suggestions made by the representati'9'es
of Australia and France, he submitted an alter
native draft resolution (S /251) in the following
terms:
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1 Item 2: regulation and reduction of armaments i a
item 3 : information on armed forces of the United '
Nations; item .1,: first report of the Atomic Energy
Commission.

All of the five aspects of the problem of
regulation and reduction of armaments men
tioned in the resolution of the General As
s~mbly were linked together, and it would
prove impossible to deal with one or more
of them separately. They had to be solved
concurrently. That was the Syrian represen
tative's interpretation of the phrase " accord
ing to their priority ".

" The Security Council resolves

Postponement of discussion to 4 February .~
1947

779.

¥1
'1

778. At the 93rd meeting, on 15 January i:i
1947, the represent~tive of the UN!T~D STATES fd
OF AMERICA submitted the followmg draft n
resolution : I

J
i~

780. "That further consideration of items 2, .~
3 and 4 of the agenda of the 92nd meeting ~J

be deferred until 4 February 1947." 1 .;~
':'1

3.

781. He considered that the current dis
cussion in the Council was of a procedural
character. The question was whether the
Council, at that stage, should vote on the
pending draft resolutions regarding the im
plementation of the resolution of the General
Assembly. The United States representative
had submitted the above-mentioned draft
because his Government needed further time
for study of the whole matter at issue. There
might be a different Secretary of State in the
very near future, and he himself could not
take a decision on behalf of his country before
having discussed the issue thoroughly with
the new Secretary of State. There was a
good chance of reaching agreement among
the members of the Security Council after
having had informal conversations during the
period of postponement.

782. As to the priority of the different
aspects of disarmament, he stressed that the
General Assembly had envisaged expeditious

776. The draft resolutions submitted by
the representatives of the USSR, Australia
and France provided for concurrent handling
of some, but not all, of the aspects. For
instance, it would not be possible, under the
Australian draft resolution, for the Atomic
Energy Commission to continue its work
without having received the opinion of the
Security Council on its first report, which it
had already submitted to the Council.

777. The Syrian representative suggested that
the matter at issue should be referred to a
drafting committee to work out one draft
resolution comprising and dealing with all the ,
five aspects of the problem. '~

772. "(b) To expedite consideration of the
reports of the Atomic Energy Commission
and of a draft convention or conventions for
the creation of an international syl'ltem of
atomic energy control, provided the final
decision on the first report of the Commission
to the Security Council is not taken before
the plan for the regulation and reduction of
armaments and armed forces has been sub
mitted to the Council, and provided this plan
is submitted to the Council not later tbn
ninety days after the adoption of this resolution;

773. "(c) To call upon the Military Staff
Committee to make to the Security Council,
within a period of three months, its proposals
regarding the armed forces,. assistance and
facilities which all Members of the United
Nations shall undertake to make available to
the Security Council as their contributions to
the maintenance of international peace and
security, in accordance with Article 43 of the
Charter and paragraph 7 of the resolution of
14 December 1946."

774. The representative of SYRIA noted tha'i.
there was general agreement in the Council
that the resolution of the General Assembly
should be implemented.

775. He stated that "regulation of arma
ments " meant the fixing of the amount of
arms and the degree of armaments to be
maintained by each Member State in accor
dance with Article 51 of the Charter. The
Council was not dealing with the problem of
complete disarmament. Article 51 envisaged
armaments necessary to maintain order and
security and to guard any State against
aggression. Before that amount of arms and
armaments could be finally laid down, each
State had to know what responsibility would
fall upon it as to arms and armaments under
Article 43 of the Charter. For that reason, no
regulation of armaments could be imposed
upon any Member State before the conventions
provided for in Article 43 were concluded.

770 and 771. "(a) To establish a disarma
ment Commission composed of one repre
sentative of each of the members of the
Security Council, which will prepare and sub
mit to the Security Council within a period of
three months a plan for the general regulation
and reduction of armaments and armed forces
and a system of international inspection and
control of armaments and armed forces,
excluding the atomic bomb, but including
all other major weapons adaptable now or
in the future to mass destruction; the
Disarmament Commission shall leave entirely
to the Atomic Energy Commission to submit
to the Secudty Council the recommendations
concerning the regulation, inspection and
control of atomic weapons; but it shall advise
the Security Council on the information which
it should r~quire the Member States to
furnish in order to give effect to the resolutions
of the General Assembly of 14 December
1946 (S /230 and S /231) ;
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consideration by the Security Council of the
re?ort of the Atomic Energy Commission.

783. The PRESIDENT pointed out that, under
rule 33 of the Council's provisional rules of
procedure, the United States proposal had
priority and would have to be voted upon
immediately.

784. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA then temporarily with
drew his proposal to give those members of
the Council who had not yet expressed their
opinion an opportunity to make general state
ments concerning the problem of disarmament.

785. After the general discussion had been
completed, the United States representative
re-submitted his proposal at the 95th meeting,
on 20 January 1947. Short statements were
made by the representatives of Poland and the
USSR, opposing the postponement of the
discussion.

786. Decision: The COlmcil decided, by
9 votes to 2 (Polmld, Uni011 of Soviet Socialist
Replwlics) , to postpone flll·tller consideration
of the three items until 4 Febrttary 1947.

4. C01Jtinuation of the general discussion

787. The general discussion was continued
at the 98th and 99th meetings, on 4 February,
1947.

788. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA stated that the period of
postponement had been used for study of the
problem by the President of the United States,
in consultation with the Secretaries of State,
War and the Navy. On behalf of his Govern
ment, he submitted a new draft resolution
(S /264) in the following terms:

789. "The Security Council,

790. "In consideration of the General As
sembly resolution of 14 December 1946, on
the principles governing the regulation and
reduction of armaments,

791. "Resolves:

792. "1. To establish a Commission com
posed of the members of the Security Council,
the function of which shall be to make re
commendations to the Security Council regard
ing the practical measures, including the
provision of effective safeguards, for the general
regulation and reduction of arinaments anQ
armed forces, except as regards those matters
which fall within the competence of the
Atomic Energy Commission as determined by
the General Assembly resolutions of 24 January
1946 and 14 December 1946 ;

793. "2. To create a committee of the
Security Council consisting of a representative
of each member of the Council which shall
make recommendations to the Security Council
re;.;;arding the terms of reference of the pro-

posed Commission, including its relations with
the Security Council, the Military Staff
Committee and the Atomic Energy Commis
sion;

794. "3. To begin at its next meeting
consideration of the first report of the Atomic
Energy Commission dated 31 December 1946,
with particular reference to the recommen
dations contained in par:: III thereet'. "

795. He explained that the new draft reso
lution was the result of the most careful
study, that the other representatives on the
Council had been consulted and given oppor
tunity to express their views with regard to it,
and that the draft resolution had been changed
during those consultations in favour of some
of the suggestions made by the other repre
sentatives.

796. The Security Council should take ad
vantage of the work the Atomic Energy
Commission had done during the previous
years and consider the first report of the
Atomic Energy Commission without delay,
as provided for in paragraph 3 of the United
States, draft resolution. That was of supreme
importance, not only because atomic ene~'gy

used for war purposes was of an especially
destructive character, but also because of its
tremendous possibilities for the benefit of
mankind.

797. The United States had had bitter
experience with regard to unilateral dis
armament and would not repeat that mistake.
It would insist on practical security arrange
ments as a part of any plan for the general
regulation and reduction of armaments. It
was committed to the principles of inter
national collective security, as set forth in the
Charter of the United Nations. The work
on the peace treaties with the former enemy
States had to be taken into account when
working out plans for disarmament. That
did not mean that the United States was
opposed to starting work on plans for the
general regulation and reduction of armaments;
on the contrary, the new United St~tes draft
resolution provided for a Commission for
that purpose, to work side by side and concur
rently with the Atomic Energy Commi~sion.

It was absolutely necessary that the proposed
Commission should deal with the problem of
security for Member States; in other words,
safeguards had to be induded in any treaty
or convention to protect complying States
against the hazards of violations and evasions.
Another point which must be borne in mirid
was the relationship between the regulation of
armaments and the provision for armed forces
under Article 43 of the Charter.

798. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS expressed sur
prise at the fact that the f':'st part of para
graph 1 of the United States draft resolution
merely repeated the proposal made by the
USSR representative on 27 December 1946.
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If the representative of the United States
agreed with the USSR proposal) why not
simply express that agreement?

i99. The second part of paragraph 1 of the
United States draft resolution would) he
thought. be better omitted, as it was unneces
sary to state expressly what had been perfectly
clearly defined by the General Assembly
resolutions of 24 January and 14 December
1946.

800. Paragraph 2 of the draft resolution
provided for a special committee to lay down
terms of reference for the proposed Commis
sion. As the terms of reference for the
Commission were precisely and exhaustively
defined in the General Assemblv resolution of
14 December 1946, the USSR· representative
could see no need whatever for a special
committee. The creation of the special
committee would delay the working out of
plans for the regulation and reduction of
armaments, and he would therefore oppose it.
With regard to the relationship between the
proposed Commission and the Atomic Energy
Commission and the Military Staff Committee,
he thought that that problem had been clearly
solved by the General Assembly in its two
resolutions of 24 Januarv and 14 December
1946. .

801. Finally, paragraph 3 of the United
States draft resolution was also quite un
necessary. The Security Council had already
included in its agenda an item consisting of
the consideration of the first report of the
Atomic Energy Commission, and the resolution
of the General Assembly of 14 December 1946
provided for expeditious consideration of that
report.

802. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that his Government could not support the
new United States draft resolution, since it
would give priority to the consideration of the
Atomic Energy Commission's report; that
was not envisaged by the resolution of the
General Assembly of 14 December 1946. The
setting up of a special committee to work
out the terms of reference for the Commission
would delay the elaboration of disarmament
plans. For that reason also, Australia could
not support the United States draft n:;solution.
The Australian representative drew attention
to the fact th&.: the United States draft reso
lution had omitted any reference to urgent
matters, particularly matters requiring the
attention of the Military Staff Committee,
matters which were referred to in the re
solution of the General Assembly of 14 De
cember 1946. He thought that the objections
raised by the representative of the USSR to
the United States draft resolution were very
cogent and convincing.

803. Although A1!srrali~ did not want to
give priority to the consideration of the first
report of the Atomic Energy Commission, it

wanted the report to be considered without
delay, concurrently with the work of the
proposed disarmament Commission. Australia
had not changed its position with regard to
the report of the Atomic Energy Commission,
and it highly appreciated the noble action of
the United States, which, possessing a weapon
of enormous destructive power, had volun
tarily expressed its willingness to surrender
that power in order to serve the peace of the
world.

804. It was no wonder that the big Powers
had certain difficulties in starting the work
leading to disarmament, having no security in
advance. However, all States had accepted
certain responsibilities under the Charter. It
was essential that the Charter should be kept
effective, and the Charter envisaged dis
armament to a certain extent and provided for
collective security.

805. The representative cf Australia did not
think that the steps the Council had to take
at that stage required the representatives to
enter into commitments on policy; it was
necessary only to provide for the tools with
which to achieve th~ final goal.

806. In conclusion, he suggested that the
President should consult with the authors of
the five draft resolutions in formal or informal
conversations, in order to prepare, if possible,
a common text upon which all representatives
on the Council could agree.

807. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that he
had no objections to an unofficial exchange of
views among the authors of the various draft
resolutions, although he considered that the
drafts had been sufficiently analysed in the
Council to enable the latter to take a decision
upon them without deJay.

808. The representative of CHINA recalled
that, at the 92nd meeting, he had reserved
the right to introduce a draft resolution on
behalf of his Government. As the new United
States draft resolution emphasized the expe
ditious consideration of the first report of the
Atomic Energy Commission, he did not find
it necessary to submit any proposal. He
supported the suggestion made by the repre
sentative of Australia.

809. The representative of SYRIA also sup
ported the Australian suggestion, em ?hasizing
the importance of implementation of Article 43
of the Charter as being of vital importance
for all smaller Member States.

810. The PRESIDENT declared his willingness
to assist by presiding at the meeting of the
authors of the various draft resolutions.

31L Decision: The Council unanimously
decided to leave it to the authors of the draft
resolutions to try to 'lrepare. a common text
agreeable to all.
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li. biformal C01l'lJersatioPlS between tile artlllOrs
of the draft resol"tio1ls

812. The authors of the draft ref ...lutions,
namely, the representatives of Australia, Co
lombia, France, the USSR and the United
States, held five meetings, on 5, 6 and 7 Feb
ruary 1947. The French draft resolution was
adopted as a basis for discussion. The conver
sations resulted in the following draft resolution
(S /268), with alternative texts for paragraph 3.

813. "The Secllrity COlmcil,

814. "Havi1lg accepted the resolution of the
General Assembly of 14 December 1946, and

815. "Recogm'zi1lg that the general regulation
and reduction of armaments and armed forces
constitute a most important measure for
strengthening international peace and security,
and that the implementation of the resolution
of the General Assembly on this subject is
one of the most urgent and important tasks
before the Security Council ;

816. "Resol~'es:

817. "1. To work out the practical measures
for giving effect to the resolutions of the
General Assemblv of 14 December 1946
concerning, on the one hand, the general
regulation and reduction of armaments and
armed forces and the establishment of inter
national control to bring about the reduction
of armaments and armed forces and, on the
other hand, information concerning the armed
forces of the United Nations.

822. cc which the Com
mission may be in a
position to formulate
in order to ensure the
implementation of the
above-mentioned re
solutions of the Ge
neral Assembly of
14 December' 1946,
i1l so far as these re.
sollltiQ7ls relate to ar
mame1lts witld7l tile
7lew Commissio7l's iu-
risdicti07l ; •

823. Tile Commissio1l
shall sllbmit a plan of
work to the COllncil for
approval;

824. Those matters
. which fall withi7l the

compete71ee of the
Atomic Energy Com
missio7l as detenlli7led
by the Ge7,eral Assem
blv resollltions of
24 Ja7l11ary 1946 and
14 December 1946
shall be excluded from
the jurisdiction of the
Commissio71 hereby es
tablished;

825. The title of the
Commission shall be
the Commissi07l for
C01l'llentio71al Arl1la
me7lts.

cc which the Com
mission may be in a
position to 'formulate
in order to ensure the
implementation of the
above - mentioned re
solutions of the Gene
ral Assembly of 14 De
cember 1946.

818. "2. To consider as soon as possible
the report submitted by the Atomic Energy
Commission and to take suitable decisions in
order to facilitate its work.

819. "3. To set up
a Commission consist
ing of representatives
of the members of the
Security Council with
instructions to pre
pare and to submit to
the Security Council~

within the space of
not more than three
months the proposals

820. (a) for the ge
neral regulation and
red.uction of arma 
ments and armed
forces, and

821. (b) for practical
and effective safe
guards in connexion
with the general re
gulation and reduction
of armaments

" 3. To set up a
Commission consist
ing of representa
tives of the members
of the Securitv Coun
cil with instructions to
prepare and to sub
mit to the Securitv
Council, within the
space of not more
than three months, the
proposals

(a) for the general
regulation and reduc
tion of armaments and
armed forces, and

(b) for practical and
effective safeguards in
connexion with the
general regulation and
reduction of arma
ments

826. "The Commission shall make such
proposals as it may deem advisable concerning
the studies which the Military Staff Committee
and possibly other organs of the United Nations
might be asked to undertake.

827. "4. To request the Military Staff
Committee to submit to it, as soon as possible,
the recommendations for which it has been
asked by the Security Council on 15 February
1946 in pursuance of Article 43 of the Charter."

6. Discussi07l of the joi7lt draft resolution

828. At the 102nd meeting, the PRESIDENT
presented the joint draft resor!l(ion, explaining
that it contained elernents of the various
drafts. As it had proved impGs<'ibIe to obtain
cornplete unanimity, paragrap.h 3 contained
alternative texts. The French and Colombian
draft resolutions had dealt with both the
General Assembly resolution on the general
regulation and reduction of armaments and
the resolution on information on armed forces
of the United Nations, and in the joint draft
resolution the question of the implementation
of resolution 41 (I) had been linked together
with the question of the implementation of
resolution 42 (I) for the sake of simplicity.
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829. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA stated that his Government
endorsed the longer of the alternative texts of
paragraph 3 of the joint draft resolution. In
so doing, it supported the full text of the
paragraph and could not accept the omission
of any part which it considered absolutely
essential. It was of paramount importance
that the terms of reference of the new Commis
sion should be clearly defined, and that any
collision between that body and the pre
viously established disarmament Commission,
the Atomic Energy Commission, should be
avoided. The General Assembly would never
agree to the Security Council's setting up a
new Commission with authority to encroach
upon the jurisdiction of the Atomic Energy
Commission. It was not correct, as the USSR
representative had repeatedly done, to interpret
paragraph 8 of the General Assembly resolution
of 14 December 1946 as barring the new
Commission and the Atomic Energy Commis
sion from overlapping. The General Assembly
had only confirmed that it had no intention of
altering or limiting its resolution of 24 January
1946, creating the Atomic Energy Commission.
As the Security Council hac' substantial autho
rity in the field of atomic energy, it had the
right to delegate that authority if it so desired.
Therefore the United States Government
insisted that the Security Council should not
delegate any of its functions in the field of
atomic energy to the new Commission. That
field was set aside by the General Assembly
as being under the jurisdiction of the Atomic
Energy Commission.

830. Since the question of the implementation
of the General Assembly resolution on in
formation on armed forces of Members of the
United Nations had been incorporated in the
joint draft resolution, the United States
Government insisted on the inclusion ef the
phrase "in so far as these resolutions relate
to armaments within the new Commission's
jurisdiction". That was necessary, since
information on armed forces, from the point
of view of some States, included information
on armaments. If that phrase were deleted,
the Commission would be able to request
information regarding atomic weapons and
other major weapons adaptable to mass de
struction.

831. The United States Government wished
once for all to establish clear-cut terms of
reference for the new Commission. Half
General Assembly resolution 41 (I) was devoted
to the tasks of the Atomic Energy Commission,
underlining them and stressing the importance
of the speedy work of that Commission. It
would seem more than strange to establish
terms of reference for the new Commission
with()ut taking into consideration that im
portant part of the General Assembly
resolution.

832. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that the
conversations had given positive results :

agreement had been achieved with regard to
paragraphs 1, 2 and 4 of the joint draft reso
lution. The disagreemer..t regarding para
graph 3 was the result of additions proposed
by the United States representative. Those
additions were all on the same lines.. They
all aimed at ensuring that the new Commission
should not interfere with the rights and powers
of the Atomic Energy Commission. But it
was not necessary to settle the question of the
relationship between the Atomic Energy
Commission and the new Commission, as that
had already been done by the resolutions 1 (I)
and 41 (I) of the General. Assembly. In those
resolutions, the terms of reference of the
Atomic Energy Commission were stated in
general but perfectly clear terms. The USSR
Government did not share the opinion that
the Security Council could, directly or in
directly, widen or restrict the powers of the
Atomic Energy Commission or any other organ
of the United Nations. The General Assembly
was the only body that had the right to decide
the powers of the Atomic Energy Commission.

833. He then stated his position with regard
to the General Assembly resolution on infor
mation on armed forces of the United Nations,
and recalled the discussion concerning that
resolution in the General Assembly.

834. The representative of FRANCE recalled
that the French draft resolution had been used
as a basis when working out the joint draft
resolution. In order to obtain agreement, the
delegation of France had gone as far as it
could in the way of concessions. At the request
of the USSR representative, it had agreed to
the elimination of the paragraph providing
that the Military Staff Committee should report
to the Security Council on how to implement
that part of paragraph 7 of General Assembly
resolution 41 (I) which dealt with the with
drawal of the forces of Members States of t~
United Nations stationed abroad.

835. The French delegation had gone even
further, in that it had agreed not to impose
any time limit upon the work of the Military
Staff Committee under the Security Council
resolution of 15 February 1946.

836. The representative of COLOMBIA stated
that the position of his delegation during the
informal conversations had been to take into
account as far as possible the USSR position
as well as the aim of the United States to
avoid overlapping between the new Commission
and the Atomic Energy Commission. The
delegation of Colombia had submitted a com
promise text for paragraph 3, reading as
follows:

837. "To constitute a Commission composed
of representatives of the countries members of
the Security Council, with a view within a
time limit of three months to prepare and
present to the Security Council in respect of
armaments which do not fall within the terms
of competence of the Atomic Energy Commis-
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sion those proposals which it will 'be in a
position to suggest in order to ensure the
implementation of the above-named reso
lutions of the General Assembly dated 14 De
cember 1946."

838. That text did not emphasize the question
of jurisdiction anel, on the other hand, would
ensure that the new Commission would not
interfere with or hamper the promising work
of the Atomic Energy Commission. If a vote
were to be taken on the two alternative texts
of paragraph 3 in the joint draft resolution,
the delegation of Colombia would support
the longer text.

839. The repres.entative of the UNITED
KINGDOM stated that his first impression had

i been that the Council had been arguing about
nothing, since it seemed that resolution 41 (I)

· of the General Assembly fully safeguarded the

Iautonomy of the Atomic Energy Commission.
· Mter having listened to the debate, however,
ii! he was not sure that the representative of the

~
~ USSR objected to the United States amend
.' ments only on the ground that they were
· superfluous. If that were the only objection,
~ he would like to appeal to the USSR repre
~ sentative to drop his formalistic objection, in
;1 order to enable the Securjty Council to appoint
@ the Commission immediately.

~ 840. If, on the other hand, the representative
;~ of the USSR opposed the additions because,
,cl for instance, he thought the new Commission's
q jurisdiction should extend to those matte~s

'.Ui.~ which fell within the competence of the AtomIC
'{J Energy Commission, it would clear ~p the
'~ situation and avoid future wrangles m the
'41 Commission itself and between the two:~'I Commissions if the representative of the USSRI would state his position clearly at that point.

I 841. The reference in the joint draft resolution
to the implementation of ~rtic1e 43 of t~e

• Charter was of the utmost Importance, as It
was quite obvious that no Member St~te

intended to disarm before a system of secunty
had been established. The United Kingdom
representative therefore proposed th~ ~ollowing
addition to paragraph 4 of the Jomt draft
resolution, to be inserted at the end of the
draft.

842. " ••. and, as a first step, to submit to
the Security Council, not. later t.han 30 April
1947, their recommendatIOns WIth regard to
the basic principles which should govern the
organization of the United Nations armed
forces".

843. < That would leave the Military Staff
Committee two and a half months for the
completion of its preliminary task, an~ that,
according to information in the posseSSIOn of
the United Kingdom representative, should
be sufficient.

844. The representative of BRAZIL stated
that after hearing the statements of the ot~er

it seemed quite clear to him

that, in order to proceed effectively with the
consideration of the problem of general regu
lation and reduction of armaments, there had
to be a clear line of demarcation between the
jurisdiction of the new Commission and that
of the Atomic Energy Commission. The
Atomic Energy Commission had been func
tioning for a year, and had arrived at cO:lclu
sions now due to be submitted to the Security
Council for its consideration. It would be a
retrogression to destroy the work already done
by the Atomic Energy, Commission, and. it
would complicate the work of the new CommIS
sion. It was the problem of disarmament, as
distinct from that of atomic energy, that was
to be considered and studied by the new
Commission, in accordance with the decision
of the General Assembly. For those reasons,
the delegation of Brazil supported the longer
text of paragraph 3 of the joint draft resolution
and the amendment to paragraph 4 submitted
by the representative of the United Kingdom.

845. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that the informal conversations between the
authors of the various draft resolutions had
proved useful, inasmuch as it had been possible
to replace five different drafts by a single
joint draft resolution reflecting a large measure
of agreement. The field of disagreement had
been narrowed down to a single issue, namely,
the problem of defining the limits. o.f juris
diction as between the new CommISSIOn and
the Atomic Energy Commission.

846. The delegation of Australia wished the
Council to look at the question simply as an
organizational one. It then seemed quite clear
for reasons of efficiency that there had to be
some indication of demarcation between the
two COlnmissions. Although certain phases
of the work of the Atomic Energy Commission
would touch the field of general regulation
and reduction of armaments and vice 'Zlersa,
that would not create any real problem, because
the three bodies concerned-namely, the
Security Council, the Atom~c ~nergy Commis
sion and the new CommiSSIon; would have
almost identical membership. It was not so
much a question of finding a form of words
or of defining exactly the terms of re~erence
for one body or another, as a questIon of
whether or not all members of the Council
were prepared to make up their mind in
advance with at least some measure of confi
dence in each other and with some readiness
to face the problems as they mi~ht. arise. In
order to make the two ComrmSSlOns work
efficiently, it should be pointed out t~at they
were intended to work along parallel hnes and
not to encroach upon each other.

847. Under instructions from his Govern
ment, the Australian representative stated that
he would support paragraphs 1 and 2, the
greater part of paragraph 3, and finally para
graph 4 of the joint draft resolution. In order
to make a last attempt to reconcile the different
points of view regarding p.aragraph 3! his
Government had instructed him to submIt the
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following amendment, which was to take the
place of the italicized parts of paragraph 3 :

848. "Those matters which fall within the
competence of the Atomic Energy Commission,
as determined by the General Assembly Reso
lutions of 24 January 1946 and 14 December
1946, shall be dealt with in accordance with
such resolutions, and the jurisdiction of the
Commission hereby established shall be with
out prejudice to the competence and juris
diction of the Atomic Energy Commission."

849. Tha~ paragraph was not as compre
hensive or precise as the United States text,
but it allowed a certain amount of flexibility.
He also proposed that in paragraph 4, after
the words "as soon as possible ", the words
"and as a matter of urgency" should be
inserted. The Australian Government sup
ported the amendment to paragraph 4 pro
posed by the United Kingd<Jm representative.
The non-permanent members of the Council
had no information regarding the work of the
Military Staff Committee. Knowledge of its
progress and prospects was essential before
the Council could go much further with the
work of disarmament.

850. The representative of POLAND wel
comed the joint draft resolution, since agree
ment to a large extent had been obtained and
disagreement remained only on a few minor
points. The Polish Government supported
paragraphs 1 and 2, the shorter version of
paragraph 3, and paragraph 4 of the joint
draft resolution. It considered unnecessary
the United States addition to paragraph 3, as
that was already clearly expressed in para
graphs 3, 4, 6 and 8 of the General Assembly
resolution of 14 December 1946.

851. The representative of CHINA stated that
paragraphs 1 and 2 of the joint draft resolution
were acceptable to his Government. It also
supported the longer version of paragraph 3,
and paragrclph 4 as amended by the repre
sentative of the United Kingdom.

852. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, referring to the
questions put to him by the representative of
the United Kingdom, said that in his latest
statement he had clearly defined the reasons
for which his Government opposed the United
States amendments; he thought it unnecessary
to repeat those reasons. He strongly opposed
the theory developed by the representative of
the United Kingdom that there could be no
disarmament before security was obtained. It
was a very popular theory; it was often quoted
in newspapers; but it did not facilitate the
work on disarmament. The general regulation
and reduction of armaments was a most
important and integral part of the whole task
of creating security in the world.

853. The USSR Government could not sup
port the amendment to paragraph 4 proposed
by the United Kingdom. It was not very wise

to impose time limits upon the Military Staff
Committee without knowing the stage the
latter had reached in its considerations. Per
haps it would be able to submit its report
before 30 April, perhaps not. The Military
Staff Committee should at least be consulted
before such a decision was taken. The USSR
representative did not oppose the second
italicized passage of the longer version of
paragraph 3 of the joint draft resolution as it
stood, as the representative of the United
St~tes, during the informal conversations, had
withdrawn the last part of that passage con
cerning the authority of the Atomic Energy
Commission. In order to achieve unanimity,
he submitted the following amendment as a
substitute for the third and fourth passages
of the italicized text of paragraph 3 :

854. "The results of the work of this
Commission and also the results of the work
of the Atomic Energy Commission must be
a basis for working out the measures for general
regulation and reduction of armaments."

855. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA opposed the amendment to
paragraph 3 submitted by the representative
of Australia, on the grounds that it meant
merely a postponement of the decision which
had to be taken at once if the new Commission
was to be able to get to work at all. The
alternative texts of paragraph 3 in the joint
draft resolution before the Council were clear:
one limiting and describing the tasks of the
new Commission, arid one without any limita
tion. He thought the only proper course for
the Council was to vote upon the two texts.
There was no need for a third text.

'I. Decisions of the Council

856. (a) Procedural decisions

857. At the suggestion of the President, the
Security Council unanimously decided to vote
separately on the different paragraphs of the
joint draft resolution; and to vote on the
amendments when the Council came to the
respective paragraphs to which they were
offered.

858. Decision: The COlmcil decided by
9 votes to none, with 2 abstentions, to vote
first on the longer of the two alternative versio1lS
of paragraph 3.

859. The Council rejected a USSR motion
calling for a vote on paragraph 3 sub-paragraph
by sub-paragraph.

860. (b) Substantive decisions

860 a. Paragraphs 1 and 2 of the joint draft
resolution were adopted unanimously.

860 b. The Australian amendment to para
graph 3 was rejected by 5 votes to 2, with
4 abstentions.
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860 c. The USSR amendment to paragraph 3
was rejected by 8 votes to 2, with one abstention.

860 d. The longer version of paragraph 3
was adopted by. 9 votes to none, with 2 ab
stentions.

861. The United Kingdom amendment to
paragraph 4 was adopted by 9 votes to none,
with 2 abstentions.

861 a. The Australian amendment to para
graph 4 was adopted unanimously.

861 b. Paragraph 4 as amended was adopted
by 9 votes to none, with 2 abstentions.

861 c. Decision: The 1"esolttti01z as a whole
~vas adopted by 10 votes to none, 'with otiC

abste1Ztio1Z (Ulzio1Z of Soviet Socialist Repllblics).

862. The text of the resolution was as follows:

863. "Thc Security Council,

864. "Havilzg accepted the resolution of the
General Assembly of 14 December 1946, and

865. "Recognizing that the general regulation
and reduction of armaments and armed forces
constitute a most important measure for
strengthening international peace and security,
and that the implementation of the resolution
of the General Assembly on this subject i;,;
one of the most urgent and important tasks
before the Security Council,

866. "Resolves:

867. "1. To work out the practical measures
for giving effect to the resolutions of the
General Assembly of 14 December 1946
concerning, on the one hand, the general
regulation and reduction of armaments and
armed forces and the establishment of inter
national control to bring about the reduction
of armaments and armed forces and, on the
other hand, information concerning the armed
forces of the United Nations.

868. "2. To consider as soon as possible
the report submitted by the Atomic Energy
Commission and to take suitable decisions in
order to facilitate its work.

869. '3. To set up a Commission consisting
of representatives of the members of the
Security Council with instructions to prepare
and to submit to the Security Council, within
the space of not more than three months, the
proposals

870. (a) for the general regulation and re
duction of armaments and armed forces,
and

871. (b) for practical and effective safeguards
in connexion with the general regulation and
reduction of armaments,

372. which the Commission may be in a
position to formulate in order to ensure the
implementation of the above-mentioned reso
lutions of the General Assembly of 14 Decem
ber 1946, in so far as these resolutions relate
to armaments within the new Commission's
jurisdiction ;

873. The Commission shall submit a plan
of work to the Council for approval ;

874. Those matters which fall within the
competence of the Atomic Energy Commission,
as determined by the General Assembly
resolutions of 24 January 1946 and 14 Decem
ber 1946, shall be excluded from the juris
diction of the Commission hereby established ;

875. The title of the Commission shall be
the Commission for Conventional Armaments;

876. The Commission shall make such pro
posals as it may deem advisable concerning
the studies which the Military Staff Committee
and possibly other organs of the United
Nations might be asked to undertake.

877. "4. To request the Military Staff·
Committee to submit to it, as soon as possible
and as a matter of urgency, the recommenda
tions for which it has been asked by the
Security Council on 16 February 1946 in
pursuance of Article 43 of the Charter, ~md,

as a first step, to submit to the Security
Council, not later than 30 April 1947, its
recommendations with regard to the basic
principles which should govern the organization
of the United Nations armed forces."



B. FIRST REPORT OF THE ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION

1. C07llm""icatio" dated 31 December 1946
from the Chairmall of the Atomic Energy
Commission

878. The Chairman of the Atomic Energy
Commission, Mr. Manuel Sandoval Vallarta,
submitted on 31 December 1946 the first report
of the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC /18/
Rev. 1) to the Security Council, as required
in section 2 (a) of the General Assembly
resolution of 24 January 1946. 1 In his letter
of transmittal, the Chairman stated that the
Commission would continue the studv of
topics noted in its terms of reference with a
view to making the. specific proposals set forth
in the General Assembly resolution of 24 Ja
nuary 1946 and reaffirmed in the General
Assembly resolution of 14 December 1946.'

2. General discussion

879. The report was put on the agenda of
the 105th meeting of the Security Council, on
13 February 1947, and was discussed at the
105th, 106th, 108th, 110th, 112th, 115th and
117th meetings.

880. The representative of CANADA was in
vited to, participate in the discussion.

881. The representative of CANADA thought
it important that the Commission should
proceed with the greatest possible measure of
agreement as well as with the least possible
delay. He felt sure that the representatives
who still had reservations would contribute to
the work by stating clearly their reservations
or objections.

882. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS pointed out that,
in his view, the report was not in conformity
with the General Assembly resolution of
14 December 1946. The concluilion of a
convention prohibiting atomic weapons would
facilitate the consideration of questions of
the control of atomic em:rgy. Certain re
commendations of the report did not take into
account the principle of unanimity of the
great Powers. A departure from that principle
would strike at the foundation of the very
existence of the United Nations. He did not
question the necessity of punishing violators of
a convention, but the application of the prin
ciples of the Charter did not exclude the
possibility that the majority rule would be

1 See Resolutions adopted by the General Assemb(v
during the first part of its first s~~sion, No. 1 (1), p. 9.

2 Ibid., second part, No. 41 (1), p. 65.

used in the proposed body for day-to-day
decisions on questions of control and inspection.

883. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA welcomed the USSR
representative's statement, which seemed to
narrow the area of disagreement down to a
question of law. There seemed to be agreement
on the policy of enforcement.

884. At the 108th meeting, on 18 February
1947, the representative of the UNION 011
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS submitted a num
ber of proposals, amendments and additions
(S /283) to the first report of the Atomic Energy
Commission.

885. The representative of POLAND reiterated
his delegation's view, often expressed before,
that atomic weapons should be outlawed
before a system of control and inspection was
established. The report, however, was a
sound basis for discussion.

(;g~. Some time was then spent on the pro
cedure to be followed. The questions arose
whether the attention of the Security Council
should be focused on the points about which
difficulties were felt and to which the USSR
amendments applied, and what form the
conclusions of the Security Council should
take.

887. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM did not think it was possible to
amend the report of another body which had
become public property, but suggested that
the Atomic Energy Commission would wish
to know the views of the Security Council.

888. The repres~ntative of COLOMBIA noted
three principles on which all delegations were
agreed : to prohibit the use of atomic energy
for destructive purposes and to promote' its
use for peaceful purposes ; in order to attain
those aims, to establish an effective inter
natidnal system of control and inspection;
and, finally, to provide for the effective punish
ment of violations of the convention. He
thought the natural and obvious logical con
clusion was that it was impossible to depend
upon the unilateral will of anyone of the
permanent members, should the case of the
application of sanctions arise.

889. The representative of AUSTRALIA op- I
posed the USSR representative's interpretation ~
of paragraph 4 of the General Assembly f
resolution of 14 December 1946, to the effect F
that the decisions of the United Nations with f'
regard to atomic energy should be embodied r
in more than one convention and that the first i
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of those conventions should be one prohibiting
atomic weapons. When the majority of the
Atomic Energy Commission had decided in
favour of a single convention, they had done
so because they believed that the control
sy~tem had to be comprehensive. ' He did not
believe the Atomic Energy Commission's
recommendations violated the Charter, in
particular Article 27. They simply attempted
to state certain fundamental principles to
which his delegation fully subscribed.

890. The representative of FRANCE was in
favour of reporting unanimous agreement
wherever it could be attained, to bring closer
together the points of view and diminish the
area of disagreement. The Atomic Energy
Commission should then be asked to submit
a second report to the Security Council. He
held the view that there must be no evasion
of the systems of control through the right
of veto, but that it was not possible to deter
mine how that principle was to be brought
into effect until it was better known what
was to be enforced and what machinery for
enforcement would be available.

891. At the 112th meeting, on 25 February
1947, the representative of the UNITED STATES
OF AMERICA, after briefly noting again the areas
of agreement and disagreement, submitted a
draft resolution with a view to transmitting
the record of the Security Council's considera
tion to the Atomic Energy Commission and
urging it to continue its inquiry into all phases
of the problem of the international control of
atomic energy. That draft resolution found
general approval from speakers at that and
following meetings.

892. During the discussion, the repre
sentative of the UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS raised once more some questions
of substance. He opposed the delay in the
conclusion of a convention for the prohibition
of atomic weapons and the tendency to link
it with the successful establishment of atomic
control. He referred to official statements on
behalf of the USSR in favour of strict inter
national control, but felt that the sol ution of
the problem would be facilitated if funda
mental questions were solved first. He declared
himself again in favour of majority decisions
in day-to-day activities and, in support of
his position, presented a detailed historic
analysis of the discussions on the veto at the

conferences of Dumbarton Oaks, Yalta and
San Francisco.

3. Decision of the Council

893. At the 117th meeting, on 10 March
1947, the representative of the UNlTED STATES
OF AMERICA submitted a new version of his
draft resolution, taking into account the various
amendments and suggestions made during
the previous meetings. In answer to the USSR
representative's statements, he took the oppor
tunity to restate United States policy, in the
field of both national and international affairs,
with regard to the quesion of atomic control.

894. Decision: After some discussion, the
following ,-esolution was adopted unanimously .-

895. "The Security Coullcil,

896. "Having received and considered the
first report of the Atomic Energy Commission,
dated 31 December 1946, together with its
letter of transmittal of the same date,

897. "Recognizes that any agreement ex
pressed by the members of the Council to
the separate portions of the report is prelimi
nary, since final acceptance of any part by any
nation is conditioned upon its acceptance of
all parts of the control plan in its final form;

898. "Transmits the record of its considera
tion of the first report of the Atomic Energy
Commission to the Commission;

89,9. "Urges the Atomic Energy Commission,
in accordance with the General Assembly
resolutions of 24 January and 14 December
1946, to continue its inquiry into all phases
of the problem of the international control of
atomic energy and to develop as promptly
as possible the specific proposals called for
by section 5 of the General Assembly reso
lution of 24 January 1946, and by the resolution
of the General Assembly of 14 December 1946,
and in due course to prepare and submit to
the Security Council a draft treaty or treaties
or convention or conventions incorporating its
ultimate proposals;

900. "Requests the Atomic Energy Commis
sion to submit a second report to the Security
Council before the next session of the General
Assembly."



C. SPECIAL AGREEMENTS UNDER ARTICLE 43 OF THE CHARTER
AND ORGANIZATION OF UNITED NATIONS ARMED FORCES

1. Directives of tile Security Council to tile
Military Staff Committee

901. The Security Council, at its 23rd
meeting, on 16 February 1946, directed the
Military Staff Committee as its first task to
examine, from the military point of view,
the provisions of Article 43 of the Charter,
and to submit the results of the study and any
recommendations to the Security Council in
due course..

902. The Military Staff Committee decided
that, as a first step towards the accomplish
ment of that task, it should formulate re
commendations to the Security Council as to
the basic principles which should govern the
organization of the United Nation,~ forces.

903. At the 105th meeting, on 13 February
1947, in its resolution concerning the imple
mentation of the resolutions of the General
Assembly regarding the principles governing
the general regulation and reduction of arma
ments and information on armed forces of the
United Nations, the Security Council re
quested the Military Staff Committee to sub
mit to the Security Council as soon as possible,
and not later than 30 April 1947, its recom
mendations with regard to the basic principles
which should govern the organization of the
United Nations armed forces.-

904. The Military Staff Committee, in a letter
dated 30 April 1947 addressed to the Secretary
General, forwarded to the Security Council
its report on the general principles governing
the organization of the armed forces made
available to the Security Council by Member
nations of the United Nations (S /336).

2. General discussion of tile report of the
Military Staff Commlttee

905. The report was placed on the agenda
of the Security Council at its 138th meeting
on 4 June 1947, and a general discussion
ensued, continuing at the 139th, 140th and
141st meetings.

906. The PRESIDENT, opening the discussion,
stated that the report of the Military Staff
Committee touched upon one of the most
serious and constructive tasks of the United
Nations, namely, the maintenance of peace
and security in the world. He suggested that
the Council should begin with a general
discussion on the report as a whole; after
that, the Council could consider the procedure
for discussing the report in its various parts.

907. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA stated that Article 43 of
the Charter imposed upon the Security Council
the responsibility for negotiating, as soon as
possible, special agreements under which Mem
ber States would make available to the Security
Council, en its call, armed forces, assistance
and facilities, including rights of passage,
necessary for the purpose of maintaining inter
national"peace and security. Until those agree
ments had been concluded and brought into
force, the Security Council would be unable
to fulfil it.s responsibilities as the enforcement
agency of the United Nations.

908. The United Nations was not a world
government, but was based on the principles
of the sovereign equality of all its Members.
It could not, therefore, have a permanent
standing armed force of its own in the same
sense that individual nations possessed such
forces. On the other hand, the founders of
the United Nati<.'~ had decided that the
United Nations should not repeat the expe
rience of the League of Nations, which had
relied solely upon the individual action of
Member States to carry out sanctions. It had
therefore been decided that each nation should
agree in advance to provide forces and facilities
upon which the Security Council could call
in order to prevent or suppress a-ny act of
aggression or breach of the peace.

909. To stop an aggressor, military bases
were of vital importance to all three elements
of armed forces-army, navy and air. The
United Nations needed, first of all, a mobile
force which would enable it to strike quickly
at long range and bring to bear, upon any
given point in the world where trouble might
occur, the maximum armed force in the
minimum time.

910. In order that the United Nations should
have a force available to it, it was necessary
that those permanent members of the Security
Council which possessed such forces at that
time should provide the greater portion of a
particular mobile component.

911. The United States welcomed at that
stage the full participation of the non-per
manent members of the Security Council in
the work of establishing those forces. The
obligations of the Charter applied equally to
every Member of the United Nations without
exception. The United States representative
hoped that a general agreement on basic!
principles might be reached early enough to J.

enable the Security Council to report affir'

.;~>;~
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matively on the matter to the General Assembly
at its next session in September 1947.

912. The representative of BELGIUM asked
that note should be taken of his delegation's
reservations regarding those proposals of the
Military Staff' Committee which tended to
neglect threats to the peace, breaches of the
peace and acts of agression, when they were
directly or indirectly the act of a great Power.

913. He proposed that the Military Staff
Committee should be asked to pursue actively
its study of the organization of the armed forces
to be made available to the Security Council,
bearing in mind the necessity of ensuring the
.naximum effectiveness in the possible employ
ment of those forces. In particular, the
Military Staff Committee should be asked to
make concrete proposals on the following
matters:

914. 1. Measures to ensure that the action
of armed forces placed at the disposal of the
Security Council in accordance with the
principl~s enunciated in article 19 of the report
should be exercised with the greatest possible
promptness ;

915. 2. Measures to give full effe..:t to Ar
ticle 45 of the Charter concerning air forces
to be immediately available for carrying out
combined enforcement measures ;

916. 3. The possible future creation of
regional sub-committees of the Military Staff
Committee as envisaged in Article 47, para
graph 4, of the Charter.

917. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS pointed out the
main divergencies of opinion which had
appeared in the Military Staff Committee.

918. There had been a divergency, in the
first place, on the question of the contributions
of armed forces by the permanent members
of the Security Council.

919. The USSR had proposed that the five
Powers should make available to the Security
Council armed forces not only of equal over
all strength,. hut also of the same composition.
i.e., with an equal number of land, sea and air
forces.

920. Instead of the principle of equality
proposed by the USSR, other countries re
presented on the Committee had put forward
the principle of so-called comparable contri
butions, which provided that one of the five
States, for instance, might furnish armed
for<~es chiefly in the form of air forces ; another
in the form of sea forces ; and a third in the
form of land forces.

921. The acceptance of the principle of
comparable contributions would mean the
creation of a situation in which some nations .
would enjoy a predominant position. It might
lead to the use of the organization of the

armed forces in the interests of individual
powerful States and to the detriment of the
legitimate interests of other countries.

922. Secondly, there had been the question
of bases.

923. The proposals concerning bases sub
mitted by the United Kingdom and the United
States representatives were unacceptable for
the following reasons : first, the Charter. did
not even mention bases ; secondly, the demand
for bases was inconsistent with the principle
of the development and strengthening of good
neighbourly relations among Member States;
thirdly, the continuous stationing of troops of
certain Member States in territories or waters
of other Member States would be used for
exerting political pressure on the countries
which provided such bases.

924. Thirdly, there had been the proposal
for " general guarantees of rights of passage ".

925. That, too, was inconsistent with the
Charter. Under the Charter that right might
be granted by a special agreement to be ratified
by the signatory States.

926. Fourthly, there had been the question
of the location of armed forces.

927. The USSR p"oposal provided that,
when those forces were not being employed
under the direction of the Securitv Council
in the interests of the maintenance" of peace,
they should be stationed only in their own
territories and in their own territorial waters.
Otherwise the presence or. armed forces of
certain States in territories of other countries
would constitute means of political pressure
on these other countries.

928. Fifthly, there had bet~n the question of
time limits.

929. The USSR proposal provided that the
armed forces must be withdrawn to their own
territories within a time limit of 30 to 90 days,
unless the Security Council decided otherwise.
The proposal of other representatives, however,
stated only that they would be withdrawn
"as soon as possible". That formula, if
accepted, would be used as a pretext for the
continuous presence of foreign troops on
territories of other countries.

930. Sixthly, there had been the question of
logistical support of armed forces to be placed
at the disposal of the Security Council.

931. The representative of the USSR on the
Committee had maintained that the States
contributing armed forces should themselves
undertake to provide those forces adequately
with equipment and transportation. The
proposal submitted by the representatives of
other countries indicated that the countries
contributing armed forces would not be obliged
to provide for them. The basic defect of
such a proposal was that it could be used for
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the political benefit and advantage of powerful
States that were able to supply and equip
armed forces of other nati ons.

932. After analysing the report, the repre
sentative of the USSR concluded that the
insufficient progress in the work of the Com
mittee towards the organization of armed
forces was explained by the fact that, on a
number of important questions, proposals
had been submitted which were incompatible
with the tasks an i purposes of the Military
Staff Committee ,l' 'd the fundamental purpose
of the United Nations. The successful solution
of those questions was poss~ble only when ~1l

the representatives were gUided ?y the J;>aslc
principles and purposes of the Umted NatiOns.

933. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that the Charter made it quite clear that the
functions of the Militarv Staff Committee
were limited to advising" and assisting the
Security Council. T~e ultimate. responsibility
rested with the Security Councl1 as a whole,
includina its non-permanent members. He
consider~d as most extraordinary the theory
advanced by the representative of the USSR
that the five Powers had been placed in a
special position by the Charter, Such a theory
was a direct contradiction of the Charter. He
attributed the slow rate of progress in the
Committee to its abnormal voting procedure.

934. The purpose of the principles governing
the organization of the armed. fo.rces s~ould be
to provide a framework Within ,,:hich the
special agreements between the Security Coun
cil and Members or groups of Members could
be readily work~d out. Ther~ wer~ ~any
questions on which more specific prmclples
would have to be stated before the actual
negotation of any special agreement could
begin. The Australian Go~ernment.waB .able
to accept, subject only to mmor modificatiOns,
all the principles unanimously recommended.
There were, however, some areas which had
not been coveted at all.

935. The question of the individual contri
butions to be made by the five permanent
members of the Security Council was of
particular importance. It would be entirely
unrealistic for each permanent member to
make available forces identical both in size
and nature. It would be unthinkable that,
because one or another of the great Powers
did not happen to possess suitable or sufficient
types of na~al or air- force~, such ~s aircraft
carriers, for mstance, the Umted NatlOns forces
should be depriYed of that particular type of
striking power.

936. At the 140th meeting, on 10 June
1947, the representative of BRAZIL stated that
he considered that the system of peace en
forcement of the Charter represented a great
improvement over the Covenant of the League
of Nations and the Geneva Protocol, and that
the report of the Military Staa: C.ommittee
was an important step towards bnngmg about

a method of peace enforcement as envisaged
in the Charter.

937. The principle that should guide the
Military Staff Committee in its rcco.m~enda

tions must be to ensure the orgamzatlOn of
a joint armed force capable of executing with
speed and efficiency the missions which might
be entrusted to it by the Security Council.

938. The delegation of Brazil favoured the
adoption of the criterion of comparable contri
butions in the organization of the armed
forces to be placed at the disposal of the
Security Council by the permanent members
of t.he Council. The alternative criterion
proposed by the delegation of the USSR,
based on equality of contributions, seemed to
be inapplicable under existing conditions.

939. The representative of thc UNITED
KINGDOM thought the report of the Military
Staff Committee represented a considerable
achievement and deserved the closest study.
It represented only a first step; the ~ext step
should be the determination of the over-all
strength of the United Nations forces. On
that point, the relevant chapter of the report
was chapter Ill, and it was therefore important
that the Council should reach a decision on
that chapter at an early date.

940. He referred, as the Belgian representative ~.

had done, to the fact that no machinery had I.'
been provided for bringing the United Nations ••
for~es into action to ma!ntain or restore inter- •••
natiOnal peace and secunty when the latter were .'.
threatened or disturbed through the action of '
a permanent member of the Security Council.
The only answer - a partial answer - was ,
provided by Article 51 of the Charter. If,
anyone of the permanent members, guilt¥ of '
a breach of peace or of an act of aggresslOn,
were to call a halt to the United Nations forces,
the remainder of the United Nations would
be entitled under the Charter to take action
against it, and their forces could legitimately
be jointly employed to that end for such
time as the Security Council failed to take
the measures to maintain international peace
and security.

941. He considered that the disagreement in
the report was largely due to underlyi!1g
political differences. It was up w the Secunty
Council to do its utmost to reconcile those
differences.

942. The representative 'of SYRIA considered
Chapter VII of the Charter to be the princ!pal
provision which distinguished the Umted
Nations from the League of Nations, and
which would be depended on for the main
tenance of international peace and security.
For that reason, the General Asscmbly had '
recommended to the Security Council that it '
should expedite the implementation of Ar
ticle 43 of the Charter.

943. He was opposed to the principle ~f
equal contribution of armed forces. Contrl-
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944. The representative of CHINA summarized
the points of disagreement in three categories.

94,5. In the first category, there were two
points of disagreement that were basic and
substantive in nature: first, the contribution
of the permanent members of the Security
Council; and, secondly, the general location
of the armed forces. Those were major points,
which were matters of policy and principle.
They would have to be settled.

946. In the second category, there were
three points on which no basic conflict in
principle or policy existed, but which re
presented different interpretations of the pro
visions of the Charter. They were; first, the
question whether Articles 4,3 and 45 should
be considered simultaneously or successively;
secondly, the reservation arising from Article 51
of the Charter; and, thirdly, the question
whether military bases came under the term
"assistance and facilities " in Article 43 of
the Charter.

947. Into the third category came such
matters as the time limit for the withdrawal
of armed forces from areas of operation, the
provision for additional contributions from
the permanent members of the Security
Council, the making good of deficiencies in
the contribution of any Member State and the
appointment of supreme commanders and
commanders-in-chief. He felt that thClse
points were of relatively minor importance.

948. With regard to the question of contri
butions by the permanent members, the
Chinese Government favoured the idea of
comparable or equivalent contributions, rather
than equal or identical contributions in land,
naval or air forces. The former represented
a practical, flexible and workable approach
to the problem, whereas the latter was utterly
unrealistic.

949. Turning to the question of the general
location of armed forces, he contended that
the armed forces should be so located geogra
phically as to enable the Security Council to
take prompt and effective action in any part
of the world.

950. He did not consider that all the points
of disagreement represented irreconcilable
antitheses, and he hoped the Security Council
would be able to reach unanimous agreement.

951. At the 14o1st meeting, on 16 June 194,7,
the representative of FnANcE pointed out that
Article 43 was a vital Article in the Charter.
To ensure its implementation would give the
clearest possible indication that the United
Nations was more than a mere forum of
discussion and that it really intended to meet
the responsibility which it had been given.

952. The report of the Military Staff
Committee held a central place in the work
which the Council had in hand, and all work
on disarmament depended on it. The activities
of the United Nations since the first session
of the General Assembly had not been satis
factory. The two great studies that had been
undertaken, one on atomic energy and the
other on the general subject of disarmament,
had made little progress in the face of com
plications of a procedural nature, and had
not brought forth great results. The report
of the Military Staff Committee marked the
beginning of a third great study which consti
tuted another essential element in the building
up of peace. If, in the next months, the Council
could not obtain more satisfactory results in
that third field than in the other two, the
authority of the United Nations might be
shaken.

953. The representative of France deplored
the spirit of mistrust which had developed to
such a dangerous extent during the past year
and which was poisoning international relations.
Mistrust gave rise to more mistrust, and it
was by that process that the whole activity of
the United Nations had, since its inception,
been so seriously compromised. He felt the
statement of the representative of the USSR
was inspired by the fear that an international
armed force might become an instrument of
certain States. He believed the Council should
proceed in such a way as to avoid any danger
of the sort.

954. He was not at the moment in a position
to take up the various points of disagreement
arising out of the report, but he wished to
point out, with regard to the question of equal
contributions as against comparable contribu
tions, that the delegation of France believed
the Military Staff Committee should clearly
define the elements which were to make
up the international force.

955. The repregentative of POLAND, while
reserving the right to enter into a detailed
discussion later, limited himself to outlining
two general principles.

956. First, he pointed out the close connexion
between a satisfactory solution of the problems
raised in the report of the Military Staff
Committee and the achievement of effective
disarmament. In his opinion, the divergent
views regarding the organization of an inter
national armed force could be reconeilied only
if the Council could, at the same time, success
fully solve the disarmament problem. The
armed forces put at the disposal of the Security
Council would carry more political and military
weight if the armed forces maintained by the
different Member States for their own pur
poses were smaller.

957. The second point was what might be
called the problem of safeguards. By having
armed forces put at its disposal, the Security
Council would be given a certain power.
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Certain provisions for instance those regarding
military bases and the location of armed forces
involved the possibility that that power might
be abused. Certain great Powers might use
a majority in the Security Council to legalize
the maintenance of armed forces on the terri
tories of other nations. Another example of
the need for safeguards c()uld be seen in
connexion with the questi,!)n er equal or
equivalent contributions. The representative
of Poland saw the possibility of the principle
of equivalent contributions being used as a
means of attempting to alter the distribution
of military power among the permanent
members of the Security Council, and the
possibility of situations in which the imple
mentation of Article 43 might be used for
extraneous purposes not intended by the
authors of the United Nations Charter.

958. Decision: After the gcnetal discllssi(lIl,
the COImcil adopted by 9 votes to ."one, 'with
2 abstelltiolls (Polat'd, Union of Soviet Socialist
Replwlics) , the fol.'ozlJ;',g motio" submitted by
the :'epresetltative of Syria:

959. "As the general discussion has come
to an end, the report of the Military Staff
Committee will be taken as a working paper,
and its articles will be studied one by one in
the Security Coundl."

960. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS suggested that
after the discussion of the paragraphs of the
report, the Council might adopt a recommen
dation to the Military Staff Committee that it
should try to reach agreement upon those
points of its report on which neither the
Military Staff Committee nor the Security
Council had hitherto bee~l able to reach
agreement.

961. The representatives of AUSTRALIA and
POLAND were in general agreement with the
observations of the representative of the
USSR, and thought it would be premature
to lay down a hard and fast rule about voting
in every case.

962. The PRESIDENT also agreed with the
method suggested by the representative of the
USSR and suggested that the Council should
request the Military Staff Committee to
continue its work without waiting for the
Security Council to examine all the points
on which no agreement had so far been reached.

963. Decision: The President's suggestion
was approved by the Council.

3. Detailed examinati01l of the report of the
Military Staff Committee

964. At the 142nd meeting, on 18 June 1947,
the Council entered upon the detailedl exami
nation of the report, which examination waS
continued at the 143rd, 145th, 146th, 149th
and 152nd meetings. The discussion had not

been completed at the closing datc of this
report.

965. The Council agreed with the President's
suggestion that the Council should discuss the
report chapter by chapter, and adopt the
articles in each chapter on which tbre was no
disagreement in the Military Staff Committee,
leaving for a future meeting those points O.t

which no agreement had been reached.

966. Decision: ll!Iost of tlte articles agreed
on by the Jltlilital'Y Staff COlllmittee zoere
tmcmimollsly approved zoitlt some 111it'or c!lallaes
. d' ~tu zeor mg.

967. Articles 5 and 6 of the report of the
Military Staff Committee wcre the subject of
considerable discussion.

968. The representative of AUSTRALIA sug
gested that articles 5 and 6 should be referred
once more to the Military Staff Committee
for further clarification.

969. The PRESIDENT, however, proposed that
the Chairman of the Military Staff Committee
should be invited to take a place at the Council
table in order to clarify certain points of
interpretation.

970. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST RE2UBLICS said it appeared
that the Council ought to vote on the proposal
to refer articles 5 and 6 back to the Military
Staff Committee. As to the proposed invitation
to the Chairman of the Military Staff Committee
to come to the Council table, he doubted
whether the Chairm~n would be in a position
to speak in the name of the other delegations
without having first agreed with them upon
the interpretation to be given. He under
stood that the Committee had arrived at no
general interpretation on the question.

971. Decision: The Council decided by
10 votes to none, with one abstention (Union of
Soviet Socialist Republics), to invite the Chair
mat' of tlle Militar-y Staff Committee to the
Cotmcil table.

972. The representative of AUSTRALIA put
the following questi(l'~ to the Chairman of th"
Military Staff Commaf'e : was the Committee
giving consideration, or wotlld it give considera
tion, to the agreed articles in the absence of
a directive from the Council?

973. At the 143rd meeting, on 20 June 1947,
the PRESIDENT read, out a letter from the
Chairman of the Military Staff Committee
(S /380) in reply to the question put by the
representative of Australia. The letter stated
that the Military Staff Committee was not
reconsidering the wording or :neaning of
agreed articles of the general principles and
had no intention at that time of recon~idering

any of the agreed articles of the general prin
ciplt:s without specific directions to that effect
from the Security Council.
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974. The President then read out another
letter from the Chairman of the Military Staff
Committee (S /380), which contained replies
to questions raised on articles 5 and 6 of the
report. It stated, among other things, that the
delegation of the USSR had been not prepared
to participate.in the discussions in the Com
mittee during which the answers had been
agreed upon by the other four delegations, as
it had not considered that the President's
letter conveyed a decision of the Security
Council as a whole.

975. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS observed that the
Military Staff Committee had received only
a number of questions formulated by the
representative or Australia. Those questions
had not been transmitted to the Military Staff
Committee as an organ by the Security Council
as an organ. The USSR representative on the

, Military Staff Committee was not bound in
any way by the reply of the representatives
of the other countries on the Military Staff
Committee.

976. At the 145th meeting, on 24 June 1947,
the representative of AUSTRALIA submitted
the following amendment to article 5 of the
report:

977. "As the moral weight and the potential
power behind any decision to employ the
armed forces made available to the Security
Council by Member nations of the United
Nations in enforcement action will be very
great, this fact will directly influence the size
of the armed forces required to be made
available under the special agreements."

978. Decision: The Australian ame1ldment
was adopted by 8 votes to 1zone, with 3 abstentions
(China, Poland, Uni01l of Soviet Socialist
Republics) .

979. The representative of BELGIUM,
commenting on article 6, stated at the 143rd
meeting that under the agreements envisaged
in Article 43 of the Charter, the Members of
the United Nations would be obliged to hold
in reserve certain armed forces which they had
undertaken to place at the disposal of the
Security Council on its call. The Security
Council would be able to make that call only
in conformity with special agreements which
would have already been duly concluded. The
obligation to make armed forces available to
the Security Council thus presupposed not
only the conclusion of special agreements,
but also a call from the Security Council.
The armed forces could pass under the autho
rity of the Security Council only after the
Council had requested that they should be
made available to it. He submitted an amend
ment to article 6, the first form of which
was as follows :

980. "The armed forces specified in the
special agreements, and which are to be made
available to the Security Council, on its call,
by Members of the United Nations, shall be

limited to a strength sufficient to enable the
Security Council to take prompt action in any
part of the world for the maintenance or the
restoration of international peace and security
as envisaged in Article 42 of the Charter."

981. That amendment was put to a vote at
the 145th meeting.

982. Decision: The Belgia1J amendment to
article 6 was adopted.

983. The Council also adopted similar amend
ments to articles 10, 13, 22 and 36.

984. The representative of BELGIUM pro
posed that article 18 should also be amended
in the same way.

985. Decision: After some dt'scussion, the
C0&41Jcil decided by 8 votes to 'Jone, with 3 absten
tions (AtlStralia, China, Syria), to consult the
Military Staff Committee as to the exact meani1Jg
tlj artt'cle 18.

986. At the 149th meeting, on 30 June 1947,
the PRESIDENT read a reply from the Chairman
of the Military Staff Committee (S /395)
concerning the meaning of article 18 and asked
the members of tile Council whether they had
any comments.

987. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA proposed that the original
text of article 18 should be replaced by the
first paragraph of the reply from the Military
Staff Committee.

988. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS felt there was
no need to replace the existing text of article 18
with a new text, since the new text added
nothing to the original text and was not suitable
for incorporation as an article.

989. Decision: The U,.ited &ates proposal
was not adopted, havt'ng failed to obtain the
requisite '1 a.ffirmative votes. There were 6 votes
in fav01u', n01Je against, and /j abste1ztions (Aus
tralia, Belgium, Poland, Syria, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics).

990. Mter some discussion, the Council
agreed to adopt the interpretation given in the
first paragraph of the reply of the Military
Staff Committee and to have it incorporated
in the report as a footnote or as an annex.

991. The Council further agreed that 1:he
second paragraph of the reply would be
examined later in connexion with articie 17.

992. At the 146th meeting, on 25 June 1947,
the Security Council took up articles 7, 8
and Il, in view of the reservations made in
the report of the Military Staff Committee.
~'" ~},,~ ...,~ . '. . .
993. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA said his delegation believed
that thp. fundamental and dominant aim of
the general principles to be agreed upon was
the establishment and organization of effective
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United Nations armed forces. Contributions
of all the Member States would and should, in
great measure, be based on the capacity and
willingness of the Members of the United
Nations and the requirements of the Security
C()uncil.

994. The adoption of the minority report on
article 11, he maintained, would limit the size
of any component of the oyer-all armed forces
in proportion to the smallest contribution
from a member of the five great Po\vers, and
would nullify the very purposes of the military
clauses of the Charter.

995. The representative of SYRIA reiterated
his objection to the principle of equality. It
was clear that each of the Powers aid not lzave
the same capacity and could therefore not be
expected to put the same amount of armed
forces at t~e disposal of the Security Council.
That was the case even with regard to the five
permanent members of the Security Council.
If the least strong of the States were to be
taken as the basis of assessment, then the
Security Council would have only a very
small force to rely upon in time of need.

996. The representative of AUSTRALIA en
dorses the statement made by the representative
of Syria. Article 10 of the report provided
that the permanent members of the Security
Council should contribute initially the major
portion of the forces. The principle of initial
contribution wa~ referred to in the majority
text for article 11, but not in the USSR text.
The latter apparently referred to the permanent
over-all contribution. He thought it would
be entirely unrealistic for each of the permanent
members to make available forces that were
completely identical in size and nature. He
also noted that nothing had. been said in the
report about the principle governing the
contributions after the initial period.

997. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REpUBLICS pointed out that
the whole question of the armed forces to be
made available to the Security Council under
the special agreements was not only a technical,
but also a political question.

998. In accordance with the terms of the
Charter, everyone of the permanent members
of the Security Council was on an equal
footing. If the Council adopted the principle
of comparable contribution, it would mean
that some of the powerful and influential
,Member States would be placed' in a privileged
position.

999. The statement that the adoption of the
principle of equality would render impossible
the creation of effective armed forces was
unconvincing and. unfounded, because it neg
lected the fact that the USSR text did contain
a n~ovision to meet that difficulty.

'1.000. Furthermore, the question under dis
cussion should also'be considered in the light
of General Assembly r,esolution 41 (I) on the

general. regulation and reduction of armaments
and armed forces. Since the armed forces to
be made available would not need to be
numerous, there would be no difficulty on
the part of the Member States in making their
contributions on the principle of equality.

1001. The representative of the UNITEI'
KINGDOM suggested that the Military Staff
Committee should be asked to give the Council
an estimate of what, in its opinion, should be
the over-all strength of an effective striking
force to be at the service of the Security
Council, with an indication of its land, sea
and air components. If the Military Staff
Committee could agree on an estimate of that
kind, the Council would then be able to see
at once whether that force could be provided
011 the principle of equality.

1002. Further, the Military Staff Committee
might proceed to find that such a force could
be provided on an equitable, comparable basis
from the forces of the five permanent members.
If that could be done, the Council could then
find whether it had to act on the principle of
equality or the principle of comparability.

1003. The PRESIDENT supported the sugges
tion made by the representative of the United I

Kingdom. The question could be put in two I
parts : first, what, in the opinion of the Military .
Staff Committee, should be the strength of
the principal componems of the armed forces
to be made available to the Security Council ;
secondly, on the basis of that evaluation, to
what extent would the formation of such
armed forces require a departure from the
principle of equal contributions on the part of
the five permanent members of the Security
Council?

1004. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS was of the opinion
that the Military Staff Committee would be
unable to make any concrete recommendations
either on the question of over-all strength or
on the composition of such armed forces
unless the Security Council agreed upon general
principles.

1005. The representatives of COLOMBIA and
SYRIA suggested that the Military Staff Com
mittee should be asked to submit not a concrete
recommendation, but a tentative estimate.

1006. The representative of POLAND thought
that it should be clearly understood that the
estimate would be only provisional and pre
liminary, and that it would not be binding
upon any formal conclusions of the Military
Staff Committee.

1007. The PRESIDENT and the representative
of the UNITED KINGDOM agreed with the inter
pretation given by the representative of Poland.

1008. At the 149th meeting, on 30 June
1947, the PRESIDENT read his letter,dated
26 June 1947, to the Chairman of the Military
Sta~ Committee, and stated that a reply had
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been received (S /394). He invited the members
of the Council to make remarks.

1009. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS maintained that
it was not possible to arrive at an estimate
of the over-aU strength or composition of the
armed forces to be made available to the
Security Council until the latte.r had agreed
upon general principles.

1010. The estimates before the Securitv
Council had been submitted by individual
delegations and not by the Military Staff
Committee as such. The delegations in question
had submitted those estimates not as official
estimates, approved by their Governments,
but only as provisional, unofficial, tentative
estimates, which clearly could not carry the
same weight. He felt that the hasty pre
paration of estimates without prior agreement
on general principles was an inappropriate and
unwise procedure. He was therefore unable
to discuss the proposals.

1011. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM thought the procedure which the
Council had followed was of some value. If
agreement could be reached on the over-all
strength and on its apportionment in practice
among the five permanent members, that
would solve the problem of principle which
had arisen in connexion with article 11. On
the other hand, if the Council reached agree
ment on article 11 in the sense desired by the
representative of the USSR, the question of
over-all strength would still not have been
solved.

1012. The representative of AUSTRALIA as
serted that the Military Staff Committee was
intended to assist and advise the Council ; it
was not expected to produce what had been
referred to as an official view. The estimates
that had been submitted made it clearer than
ever that the only reasonable and logical
principle to adopt was the principle of compar
able equality, since the contributions from the
five permanent members could not possibly
be identical.

1013. He reiterated his remarks on the
meaning of initial contributions as mentioned
in articles 10 and 11, and felt there must
have been a confusion of thought within the
Military Staff Committee as to what article 11
referred to.

1014. The representative of SYRIA considered
the estimates to be very valuable, and thought
the Council should take them into consideration
and rely upon them as long as they were not
Feplaced by other figures.

1015. The representative of POLAND consi
dered that the estimates were of a purely
tentative nature and had no final significance
whatever.

1016. The representative of FRANCE said
he believed that the method adopted was the

only one likely to lead to some result and
that the tentative figures supplied by the
Committee constituted a considerable progre.,;s
in the work of the Council.

1017. He agreed with the representative of
Australia that there was some confusion in
the word " initial " and thought that the point
called for clarification.

1018. Decision: The COll7lcil agreed that
the pOi1lt raised by the represe1ltativE of AtlStralia
should be referred to the Militar-y Staff Committee
for clarificati01I.

1019. At the 154th meeting, on 10 July 1947,
the Assistant Secretary-General read out to
the Council the letter from the President to
the Chairman of the Military Staff Committee
asking for the Committee's interpretation of
the term "initial" in articles 10 and 11 of
the report, together with the reply (S /408).

1020. The Council continued its discussion
of article 11 of the report at the 154th meeting,
on 10 July, and at the 157th meeting, on
IS July 1947.

1021. The representative of FRANCE said
he was still wondering whether there was
really much difference between "compara
bility " and "equality with deviations ". He
also felt it might be useful for the Council
to receive an answer to the question to what
extent the armed forces could be supplied in
accordance with the principle of equality.
The chief reason why most of the delegations
on the Military Staff Committee had been
unable to give an answer to that question was
that they had not known what the over-all
strength of the armed forces was to be.

1022. He therefore proposed that the Council
should request the Military Staff Committee,
first of all, taking as a basis the smallest esti
mates - namely, those of the United Kingdom
and China - to ascertain what deviations from
the principle of equality would be necessary
in order to arrive at a feasible scheme; and
then, taking as a basis the largest estimates
- namely, the estimates of the United States
to give the Council some idea of how the
principle of comparability would work out as
applied to those figures.

1023. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that. assuming that the Council were to accept
the principle of equality, he' would like
to suggest that the representative of the USSR
on the Military Staff Committee should be
invited to draw up a table of the United
Nations armed forces based on the USSR
principle of equality of contribution, not only
with regard to the over-all strength, but also
with regard to the composition of the force.
The Council would then be able to see whether
there was a possibility of reconciling in some
way the two conflicting principles, as the
representative of France had suggested.
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1024. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM submitted a proposal reading as
foHows;

1025. "The SCCllrity Cotmcil i1lstrllcls the
Military Staff Committee to make a re
commendation on the figure of the over-all
strength and composition of the armed forces
to be made available to the S;~curity Council
by Member nations of the United Nations, and
to rerort to the Security Council by 5 August
1947, at the latest."

1026. He thc"~ht the suggestion of the re
presentative of France might have the effect
of attempting to go a little too fast and too
far at that stag~.

1027. The representative of FRANCE and
AUSTRALIA supported the proposal of the
representative of the United Kingdom, re-

serving the right to present their proposals
again at a later stage.

1028. The United Kingdom proposal was
also supported by the representatives of
BRAZIL, BELGIUM and CHINA.
I:'·"ll '",\

i029. The representative of the UNION OF'
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS considered that
the United Kingdom proposal, though nar
rower in scope, was of the same nature as the
proposal made by the French representative,
and was open to the same criticism. The
Council could not take hypothetical figures,
make hypothetical estimates and arrive at
hypothetical results. The United Kingdom
proposal provided, in addition, for a recom
mendation by the Military Staff Committee to
the Security Council. He wondered how a
recommendation could be prepared and agreed
upon without agreement on basic principles.



D. REPORT ON THE PLAN OF WORK OF THE COMMISSION FOR
CONVENTIONAL ARMAMENTS

1030. The Commission for Conventional
Armaments was convened on 24 March 1947.
The first five meetings were devoted to a dis
cussion of general principles and the organiza
tion of its work.

1031. During the general discussion, the
United Kingdom representative held that
international arrangements for collective secu
rity as provided for in Article 43 of the Charter
should be completed before any practical
measures to regulate or reduce armaments
were actually adopted.

1032. That view was shared by the repre
sentative of the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
who urged sped in the implementation of
Article 43. He considered that the reduction
of armaments would be politically feasible
when peace and security were organized.

1033. The representatives of AUSTRALIA and
COLOMBIA, while agreeing on the importance
of security as a basis for disarmament, did not
believe that all planning on that question should
await thl~ establishment of absolute confidence
among nations.

1034. The representative of FRANCE referred
to the close relationship between disarma
ment and security. He pointed out that the
Genenl Assembly had linked those two prob
lems and had recommended that their solution
should proceed simultaneously.

1035. The representative of POLAND stressed
the need for prompt and radical disarmament
and for the implementation of Article 43.
Both he and the representative of the UNION
OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS believed that
there should be a close correlation between
the problems of disarmament and atomic
energy, a view with which the representative
of CHINA agreed. The USSR representative
pointed out that General Assembly reso
lution 41 (I) did not insist on guarantees as a
preliminary to disarmament.

1036. At its 5th meeting, on 9 April 1947,
the Commission adopted a proposal of the
representative of Colombia that a sub-commit
tee of the five permanent members of the
Security Council should be directed to prepare

< a draft plan of work.

1037. The sub-committee met on 22 April
1947 and instructed the Secretariat to prepare
suggestions regarding the draft plan of wo"~

and to tabulate the proposals which had been
ma~e in the Commission. Owing to the special

...~ seSSIon of the General Assembly, the sub··
t:~i.C::~:ittee was unable to meet again until

21 May, at which time draft plans of work
were submitted by the delegations of the United
States and the USSR. Since no agreement
was reached on a common plan, it was decided
to submit a report to the Commission containing
the two plans with the suggestion of the
Secretariat and a unanimous recommendation
on the organization of the Commission's work.

1038. At the subsequent meetings of the
Commission, the report of the sub-committee
was considered, and amendments to the United
States plan were submitted by the delegations
of France and Poland. Those amendments
were rejected, and on 18 June 1947 the
Commission adopted the United States plan
of work.

1039. The Chairman of the Commission for
Conventional Armaments) in a letter dated
25 June 1947 addressed to the President of
the Security Council, submitted the Commis
sion's report (S /387) to the Security Council
together with a plan of work adopted by the
Commission for submission to the Security
Council in accordance with the Council's
resolution of 13 February 1947, and a resolution
adopted on 25 June 1947 by the Commission
concerning the organization of its future work.

The text of the plan of work was as follows :

1040. "1. Consider and make recommen
dations to the Security Council concerning
armaments and armed forces which fall within
the jurisdiction of the Commission for Conven
tional Armaments.

1041... "2. Consideration and determination
of general principles in connexion with the
regulation and reduction of armaments and
armed forces.

1042. "3. Consideration of practical and
effective safeguards by means of an inter
national system of control operating through
special organs (and by other means) to protect
complying States against the hazards of vio
lations and evasions.

1

1043. "4. Formulate practical proposals for
the regulation and reduction of amaments
and armed forces.

1044. "5. Extension of the principles and
proposals set forth in paragraphs 2, 3 and 4
above to States which are not members of the
Unit~d Nations.

1045. "6. Submission of a report or reports
to the Security Council including, if possible,
a draft convention.
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1046. ~~ It is proposed that under the six
headings listed above all of the references
by the various delegations suggested for the
plan of work will be considered.

1047. ~~ It is also understood that this plan
of work does not limit the freedom of individual
delegations to make additional suggestions at
a later time."

1048. The above-mentioned dO(,'lment was
put on the agenda of the Security Council at
its 152nd meeting.

1049. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBI.ICS analysed the plan
of work proposed by his delegation. That
plan) he pointed out) provided for an examina
tion of the main problems arising out of the
General Assembly resolution of 14 December
1946) and worked out recommendations on
those problems. Only that plan provided for
the necessary co-ordination of the question
of the general reduction of armaments and
armed forces and the problem of the prohibition
of atomic and other weapons of mass destruc
tion. The basic idea of that plan was that
the only good solution of the problems was
through co-ordination of measures relating
to the general reduction of armaments and
measures relating to the prohibition of atomic
and other weapons of mass destrucdon. The
USSR. plan prm'ided for :

1050. 1. The establishment of general prin
ciples for the reduction of armaments and
armed forces and for the determination of the
minimum requirements of each State with
regard to all kinds of armaments and armed
forces (land) sea and air») taking into account
the prohibition of atomic weapons and other
kinds of armaments adaptable to mass de
struction;

1051. 2. The establishment of the general
principles which were to serve as a basis for
the reduction of war production and the deter
mination of the maximum capacity of war pro
duction for each State) with a view to permit
ting the production and use of atomic energy
for peaceful purposes only ;

1052. 3. The extension of the principles set
forth in paragraphs 1 and 2 to States which
were not members of the United Nations;

1053. 4. The establishment of limits for
individual kinds of armaments and armed
forces for each State, on the basis of the
principles set forth in paragraph 1 ;

1054. 5. The establishment of limits for
various kinds of war production for each State,
on the basis of the principles set forth in

p-~~~~~-e",.~~~"'"-~,,--;.:--~",. .. .
\_ ,..,.. .. '1' """~... _

1055. 6: The determination of the procedure
and time limits for bringing the level of arma
ments and armed forces and also of .war
production for each State into conformity
with the limits set forth in paragraphs 4 and 5 ;

1056. 7. Consideration of problems concern
ing the distribution of armed forces and the
question of the reduction of networks of
military, naval and air bases;

. 1057. 8. Measures relating to the prohibition
of the use of non-military industry and non
military means of transport for purposes of
war, beyond the limits arising out of those
set forth in paragraphs 4 and 5 ;

1058. 9. The organization and the procedure
for the establishment of a system of control
to implement measures regarding the general
reduction and regulation of armaments and
armed forces and also of war industry and
war production, taking into account the co
ordination of the aforementioned system of
control with the system of control over the
use r atomic energy;

1059. 10. The working out of a draft con
vention.

1060. The United States plan of work,
which had been approved by the majority of
the Commission, would lead the Commission
away from the concrete solution of its problems
and give the discussions an academic and aim
less character. It was essential that any plan
of work should state in what general direction
the question of defining general principles
should be solved.

1061. The representative of FRANCE stated
that while it was impossible to think of dis
armament in general without thinking of
atomic disarmament, the question of atomic
disarmament ought not to be included in the
plan under discussion, as there was in existence
another Commission dealing with atomic
matters. With regard to the problem of war
production, the Commission understood that
even if the plan of work made no specific
mention of that problem, i.t would be consi
dered as one of the elements of the Commis
sion's general work.

1062. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA stated that since the plan
of work submitted by his delegation had been
approved by eight delegations in the Commis
sion, it should no longer be considered as a
purely United States plan. The plan, he
pointed out, proceeded directly from the
General Assembly resolution of 14 December
1946 and the Security Council resolution of
13 February 1947. It was broad enough to
include suggestions concerning the way of
proceeding with the Commission's work which
might arise out of future events. It was im
possible at that early stage to be aware of
every point which it might be necessary to
cover in an eventual plan. It was therefore
essential that the plan adopted should deprive
no delegation of the opportunity in the future
of proposing the consideration of some im
portant point not now obvious to any dele
gation. The main emphasis of the United
States plan was on practical and effective safe
guards by means of an international system

~
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of control. While adhering to the Secllrity
Council resolution, which provided that" those
matters which fall within the competence ot
the Atomic Energv Commission, as determined
by the General 'Assembly resolutions of 24
January 1946 and 14 December 1946, shall
be excluded from the jurisdiction of the
Commission hereby established", the United
States delegation believed that the work of the
Commission for Conventional Armaments and
of the Atomic Energy Commission should be
co-ordinated by the Security Council.

/

1063. The representative of SYRIA stated
that since a working committee of the whole
would be created wherein all delegations could
have an opportunity to present their views,
there was no harm in approving the plan
without delay.

1064. Decision: The Security Cotlllcil, by
9 votes to none, with 2 abste1lti01IS (Poland,
U1Ii01l of Soviet Socialist Rept4blics), approved
the pla1l of fcork adopted by the C01mnissi01l fOT
C01lVelltional Armamc1Its.



Part Three

OTHER MATTERS CONSIDERED BY THE SECURITY COUNCIL AND BY
ITS SUBSIDIARY ORGANS

A. TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENT

FOR THE FORMER JAPANESE MANDATED ISLANDS

1. Commzmication dated 17 Februa1Y from
the 1'epresentati've of the United States of
Amert~ca

1065. The United States represeI ....ive on
the Security Council, in a letter dated 17 Feb
ruary 1947 addressed to the Secretary-General
(S /281), submitted for the approval of the
Securitv Council, in accordance with Article 83
of the Charter, the text of a draft trusteeship
agreement for the former Japanese mandated
islands, and requested that the matter might
be placed on the agenda of the Security Council
at an early date.

2. General discussion

1066. The matter was put on the agenda of
the Security Council at its 113th meeting, on
26 February 1947, and a general discussion
ensued, continuing at the 116th and 118th
meetings.

1067. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA, explaining the purpose of
the draft agreement, recalled that a statement
had been made by the President of the United
States on 6 November 1946, in which he had
declared that the United States was prepared
to place the Japanese mandated islands under
trusteeship, with the United States as the
Administering Authority, and that a draft
trusteeship agreement had been submitted for
information to the other Governments on the
Security Council and to New Zealand and the
Philippines. The final disposal of the islands
would have to await the peace settlement with
Japan. The draft trusteeship agreement sub
mitted to the Security Council for its approval
related only to the former Japanese mandated
islands, which had never belonged to Japan,
but were a part of the League of Nations
mandate system.

1068. The Japanese mandated islands - Mar
shalls, Marianas and Carolines - consisted

of some ninety-eight islands and isl.and-clusters
with a total land area ot only 846 squares miles,
a total population of only about 48,000 in
habitants and negligible indigenous economic
resources. The tremendous strategic value of
the mandated islands had been exploited by
Japan in carrying out its basic plans of
aggression.

1069. The loss of tens of thousands of
American lives, vast expenditure and years of
bitter fighting had been necessary to drive the
Japanese aggressors back from those islands.
The islands constituted an integrated strategic
physical complex that was vital to the security
of the United States. The American people
were firmly resolved that the area should never
again be used as a spring-board for aggression
against the United States or any other Member
of the United Nations.

1070. Since the area of the former Japanese
mandated islands was of permanent strategic
importance, the United States proposed, in
accordance with Article 82 of the Charter,
that the Trust Territory should be designated
a strategic area. The United States would
administer that strategic Trust Territory in
accordance with the provisions of the Charter
and, in particular, with the obligations laid
down in Article 2, paragraph 4. Its admi
nistration would also be in accordance with
the obligations prescribed in Article 1 and
Article 84. It was the intention of the United
States to include that Trust Territory, as fully
as those territories under its sovereignty, in
the special agreement or agreements it would
conclude with the Security Council under
Article 43 of the Charter. Pending the con
clusion of such agreements under Article 43,
the United States would undertake that the
islands should play their part in whatever
action the United States might be called upon ~

to take in accordance with the obligation,
imposed by Article 106 relating to transitiona1i
security arrangements. :'1
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. 1071. The United States draft trusteeship
.agreement provided that the Administering
Authority might from time to time specify
,certain areas as closed for security reasons.
But that provision would not prejudice the
full application to the entire Trust Territory
of all international control and inspection
measures that might become part of a system
of international control of atomic energy,
other weapons of mass destruction and conven
tional armaments.

1072. The United States would be willing
to submit the political, economic, social and
educational developments of the inhabitants
of the Trust Territory to international super
vision, as provided in the draft trusteeship
agreement. It would also be willing to submit
military and naval installations to whatever
degree of supervision and control might be
provided by agreements for the international
,control of armaments and armed forces.

1073. The Council should rest assured that
in preparing the draft trusteeship agreement)
the United States Government had constantlv
borne in mind Article 73 of the Charte;.
Although the area was a strategic area, vital to
that system of international peace and security .
to which Articles 73 and 76 referred, the
United States draft agreement went beyond
the requirements of the Charter for strategic
areas. It provided that _I\rticles 87 and 88
should be applicable to the whole of the Trust
'Territory, except that the Administering Au
thority might determine the extent of applica
bility in any areas which might from time to
time be specificed by the Administering
Authority as cl osed for security reasons.

1074. The United States representative in
vited the members of the Council to make a
searching examination of the provisions con
tained in articles 6 and 7 of the draft agreement,
-in relation both to the requirements of the
Charter and to the comparable provisions ot
the Trusteeship Agreements approved by the
'General Assembly the previous December. 1

He believed that the United States had con
formed to the requirements of Article 79 of
the Charter.

1075. The representative of the UNION OF
'SOVIET SOCIALIST REpUBLICS considered that
the question of the former Japanest'; mandated
islands was within the competen~e of the
Security Council and that the Council was
empowered to take a decision upon it as soon
:as possible.

1075 a. With regard to the substance of the
n~jted States request, he was of the opinion
that it would be right and proper to place
the former Japanese mandated islands under
the trusteeship of the United States. The
USSR considered that the United States forces

1 See Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
during the second part of its first slession, No. 63 (I),
p. 122.

had played a decisive role in the victory over
Japan and that it had made a greater sacrifice
in the military operations involved in the war
against Japan than any other of the Allied
Powers.

1076. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM declared that his Government agreed
in principle that the United States Govern
ment should ultimately become the Admi
nistering Authority for the former Japanese
mandated islands, but he was of the opinion
that it was not strictly within the competence
of the Security Council under the Charter to
approve a trusteeship agreement for the islands
at that stage, in advance of the peace treaty
with Japan which would decide on their dis
posal. If, however, the majority of the Council
wished to proceed in the sense requested by
the United States representative, he would
not oppose the adoption of such a course.

1077. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that in the interests of peace and security his
Government had warmly supported the control
and administration by the United States of
the Japanese mandated islands. He considered,
however, that, before the final decision was
made on the question of administering the
Japanese mandated territories, all the Allies
that were victorious belligerents in the Pacific
war should be consulted.

1078. rl~he representative 'of CHiNA expressed
his approval of the United States draft trustee
ship agreement and believed that both the
form and the substance of the agreement were
in harmony with the Charter of the United
Nations. In his opinion, the Security Council
could take a decision on the matter without
awaiting the general peace settlement. with
Japan.

1079. The representative of FRANCE stated
that his Government had always believed the
United States Government should take charge
of the islands, and for that reason he had
no objection in principle to the procedure
suggested by the United States representative,
nor to the proposal put forward by the dele
g2tion of the United States.

1080. The representative of POLAND declared
that he would vote for approval of the United
States draft agreement.

1081. The representative of SYRIA favoured
the adoption of the procedure proposed by
the delegation of the United States and did
not believe that there was any legal objection.
His delegation would like to see the following
principle adopted in the Security Council:
when a trustee or a mandatorv Power with
drew from the United Nations or was expelled
from it, its right to the trust or mandate held
by it shQuld not persist, and the General
Assembly of the United Nations should be
free to deprive it of that right for as long as
it was not a member.
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1082. In reply to the doubts expressed by
.the representatives of the United Kingdom
and Australia, the representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA explained that Japan had
never had sovereignty over the mandated
islands and that the trusteeship was in the
hands of the United Nations as the successor
of the League of Nations. It was not necessary
to pronounce upon the question of title to
the former mandated islands. He could not
conceive that there would ever arise a question
of residual title, once disposal had been
effected in accordance with the draft trusteeship
agreeme.ll~,

1083. The representative of AUSTRALIA feIt
that the representative of the United States
had tended to over-simpl;fy the question of
title to the former Japanese l\.hndated Islands.
The islands had come within the disposition
of the United Nations by a war in which the
United States had played a most distinguished
and glorious part. It seemed to be a matter
of fairness that, when the disposal of the
islands was to be finally settled, all those that
had taken an active part as belligerents in
the struggle should have an opportunity of
expressing their opinion on the terms and on
the disposition to be made.

10H4. The representative of BELGIUM, com
menting on the Australian proposal, stated
that if, such non-members of the Council had
made 'use of their- right under Article 31 of
the C~arter, and had applied to be allowed to
participate, his delegation would have supported
the request.

1085. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA explained that his country
would be the last member to hinder any
country having an intf"rest in the future of the
former Japanese mandated islands from being
heard. But he reminded the Council that,
four months previously, copies of the draft
agreement had been delivered to the countries
not members of the Council for the purpose
of study and none of them had made a request
to be heard.

3. Decision of the Council to invite interested
States to participate in the discU"sion

1086. At the 118th meeting of the Council,
on 12 March 1947, the SECRETARY-GENERAL
read a cablegram dated 13 March 1947 from
the Prime Minister of New Zealand (S /297),
requesting, under Article 31 of the Charter,
that New Zealand might participate in the
discussion in the Security Council of the United
States draft trusteeship agreement for the
former Japanese mandated islands, and that
those members of the Far Eastern Commission
not represented on the Security Council,
namely, Canada, the Netherlands, New Zealand,
India and the Philippines, should be invited
to participate in the discussions, if they so
desired.

1087. At the same meeting, the PRESIDENT
received a letter dated 12 March 1947 ·from
the Indian Liaison Officer with the United
Nations (S /299), requesting, under Article 31
of the Charter, the privileges that would enable
his Government to acquaint the Council with
its views regarding the draft trusteeship
agreement for the former Japanese mandated
islands.

1088. Decision: After some discussion, the
Council agreed that the Governments of New
Zealand a1~d India should be invited to part£cipate
:,~ the discussions of the United States draft
tmsteeship ag1'eement for the former Japanese
mandated islands, and also agreed that any other
11.ember of the Far Eastern Commission should
be. invited, 1/ it so desi1·ed.

4. Views of 1'epreselltati'lJes of States not
members of the Security Council

1089. The representatives of States invited
to participate in the discussion took their places
at the Council at the 119th meeting.

1090. The representative of the NETHERLANDS
stated that with respect both to the immediate
future and to the long-term aspect of the
great problem of el)surlng peace in the Pacific,
his Government 1.mreservedly approved the
United States p::cposaL

1091. The rejJl·e&'o;'1.t~1tivc of NEW ZEALAND,
while fully and t~ordiuny endorsing the prin
ciple that the a(i:ministration of the former
Japanese mandatl~d islands should be entrusted
to the United Statf~g, (~onsidered that the dis
posal of those islan~.~ was an essential part
of the peace settlement with Japan, and was
therefore a matter of interest to all those
States that had taken an active part in the
war against Japan.

1092. The representatives of CANADA, INDIA
and the PHILIPPINES warmly supported the
United States draft trusteeship agreement.

.5. Detailed examination of the draft trusteeship
agreement I

1093. The representative of AUSTRALIA pro
posed thf; addition to the draft trusteeship
agreement of a new article, to be called
article 17, to read as follows :

1094. "This agreement is subject to con;'
firmation in the interim or final treaty of peace
between Japan and the AIJied Powers victorious
in the war against Japan, it being understood
that, hy. such treaty, Japan shall be required
to surrender all its rights; if any, "relating to
the control and administration of the present
territories, and such territories shall be for
mally detached from any form of control by
Japan."

1 The final text is reproduced at the end of this
section.
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1095. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM also submitted two amendments to
the draft agreement.

1096. The first amendment was to article 8,
paragraph 1, and called for the deletion of the
words " except the Administering Authority".

1097. The second amendment called for the
redrafting of article 13 as follows :

1097 a. "The provisions of Articles 87 and
38 of the .Charter shall be applicable to the
Trust Te;rltory, provided that the Administer
ing Authority may at any time inform the
Security Cou,lcil, in accordance with Article 83,
p~\ragraph 3, of the Charter, that security
considerations do not permit the exercise of
the functions of the Trusteeship Council in
regard to specifc areas."

1098. At the 119th meeting, on 1'7' March
1947, the PRESIDENT pointed out that the
Australian amendment gave rise to a consti
tutional point related to the competence of
~he Security Council on trusteeship questions
In strategic areas. It was his opinion that
that constitutional point had to be cleared up
before the representatives of the countries not
members of the Council were invited to the
Council table. In view of the powers conferred
upon the Security Council by Article 83,
paragraph 1, of the Charter, it appear' 'I to him
very difficult to accept the idea that a decision
of the Council on trusteeship matters might be
~onditi0!1al upon confirmation by any other
InternatIOnal body. If the Council approved
the draft trusteeship agreement, the decision
was final as far as the United Nations W2S

concerned, and could be revoked oRly by
another decision of the Security Council itself.
He reminded the Council that it acted in those
matters on behalf of aU Members of the United
Nations, as provided for in Article 24 of the
Charter. There could be no higher authority
than the Security Council on those questions.
On. the other hand, he thought it highly un
deSIrable for the Council to give a directive
to a conference which was purposely not held
under the auspices of the United Nations.
He declared that he was not giving a ruling
on ~hat point, but rather expressing an opinion
on It.

1099. The representative of AUSTRALIA
thought that the phrase "subject to con
firmation" used in the amendment might
q~ite possibly be understood differently by
dIfferent members of the Council.

HOO. In order to avoid any misunderstanding,
and to provide a clear basis for future dis
cussions on the question of the admissibility
of his amendment, he submitted a redraft of
the original text, as follows :

n01. "This agreement will enter into force
on the date on which the interim or final
treaty or' peace between Japan and the Allied
Powers victorious in the war against Japan
becomes binding on Japan."

1102. The PRESIDENT stated that in 1.,..lS
opinion the redraft presented by the repre
sentative of Australia settled the constitutional
problem. He thought the Council could pro
ceed with the general discussion.

1103. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA challenged the Australian
amendment from three points of view. He
considered that the first phrase of the amend
ment was an unconstitutional effort to take
away authority from the United Nations and
to give it to somehody else. ':'he United
Nations had the sole, the exclusive and the
supreme authority over trusteeship. No other
authority equalled it. The second phrase of
the amendment constituted a gross asumption
of authority. The United Nations had no
authority under the Charter to make peace
terms. Article 16 of the draft agreement was
part of an agreement between two parties, the
United States and thei United Nations. The
undetermined numbed of nations introduced
in the Australian am'endment had nothing
whatever to do with tHe actual situation.

1104. The representative of SYRIA considered
that the Australian amendment would not only
contradict the meaning of the peace treaties,
which were supposed to be entered into freely
between the two parties, but would introduce
a third party which was not participating.
Moreover, it would seem from the amendment
that the Council was not sure of its authority
to conclude the trusteeship agreement at that
time, as if the Council were trying to preserve
for Japan a certain ferm of right which would
suspend the executiun of the trusteeship
agreement. .

1105.. The representative of the Ul.'lITED
KINGDOM supported the Australian amend
ment because it was in line with the attitude
of his Government. He objected to the
argument of the United States representative
that it was not legitimate for the Council to
take a decision that would depend on conditions
ove'- which the Council had no control. He
held that the Council was master of its own
proceedings and that it had the right to say
that an agreement should come into force
under certain conditions.

1106. He also disagreed with the United
States representative's remark that the terms
of surrender constituted a final renunciation by
Japan of all rights in regard to the islands.
Terms of surrender or armistice were never
entirely final, even ill the case of Japan.

1107. The representative of POLAND ex
pressed opposition to the Australian amend
ment on the grounds that Japan had lost all
legal claims to those manciated territories
through commencing a war of aggression
against China,· through withdrawing from the
League of Nations, and through other acts of
violation of the mandate entrusted to it.
Moreover, the proposed article· 17 was in
contradiction to the preceding article 16.
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1108. The representative of CHINA stated
that Japan had never had sovereignty over
the mandated islands and that, having violated
the terms of the mandate, it had forfeited
whatever legal claims it had had ·there
under. The League of Nations ~taving ceased
to exist, it was proper that the Security Council
should assume the duty or' placing those islands
under the International Trusteeship System.

1109. He believed the Security Council alone
was competent to approve or disapprove any
trusteeship agreement for a strategic area, and
he thought it would place an important limi
tation on the inherent competence of the
Security Council if the trusteeship agreement
under consideration had to await the approval
o~ the peace conference with Japan, which
conference admittedly had no legal0r consti
tutional competence under the Charter of the
United Nations in that matter,

1110. The representative of FRANCE stated
that Japan had forfeited its rights in the islands
as a consequence of its violation of certain
obligations which it had assumed. As the
League of Nations, which had laid those
obligations upon Japan, no longer existed, it
was for the United Nations to pronoun,e on
the matter. It was for that reason that the
French delef 'tion considered that the pro
cedure of handling the matter thrcugh the
Security Council was perfectly acceptable.

1111. At the 123rd meeting, on 28 IVLar"h
1947, the representative of AUSTRALIA declared
that the Australian Government did not aim
at delaying the question of disposing of the
islands, but solely at maintaining the vital
principle that all the terms of what might
fairly be called the final settlement with Japan
should be approved not by a few nations only,
but by all tile nations that had contributed
with substantial forces to the overthrow of
the enemy. Since the Security Council had
agreed te the Australian suggestion that
representatives of the nations that had fought
against Japan should be admitted to the
Security Council for the purpose of stating
their views on the United States trusteeship
proposal, Australia had decided not to press
the proposal for the amendment ~f the draft
agreement by the addition of a new article 17.

6. Decisions of the Council

1112. At the 124th meeting, on 2 April 1947,
the Council agreed to vote on the draft trustee
ship agreement, article by article, following
the numbering and taking the relevant amend
ments in the same order.

1113. The preamble and most of the artides
as originally proposed by the United States
were approved unanimously. There was
extensive dehate, however, on some of the
articles.

1114. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM, explaining his proposed amend-

ment to article 8, said that the words ~c t.xcept
the Administering Authority " would seem to
give a preferential position to the United
States, which did not seem to be in strict
accordance with Article 83, paragraph 2, and
Article 70, sub-paragraph d, of the Charter.

1U5. The representative of BELGIUM was
prepared to vote for the original text of
article B of the United States draft agreement,
since the islands were not, in existing cir.
cumstances, of any real interest from the
economic and commercial points of view.

1116. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA objected to the amendment
proposed by the representative of the enited
Kingdom, and contended that the sect;rity
objective must be the overriding consideration
in a strategic- area. The draft agreement was
justified by /i.rticle 76, sub-paragraph d, and
Article 83, paragraph 2, of the Charter. The
former provided for equal treatment of all
Members of the United Nations and their
nationals " without prejudice to the attainment
of the foregoing objectives ", one of which
was the furtherance of iJlternational peace
and security. The latter provided for the
manner m which Article 76 should be carried
out in a strategic area, by stating that the
provisions of Article 76 should be applicable
to the pedple of the Territory, rather than to
the people outside. He stressed that the islands,
in the light of experience, were an economic
liability ar.d not an asset to the Afl.ninistering
Authority. He believed that the provisions of
Article 81 were appropriate to the Territory.

Hi 7. He declared that the United States,
while it might be obliged to withdraw the
tender of an agreement, would not exercise
a veto in the Security Council if the amend·
ment were put to the vote.

1118. Decision: The United Kingdom amend
ment ?:.Jas rejected by 6 votes to 3 (Poland,
United Kingdom, Union of Soviet Socialist
Re.publics) , with 2 abstention,: (China, United
States of Ame1"ica) .

1119. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM, explaining his amendment to ar·
ticle 13, stated that the latter was one of the
most impGrtant articles of the agreement.
While realizing that it would be impossible to
provide for any prior notification to the
Security Council of any areas which might be
closed for security reasons, his Government
hoped that some provision might be inserted
for notifying the Security Council when areas
were closed, giving reasons if possible.

1120. The representative of the UNITED
STATES Ot<' AMERICA, it: reply, declared that the
word "specified" in article 13 V";'s ; - act
of notification, and that it was the purpose of
the United States to keep the Security Council
notified.
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; 1122. Decision: .tirticle 13, ill its origi1Jal
: for"" was approved tl7lQ1li11l0usly.

1123. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS proposed that
article 15 should be redr.afted as follows :

1123 a. "The terms of the present Agree
ment may be altered and amended or the
terms of its validity discontinued by the decision
of the Security CounciL "

1121. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM said he was satisfied with the de
claration of the representative of the United
States.

1132. The representative of Poland pre
sented another amendment to article 15, as
follows:

1131. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS was agreeable to
that suggestion, but as the representative of
the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA objected
strongly to it and the representative of the
U~~"ITED KINGDOM also. thought the conlpro
mIse was unnecessary, It was not put to the
vote.

1129. The representative of CHINA considered
that the difficulty in the debate was a matter
of wording. He suggf'sted that article 15
should be redrafted as follows:

1139. Decision: The draft trusteeship agree
mellt was uttanimously approved.

1130, "The terms of the present Agreement
shall not be altered, amended or terminated,
except in accordance with the provisions of
the Charter."

1133. "The terms of the present Agreement
shall not be altered, amended or terminated
except as provided by the Charter."

1134. The representative of the United King
dom objected to the amendment on the ground
that the Charter said nothing on the subject.

1135. Decision: The USSR a11lelldment
was rejected by 8 votes to olle (Unioll of Soviet
Socialist Republics), with 2 abstmtions (Frallce,
United r'ates of America).

1136. Decision: The Polish amendment
was not adopted, havi1zg failed to obtain the
requisite 7 affirmative votes. There were 4 votes
in favour (China, Poland, Syria, Union of
Soviet Socialist Repttblics), 3 against (Australia,
Belgium, United Kingdom) and 4 abstentions
(Brazil, Colombia, France, United States of
America).

1137. Decision: Al'tide 15, in its original
form, was approved by 8 votes to none, with
3 abstentions (Poland, Syria, Union of Soviet
Socialist Republics).

1138. The PRE8IDENT then asked the Council
to vote on the draft trusteeship agreement
as a whole.

a convention would in a sense be entitled to
"mend it or bring it to an end. He pointed
out that the words " agreed upon by the States
directly concerned" in Article 79 of the
Charter merited more study by the Council.,,,
1128. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, referring to the
point raised by the representative of Syria,
said that, in the United States text as it stood,
the notion of "States directly concerned"
simply did not exist.

1123 b. He emphasized that the adoption of
his amendment would bring t1 '~xt of article 15
more into accordance with the powers and the
rights of the Security Council with regard to
the approval of trusteeship agreements con
cerning strategic areas. He thought the second
version of the United States draft was less
acceptable than the first, containing, as it did,
the same ideas in a more veiled form.

1125. The representatives of BELGIUM and
; AUSTRALIA expressed their objection to the

amendment and their wi1lingness to vote for
the original text.

1l26. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS, replying to the
lemarks of the representative of the United
States, maintained that since the Security
Council had the power to approve a draft
trusteeship agreement at the time of its
conclusion, it followed that it had also the
right to take later a decision that that a~ree
.ment had become out of date and should be
amended, discontinued or replaced by a new
agreement. The USSR amendment was not
intended to curtail the rights of the Admi
nistering Authority, but to ensure that the

. rights of the Council were observed.

'1l27. The representative of SYRIA thought
there WllS no doubt that those who concluded

!
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~ 1124. The representative of the UNITED
f~.J STATES OF AMERICA declared that the USSR
~ amendment could not be accepted by the,i United States as a party to the agreement.
~ The whole theory of the trusteeship system
~ was that there must be in any case at least
~1 two parties to any trusteeship agreement. It

would be an astonishing interpretation of the
Charter to maintain that the function of
determining the terms of the agreement should
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ll( To give the power of termination to the Security
:.~ Council alone would be in violation of the
~
~~ spirit of the Charter and of the theory of the
11 agreement. He would have to refrain from
~ voting on the USSR amendment, but he

warned that the whole matter might result
~ in a withdrawal by the principal party to the
, performance of the tLUSt.



1140. The approved text of the Trusteeship
Agreement for the former Japanese mandated
islands reads as follows:

Preamble

1141. "Whereas Article 75 of the Charter
of the United Nations provides for the esta
blishment of an international trusteeship system
for the administration and supervision of such
territories as may be placed thereunder by
subsequent agreements; and

1142. "Whereas under Article 77 of the said
Charter the trusteeship system may be applied
to territories now held under mandate; and

1143. "Whereas on 17 December 1920 the
Council of the League of Nations confirmed
a mandate for the former German islands
north of the equator to Japan" to be admi
nistered in 'accordance with Article 22 of the
Covenant of the' League of Nations; and

1144. "Whereas Japan, as a result of the
Second World War, has ceased to exercise any
authority in these islands;

1145. "Now, therefore, the Security Council
of the United Nations, having satisfied itself
that the relevant articles of the Charter have
been complied with, hereby resolves to approve
the following terms of trusteeship for the
Pacific islands formerly under mandate to
Japan.

Article 1

1146. "The territory of the Pacific Islands,
consisting of the islands formerly held by
Japan under mandate in accordance with
Article 22 of the Covenant of the League of
Nations, is hereby designated as a strategic
area and placed under the trusteeship system
established in the Charter of the United
Nations. Tl:e territory of the Pacific Islands.
is hereinafter referred to as the Trust Territory.

Article 2

1147. "The United States of America is
designated as the Ad linistering Authority of
the Trust Territory.

Article 3

1148. "The Administering Authority shall
have full powers of administration, legislation
and jurisdiction over the Territory subject to
the provisions of this Agreement, and may
apply to the Trust Territory, subject to any
modifications which the Administering Autho
rity "may consider desirable, such of the laws
of the United States as it may deem appropriate
to local conditions and requirements.

Article 4

1149. "The Administering Authority, in dh;
charging the obligations of trusteeship in the
Trust Territory, shall act in accordance with
the Charter of the United Nations, and the
provisions of this Agreement, and shall, as
specified in Article 83 (2) of the Charter,
apply the objectives of the international trustee
ship system, as set forth in Article 76 of the
Charter, to the people of the Trust Territory.

Article 5

1150. "In discharging its obligations under
Article 76 a and Article 84 of the Charter,
the Administering Authority shall ensure that
the Trust Territory shall play its part, in
accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations, in the maintenance of international
peace and security. To this end the Admi
nistering Authority shall be entitled:

1151. "1. To establish naval, military and
air bases and to erect fortifications in the
Trust Territory;

1152. "2. To station and employ armed
forces in the Territory; and

1153. "3. To make use of volunteer forces,
facilities and assistance from the Trust Terri- I

tory in carrying out the obligations towards
the Security Council undertaken in this regard
by the Administering Authority, as well as "
for the local defence and the maintenance of ~
law and order within the Trust Territory.

Article 6

1154. "In discharging its obligations under
Article 76 b of the Charter, the Administering
Authority shall :

1155. "1. Foster the development of su~h

political institutions as are suited to the Trust
Territory and shall promote the development
of the inhabitants of the Trust Territory to
ward self-government or independence, as
may be apprc:,"- ..~ to the particular cir
CHmstances of t~.~ rrust Territory and its
peoples and the freely expressed wishes of
the peoples concerned ; and to this end shall
give to the inhabitants of the Trust Territory
a progressively increasing share in the admi
nistrative services in the Territory; shall
develop their participation in government;
shall give due recognition to the customs of
the inhabitants in providing II ~ystem of law
for the Territory; and shall take other appro
priate measures toward these ends;

1156. "2. Promote the economic advance
ment and self-sufficiency of the inhabitants,
and to this end shall regulate the use of
natural resources ; encourage the development
of fisheries, agriculture, and industries; protect
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the inhabitants against the loss of their lands
and resources; and improve the means of
transportation and communication ;

1157. "3. Promote the social advancement
of the inhabitants, and to this end sl.:..:.11 protect
the rights and fundamental freedoms of all
elements of' the population without discri
mination ; protect the health of the inhabitants ;
control the traffic in arms and ammunition,
opium and other dangerous drugs, and alcohol
and other spirituous beverages; and institute
such other regulations as may be necessary to
protect the inhabitants against social abuses;
and

1158. "4. Promote the educational advance
ment of the inhabitants, and to this end shall
take steps toward the establishment of a
general system of elementary education; faci
litate the vocational and cultural advancement
of the population; and shall encourage quali
fied students to pursue higher education,
including training on the professional level.

Article 7

1159. "In discharging its obligations under
Article 76 c, of the Charter, the Administering
Authority shall guarantee to the inhabitants
of the Trust Territory freedom of conscience
and, subject only to the requirements of public
order and security, freedom of speech, of the
Press, and of assembly; freedom of worship,
and of religious teaching; and freedom of
migration and movement.

Article 8

1160. " 1. In discharging its obligations under
Article 76 d of the Charter, as defined by
Article 83 (2) of the Charter, the Administering
Authority, subject to the requirements of
security and the obligation to promote the
advancement of the inhabitants, shall accord
to nationals of each Member of the United
Nations and to companies and associations
organized in conformity with the laws of such
Member, treatment in the Trust Territory no
less favo1 lrable than that accorded therein to
nationals, companies and associations of any
other United Nation except the Administering
Authority.

1161. "2. The Administering Authority shall
ensure equal treatment to the Members of the
United Nations and their nationals in the
aqministration of justice.

1162. "3. Nothing in this article shall be
so construed as to accord traffic rights to air-

I
craft flying into and out of the Trust Territory.
Such rights shall be subject to agreement
between the Administering Authority and the

, State whose nationality such aircraft possesses.

I

1163. "4. The Administering Authority may
negotiate and conclude commercial and other
treaties and agreements with Members of the
United Nations and other States, designed to
obtain for the inhabitants of the Trust Territory
treatment by the Members of the United
Nations and other States no less favourable
than that granted by them to the nationals
of other States. The Security Council may
recommend, or invite other organs of the
United Nations to consider and recommend,
what rights the inhabitants of the Trust
Territory should acquire in consideration of
the rights obtained by Members of the United
Nations in the Trust Territory.

Article 9

1164. "The Administering Authority shall
be entitled to constitute the Trust Territory
into a customs, fiscal, or administrative union
or federation with other territories under
United States jurisdiction and to establish
common services between such territories and
the Trust Territory where such measures are
not inconsistent with the basic objectives of
the International Trusteeship System and with
the terms of this Agreement.

Article 10

1165. "The Administering Authority, act
ing under the provisions of article 3 of this
Agreement, may accept membership in any
regional advisory Commission, regional autho
rity, or technical organization or other volun
tary association of States, may co-operate with
specialized international bodies, public or
private, and may engage in other forms of
international co-operation.

Article 11

1166. "1. The Administering Authority shall
take the necessary steps to provide the status
of citizenship of the Trust Territory for the
inhabitants of the Trust Territory.

1167. "2. The Administering Authority shall
afford diplomatic and consular protection to
inhabitants of the Trust Territory when out
side the territorial limits of the Trust Territory
or of the territory of the Administering
Authority.

Article 12

1168. "The Administering Authority shall
enact such legislation as may be necessary to
place the provisions of this Agreement in effect
in the Trust Territory. .
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Article 13

1169. "The provisions of Articles 87 and 88
of the Charter shall be applicable to the Trust
Territory, provided that the Administering
Authority may determine the extent of their
applicability to any areas which may from
time to time be specified by it as closed for
security reasons.

Article 14

1170. "The Administering Authority under
takes to apply in the Trust Territory the
provisions of any international conventions
and recommendations which I,lay be appro
priate to the particular circumstances of the
Trust Territory and which would be conducive

to the achievement of the basic objectives of
article 6 of this Agreement.

Article 15

1171. "The terms of the present Agreement
shall not be altered, amended or terminated
without the consent of the Administering
AUlhority.

Article 16

1172. "The present Agreement shall come
into force when approved by the Security
Council of the United Nations and by the
Government of the United States after due
constitutional process. U

B. ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS

;

I
1. Special report of the Secttrity Council to

the second part of the first se. Si01Z of the
Gmeral Assembly

1173. The Security Council submitted a
special report (S /177) on the admission of
new Members to the General Assembly at
the second part of the first session. The
report contained the Council's recommend
ation that Mghanistan, the Republic of Iceland
and Sweden should be admitted to membership
in the United Nations, together with a sum
mary of the proceedings of the Security Council
in its consideration of applications, including
also those of the People's Republic of Albania,
the Mongolian People's Republic, the Hashe
mite Kingdom of Transjordan, Ireland, Portu
gal and Siam.

2. Further consideration of the application of
Siam during the second part of the first
session of the General Assembly

1174. The representative of Siam In the
matter of Siam's application to the United
Nations, in a letter dated 28 August 1946
addressed to the Secretary-General (S /132),
requested that consideration by the Security
Council of Siam's application might be ad
journed until a settlement of the territorial
dispute between Siam and France had been
effected. For that reason, as was noted in the
special report above, Siam's application was
not voted on when the Council considered
the first report of its Committee on the Ad
mission of New Members.

1175. In a letter dated 29 November 1946,
addressed to the Secretary-General (S /201), the
representative of Siam requested that consider
ation by the Security Council of Siam's appli-

catio.n might be pi'oceeded with in due course, I!
since settlement of the territorial dispute .
between Siam and France had been effected,
as noted in a separate communication of the
same date (S /199). :;

1176. That request was placed on the provi- I1
sional agenda of the 82nd meeting, on 10 De
cember 1946. Further consideration of Siam's
request at that meeting was postponed at the
request of the representative of the USSR,
who wished to study the question more fully.

1177. At the 83rd meeting, on 12 December
1946, the representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that he
was ready to support the application of Siam.

1178. The representative of FRANCE sup
ported the application of Siam, noting that
the Franco-Siamese dispute had been settled
by peaceful means and in perfect conf-ormity
with the principles of the Charter. In view
of that settlement, the French Government
was prepared to state that Siam fulfilled the
conditions set out in the Charter.

il79. The representative of China, supported
by the representative of Egypt, submitted the
following draft resolution:

1180. "The Security Council,

1181. "Having taken note of the unanimous
approval by its members of the application of
Siam for membership in the United Nations,

1182. "Recommends to the General Assembly
that it admit Siam to membership in the_I.
United Nations. "
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1183. Decision: Tile resollltio71 was adopted
tmaIJimotl.~ly a1Jd forwarded to tile GeIJeral
Assembly.

3. Spedal report to the seco1Jd sessio7J of the
Ge1Jeral Assembly. '

1134. Up to the date of the conclusion of
this report, new ~.pplications for admission to

membership had been received trom Hungary
(S /333), Italy (S /355) and Austda (S /403).'
At the 132nd, 137th and 154th meetings
respectively, the President of the Security
Council referred those applications. to the
Committee on the Admission of New Members
for study and report at the appropriate time,
in accordance with rule 59 of the provisional
rules of procedure of the Security Council. 1

C. RE-EXAMINATION OF APPLICATIONS FOR MEMBERSHIP

1185. The President of the General Assembly,
in a letter dated 25 November 1946, addressed
to the President of the Security Council (S /197),
transmitted the resolution adopted by the
General Assembly at its 49th plenary meeting
on 19 November 1946, a recommending that
the Security Council should re-examine the
applications for membership in the United
Nations of the People's Republic of Albania,
the Mdngolian People's Republic, the Hashe
mite Kingdom of Transjordan, Ireland and
Portugal, on their respective merits as measured
by the yardstick of the Charter, in accordance
with Article 4.

1186. That letter was placed on the agenda
of the Security Council at its 81st meeting, on
29 November 1946.

1187. The representative of AUSTRALIA pro
posed that the Council should accept the
Assembly's recommendation and refer the
question to the Committee on the Admission
of New Members which had previously assisted
the Council, since it was quite obvious that
the Security Council could not hope to carry
out the re-examination, in public, at its current
meeting.

1188. The representative of the NETHERLANDS
pointed out that owing to the resolution of the
General Assembly recommending consultation
on the rules of procedure governing the ad
mission of new Members, 3 it was uncertain
how applications for membership would be
dealt with in the future, and suggested that
the second part of the Australian proposal be
amended to read:

1189. "The Security Council will decide
the question when the application for member
shiF of the Hashemite Kingdom of Trans
jordan, Ireland, the Mongolian People's Re
public, the People's Republic of Albania and

~ 1 For the discussion in the ComD.ittee on the

"

Admission of New Members on these further appli
. cations for admission to membership, see Official

Il

' Records of the Secm'ity CO'lmcil, Second Year, Special
I Supplement No. 3.

2 See Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
during the second part of its first session, No. 35 (I),I p. 61.L, a Ibid., No. 36 (I), p. 62.

Portugal will be re-examined, after the question
of the preparation of rules governing the ad
mission of new Members acceptable both to
the Security Council and to the General
Assembly has been settled."

1190. The representative of EGYPT expressed
views similar to those of the representative of
Australia, while the representatives of CHINA,
BRAZIL and POLAND agreed with the repre
sentative of the Netherlands that the Security
Council should not begin the re-examination
before hearing the results of the consultation
on rules of procedure.

1191. The representative of POLAND wished
to make it clear, first, that he did not consider
the Security Council legally bound to accept
the General Assembly resolution and, secondly,
that he by no means conceded that in making
the decision on the admission of new Members,
the Security Council had' acted in a manner
contrary to Article 4 of the Charter.

1192. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REpUBLICS, while not op-'
posing a postponement, considered that there
was no direct connexion between the question
of the new rules of procedure and the re
examination of applications, and that the
Council should simply adopt a resolution agree
ing to re-examine the applications for member
ship on which it had taken no positive decision.:

1193. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM thought action on the procedural
question could quite logically come after action
on the re-examination of applications, and for
that reason was inclined to vote in favour of
the Australian proposal.

1194. The representative of FRANCE agreed
with the Nertherlands amendment,· but felt
that if the time required for the Assembly and
the Security Council to reach agreement on
supplementary rules were too long, the Council
ought to be free to proceed with the re
examination of the applications.

1195. At the suggestion of the representative
of POLAND, the representative of the NETHFR-;
LANDS agreed to change the words "until it
has been settled" to "until it has been
considered by the Council ".
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1196. The representative of AUSTRALIA argued
that the Netherlands amendment, in a sense,
made the consultation on new rules of proce
dure and the re-examination of applications
contingent on each other, and he thought it
would be better to keep them strictly apart.
The delegation of Australia did not wish to
defer the re-examination of the applications
and thought it more appropriate to discuss
in the Committee on the Admission of New
Members, rather than in the Council, any
reason which might be put forward for such
a deferment.

1197. The representative of MEXICO agreed
with the Australian proposal and thought the
Council should not subordinate the question
of the re-examination of applications to the
results of the consultations concerning rules
of procedure, since that result would in no
'Wily affect "the applications already received
and examined.

1198. The PRESIDENT considered that the
Security Council should accept the General
Assembly resolution. He agreed that there
was no real connexion between the resolutions
of the General Assembly on the re-examination
of applications and on the rules of procedure,
but thought the re-examination of the appli
cations in detail should be postponed. He
suggested that the representatives of Australia

and the Netherlands should withdraw the
second part of the proposal and its amendment
in order to permit the President to consult
with them and other members of the Council
on a line of procedure which would give effect
to the Council's desire to co-operate with the
General Assembly, white at the same time
preserving its own entire right of freedom
of action.

1199. The representatives of AUSTRALIA and
the NETHERLANDS agreed to the suggestion of
the President.

1200. Decision: The Council adopted the
first part of the Australian proposal accepti"g
the resolution of the General Assembly.

1201. At the 82nd meeting, on 10 December
1946, the President announced that there
seemed to be agreement among the members
of the Council that reconsideration of the
applications should be deferred for the mo
ment.

1202 and 1203. At the 152nd meeting, on
8 July 1947, the Council decided to refer the
matter to the Committee on the Admission of
New Members and instruct the Committee to
submit its report on 10 August 1947, or earlier
if possible.1

D. RULES GOVERNING THE ADMISSION OF NEW MEMBERS

1204. The President of the General Assembly,
in a letter dated 25 November 1946 addressed
to the President of the Security Council (S /196),
transmitted the resolution on rules governing
the admission of new Members to the United
Nations. adopted by the General Assembly
at its forty-ninth plenary meeting on 19 No
vember 1946. S That resolution requested
the Security Council to appoint a committee
to confer with a committee fln procedure of
the General Assembly with a view to pre
paring rules governing the ~Gmission of new
Members which would be acceptable both to
the General Assembly and the Security Council.

1205. That letter was placed on the agenda
of the Security Council at its 81st meeting, on
29 November 1946.

1206. The PRESIDENT suggested that the
Committee of Experts should be instructed to
appoint a sub-committee from' their number
to meet with t.he Committee on Procedure of

1 For the report of the Committee on the Admission
of New Members, see OjJict'ol Records of the Security
Council, Second Year, Special Supplement No. 3.

2 See Resolutions adopted by the General Assembly
during the second part of its first session, No. 36 (I),
p. 620.

the General Assembly. He expressed the
opinion that the sub-committee of the
Committee of Experts should not make specific
proposals, but should listen to the proposals
which the Assembly's Committee might have
to make and report those proposals back to
the Security Council.

1207. The representative of POLAND sup
ported that proposal.

1208. Decision: The suggestimz of the
President was adopted by the Council without
objection.

1209. The Committee of Experts appointed
the representative of China as Chairman of the
Sub-Committee and the representatives of
Brazil and Poland as the other members.

1210. The General Assembly Committee on
Procedure and the Security Council's Sub
Committee held a series of four conferences .
between 28 May and 12 June 1947. The
General Assembly Committee then drafted its
proposals and, on 30 June 1947, submitted
them with an explanatory letter to the Security
Council's Sub-Committee. At the closing
date of this report, the Council had not yet
examined the new rules.
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E. INTERPRETATION OF ARTICLES 11 AND 12 OF THE STATUTE
OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

1211. In a letter dated 28 January 1947, the
Acting Secretary-General transmitted to the
President for the consideration of the Security
Council the resolution of the General Assembly
of 19 November 1946 on the rules of procedure
with resp(...:t to the election of members of
the International Court of Justice. l

1212. The matter was brl mght to the attention
of the Security Council at its 97th meeting,
on 31 January 1947, and was placed on the
agenda of the Security Council at its 138th
meeting, on 4 June 1947. The UNITED STATES
representative submitted the following draft
resolution :

1213. "The Secu1'ity Council,

1214. "Having considered the resolution of
the General Assembly of 19 November 1946,
adopting provisionally and subject to the
concurrence of the Security Council the follow
ing rule of procedure :

Rule 99 A

1215. "'Any meeting ofthe General Assembly
held in pursuance of the Statute of the Inter
national Court of Justice for the purpose of
the election of members of the Court· shall
continue until as many candidates as are re
quired for all the seats to be filled have ob-

tained in one or more ballots an absolute
majority of votes.'

1216. "Resolves

1217. "1. To concur in the rule of procedure
quoted above ; and

1218. "2. To adopt the following rule of
procedure:

CHAPTER 11

RELATIONS WITH OTHER UNITED
NATIONS ORGANS

Rule 61

" cAny meeting of the Security Council held
in pursuance of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice for the purpose of the election
of members of the Court shall continue until
as many candidates as are required for all
the seats to be filled have obtained in one or
more ballots an absolute majority of votes.'

1219. "Transmits this resolution to the
General Assembly for its information."

1220. Decision: The resolution was adopted
unanimously.

F. CONOITIONS UNDER WHICH THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE
SHALL OPEN TO STATES NOT PARTIES TO THE STATUTE

1221. The Prcl>idtn~ of the International
Court of Justice, in a letter dated 1 May 1946
addressed to the Secretary-General (S /99),
requested information on any decision the
Security Council might see fit to take, in
accordance with paragraph 2 of Article 35 of
~heStatute of the International Court of Justice,
In the matter of access to the Court by States
not parties to the Statute.

1222. At its 50th meeting, 011 10 July 1946,
the Security Council referred to the Committee
of Experts the examination of the conditions
on which the International Court of Justice

1 .See Resolutions adopted by th~ General Assembly
dunng the second part of its first session, No. 88 (I),
p. 175.

should be open to States not parties to the
Statute of the Court.

1223. The Committee noted that the prob
lem before the Security Council was almost
identical with that which had confronted the
Council of the League of Nations in 1922
in connexion with the question of opening the
Permanent Court of International Justice to
States not parties to its Statute. The Com
mittc:e theref?re ~ecommended an analogous
solutIOn, taking mto account the changes
necessary to adapt the text of the League of
Nations resolution to the provisions of the
Charter and of the new Statute, but placing
no new obligation on States not parties to the
Statute. It was thus stipulated that an applicant
State should undertake to accept all the
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obligations imposed upon a Member of the
United Nations by Article 94 of the Charter.

1224. In the commentaries contained in its
report, the Committee emphasized that a
State party to the Statute could not, without
its consent, be brough~. before the Court by a
State not party to the Statute.

1225. Decision: At its 76th meeting, 011

15 October 1946, the Security Gotmct'l adopted
the jollowillg resolzlti011 (S/169):

1226. "The Security Gotmcil oj the United
Nations,

1227. "111 vi,'tue of the powers conferred
upon it by Article 35, paragraph 2, of the
Statute of the International Court of Justice,
and subject to the provisions of that Article,

1228. "Resoh.!es:

1229. "1. The International Court of Justice
shall be open to a State which is not a party
to the Statute of the International Court of
Justice, upon the following condition, namely,
that such State shall previously have deposited
with the Register of the Court a declaration by
which it accepts the jurisdiction of the Court,
in accordance with the Charter of the United
Nations and with the terms and subject to
the conditions of the Statute and rules of the
Court, and undertakes to comply in good
faith with the decision or decisions of the
Court and to accept all the obligations of a
Member of the United Nations under Article 94
of the Charter.

1230. "2. Such declaration may be either
p~rticular or general :

1231. "A particular declaration is one accept
ing the jurisdiction of the Court in respect
only of a particular dispute or disputes which
have already arisen ;

1232. "A general declaration is one accepting
the jurisdiction generally in respect of aU
disputes or of a particular class or classes of
disputes which have already arisen or which
may arise in the future.

1233. "A State in making such a general
declaration may, in accordance with Article 36,
paragraph 2 of th.e Statute, recognize as com
pulsory, ipso facto, and without special agree.
ment, the jurisdiction of the Court, provided,
however, that such acceptance may not, with.
out explicit agreement, be relied upon vis-a-vis
States parties to the Statute, which have made
the declaration in conformity with Article 36,
paragraph 2 of the Statute of the International
Court of Justice.

1234. "3. The original declarations made
under the terms of this resolution shall be
kept in the custody of the Registrar of the
Court, in accordance with the practice of the
Court. Certified true copies thereof shall be
transmitted, in accordance with the practice
of the Court, to all States parties to the Statute
of the International Court of Justice, and to
such other States as shall have deposited· a
declaration under the terms of this resolution,
and to the Secretary-General of the United
Nations.

1235. "4. The Security Council of the
United Nations reserves the right to rescind
or amend this resolution by a resolution which
shall be communicated to the Court, and on
the receipt of such communication and to the
extent determined by the new resolution,
existing declarations shall cease to be effective
except in regard to disputes which are already
before the Court.

1236. "5. All questions as to the validity _
or the effect of a declaration made under the
terms of this resolution shall be decided by
the Court."

G. APPLICATION OF SWITZERLAND TO BECOME A PARTY TO THE

STATUTE OF THE INTERNATIONAL COURT OF JUSTICE

1237. The Swiss Consul-General in New
York, in a letter dated 26 October 1946, trans
mitted to the Secretary-General a telegram
from the Chief of the Federal Political Depart
ment of the Swiss Government requesting
that the Security Councii and the General
Assembly should be informed of the desire of
the Swiss Federal Council to know the condi
tions on which Switzerland c(>',ld become a
party to the Statute of the International Court
or Justice (S /185).

1238. Under Article 93, paragraph 2, of the
Charter, a State which is not a Member of the
United Nations may become a party to the
Statute of the. Court on conditions to be

determined by the General Assembly upon
the recommendation of the Security Council.

1239. At its 78th meeting, on 30 October
1946, the Security Council decided to refer
the matter to the Committee of Experts for
its consideration, requesting it to report to the
Council as soon as possible and not later than
6 November 1946.

1240. The report of the Committee of Experts
(S /191) pointed out that the conditions deemed
appropriate in the case of Switzerland were
not intended to constitute a precedent in any
~uture case und~r Article 9~, paragraph, 2, of
the Charter, whIch contemplated the fixmg of
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conditions in each case by b.~ General As
sembly upon the recommendation of the
Security Council.

1241. Decision: The conditions advised by
the Committee were adopted by the Security
Council at its 80th meetil1g, OIl 15 November
1946, and recommended to the Ge11eml Assembly.

1241 a. The recommendation of the Security
Council was as follows :

1242. "The Security COlmcil recommends that
the ,General Assembly, in accordance with
Article 93, paragraph 2, of the Charter, deter
mine the conditions on which Switzerland may
become a party to the Statute of the Inter
national Court of Justice, as follows :

1243. "Switzerland will become a party to
the Statute on the date of the deposit with
the Secretary-General of the United Nations
of an instrument, signed on behalf of the
Government of Switzerland and ratified as
may be required by Swiss constitutional law,
containing :

1244. "(a) Acceptance of the prOVISIons of
the Statute of the International Court of
Justice;

1245. "(b) Acceptance of all the obligations
of a Member of the United Nations under
Article 94 of the Charter; and

1246. "(c) An undertaking to contribute to
the expenses of the Court such equitable
amount as the General Assembly shall assess
from time to time after consultation with the
Swiss Government."

1247. The General Assembly, on 7 December
1946, referred those recommendations of the
Security Council to its Sixth Committee for
consideration and report. Upon the re
commendation of that Committee, the As
sembly adopted, on 11 December 194,6, the
resolution which had been recommended by
the Security Council, determining the condi
tions on which Switzerland might become a
party to the Statute of the International Court
of Justice. 1

H. STATUTE AND RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE MILITARY
STAFF COMMITTEE

1248. In accordance with paragraph (c) of
the directive to the Military Staff Committee,
approved by the Security Council at its 2nd
meeting, on 25 January 1946, the Military
Staff Committee had drawn up proposals
(8/10) on its Statute and rules of Procedure
and submitted them to the Security Council
for approval.

1249. At its 23rd meetlIlg, on 16 February
1946, the Security Council instructed the
Committee of Experts to examine document
S/10 and submit a report on it to the Council.
The Security Council also decided that pending
the approval by the Council of the statute
and rules of procedure of the Military Staff
Committee, the latter might be authorized to
carry on provisionally along the lines of the
proposals which it had submitted.

1 See Resolutions adopted by the Genm'al Assembly
during the second part of its first session, No. 91 (1),
p. 182.

1250. Following observations made by the
Secretariat, and the correspondence which
resulted therefrom between the Secretary-.
General and the Military Staff Committee, the
Military Staff Committee made certain amend
ments in its draft statute and rules of procedure
and submitted a revised text (S /115) to the
Security CouncH on 24 July 1946.

1251. The Committee of Experts devoted
27 meetings to the consideration of that text.
During the discUi;sion, several members of
the Committee expressed the desire for clari
fication (If a certain number of points. To that
end, two questionnaires were addressed to the
Military Staff Committee.

1252. In the light of the Military Staff'
Committee's replies, the Committee of Experts
amended document S /115 and presented the
revised text to the Security Council with an·
explanat<lry report (S /421). .



Part Four

REPORT ON THE WORK OF THE MILITARY STAFF COMMITTEE

1. Committee meeti1'gs

1253. The Military Staff Committee func
tioned continuously during the indicated period,
and held 38 meetings.

2. Examinatiol' of Article 43 of the Charter

1254. In accordance with the directives of
the Security Council issued at its 23rd meeting,
on 16 February 1946, and its 105th meeting,
on 13 February 1947, the Military Staff
Committee continued its examination of the
provisions of Article 43 of the United Nations
Charter from the military point of view.

1260. (c) The preliminary estimates of the.
strength and composition of the armed forces.
to be made available to the Security Council
by the other Member nations, including the"
determination of the strength and composition
of the three principal services of armed forces;
- land, sea and air ; "

with provisional esti.
mates. The delegation
of China agreed with
the United Kingdom
delegation's estimate.
The delegation of the
Union of Soviet So.
cialist Republics did
not feel able to pro
vide an estimate until
the general principles
had been resolved.

1259. (b) The preliminary estimates of the
strength and composition of the armed forces)
to be made available to the Security Council
by the five permanent members of the Security
Council, including the determination of the,'
strength and composition of t~le three principal'
services of armed forces - land, sea and air;.

1258. (a) The preliminary estimates of the
over-all strength and composition of armed
forces to be made available to the Security'
Council by Member Nations of the United
Nations, including the determination of the
over-all strength and composition of the three
principal services of armed forces -- land, sea
and air;

4. Future programme of W01"k

1257. As a further step in its examination of
Article 43 of the Charter from the military
point of view, the Military Staff Committee,
at its meeting on 16 May 1947, agreed on a
future programme of work as follows :

1261. (d) Preparation of a draft standard,
form of special agreement.

1262. In agreeing to the above programme
of work, the delegations of China, France, the

1256 b. The Securitv
C~iUncil, while exa"
mining the report of
the Military Staff
Committee, instructed
the Military Staff
Committee to provide
estimates of the over
all strength of the
United Nations armed
forces in order to
assist it in resolving
article 11 of the gene
ral principles. The
delegations of France,
the United Kingdom
and the United States
of America provided
the Security Council

Text accepted by the
delegations of the
United Kingdom and
the United States of
America

3., General principles for the organization of
armed forces

1255. The Military Staff Committee com
pleted its study of the general principles
governing the organization of the United
Nations armed forces and submitted its report
to the Security Council on 30 April 1947
(S /336).

Text accepted by the
delegations of China,
France and the Union
of Soviet Socialist
Republ£cs

1256 a. The MiEtary
Staff Committee.
while its re"')m:t uil. the
gel: eral pnriciples was
under discussion by
the Security Council,
replied at the request
of the latter to several
questions having a
special bear2ng on
articles 10, 11 and 18
of the general prin
ciples.
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United Kingdom and the United States
considered that problems (a) and (d) of the
programme of work should be considered first
and concurrently, whereas the delegation of
the USSR considered that problem (a) of the
programme of work should be considered first.
All delegations reserved the right to request
the Military Staff Committee to reconsider
at any time the question of setting up a sub
committee to consider the preparation of a
draft standard form of special agreement.

1263. To implement that programme of
work, the Military Staff Committee, at its
meeting on 16 May 1947, established a Sub
Committee to examine problem (a) of the
programme of work. That Sub-Committee
was directed to commence informal discussion,
in the light of the general principles sub
mitted to the Security Council, on the question
of the over-all strength and composition of

.the armed forces to be made available to the
Security Council by the Member nations of
the United Nations. Also, it was to make
recommendations to the Military Staff Com-

mittee as to the over-all strength and com
position of the armed forces, including the
strength of the three services - land, sea and
air - after the general principles had been
approved by the Security Council.

1264. The Sub-Committee submitted two
progress reports to the Military Staff Committee
on 30 June 1947 and 15 July 1947, and tho~e

reports are now under consi'deration by the
Military Staff Committee.

5. Standard form of agreement

1265. The Sub-Committee appointed by the
Military Staff ComIr.:~tee on 5 June 1946 to
consider that problel. presented the view of
the delegations of China, France, the United
Kingdom and the United States on the question
of the standard form of agreement to the
Military Staff Committee on 27 August 1946.
No further action has been taken on this
subject except as indicated in the discussion
on the future programme of work of the
Military Staff Committee as indicated above.



Part Five

MAnERS BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

BUT NOT PLACED ON THE AGENDA

A. INFORMATION ON ALLIED FORCES ON NON-ENEMY TERRITORY

1. State11ZC1zt of tIle represelztative of the
UlIi01Z of Soviet Socialist Republics

1266. At the 57th meeting of the Security
Council, on 29 August 1946, the repre
sentative of the UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST
REPUBLICS made a statement concerning the
presence of Allied troops on non-enemy
territory.

1267. Allied armed forces, which had entered
the territory of certain Members of the United
Nations and other non-enemy States for
military reasons during the war, continued to
remain there, according to the information that
was available. The presence of those forces
long after the end of hostilities was causing
uneasiness among the peoples of the countries
concerned. Moreover, world opinion, which
was interested in the maintenance of general
security, was following the situation in those
countries with unconcealed anxiety.

1268. The Security Council had no informa
tion as to where, exactly, the troops were
situated and in what strength. However, in
view of the obligation placed upon the Security
Council under Chapter VII of the Charter of
the United Nations, the Council ought to be
informed of the location and strength of armed
forces of Members of the United Nations in
the territories in question. Accordingly, under
instructions from his Government, the USSR
representative invited the Council to adopt a
resolution requiring Member States of the
United Nations to submit the following in
formation to the Security Council within two
weeks: .

1269. "1. At what points on the territory
of Members of the United Nations or other
States, with the exception of former enemy
territories, and in what number, are armed
forces of other Members of the United Nations
stationed?

1270. "2. At what points in '.he above
mentioned territories are air and naval bases
situated, and what is the size of their garrisons
belonging to the armed forces of other Member
States of the United Nations? "

1271. The above information would refer to
the situation as its existed on 1 August 1946.

1272. The representatives of the UNITED
KINGDOM and FRANCE submitted that as the •
subject did not appear on the agenda for the
current meeting, the statement of the USSR
representative was out of order.

1273. The PRESIDENT felt that most of the
representatives needed time to study the state
ment and to consult their Governments. He
assured the representative of the USSR that
he would place the statement on the provi
sional agenda for a future meeting.

2. DisCtlssion concerning the inclusion of the I
matter ilz the agenda

1274. The discussion on the statement was
resumed at the 7lst meeting, on 23 September
1946, when the representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS asked the Council
to put the question on the agenda for the
purpose of considering its substance. Dis
cussion continued at the 72nd and 73rd
meetings.

1275. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM, recalling that the representative of
the USSR had referred to Chapter VII of the
Charter, said he would like a more precise
indication of the passage of the Charter which
the USSR representative wished to invoke in
bringing the question before the Security
Council. He also wanted further indication
of the purpose behind the statement and the
scope of the Council's interest in the matter.
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1276. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS stated that the
question he had raised was a situation within
the scope of Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter
and was thus a question on which the Security
Council not only could but) in his Govern
menes opiniQn) had to take a decision.

1277. The representative of the UNITED
KINGDOM replied that .he explanlltion had
made it perfectly clear th:,: the USSR Govern
ment considered the presence of foreign troops
on certain territories to be a dangerous situation
coming under two Articles of Chapter VI of
the Charter. In those circumstances) he was
instructed by his Government to oppose the
inclusion of the item in the agenda of the
Security Council. If the USSR Government
was referring to British troops stationed in
certain foreign countries) he considered that
the proper course for the USSR would have
been to approach the United Kingdom Govern
ment with a view to di:-ect negotiation between
friendly governments, as provided for in'Article
33 ofthe Charter. As there had been no attempt
to follow that procedure in the case in question,
the United Kingdom Government regarded
the USSR proposal as a piece of pure pro
paganda.

1278. The representative of AUSTRALIA stated
that under Article 24, paragraph 2, of the
Charter, specific powers had been granted to
the Security Council for action 'with regard
to specific matters. However, the situation,
which was being brought to the attention of
the Council under Article 34 was a world
situation, with which the Council would find
it difficult to deal. Before the Council could
include the item in its agenda, more precise
indications would be required as to where
the pre~ence of foreign troops endangered
the peace.

1279. The representative of the UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA considered that there was
nothing in the USSR statement that would
justify its consideration by the Security Council.
Statements concerning the unconcealed anxiety
of world opinion constituted no basis for
action by the Security Council under Chap
ter VI. Wherever United States troops were
stationed on foreign soil, they were there on
a basis of agreements and friendly under
standing with the governments concerned.
His Government was reluctant to conclude
that the USSR proposal had been made for
propaganda purposes, but had not been able
to find a sound basis for it. He asked the
USSR representative whether the reference,
~n his original statement, to Chapter VII
lIfiplied that the information to be asked for
would assist the Council in preparing special
agreements under Article 43, or in determining
the strength of available contingents under
Article 45. The United States representative
stated that he had instructions from his Govern
~ent to v\)te against the inclusion of the item
In the agenda.

1280. The representative of POLAND thought
the Council had developed a bad habit of
discussing the merits of a situation at the stage
where the question before it was merely the
admission of an item to the agenda.

1281. The representative of the UNION OF
SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS explained that
the situations he had in mind, which might
lead to international friction and eventually
endanger peace and security, were those
created by the continued presence of United
States troops in China, Iceland and certain
Lat;n-American countries, and of British
troops in Egypt) Greece, Iraq and Indonesia
long after the war had come to an end. Protests
against the presence of those troops were
being made more and more frequently by
prominent political personalities, trade union
leaders, scholars and journalists in the above
mentioned countries. He then gave a detailed
account of the situations in the countries
concerned, pointing out that the presence of
foreign troops 011 their soil had a d~trimental

effect on international relations and conse
quently had a direct bearing on the main
tenance of international peace and security.
Those situations might lead to an intensification
of the friction between certain States and might
become a serious source of instability in inter
national relations. He rejected the allegation
that his statement had been made for propa
ganda reasons.

1282. The representative of the NETHER
LANDS shared the views expressed by the
representatives of Australia, the United States
and the United Kingdom with regard to the
interpretation of the Charter in the case at
issue. The cardinal question was whether
foreign troops were in a country with the free
consent of its government or without that
consent. If the governments in question were
uneasy about the presence of foreign troops,
the matter was one which should be brought
to the attention of the Council by the accredited
representatives of those governments, rand not
by the representative of the USSR. ~o

serious evidence of uneasiness in the countrIes
concerned had been produced. In the cir
cumstances, it was difficult to see how inter
national peace and security could be dis
turbed. He would therefore vote against
the inclusion of the item in the agenda.

1283. The representative of BRAZIL fully
endorsed the views stated by the represen
tatives of the United Kingdom, Australia,
the United States and the Netherlands. He
felt that the presence of troops on foreign
soil r.t the request of the governments con
cerned did not constitute a threat to peace.
He agreed with the representative of Poland
that any member of the Security Council ~ad

the right to request it to include a question
in its agenda, but it was for the Council itself
to decide whether or not such a matter ful
filled the requirements for inclusion in the
agenda. After having heard the statements
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by the representative of the, 'uSSR he had
the impression that they were made for political
reasons. He could inform the Council that
there was not a single United States soldier
on Brazilian soil.

1284. The representative of EGYPT stated
that his ddegation maintained the same view
that it had held during the debate on the
Iranian question. While not particularly
insisting on the inclusion in the agenda of the
question raised by the USSR representative,
he thought all the countries concerned should
have the opportunity of bringing the question
before the Council at a later date. The main
aspiration of the Egyptian people, ever since
the occupation of Egypt by British forces,
had been to rid it of that occupation. Nego
tiations were being conducted to that end.
If those negotjations failed, Egypt would bring
its case to the Security Council.

1285. At the 72nd meeting, on 24 September
1946, the representative of FRANCE stated that
he did not think it correct to say that, because
the question raised by the representative of the
USSR was much broader in its scope than those
usually examined by the Council, Article 34
could not be invoked in the case under
discussion. Nor could he agree with the
opinion that the statement, in view of its
political nature, ought not to be included in
the agenda. The Security CouIlcil was a
political body whose duty it was to deal with
essentially political questions. He was dis
turbed by what had been said regarding the
propagandist character attributed to the USSR
statement. The Council should consider a
case on its merits alone, irrespective of the
motives for which it had been brought up.
The fact that the troops were stationed in
the countries mentioned with the consent of
the governments concerned did not constitute
a reason for summarily dismissing the question;
in the case of the Iranian question, the Council
had taken the attitude that a situation might
deserve the continued attention of the Council
even when the country that had lodged the
original complaint had withdrawn it. The
Council could determine only after a thorough
study whether or not peace was endangered.
The question before the Council could not be
considered as a mere request for information,
as he had '(ended at first to regard it, from
the point of view of Chapter VII. Viewed in
the light of Article 34, the question was one
of extreme importance, which did, by its
nature, definitely belong to those with which
the Council might have to deal under that
Article. The French representative thought
that the question of including the item in the
agenda was essentially a question of advisability
in the political sphere, rather than a matter
of procedure. For the moment, he was not
in a position to express an opinion on that
point, being obliged to wait for further
instructions from his Government with regard
to the new aspect taken on by the question.

1286. The representative of MEXICO felt

that the fact that peace had not yet been
established was a cause of growing concern
all over the world. Every question that had
so far been brought to the attention of the
Council had been affected by that fact. The
Council could not deal with a case like the
one before it exclusively on its merits, as
though it were unrelated to the main inter
national issues which were being debated at the
Peace Conference. It would be wit>er to post
pone the discussion of the question until
peace had been finally established.

1287. The representative of CHINA opposed
the inclusion of the matter at issue in the
agenda of the Security Council for several
reasons. The United Kingdom and United
States troops stationed in a number of foreign
countries were there for legitimate purposes
and with the consent of the countries concerned,
and did not constitute a threat to peace. He
could not see the purpose of the proposed
inquiry or the usefulness of the discussion of
the question in the Council. The representative
of the USSR would certainly have no difficulty
in obtaining the desired information through
diplomatic or other channels existing between
Allied countries. The United States troops in
North China were there to carry out certain
missions and to assist the Chinese Govern
ment in discharging its responsibilities with
regard to the defeated enemy. Whether or
not those United States troops had completed
their JJllssion was a matter entirely for the
Chinese and United States Governments to
decide. The Chinese Government denied
that the presence of United States troops
created a situation which might lead to inter
national friction or give rise to a dispute.

1288. The representative of POLAND said that,
in his Government's opinion, any Member of
the United Nations had the formal right. to
approach the Security Council and to be heard
by it. Whether the matter should be discussed
was not a question of political convenience
or advisability. The existence of a situation
of the kind referred to in Article 34 had to
be determined by the Council after the question
had been placed on the agenda, by discussing
the substance of the case. He urged the
Council strongly to make no decision which
would deny the freedom of a Member State
to be heard by the Council.

1289. The representative of th(" UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA stated that his Government
had always been in favour of placing as few
technical impediments as possible in the way
of access to the Security Council, and continued
to adhere to that principle; but that did not
mean that it considered the Council morally
bound to accept for discussion every case
brought before it by a Member of the
United Nations. He further stated that the
Government of the USSR had taken a serious
step in alleging that the United Kingdom and
the United States were causing international
friction by maintaining troops in certain
countries. It was unfortunate that the USSR
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Government should have brought the matter
before the Council without first having tried
to settle it directly through diplomatic channels.

1290. He would not be able to vote for the
inclusion in the agenda of the statement of
29 August as it stood, because it did not
specify which troops in which foreign countries
were a menace to international peace, or in
what way.

1291. The representative of AUSTRALIA sub
mitted that the representative of the USSR
had still not given sufficient indication of where
and between whom the friction was likely to
arise, and where and between whom the
possible dispute might occur, for the Council
to be able to consider'the situation in question
as one coming under Article 34. The repre
sentative of the USSR had not established the
existence of friction Ot the possibility of a
dispute of the kind referred to in Article 34.
The protest which the Netherlands repre
sentative had voiced at the apparent assumption
hy the USSR representative of the role of
spokesman for countries other than his own
was a very timely one, and he wished to
associate himself with it.

1292. The Security Council should recognize
in the first instance that the spokesman of the
people of any country was their own govern
ment, and only in the most exceptional .cir
cumstances, as in the presence of a direct and
immediate threat to peace, could the Council
possibly attempt to work on any other basis.

1293. The representative of the UNION OF
SOCIALIST REPUBLICS explained in what way
the situation arising from the presence of
troops in foreign countries fell within the
scope of Articles 34 and 35 of the Charter.
The intention of his proposal was that the

Security Council should be furnished with
information as to the number and disposition
of the forces of Allied Powers and the location
of military bases in the territory of the countries
indicated ; that was all. There was no reason
to doubt that the proposal was legitimate and
well founded. He referred to the duties and
obligations of the Security Council under
Chapter VII and Article 24, and, stated that
in his opinion the Security Council had every
right and reason to demand information such
as that contemplated in the USSR proposal.

1294. In answer to the representative of the
United States, who had asked whether the
USSR proposal referred to Article 43 of the
Charter, he stated that the Article had no
bearing on the proposal. With regard to
the observations made by the representative
of the Netherlands, he recalled that under
the Charter of the United NatioIls, any govern
ment or any Member State had the right to
bring before the Security Council any question
which in its opinion deserved examination by
the Council. If the point of view expressed
by the representative of Netherlands were
taken to its logical conclusion, each nation
would be obliged to draw the attention of the
Security Council exclusively to situlltions which
had arisen within its own territory. To take
:m example, it would be naive to assume that
the Government of the Netherlands itself
would bring the question of Indonesia and the
situation prevailing there to the attention of
the Council ; yet that situation was of interest
to other Members of the United Nations and
to the Organization, as a whole.

1295. Decision: The' Council decided by
7 votes to 2 (Poland, Un£on of Sov£et Social£st
RepubUcs), w£th 2 abste7lt£ons (Egypt, France)~

7Z0t to £7zclude the USSR proposal £n its agenda.

B. COMMU~;ICATI ON DATED 5 DECEMBER 1946 FROM THE
AMBASSADOR OF IRAN TO WASHINGTON

1296. The Iranian Ambassador to Washing
ton, in a letter dated 5 December 1946 ad
dressed to the Secretary-General (S /204),
transmitted for the information of the Secu
rity Council a report on the current state of
affairs in the Province of Azerbai'jan. The
report stated that the Central Government
of Iran had not yet been able· to re-establish
its authority in the Province of Azerbaijan.

1297. An election to provide for the selection
of the national legislature of Iran was due to
start on 7 December and, in order to ensure
that the election should be properly conducted,
it had been arranged that military forces
should be stationed in all provinces of Iran.

1298. The USSR Ambassador at Teheran

had given the friendly advice, that, in view of
possible disturbances, the Iranian Govern
ment's plan to station troops in Azerbaijan
would be better abandoned.

1299. The report pointed out that it was
the duty of the Iranian Government to exercise
its sovereign responsibilities and to ensure that
the elections should be impartially carried out ;
and, in conclusion, it expressed the hope that
the presence of the troops would not cause
any disturbance.

1300. The above-mentioned letter and report
"rere circulated to the members of the Security
Council, which is still seized of the Iranian
question, but were not placed on the Council's
agenda.
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C. COMMUNICATION DATED 26 MARCH 1947 FROM THE REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE NETHERLANDS TO THE UNITED NATIONS

1301. The representative of the Netherlands
to the United Nations, in a letter dated
26 March 1947 (S /311), informed the Se~retary

Generai that his Government had signed an
agreement with the Government of the Repub-

lie of Indonesia in Batavia on 24 March 1947.

1302. That information was circulated to the
members of the Security Council but not placed
on the Council's agenda.



Appendix I

REPRESENTATIVES AND ALTERNATE REPRESENTATIVES

ACCREDITED TO THE SECURITY COUNCIL

.4ustralia : Dr. Herbert V. Evatt France: Mr. Alexandre Parodi
Mr. N. J. O. Makin Mr. Guy de la Tournelle
Colonel W. R. Hodgson

Me.",ico :. Dr. Luis Padilla Nervo
Mr. Paul Hasluck

Belgium: l\lr. Fernand van Langenhove Netherlands: Dr. E. N. van Kleffens

Mr. Joseph Nisot
Dr. J. H. van Roijen

Baron Silvercruys
Dr. Alexander Loudon

Brazil: Mr. Pedro Leao Velloso Polmzd: Dr. Oscar Lange

Mr. Orlando Leite Ribeiro Mr. Jerzy Michalowski

l\fr. Oswaldo Aranha Mr. J ulius Katz-Suchy

Mr. Joa.:> CarIos Muniz Syria: Mr. Faris el-Khouri
Mr. Henrique de SOllza Gomez Dr. Costi K. Zurayk

China: Dr. Quo Tai-chi Mr. Rafik Asha

Dr. C. L. Hsia Union of SO'viet
Dr. Shuhsi Hsu Socialist Re-

Colombia: Dr. Alfonso L6pez
publics: Mr. Andrei A. Gromyko

Dr. Eduardo Zuleta Angel United Sir Alexander Cadogan
Dr. Alberto Gonz31ez Fernandez Kingdom: Lord InverchalJel
Dr. Emilio Toro Mr. Valentine Lawford

Egypt: Mahmoud Hassan Pasha United States Mr. Wal"ren R. Austin
Mahmoud Fawzi Bey of America : Mr. Herschel V. JoOOson

Appendix 11

PRESIDENTS OF THE SECURITY COUNCIL

The following Presidents of the Security Council held office during the period covered by this report :

Netherlands

Dr. E. N. van Kleffens (17 'July to 16 August)

Poland

Dr. Oscar Lange (17 August to 16 September)

Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Mr. Andrei A. Gromyko (17 Sept. to 16 October)

United Kingdom

Sir Alexander Cadogan (17 Oct. to 16 November)

United States of America

Mr. Herschel V. JoOOson (17 Nov. to 31 Dec.)

Australia

f Mr. N. J. O. Makin (1 January to 31 January)

bc".

Belgium

Mr. Fernand van Langenhove (1 February to
28 February)

Brazil

Mr. O~waldo Aranha (1 March to 31 March)

China

Dr. Quo Tai-chi (1 April to 30 April)

Colombia

Dr. Alfonso Lopez (1 May to 31 May)

France

Mr. Alexandre Parodi (1 June to 30 June)

Poland

Dr. Oscar Lange (1 July to 31 July)
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Appendix ut

REPRESENTATIVES, CHAn~MEN AND PRINCIPAL SECRETARIES
OF THE MILITARY STAFF COMMITTEE

The following is a list of senior representatives of each service accredited to the Military Staff Committee
during the period covered by this report :

Representatives

Chinest DelegatiolZ

General Shan~ Chen, CA

General of the Army
Ho Ying Chin, CA

Lt.-General Mow Pong Tsu,
CAF

Rear-Admiral Liu Ten Fu, CN

Captain Chow Ying Tsung,
CN

Period of service

15 to 31 July 1946

1 August 1946
to present time

15 July 1946
to present time

15 July to
7 August 1946

8 August 1946
to present time

I USSR DelegatiolZ

Lt.-General A. Ph. Vasiliev,
Soviet Army

Vice-Admiral V. Bogdenlto,
USSR Navy

Lt.-General A. Sharapov,
USSR Air Force

United Kingdom Delegatio1Z

Admiral Sir Henry Moore, RN
General Sir Edwin L. Morris
Air Chief Marshal Sir Guy Garrod

Period of service

( 15 July 1946
~ to present time

15 July 1946
to present time

FTe1ZCh Delegatian

General de Division P. Billotte,
French Army

Contre-Atmral P. Moullec,
French Navy

Capitaine de fregate V. Marchal,
French Navy

General de corps aerien M. Valin,
French Air Force

Colonel A. Lauzin,
French Air Force

General de Brigade P. Fay,
French Air Force

15 July 1946
to present time

15 July 1946 to
21 January 1947

22 January 1947
to present time

15 July to
12 Dec. 1946

·13 December 1946
to 6 March 1947

7 March 1947
to present time

United States Delegation

Lt.-Gener&l M. B. Ridgway,
USA

Admiral R. K. Turner, USN

Admiral H. K. Hewitt, USN

General George C. Kenney,
USAAF

Lt.-General H. L. George,
USAAF

Brigadier-Genenl C. P. Cabell,
USAAF

General J. T. McNarney,
USAAF

15 July 1946
to present time

15 July 1946
to 31 March 1947

1 April 1947
to present time

15 July to
2 October 1946

3 October to
14 Nov. 1946

15 November 1946
1 May 1947

2 May 1947
to present time

Chairmer, and Principal Secretaries

Principal Secretary

Commi.ssaire en chef J.H. Deprez,
FN (France)

Captam R. D. Coleridge, RN
(United Kingdom)

Captain Denys W. Knoll, USN
(United States of America)

Captain Denys W. Knoll, USN
(United States of America)

Captain Chow Ying Tsung. CN
(China)

M. Studenov,Colonel V.
(USSR)

Lieutenant-General A. Ph. Vasiliev, SA
(USSR)

General de Division P. Billotte, FA
(France)

General de Corps aerien M. Valin, FAF
(France)

Ch;"irman

Admiral Sir Henry Moore, RN (United
Kingdom)

Lt.-General M. B. Ridgway, USA
(United States of America)

General George C. Kenney, USAAF
(United States of Atr.erica)

General of the Army Ho Ying Chin, CA
(China)

Meeting Date
1~

14th 24 July

15th 7 August

16th 21 August

17th 4 September

18th 18 September

19th 2 October

20th 16 October

21st 30 October

22nd 13 November

23rd 27 November
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Chairmen and Principal Secretaries (continued)

Meeting Date
1846

24th 12. December

25th 23 December

1947

26th 9 January

27th 17 J~nuary

28th 21 Jannary

29th 28 January

30th l3 February

31st 14 February
32nd 19 February

33rd 6 March

34th 29 March
35th 21 March
36th 27 March
37th 31 March

38th 3 April

39th 10 April
40th 15 April
41st 18 April
42nd 24 April
43rd 28 April

44th 15 May

45th 29 May

46th 12 June

47th 19 June
48th 20 June

49th 26 June

SA Colonel V. M. Studenov,
(USSR)

ChairmaD

Gencl"..! de Division P. BiIlotte, FA
(France)

SA

Colonel L: W. Truman, USA
(Umted States of America)

Colonel L. W. Truman, USA
(United States of America)

Colonel L. W. Truman, USA
(United States of America)

Captain ChllW Ying Tsung (China)

Captain R. D. Coleridge, RN
(United Kingdom)

Principal Secretar;r

Commissaire en chef J. H. Deprez,
FN (France)

Colonel L. W. Truman, USA
(United States of America)

Captain Chow Ying Tsung, CN
(China)

Captain R. D. Coleridge, RN
(United Kingdom)

Colonel l.. W. Truman, USA
(States of America)

VasiJiev,Ph.A.

Geileral J. T. McNarney, USAAF
(United States 'of America) (first part
of meeting)

Admiral H. K. Hewitt, USN (United
States of America) (second part of
meeting)

General J. T. McNarney, USAAF
(United States of America)

General of the Army Ho Ying Chin, CA
(China) .

Lt.-General
(USSR)

General J. T. McNarney, USAAF
(United States of America)

Admiral Sir Henry Moore, RN (United
Kingdom)

Rear-Admiral J. J. Ballentine, USN
(United States of America)

General of the Army Ho Ying Chin, CA
(China)

Admiral Sir Henry Moore, RN (United
Kingdom)

Admiral R. K. Turner, USN (United
States of America)

7 July

30 June

51st

50th

Itnp. Noirc:erc & Fene~rjer, Lyon.




